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Abstract
The broad questions asked in this PhD thesis are: How do Bininj Kunwok people from Western
Arnhem Land navigate in the bush? Why do they navigate that way, and how do they verbalize their orientation
systems? The motivation behind these questions is to expand our understanding of the way humans rely on and
use language during spatial navigation. Spatial navigation is more than a decision-making, memory, and
planning process. One argument of this thesis is that navigation is geographically as well as socio-pragmatically
modulated. Through a detailed analysis of Bininj Kunwok spatial language across several different contexts, an
audience design working model of navigation is proposed, which adds a communicative parameter to existing
cognitive models. This dissertation also aims to enrich Bininj Kunwok ethnographic documentation of the longestablished traditions of travelling through the bush on foot. This is assumed to be a fundamental part and parcel
of Bininj Kunwok culture, and is therefore an important component to be observed and documented for the
benefit of the communities who collaborated with the project.
The data for this thesis has involved the design and application of a field methodology to record
spatially contextualized talk in relation to navigation in the presence of relevant cues, largely absent in previous
empirical methodological approaches related to the subjects of space and language. The most innovative aspect
of the method is the synchronization of GoPro cameras and GPS tracks during people’s walks and the creation of
small-scale navigation stimuli to enhance further elicitation of navigation-related language. Existing corpora
were used as well. The overall collection is also used to test several hypotheses concerning theoretical debates
about the relationship between language and spatial cognition and the outcome shows the significance of
documenting and analyzing language use in context.
A qualitative and quantitative analysis confirms that Bininj Kunwok people use two types of
allocentric orientation constructions, revealing two main navigation systems: the cardinal (e.g., N/S/E/W) and
the geomorphic (e.g., upstream/downstream and high/low country). The choice of one or the other system is
found to be dependent on the geographical context. The geomorphic is favoured near salient landmarks and the
cardinal is more versatile, abstract and suitable in a wider number of contexts. Both systems are used within two
main strategies of navigation already defined in the literature as proximate (related to the immediate judgment of
the eye) and ultimate (related to traditions of land travel and tied to different processes). The choice of one or the
other in Bininj Kunwok depends on socio-pragmatic factors such as the degree of spatial knowledge shared
amongst fellow navigators. In this sense, the proximate is mostly used with/by interlocutors who are unfamiliar
with an environment and the ultimate instead with/by familiar interlocutors. Finally, a qualitative analysis of
memory-based narratives about orientation identified the use of a mnemonic technique already documented in
Bininj Kunwok literature to ease memorization of places, here also found to be used for directions but using
slightly different speech strategies. The specific structure of this technique resembles the logic behind sense of
direction and path integration, two main parameters for the creation of cognitive maps. This result supports the
suggestion that such a strategy can be an oral technique used to create a mental representation of an environment
for its future recognition, fruition and navigation.
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Overall, this thesis provides the first in-depth investigation of spatial navigation in Bininj Kunwok. The
results suggest significant socio-cultural and geographical modulation of spatial cognition in humans, as viewed
through the lens of Bininj Kunwok language.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1 Introduction
This chapter introduces the research questions that motivated this project, its methodology
(both data collection and analysis), documentation and scientific contribution. Finally, it
summarizes the structure of the thesis.

1.1 Research questions
This project aimed to answer the following research questions:
How do Bininj Kunwok people from Western Arnhem Land navigate in the bush? Why do
they navigate that way? How do they verbalize their orientation systems?
Bininj Kunwok pre-contact culture was based on traditions of walking on foot on the Arnhem
Land plateau in Northern Australia (Evans, 2003: 40-41; Garde, 2009). The environment is
subject to seasonal monsoons and presents high topographical diversity characterized by
deeply dissected stone country and a set of flat lands, set within a prominent system of rivers.
Bininj Kunwok language and culture has been the subject of intense documentation. The
output of this work includes grammars of the language (Oates, 1964; Carrol, 1976; Evans,
2003), Bininj Kunwok L2 learner guides (Etherington and Etherington, 1998), websites on
language learning 1 , professionally produced and community-made movies (Warddeken
Bushwalk 2000), books on the flora, fauna and fire ecology of the region (Yibarbuk et al,
2001), geographic and topological documentation on the Arnhem Land plateau (Garde and
McKenzie, 2006; Garde, 2009; 2014), Dreamtime story books (Nganjmirra and McLeod,
1997), rock art documentation (Chaloupka, 1999) and accounts of private life (Berndt, 1950;
Berndt and Berndt, 1951). However, previous research has not thoroughly investigated the
Bininj Kunwok orientation system (for a full review, see chapter 2), and no study has

1

https://bininjkunwok.org.au/
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investigated how spatial language is used during the well-established Bininj traditions of land
travel.
Previous research on Bininj Kunwok suggests that the main system of orientation is
not egocentric or based on the body (e.g., left/right), but rather allocentric or based on
external environmental cues, like cardinal points, salient landmarks etc. (Evans, 2003; Garde,
2014). That is, Bininj Kunwok people do not use their body per se but rather salient
environmental anchors external to the body (e.g., a mountain, a river) to calibrate their
orientation and express it verbally. By ‘salient environmental features’ it is intended those
geographic features that maintain both a physical prominence and cultural significance for
Bininj. Yet, Bininj Kunwok orientation was never investigated in-depth. A system of
orientation is understood here as a cognitive framework through which orientation is
calculated during motion, a directional guidance apparatus in order to move in space.
Previous cross-linguistic studies of orientation discuss ‘frames of reference’ (FoR) (Levinson,
2003; Levinson and Wilkins, 2006; for a full review, see chapter 2) more than ‘orientation
systems’. The main difference is that the concept of ‘frame of reference’ refers to a static
orientation framework, whereas a ‘system’ also embraces orientation during motion and
across contexts. Therefore, a system is a dynamic set of frameworks, and contended in this
thesis to be better suited to the study of navigation.
The allocentric system in Bininj Kunwok is divided up into two types: a cardinal type
(north, south, east and west) that is not calibrated around the Western compass, and a
geomorphic one, where prominent landmarks are used for orientation (e.g., kaddum/kanjdji
‘upstream/downstream’; see chapter 2 for more detail).
A pan-Australian survey of the etymologies and polysemies of cardinal terms in
Australian languages (Whitehead 1990) revealed that in some Gunwinyguan languages there
are formal connections between geomorphic and cardinal terms, suggesting that in some
contexts their use is pragmatically linked. However, to date there has been no systematic
empirical investigation of how these two systems are used in Bininj Kunwok speech, and
whether or not this is affected by the context in which they are used. Additionally, previous
semantic research (Haugen, 1957) has distinguished between two main strategies of
orientation used for different purposes: a proximate strategy, based on the immediate
judgment of the eye, and an ultimate strategy, based on traditions of land travel. Yet, no
11
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empirical evidence was ever provided to distinguish between the pragmatic use in
conversation of the two orientation strategies.
Past research has shown that factors such as language structure and grammar
(Levinson, 2003; Levinson and Wilkins, 2006; Majid et al., 2011), education and language
contact (Meakins, 2011; Meakins, Jones and Algy, 2015), topography (Palmer, 2015; Palmer
et al., 2017), culture (Haun et al., 2011), and constraints of the task setting (Abarbanell,
Montana and Li, 2011) result in significant variability in lexical choice and behaviour during
spatial orientation (for more literature, see chapter 2). This literature has primarily focussed
on differences between ‘untranslatable’ FoRs or systems (e.g., egocentric versus allocentric),
not on potentially significant contextual variability within each type of system (e.g., using a
river or a cardinal to express allocentric orientation). Bininj Kunwok literature attests to a
variety of allocentric systems. Hence in this thesis the first set of questions can be articulated
as follows: which systems and strategies of navigation do Bininj Kunwok people usually use
during spatial navigation? How do they verbalize them and which contextual factors (e.g.,
geographical, socio-cultural,) significantly influence their verbalization?
In addition, the majority of and most recent empirical/experimental investigations on
human spatial navigation cognition were conducted with Western European individuals in
urban settings, either directly in situ or indirectly through virtual reality (Maguire et al., 2003;
Spiers and Maguire, 2008; Spiers and Barry, 2015). These studies have mostly benefited from
a triangulation of different types of sensory and memory spatial information (e.g., distance
estimations, verbal retrospective reports etc.). Yet, a large slice of other possible ways to
understand and predict how humans can navigate and conceptualize space, for example
through cultural links with the environment and socio-cultural variables like communication,
is left out of current cognitive models of human navigation. Hence the additional question: is
it possible to use Bininj Kunwok contextualized data to expand on and contribute to the most
recent cognitive representations of spatial navigation by including a communicative
parameter?
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1.2 Contribution to scientific theory
Overall, very little research focussing on the systematic study of contextualized language in
relation to navigation in non-Western cultures and non-urban environments exists. Most
investigations in the cognitive and linguistic sciences related to spatial navigation and
linguistics are based on Western participants acting in urban settings (Spiers and Barry, 2015;
Denis, 1997; Denis et al., 1999; Allen, 1997; 2000; Klippel et al., 2005; Klippel, Tenbrink
and Montello, 2012; Tenbrink, Bergmann and Koniezcny, 2011; Hölscher, Tenbrink and
Wiener, 2011). Yet, as noted above, evidence from the linguistic, anthropological and
cognitive sciences suggests that there is a significant difference in the way people belonging
to different cultures, who speak different languages, live in different environments, and carry
on different activities, conceptualize space, specifically orientation (Haugen, 1957; Lewis,
1976; Senft, 1997; Levinson, 2003; Levinson and Wilkins, 2006; Haun, 2011; also see
chapter 2 for more literature). Yet, so far it is not clear how these factors influence spatial
language and cognition nor how they interact in natural contexts.
Additionally, the absence of studies in the semantics of space and orientation
contextualized to varying geographical and social settings may have led to the widespread
idea that there are some necessary categories in orientation semantics with a fixed and general
set of features under which whole language systems can be classified. This classification was
based on comparative analyses of language structures (Levinson, 2003; Levinson and
Wilkins, 2006) by categorizing them based on features of their grammars; or by comparing
topographical features of their environments thus framing languages into a more ecologicallyfocussed model (Palmer, 2015; Palmer et al., 2017). Although both views do consider, to
some extent, the importance of factoring in social and cultural variables, none of them has so
far applied a systematic contextual and pragmatic analysis of language to show potential
variation in the semantics of orientation. One of the arguments proposed in this dissertation
and contributing to scientific theories of language, is that the above-noted ways of
‘typologizing’ languages can be problematic and that an examination of language as it
emerges from context across a variety of changing social and geographical settings can
provide more clarity and perhaps expand on these views to take these typological debates to a
new level.
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A further scientific contribution of this dissertation is that it enhances our
understanding in cognitive and linguistic sciences of spatial language and navigation, with a
specific focus on orientation. The leading idea is that spatial navigation is more than a
decision-making, memory and planning process conducted by one individual in a particular
environment from a start to an end destination. One of the arguments developed in this
project, thanks to evidence from Bininj Kunwok, is that navigation is also a sociopragmatically modulated process modified and refined through experience/exposure to
environments and traditionally shared lore of land travel.

1.3 Methodological contribution: navigation data collection
The goal of this project was to elicit texts from participants about spatial navigation that were
informed by environmental and geographic cues. Since a systematic approach and a
technology to do this did not exist, a new methodology was designed. It used state-of-the-art
audiovisual technology to collect data on the move (e.g., action cameras).
The methodologies adopted in previous studies of spatial orientation can be classified
into two major categories: naturalistic and experimental/controlled. The first includes the
observational methodologies typical of anthropological and ethnographic research, the second
involves behavioural experiments often used in the psychological sciences. For instance,
observational methods used in the past include audiovisual recording of storytelling or
community-driven discussion workshops in relation to place, landscape and directions
(Haviland 1993; 1998; Hoffmann, 2011; 2015; McKenzie and Garde, 2006; Garde, 2014), as
well as ethnographic descriptions, audiovisual documentation or naturalistic unstructured
interviews collected over the course of past walks in Arnhem land (Warddeken Bushwalk,
2000; Russell-Smith, Whitehead and Cooke, 2009). More recent empirical psychological and
linguistic research related to the field of spatial orientation (but not navigation) has used
elicitation tasks involving more controlled and ‘static’ settings of the task (not involving
movement or changing contexts). Some examples include: 1) describing the position of and
the relation between objects in pictures, e.g. ‘the man and the tree’ game (Levinson et al.,
1992; Bohnemeyer et al., 2004); 2) route direction-giving collaboration games (Pederson and
Senft, 1996); 3) non-linguistic object assembling, like the ‘animals in a row’ (Levinson and
Schmitt, 1993) and its variations in degrees of body rotation and object complexity, like the
14
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‘animals in a field’ (Marghetis, McComsey and Cooperrider, 2014); and 4) describing the
orientation of objects located in a larger scale space (and so experimenting with a slightly
different scale, not the small scale on a table), like ‘a ball and a chair’ (Bohnemeyer et al.,
2012).
The anthropological approach has the advantage of documenting cultural and linguistic
variables relating to spatial orientation, while the experimental one attempts to isolate
individual variables that may causally relate to spatial processing (e.g., language) while
keeping all other factors constant. Presently no method exists that attempts to combine the
cultural richness of linguistic documentation with the control offered by the experimental
method. The present project attempts to do so by designing a semi-naturalistic type of
method.
The current study therefore involved the development of a methodology that provides
naturalistic data while maintaining significant control over contextual variation for a more
scientific measurement of data. To achieve this, data was collected in three different
navigation task settings: 1. while people are walking - in situ task setting; 2. during free
recalls of walked tracks - memory task setting; and 3. when people are commenting on the
navigation stimuli displaying the in situ walks on a computer screen - commentary task
setting.

1.4 Methodological contribution: navigation data analysis
Recent studies investigating spatial orientation have adopted different qualitative and
quantitative methods to identify, operationalize and measure the variables assumed to be
responsible for the adoption of certain language features and behaviours during navigation.
These include: i) frequency-based corpus linguistic methods of analysis focussed on
embodied cognition (Ellis, 2016); and ii) an application of cognitive discourse analysis
techniques (Tenbrink, 2015).
This project combines these methods and expands on them by including a manual
analysis of geographic and linguistic data to satisfy the needs of a geographically
contextualized method of data collection. This process involves: i) a preliminary content
analysis of a corpus of Bininj Kunwok texts within which spatial language use was observed;
ii) a separate qualitative semantic analysis of the spatial language used in different
15
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geographical and socio-cultural contexts as well as in a variety of textual genres; and iii) a
systematic semantic analysis based on the frequency of use of language constructions (and
their combinations) examined in particular contexts of occurrence and made to correspond
with conceptual categories through coding.

1.5 Contribution to the documentation of Bininj Kunwok culture and language
There is a rich ethnographical literature that documents the relationship between Bininj
Kunwok people and their ecology in Western Arnhem Land (Garde, 2009; 2014; Yibarbuk et
al., 2001; McKenzie and Garde, 2006; Russell-Smith et al., 2009; Altman and Kerins, 2012).
These include the ethnolinguistic documentation of the language used to describe place,
landscape and fire/seasonality strictly related to fire burning from the perspective of cultural
activities (Garde, 2009; 2014; Yibarbuk et al., 2001; McKenzie and Garde, 2006),
descriptions of Bininj lifestyle on country and also movies documenting Bininj Kunwok
intergenerational bushwalks in Western Arnhem Land (Russel-Smith et al., 2009; Altman and
Kerins, 2012). The current project aims to expand on this work by specifically focussing on
the language used by Bininj Kunwok people in relation to foot walk on country and how this
information can be merged into a working cognitive model of spatial navigation, to provide
additional understanding of the ways Bininj Kunwok people, and humans tout court, can
conceptualize space and communicate it during navigation.
The type of documentation proposed includes Bininj Kunwok semi-naturalistic
navigation talks. A ‘navigation talk’ is understood in this project as an umbrella term to refer
to a whole spatial textual genre. The genre can include direct naturalistic discourse, visually
elicited discourse, and memory descriptions or stories. Each talk recorded is contextualized to
a particular environment (e.g., a track), time and socio-cultural setting of occurrence, and it is
strictly in relation to navigation. The advantage of this type of linguistic contextualized
documentation is the possibility of conducting a more holistic empirical and systematic
semantic analysis on the data, allowing one to draw conclusions connected to representations
of spatial orientation processes related to spatial navigation.
Another contribution this project offers to language and culture documentation is the
creation of data recordings in the field and from the visual perspective of the
speakers/navigators themselves. The action cameras used in this project record whatever
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head-tilting and perspectives are assumed by those who wear them. In addition, these cameras
leave people hands-free to do most activities during the recording, thus allowing them to more
spontaneously or naturally engage with their peers and physical surrounds.
Finally, an additional contribution of this project satisfies what in the words of Bininj
Kunwok speakers would be the ‘two-way’2 approach: a ‘Bininj way’ (Indigenous way) and a
scientific (or Balanda - non-Indigenous) way. In addition to the scientific motivations and
contribution noted above, the ‘Bininj-way’ strives to promote and stress the value of staying
and walking on country, as a way of maintaining both ecological knowledge and spiritual
connections to the land. This is an important part of the traditional kunwale ‘lifestyle’ or
kunmayali ‘culture’ of people from Western Arnhem Land, with historical links to their
traditions of walking on foot through the Bininj manbolh ‘traditional Aboriginal roads’ (an
important concept expressed in ‘Blackfeller_Road’, one of the texts in this manuscript, by
Lofty Bardayal Nadjamerrek). Documentating language in this way makes it possible to
preserve knowledge that is culturally and also geographically relevant to keep those traditions
alive, especially for the future generations of Bininj. The project put together diverse types of
footage shot from the perspective of the people themselves and created a collection of
tangible ‘cultural resources’ in audiovisual format. The term ‘cultural resource’ in this
dissertation will be used to refer to audio-visual short movies in .mp3 in Bininj Kunwok
spoken language with English subtitles. The idea was to create accessible movies for the
benefit of present and future generations. Such resources, agreed in consultation with some of
the Traditional Owners who collaborated with the current researcher, are aimed at
highlighting and generating enthusiasm towards the incredible richness of the ancestral lore
around the tradition of the ‘foot walk’ in Western Arnhem Land.

1.6 Thesis structure
The thesis comprises eleven chapters, each described in turn.
Chapter 2 reviews the literature on spatial navigation, including debates concerning
language, space and cognition. Given the multidisciplinary nature of the project, the review
2

‘Two-way’ is an English expression often chosen by Arnhem Land Traditional Owners in more formal speeches. It stresses

the mutual benefits (cultural and scientific) that both Indigenous and non-Indigenous should gain by putting together a
toolbox made of scientific and traditional lore.
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also offers an explanation for the main terminology and technical conceptual frameworks
adopted in this research related to spatial language and spatial cognition specifically focussed
on orientation/directionality in navigation. Therefore, the function of chapter 2 is twofold. On
the one hand, it explains the main notions that will guide the interpretation of the results in
this project. On the other, it situates the project within the larger literature bearing upon the
topic of the thesis.
Chapter 3 constitutes the ethnographic heart of the dissertation. It reports old and new
information about Bininj Kunwok people from Western Arnhem Land. Gradually, from an
initial comprehensive overview of the land they inhabit, their language and cultural traditions,
the chapter then focusses on spatial language in Bininj Kunwok, orientation, the traditions of
walking on country, and the current programmes set out to promote these traditions and other
cultural activities on country. In this respect, chapter 3 is crucial for a deeper understanding of
the ‘two-way’ (Balanda and Bininj) motivations behind the documentation provided in this
project.
Chapter 4 describes the corpus of texts used for analysis and the methodological
procedures followed to collect them. It provides a description of all the types of Bininj
Kunwok texts considered for analysis in this project. Chapter 4 also describes in more detail
the technological apparatus used to carry out the investigation and provides a description of
the tasks.
Chapters 5 - 11 present the empirical data and analyses. They are divided into two
parts, Part A (chapters 5, 6 and 7) and Part B (chapters 8, 9, 10 and 11). This partition is
motivated by a slight difference in the type of analysis conducted related to the type of
datasets (and therefore texts) considered.
Part A only considers the texts collected during fieldwork in 2017 and to a lesser
extent in 2016. It applies a non-conventional type of data analysis to the texts, which are more
contextualized to the changing geographical and socio-pragmatic settings in which the
observed language and behaviour occurred. Chapters 5 and 6 are mutually complementary.
Chapter 5 is a qualitative analysis of selected but representative case studies. It examines the
semantics behind a behavioural and linguistic analysis of orientation adopted by Bininj
Kunwok people in relation to navigation in the bush across three different task settings.
Chapter 6 is a quantitative examination of the data. It complements the qualitative analysis in
chapter 5 by testing (where the dataset was big enough) the hypotheses proposed against a
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bigger set of data considered for this section, thereby aiming at generalizability. Finally,
chapter 7 summarizes these results and sketches an audience design model of spatial
navigation.
Part B zooms out to a bigger dataset. In addition to the texts collected during the
fieldwork for this project the dataset includes older naturalistic texts collected by the Bininj
themselves as well as by other researchers (Bininj Kunwok corpus, Marley et al., in progress).
This second empirical section presents a cross-textual analysis of how spatial orientation
language can be used in different genres of Bininj Kunwok discourse. Chapters 8 and 9 are
complementary, as are 10 and 11. Chapter 8 is a qualitative cross-textual semantic analysis of
Bininj Kunwok use of allocentric, cardinal and geomorphic, constructions across different
texts (naturalistic spatial and non-spatial versus semi-naturalistic). Chapter 9 quantitatively
tests some of the most significant tendencies found in the previous qualitative analysis. In
comparison to chapters 8 and 9, the following two do not focus on an analysis of the
allocentric constructions taken individually but on their combination with other significant
spatial constructions. Thus, chapter 10 is a qualitative cross-textual analysis exploring how
allocentric constructions in Bininj Kunwok combine with motion verb constructions, toponym
constructions and landscape constructions. Chapter 11 tests these ideas using quantitative
statistics.
Finally, chapter 12 is a general discussion of the results found throughout the
empirical section of the dissertation. It discusses each set of results in light of the hypotheses
stemming from previous literature. It also considers the theoretical implications of the results.
Finally, it makes several suggestions for future research stemming directly from the results.
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CHAPTER 2
2 Concepts and literature
2.1 Navigation concepts
2.1.1

Navigation and Wayfinding

‘Navigation’ is a complex human spatial experience. One of the most basic meanings of
‘Navigation’ is the process of determining and maintaining a course or trajectory from one
place to another (Gallistel, 1990; Montello, 2005), but it has also been defined as “a complex
behaviour that combines the physical act of locomotion with a suite of cognitive abilities such
as place memory, imagery, and planning” (Waller and Nadel, 2013: 5). A related concept is
‘Wayfinding’, usually used in spatial navigation literature to indicate “cognitive components
of navigation” (Waller and Nadel, 2013: 5; Carpman and Grant, 2002). The latter has also
been defined more specifically as “man’s ability to reach spatial destinations in novel and
familiar settings” (Passini, 1981: 17) or “the process of finding a route from an initial to a
destination place” (Kuipers et al., 2003: 84). One of the factors assumed to affect navigation
is ‘affordances’. An ‘affordance’ represents a “possibility for action provided by the
environment for an animal with particular dimensions and capabilities” (summarized in
Waller and Nadel, 2013: 69 from Gibson, 1977; Turvey, 1992; Fajen and Matthis, 2011).
Some examples of affordances are the possibility of finding water in a dry area or of
estimating the depth of a crevasse before continuing a walk; the possibility of seeing a salient
elevated landmark in some terrains to calibrate orientation; or the likelihood of finding
smaller environmental cues such as termite mounds in Australia or moss on the north side of
trees in northern Europe that indicate a heading direction.
Current models of human navigation are based on empirical investigations forged
mostly around Western city dwellers in urban street networks (Spiers and Barry, 2015). The
documentation of non-Western and/or non-urban people’s navigation behaviour, for example
in African and Australian Aboriginal communities, shows socio-pragmatic factors modulating
spatial navigation that were not considered in models derived from studies of Western
participants. For example, it identifies important variables such as the ancestral lore and
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connection with natural features of the land, education (e.g., teaching children and unfamiliar
travellers places and routes), and pragmatic interaction based on shared spatial common
ground (e.g., topographical gossiping), which play a fundamental role in orientation, direction
and wayfinding (Lewis, 1976; Widlok, 1996; 1997; 2008; Nash, 1998). However, these
cultural variables have not yet been integrated into current models of spatial navigation.

2.1.2

Navigating with a cognitive map: sense of direction and path integration

The complexity of navigation is not only related to moving in space. In order to be able to
recognize the surrounding environment, to move around in it, and to estimate distances and
calculate directions, human beings, like other mobile organisms (e.g., rodents, monkeys etc.),
need to generate a mental schema of the structure of an environment, generally referred to as
a ‘cognitive map’ (Tolman, 1948; Waller and Nadel, 2012; Rosati, 2015). Such cognitive
maps are fundamental for navigation abilities and are acquired through exposure to a given
setting that is either direct (walking through space), indirect or externalized (experiencing
space through maps or hand-held devices), or both (Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1982;
Wolbers and Hegarty, 2010). Two main processes have been argued to be responsible for the
generation of mental maps during navigation: (i) a ‘sense of direction’, and (ii) ‘deadreckoning’ (also known as ‘path integration’). Sense of direction is the ability to identify
trajectories to chosen locations (visible or not) given the geometrical configuration of the
surroundings based on the identification of the relation between salient landmarks/objects and
the self. Dead-reckoning or path integration is the ability to maintain a sense of where one is
while also understanding where to go with respect to a known starting point and a future
location (Kozlowski and Bryant, 1977; Sholl, 1987; 1988; Gallistel, 1990; Hutchins, 1995;
Loomis et al., 1993; Klatzky, 1998).
2.1.3

Spatial expertise/familiarity in navigation

In the previous literature the terms ‘expert’, ‘experienced’ and ‘expertise’ have been used to
refer to both the possession and acquisition of spatial navigation skills (Waller and Nadel,
2013; Maguire et al., 2003; Spiers and Maguire, 2008; Lewis, 1976). Although apparently
self-evident, no investigation actually explains the meaning of these terms and yet this is a
fundamental determinant in the current project. It in fact determines the degree of knowledge
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that a person retains and can pass on about an environment to carry on efficient movement
through it.
In order to become an ‘expert’ in navigation, an individual is assumed to have formed a
‘cognitive map’ (as defined in §2.1.2) of a place and to have been sufficiently exposed
(directly or indirectly) to an environment to be competent in or sufficiently trained for or with
practical knowledge of this environment and the ways to move around in it. Extensive and
repeated exposure to a particular environment is fundamental to learning, memorizing and
recognizing it, and thus is also essential to knowing how to move around in it. In this project
navigation experts (in relation to the bush in Arnhem Land) are those people (mostly adults)
who have been and still are exposed to certain environments by walking around in it
(typically since they were children) and indirectly through their storytelling recounts. Through
these means they have learned and formed a cognitive map that allows them to recognize
those places and navigate them again (both in situ and in their memory). Furthermore, from a
communicative perspective this means that a ‘navigation expert’ can be considered an
authoritative source to whom less informed individuals would most likely turn in order to
know more about a spatial referent in question (be it a place, a path, a landscape resource
etc.).
In this thesis the concept of spatial ‘expertise’ is understood in connection to the notion
of ‘familiarity’ of an environment. The two notions are distinguished by the depth of
understanding of a space based on exposure and/or training on and around it. To label a
person ‘an expert’ is in fact tantamount to a statement of familiarity with a particular
environment, yet the opposite is not true. Therefore, the notion of ‘expertise’ is a more
general umbrella term, which also includes a range of spatial skills developed through
exposure to a space, and is only used in this thesis in relation to people with knowledge of an
environment that is deeply and widely accepted in the community. The notion of ‘familiarity’
is a more specific concept more related to the idea of being ‘acquainted’ with a space. As
such, spatial expertise and familiarity can also have consequences for the way spatial
information about a certain environment is communicated and to whom, hence its importance
in the current research project.
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2.1.4

Navigation information: sensory, memory… and communicative

The type of data analysed in previous studies of navigation has been mostly of two types:
sensory information and memory information. The former is understood as “the result of
present direct perception and experience of the setting” (Passini, 1981: 26). The latter is
understood as “the result of past perception and past experience of the setting” (Passini, 1981:
26). In this project we consider another type of data – linguistic, or more precisely,
communicative. Past research has shown that languages differ in the way their speakers
encode space, and this has a significant influence on the cognitive strategies that speakers use
in order to conceptualize an environment or to orientate in space (Levinson and Wilkins,
2006; also see additional literature in §2.5). This dissertation analyses how speakers of Bininj
Kunwok construct a cognitive model of space, as revealed through the semantic patterns
evident in their speech across different navigation contexts.
Communicative data is understood as a type of information given and/or exchanged by
means of language and/or complementary non-verbal communicative strategies (e.g.,
gestures) while talking. In this project particular attention is paid to communication produced
in relation to navigation. Communicative data is used in this dissertation to expand on current
cognitive models of space (Spiers and Barry, 2015). The working cognitive model of space
developed in this dissertation (chapter 7), based on evidence from Bininj Kunwok
communication data, builds on the idea that people would not violate some basic conversation
rules such as truthfulness, relevance, efficiency etc. (Grice, 1975) when referring to space or
orientation during wayfinding or when instructing the way. The proposed working model also
draws from approaches to cognitive linguistics that have used conversational analysis as a
method and that focus on audience/recipient design (Clark and Murphy, 1982; Bell, 1984;
Enfield and Stivers, 2007; Sidnell and Stivers, 2013; Gann and Barr, 2014), in this project
applied to navigation talk. In this sense, a navigator’s/speaker’s task is not just to draw on
their representation of space to find a route but also to create possible metarepresentations
based on assumptions of his/her interlocutor’s degree of knowledge of an environment against
which to find a verbal formulation appropriate for his/her addressee. The goal of
communication related to navigation becomes therefore to identify spatial referents (eg,
landmarks, routes etc.) based on the degree of presumed shared knowledge, which includes
accommodating the interlocutor’s needs in case the degree of knowledge shared is low. In this
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sense, communication involves the addressee’s spatial engagement for the speaker to manage
intersubjective coordination (Evans, Bergqvist and San Roque, 2017 a, b) where the speaker
pragmatically selects the spatial concepts and the most suitable related language within a
spatial repertoire of possible grammatical and lexical choices according to the specific
situation or context.

2.2 Navigation and communication: navigation texts
The previous literature investigating the use of language for and during navigation has often
used the label ‘spatial discourse’ (Denis, 1997; Denis et al., 1999; Klippel, Tenbrink,
Montello, 2012; Tenbrink, Bergmann, Koniezcny, 2011). But spatial discourse may mean
different things in different cultures. In Western cultures, where such discourse was first
observed, it defines a specific use of navigation language related to route descriptions and/or
directions to places in familiar and unfamiliar indoor and outdoor environments. In this
context it can also mean expressing one’s thoughts aloud as they occur, or refer to
retrospective reports – recalling events to understand cognitive processes related to particular
experiences (Ericsson and Simon, 1993; Tenbrink, 2015). These studies focus on empirical
elicitation and analysis of spoken/written language used mostly by speakers from Western
cultures. This means that the literature on spatial navigation has considered mainly
communicative conventions that are familiar to Western cultures.
Cross-linguistic research instead shows other ways in which cultures can use language
to talk about space in relation to travel or navigation. Some communities, for example the
Hai||om people in Africa (Widlok, 1996; 1997; 2008), the Jahai people in Malaysia
(Burenhult, 2008a), the Bininj Kunwok people in Arnhem Land (Garde, 2014) as well as
other indigenous Australian communities (Lewis, 1976; Haviland, 1993; 1998; Nash; 1998;
Hoffman, 2011; 2015), use different linguistic (as well as gestural) strategies to talk about
space in relation to travel than have been observed in Western cultures. For example, some
originally hunter-gathering Aboriginal and African communities are known for the creation of
‘topographical gossip’. This is common practice in some communities in the African bush
(e.g., Hai||om: Widlok, 1996) or in central Australia (e.g., Warlpiri: Nash, 1998), where the
“generalities of Dreamtime lore can be rendered specific” using language to describe space
(Lewis, 1976: 274). More specifically, it is intended as a type of functional spatial talk where
“spatial truths from statements are primarily about life histories, access to resources, or
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exchange relations” (Widlok, 1996: 14), something that is considered to be a socio-cultural
“response to environmental stimuli and prolonged social interaction” (Widlok, 1996: 8-9).
This provides evidence for other ways social groups can conceptualize, orientate in and talk
about space in relation to navigation or movement. There are factors like totemic/ceremonial
significance of places, topographical as well as cultural salience of landmarks, traditional
travel lore, that can carry very different meanings crucial for the perception of boundaries and
affordances, and the development of orientation skills. In this sense, spatial discourse or
spatial talk may also reflect such socio-cultural nuances. This means that the language of
space may not be necessarily always motivated and/or affected by purely functional factors
(for example, finding the way from one location to another), but also by the cultural
significance that an environment has for its inhabitants.
This project focusses on Bininj Kunwok semi-naturalistic and naturalistic texts. Seminaturalistic texts are the product of semi-controlled tasks aimed at producing speech related to
a specific content; for example, navigation as it happens or recalling a walk. Naturalistic texts
are more spontaneous and are therefore not necessarily focussed on a specific content; they
may be memory-based (e.g., the recall of stories). Spatially themed texts include stories about
themes such as country and walking directions, and non-spatially themed texts include
general conversations about other people and activities such as artefact making.
People can produce different texts depending on different ‘task settings’. A ‘task
setting’ is understood here as an ‘environment for actions’ involving a determined situation
and where a certain type of information is encoded. It is also a situation in which particular
language is elicited. Examples of task settings in this project are: a goal-led movement in the
real-world, where direct sensorial information is encoded; a video of a walk displayed on a
computer screen, where indirect sensorial information (by means of the screen) is encoded; a
free recall of a walk just completed, or a story recalled where memory information is
accessed.
Distinctions of text genre or text type and task setting classifications will be crucial to
describe the corpus of data (chapter 3) and the analysis section (chapters 4-11) of this
dissertation.
Another concept used in this dissertation, connected to navigation and language, is the
notion of ‘construction’, adopted from functional approaches to grammar (e.g., Goldberg,
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1995). A construction is taken to be a basic unit of language, such as an isolatable but
meaningful word, a lexical item, or a syntactic structure (provided it bearis a particular
meaning with some specific referent). Constructions are used in this dissertation in order to
facilitate later coding within texts.

2.3 Navigation strategies and orientation semantics
A fundamental aspect of navigation is the establishment of a relationship between the self,
other people, and environmental cues when moving (and so implying possible changes of
setting in time). The relationship between these variables is understood here as ‘orientation’.
Technically, to orientate means identifying where objects are placed relative to one another.
Three elements are needed to establish an orientation: a primary object (also known in the
literature as figure or locatum), a reference object (also known in the literature as ground or
relatum) and a frame of reference (Gallistel, 1990; Hernandez, 1994; Talmy, 2000; 2005).
The most common and systematic way to operationalize orientation in language has been
through a study of the spatial frames of reference (FoR), which have been observed mostly in
static settings, that is, situations not involving physical motion (Levinson, 2003; Levinson and
Wilkins, 2006; Palmer, 2015). The literature relative to the different types and use of FoR will
be discussed in §2.5
According to recent cognitive models of human navigation processes, people who
navigate in urban street networks balance two types of direction simultaneously: an
allocentric direction - the angle between a cue in the environment and a final goal/location,
and an egocentric direction - the angle between the self-heading and the target goal/location
(Burgess, 2006; Spiers and Barry, 2015; Chadwick et al., 2015). According to Spiers and
Barry (2015), the human brain (or more generally, the mammalian brain) switches between
these two directions to orientate. Two types of distances are simultaneously calculated:
‘Euclidean Distance’ and ‘Path Distance’. Euclidean distance is defined as the shortest
distance as-the-crow-flies linking the ego position to a final destination, represented as a
vector. In contrast, path distance, also known as ‘geodesic distance’, is the actual path
travelled, all barriers considered (Figure 1). According to Figure 1, taken from Spiers and
Barry (2015) model, the ‘Egocentric Direction’ is body-centered and not based on fixed
systems such as the cardinal (in the graph represented by the north arrow). We interpret this to
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mean that when navigation is guided by a fixed set of coordinates, such as the cardinal
system, not by the body, i.e., when the body always follows north, the ‘Allocentric Direction’
would be the only one used.

Figure 1: representation (taken from Spiers and Barry 2015) of a recent cognitive model of
human navigation. The model distinguishes between two possible distances estimated: a
Euclidean distance (in blue), which is the shortest distance to the final destination as the
crow flies, and a Path distance (in red), which here represents one of the actual distances
travelled (out of many possible). The model also distinguishes between two types of
directions: an ‘Egocentric Direction’, the angle spanned between the self-heading trajectory
and the straight trajectory to a final destination; and an ‘Allocentric Direction’, which is the
angle spanned between the distance trajectory to a (fixed) external cue (north) and the
straight trajectory to a final destination.

The model represented in Figure 1 was based upon neuroscientific research conducted with
both humans and rodents, where participants were indirectly exposed to outdoor or indoor
urban spaces in different learning stimuli conditions (Spiers and Barry, 2015). The research
reported evidence of brain activity for egocentric goal-directed movement, which means
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movement driven by a body-relative type of orientation (and relative frame of reference), but
no evidence has been reported, so far, for an allocentric goal-directed movement, driven by an
allocentric orientation and frame of reference. Yet, in many non-Western cultures an
allocentric orientation (verbalized through a widespread use of allocentric frames of
reference) is more widespread than the egocentric (verbalized through the use of egocentric
frames of reference). Thus, additional work on humans from different linguistic and cultural
groups is needed to clarify this. We suggest that a systematic observation of the way some
non-Western cultures, especially those characterized by an extensive use of the allocentric
FoR, conceptualize directions during navigation may contribute valuable data to extend the
model reported in Figure 1.
There have been attempts to systematically observe and explain orientation during
travel in other non-Western cultures, such as in Australia and Africa. One study was an
observation of heading and distance estimation of Aboriginal people from the Western Desert
in Australia (Lewis, 1976). Another was based on tracking and recording Hai||om
communities of Namibia with GPS devices to better understand their orientation system
(Widlok, 1996; 1997; 2008). These were mostly anthropological, and linguistic, descriptions
based on qualitative methods, and so the generalizability of the data is unclear, which makes
it hard to incorporate into a working cognitive model of navigation.
Haugen (1957) conducted research that identified distinct navigation strategies based
on a semantic analysis of the language. He investigated the semantics underlying the terms of
direction used by Icelanders. The terms were apparently imported from Norway some time
around the ninth century and were claimed to be mostly based on the shape of the western
coast of Norway. The previous literature on the topic argued that the semantics of directional
terms in Icelandic, in the absence of modern compasses, could only be based on celestial cues
(like the sun or the stars: cf. Einarsson, 1942; 1944). It was also suggested that in order to
orientate, in the absence of some more direct observations, Icelanders would use an
‘incorrect’, or ‘dialectal’ set of directions intended as “a confusing variety of other meanings,
varying from community to community” (Haugen, 1957: 450). Haugen’s argument revolved
around the meaning of the term ‘incorrect’, and he suggested that what was assumed to be
‘incorrect’ could actually be associated with coastwise travel and the geometrical shape and
orientation of the coastland in Iceland communicated after practices of land travel. Therefore,
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what Haugen was suggesting was that more ‘indirect’ forms of orientation be based on other
environment-grounded and socio-cultural factors (traditions of land travel along the coast)
that would be reflected in the semantics of the orientation language used to refer to those
spaces and those movements. While from an external viewpoint of someone unfamiliar with a
culture the interpretation of the semantics of a term may seem ‘incorrect’, within that culture
it is still functional. From his linguistic observations, Haugen was able to derive two main
conceptual strategies of orientation: a ‘proximate orientation’ strategy, “based on celestial
observations and involving the immediate judgment of the eye”; and an ‘ultimate orientation’
strategy, “based on social practices developed in land travel and [that] requires a different
process” (Haugen, 1957: 452). Yet, it is not clear from this literature how the two strategies
are used in conversation since they were never observed systematically on speakers in
context.
Given the literature above, one of the goals of this project is to draft a working
cognitive representation of space related to navigation that incorporates Haugen’s strategies,
to apply that model to an analysis of communicative information in Bininj Kunwok during
navigation. This means including a socio-cultural factor absent in previous models of
navigation processes (Spiers and Barry, 2015).

2.4 Hypothesis 1
Haugen’s (1957) distinction between proximate and ultimate orientation strategies suggests
that the immediate judgement of direction (i.e., the proximate strategy) does not require
familiarity or expertise with an area. Conversely, in order to judge a direction based on the
features of the land and on traditions of land travel it is necessary for one to have had some
degree of previous exposure and therefore to have travelled that land so as to also share part
of the socio-cultural lore related to experiences of travel. However, this has never been tested
systematically in context. Additionally, as a logical consequence of this, during interaction
with fellow travellers, in order to be able to use either one or the other strategy a speaker may
need to take in consideration the degree of familiarity or expertise that his/her interlocutors
have of certain environments. Therefore, communication about navigation requires a degree
of common ground.
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Cross-linguistic investigations (Palmer, 2015; Palmer et al., 2017) are also recently
proposing a ‘sociotopography’ model. This model initially stemmed from a topographical
hypothesis (Palmer, 2015) suggesting a sensitivity of (spatial) language to the geography of
the environment surrounding its speakers. It then enlarged to also incorporate the mediation
of people’s socio-cultural interaction and association with that particular land and its
environmental features (Palmer et al., 2017).
This project aims to test the hypothesis that communication about navigation requires
socio-pragmatic alignment between interlocutors.
H1) When navigating, Bininj Kunwok speakers are expected to use conversational
implicatures in conversation. This means that they would favour a proximate strategy of
direct observation with unfamiliar interlocutors and an ultimate strategy, which will be
connected to the topography of the land, with familiar interlocutors and fellow travellers.

2.5 Frames of reference
A common way in which orientation has been investigated cross-linguistically is through
semantic analysis of ‘frames of reference’ (Levinson, 2003; 2006; also see literature in the
next sections), a label used to refer to both conceptual and linguistic representations of
orientation. In the cross-linguistic literature a FoR has been defined as the conceptual
coordinate system used to define a spatial relation between entities and places (a
figure/locatum and a ground/relatum), which can be dependent or independent from a point of
view/perspective (Levinson, 2006; Terrill and Burenhult, 2008; Tenbrink, 2011; Palmer,
2015).
Previous literature has classified frames of reference using a varied range of
contrasting categories: allocentric, geocentric and egocentric; relative and absolute; objectcentered, direct and environment-centered; intrinsic and deictic; geomorphic and landmarkbased; also including nesting within these categories (Levinson, 2003; Tenbrink, 2011;
Palmer, 2015; O’Meara and Pérez Báez, 2011 inter alia). The focus of the current project is
not intended to focus on re-defining or re-classifying previously defined frames of reference;
rather, the aim is to choose a suitable terminology that complies with the scopes of the
research reported here. Three types are distinguished here: (i) egocentric, which is based on
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the body axes, for example ‘the ball is on my left’; (ii) allocentric (or environment-centered),
which abstracts away from the body or any intrinsic axes of the entities in space, and is
instead anchored to a reference axis fixed in the surrounding environment, for example ‘the
crocodile is upstream with respect to camp’ or ‘the chair is north of the ball’; and iii) intrinsic
(also known as object-centered), where a particular orientation is defined by the intrinsic axes
of objects in space. The latter can be either egocentric or allocentric. An example of intrinsic
egocentric would be ‘the ball is on my right’, given the circular shape of the entities where no
front or back can be distinguished, so that it is the observer at a certain point in time who
bestows an intrinsic axis to them in order to establish their orientation. An example of
intrinsic allocentric would be ‘the back of the school faces the north side of the house’, where
the perspective assumed is not the observer’s anymore but one that is both fixed in space
(allocentric) and uses the intrinsic axes of the objects – the school and the house, although it
is still arguable whether these are ‘innate’ to the objects or still assigned by a third observer
by means of cultural conventions.
Frames of reference have been defined in the literature based on a number of factors.
One factor is a distinction between binary and ternary relations. One example of binary or
view-point independent relation is ‘the ball is behind me’ (where the position of the ball is
expressed with respect to my point of view). One example of a ternary or (third) view-point
dependent relation is ‘the ball is in front of the tree’ (where the ‘front’ of the tree is not
naturally expressed by the intrinsic axis of the tree, since a tree is usually referred to with
respect to its trunk that is round, but by an external point of view depending on its position).
Another factor that was used to identify different FoR in past research is a boundary
distinction (in terms of the interior and the exterior) of the entities entering in relation. For
example the expression ‘at the back of the house’ can be interpreted either in a ‘relative’ way
as the interior of a house, when seen from a point of view inside the house and usually from a
frontal perspective, or in an ‘intrinsic’ way as the exterior of a house based on its intrinsic
axes when seen from an external point of view. A final determinant factor for the distinction
of frames of reference is motion, for instance a moving ball introduces a distinction in the
intrinsic axes of a ball relative to the direction of motion, which would not exist if the ball
was static due to its shape (Levinson, 2003; Tenbrink, 2011; Palmer, 2015).
This project, about spatial navigation and language, will mostly use the label
‘orientation system’ rather than ‘frame of reference’. The former label is understood here as
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referring to a conceptual structure used during navigation that includes frames of reference
but also directionality and movement. Thus allocentric and egocentric during navigation can
both be considered orientation systems. In this and following chapters, the label ‘frame of
reference’ will be used when referring back to the previous literature on spatial orientation
and language.

2.5.1

Egocentric orientation

Most Western languages show reliance on egocentric frames of reference. The egocentric
perspective, which is based on the human body, takes the body as the anchoring point to
guide orientation, making it relative to rotation and changes of environment. This is expressed
in English through words such as left/right or projective constructions to the left/to the right
or in front of/at the back of (Levinson, 2003).

2.5.1.1

Crosslinguistic evidence for egocentric orientation

Cross-linguistic comparisons indicate that in languages spoken in Western or urbanized
cultures, such as English, Dutch (Pederson, 1998; Levinson, 2003; Van Staden, Bowermann
and Verhelst, 2006; Levinson and Wilkins, 2006), and Japanese (Pederson, 1998; Levinson,
2003; Kita, 2006; Levinson and Wilkins, 2006) inter alia, the predominant type of orientation
across scale is the egocentric (see Appendix A, Table 17). The same systematicity of use of
the egocentric frame in spatial orientation is also present in other European languages, such as
Italian, Spanish, and Russian.
2.5.2

Allocentric orientation: geocentric / geomorphic and cardinal

The previous literature often classifies ‘absolute frame of reference’ with allocentric
orientation (Levinson, 2003). According to this literature, absolute FoRs are based on ‘fixed’
(not variable) anchors external to the body to calibrate directional points for orientation. Fixed
landmarks can be, for example, environmentally grounded – physical anchors on the
topographical layout of the land where they are used; celestial – physical but not
topographical anchors and based on weather conditions or the sky and visible; magnetic –
anchors based on the magnetic field of the Planet and neither physically perceptible by the
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human senses nor memorable but detected through the use of external devices such as the
compass.
Examples of environmentally grounded landmarks include buildings, mountains,
rivers, patches of vegetation, land conformation, earth formations, trees etc. Examples of
celestial anchors include the position of consistently visible bodies in the sky, like the sun
and/or the moon and the direction of prevailing winds, like monsoons (Haugen, 1957: 451).
An example of magnetic anchors are the directions calibrated by humans using GPS devices,
over the geomagnetic field of the Earth with its extreme poles: North and South. Amongst
environmentally grounded landmarks, a distinction has been made in the literature between
‘geocentric’ and ‘geomorphic’. The two labels have often (although not always) been used
interchangeably in the literature. Yet, due to the specificity of the Bininj Kunwok orientation
system discussed in the next chapter (chapter 3, §3.3) and in order to give more clarity to the
discussion, this project will adopt Bohnemeyer and O’Meara’s (2012) technical distinction
between the two. Geocentric is a reference frame whose axes are vectors that directly point to
local salient landmarks from an origin; for example, ‘seaward’, which literally means ‘a
direction towards the landmark ‘sea’. Geomorphic reference frames include directions that do
not point directly to a specific landmark, like a vector, but they derive from their
geomorphology, usually a slope, for example, ‘upstream’ or ‘downhill’ (Bohnemeyer and
O’Meara, 2012). The latter are often encoded in languages by using geographic features in
combination with the vertical axes up/down (e.g., uphill, downstream).
Systematic reliance on allocentric/absolute systems of orientation on all scales and
their linguistic encoding has so far been found predominantly in speech communities that are
non-Western and non-urbanized or rural. Yet, the possible ways these systems are used in
context and the way languages can be classified based on these categories of orientation still
remain unclear in the literature. We turn to this issue in the next subsections.
The divisions proposed in this section reflect the aim to clarify how the two types of
allocentric systems have been documented in previous cross-linguistic literature by looking at
them from another perspective so that unnoticed differences and similarities between the two
systems can emerge.
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2.5.2.1

Cross-linguistic evidence: only the cardinal FoR

Some languages use allocentric orientation on multiple scales (for more information about
spatial psychology of scale, see Montello, 1993; also see Appendix A, Table 18). For
instance, in some Aboriginal languages the main and sole attested allocentric frame of
reference used is the cardinal (for a general survey of FoRs in Australian languages, see
Hoffmann, 2017). Arrernte, an Aboriginal language spoken in Alice Springs, mostly uses the
compass system with the occasional adoption of an intrinsic/relative frame but only to make
front/back distinctions in the direction of motion (Wilkins, 2006). In Guugu Yimithirr, spoken
in the Hopevale community in Cooktown, in North Queensland (Haviland, 1993; 1998; 2000;
Levinson, 1997), cardinal directions are made to correspond to ‘spatial quadrants’ with
respect to where one is facing (therefore ‘angle spans’ more than vectors to points). How the
cardinal system is calibrated in these languages is not yet entirely clear. The previous
literature talks about them being “independent of specific local terrain” but also “based on
horizontal angles which are fixed by the Earth (perhaps the sun)” (Haviland, 1998: 2),
therefore they are most probably a celestial calibration. Another example is Warlpiri, a
language spoken in Central Australia (Laughren, 1978; Nash, 1998; Hoffmann, 2016), where
only the cardinal FoRs were found as the main form of orientation. These are also associated
with ‘distance’, with expressions such as ‘distant north’ or ‘distant west’. Another Aboriginal
language – Kuuk Thaayorre, spoken in the remote Pormpuraaw community of Cape York
Peninsula (Gaby, unpublished; Gaby, 2006; Boroditsky and Gaby, 2010) – seems to follow
the same rule. Further examples of the widespread use of the cardinal system are Kayardild,
an Aboriginal language spoken on Mornington Island in Queensland (Evans, 1995) and
Karrwa, spoken in the Northern Territory near the Queensland state border (Furby, 1976).
Other languages for which the cardinal system has been attested as the only frame of
reference used for orientation are Warrwa a now extinct language that used to be spoken in
the Kimberley region, Australia (McGregor, 2006). These languages seem to be the only ones
so far presenting only an abstract cardinal system; however, no further systematic analysis
was carried out to test otherwise.
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2.5.2.2

Cross-linguistic evidence: more than one environmentally grounded FoR combined with the
cardinal

Some languages rely on the combination of different allocentric FoR: the geocentric, the
geomorphic, and the cardinal (see Appendix A, Table 19). There is evidence of languages,
mostly peninsular, atoll or island-based, that encode orientation through a combination of
environmentally grounded and celestial anchors based on the topography of the land, the
coastline (as in the perimeter and the orientation of the island), prevailing winds, and the
position of the stars. These orientation systems may be combined with a cardinal system. For
example, to verbalize orientation in Kokota, spoken in the Solomon Islands (Palmer, 2002),
speakers combine geocentric frames using ‘land(-ward)/sea(-ward)’ axes parallel to the coast
(or an axis that is tangent to it) with a system of cardinals. In other languages, such as
Marshallese, spoken in central Micronesia (Senft, 1997; Palmer, 2007; Palmer, 2015), a
cardinal system based on the sun and prevailing winds mostly used for ocean-navigation
activities is combined with a geocentric landward-seaward system used to move around on
the land. In other languages, mostly atoll-based and spoken in New Caledonia (e.g., Iaai
language), a geocentric lagoon/oceanward axis is combined with a cardinal axis (OzanneRiviere, 1997). In languages spoken on islands, it is very common to use the shape of the
island as an anchor of spatial orientation/directionality, as already noticed from observations
on orientation terminology on Icelandic (Haugen, 1957). For example, the 17 Vanuatu
languages spoken in the Torres and Bank Islands in northern Vanuatu encode 9 different
possibilities of orientation, argued to be based on the shape of 9 different islands (François,
2015). In these languages one main north-west/south-east axis is combined with the shape of
the particular island where the language is spoken following an ‘inland-seaward’ axis.
Another example of environmentally grounded anchors used to create a geomorphic
FoR combined with a cardinal direction is that of river systems. This combination is mostly
used in environments that are more inland. A riverine geomorphic FoR is characterized by the
combination of the vertical axis ‘up/down’ with the geographical landmark in question; for
example, ‘river/stream’, especially in areas where the presence of rivers is particularly salient
as a major affordance for ordinary activities, such as movement over large distances, or is
important for ancestral traditions. Gurindji, spoken in Kalkaringi in Northern Australia
(Meakins, 2011), follows this frame of reference. A number of other investigations report that
Australian languages, predominantly spoken in riverine areas in the Northern Territory, attest
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to this combination. Examples include Ngandi (Heath, 1978; Whitehead, 1990), spoken
around the Wilton River in the northern Territory, and Dalabon (Whitehead, 1990; Evans,
Merlan and Tukumba, 2004; Ponsonnet, 2013), spoken in south-east Arnhem Land; see also
sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.7). A further example of this orientation combination in linguistic
communities at other geographical latitudes is Tzeltal, a Mayan language spoken in Mexico.
Here, for some communities, the main geographic feature used as an anchor for orientation
are rivers, and the orientation system is the geomorphic ‘upstream/downstream’ combined
with the cardinal system (O’Meara and Pérez Báez, 2011). Yet, for other Tzeltal communities
living in less riverine areas but whose land is characterized by the prevalence of other
topographical anchors, such as predominant hills, the orientation system is mostly based on
the ‘uphill/downhill’ distinction combined with the cardinal axis (Brown and Levinson, 1992;
Brown, 2006).

2.5.2.3

Cross-linguistic evidence: use of only one main environmentally grounded and no (attested)
cardinal FoR

Some languages have been shown to encode predominantly environmentally grounded frames
of reference that are not necessarily combined with a prevalent cardinal reference frame (see
Appendix A, Table 20). Given the environment-dependent nature of these FoRs, the encoding
varies according to the physical environment surrounding each community of speakers and
the meaning that each socio-cultural community assigns to it.
One example of geomorphic encoding is deriving a slope from the watercourse of
riverine systems (since the water always flows to an area of lower elevation). For example,
Jaminjung, a language spoken around the Victoria River in Australia’s Northern Territory
(Schultze-Berndt, 2006; Hoffmann, 2011; 2017), seems to encode only a geomorphic system
of orientation based on rivers. However, an allocentric shift has been detected with the
changing influence of creole towards the use of a more abstract cardinal FoR found to be
gauged celestially and so calibrated around the movement of the sun (i.e., east/west;
Hoffmann, 2011).
A similar use of the riverine geomorphic system is Jahai, an Asian language spoken in
Malaysia, whose speakers live in a predominantly mountainous territory dominated by an
intricate system of creeks, rivers and waterfalls, which are possibly salient for spatial
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navigation (Burenhult, 2008). In Jahai, speakers encode the orientation system so as to map
the planes that cut the body – vertical, sagittal and lateral planes – onto the drainage system.
In this way they use directional constructions such as ‘upriver/downriver’ combined with
other constructions e.g. ‘water-left, water-feet, water-head’. Waterfalls and rivers have
particular cultural significance for the Jahai, related to sorcery practices and myth. Similarly,
other languages such as Embaloh, spoken in the riverine area of Borneo, use the riverine
system

combining

the

‘upstream/downstream’

axis

with

the

horizontal

axes

‘away/towards/across’ river (Adelaar, 1997).
A further example of geomorphic encoding consists of distinguishing between ‘uphill’
and ‘downhill’. These refer to the physical and cultural salience of an elevation, a hill or a
similar geographical feature (e.g., an escarpment). Examples of a language adopting such a
reference frame construction are Yupno, spoken in the mountainous areas enclosed in the
Finisterre Range, North-Eastern Papua New Guinea (Wassmann, 1993; 1994; Nunez,
Cooperrider, Wassman, 2012), and Kwaio, spoken in the mountain-dominated island of
Malaita, in the Solomon Islands (Keesing, 1997). The use and meaning of these FoRs is
socio-culturally modulated and related to traditional practices characteristic of this speech
community. In Yupno it seems that the presence of a salient hill represents a symbolic
relation with the arrival of the ancestors (Nunez, Cooperrider, Wassmann, 2012) that is also
connected to their conception of time (e.g., the future is uphill). This may be due to the
difficult surrounding landscape, which is mostly dominated by mountains. Both communities
have been described in the literature as having had limited exposure to European languages
and cultures, which is the possible cause of the absence of alternative orientation systems
other than the ones strictly related to their familiar and local surrounds.
Other environmentally grounded FoRs used by languages spoken in ecological
settings more dominated by savanna or flatlands encode spatial distinctions with reference to
naturally occurring phenomena such as trees and plants, and distinguishable patches of
vegetation. An example is the Akhoe Hai||om language, spoken by hunter-gatherers of
Namibia (Widlok, 1996; 1997; 2008). Their system is not anchored in cardinal directions, nor
is it anchored in the individual body. Instead, it is “anchored in a set of goal regions that is not
permanently fixed but has to be established between interlocutors”, and it is allocentric
(Widlok, 1996: 15). This community is also described as not having had long-term historical
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contact with other Western cultures or having expanded along distant and varied stretches of
land.
2.5.2.4

Cross-linguistic evidence: more than one environmentally grounded FoR and no cardinal
FoR

The previous two subsections were reviews of languages with more than one environmentally
grounded FoR combined with the cardinal and the use of one main environmentally grounded
system but no cardinal attested. This section offers evidence of languages that encode a
variety of environmentally grounded systems without any documented cardinal FoR (see
Appendix A, Table 21). An example is Aralle-Tabulahan, a language spoken in Sulawesi, a
highly riverine and mountainous region. Aralle-Tabulahan speakers encode orientation by
combining the ‘upriver/downriver’ with the ‘uphill/downhill’ constructions (McKenzie,
1997). Similar types of orientation constructions have also been found in non-related
languages spoken in areas mostly dominated by ridges and streams, such as Samo, a language
spoken in PNG (Shaw and Shaw, 1973; Palmer, 2015), Dyirbal, an Aboriginal language
spoken in North-Queensland (Dixon, 1972; Palmer, 2015), and Florutz German, a Germanic
dialect spoken in the Alpine region of South Tyrol (Rowley, 1980 discussed in Palmer, 2015).
2.5.2.5

Cross-linguistic evidence of intralinguistic flexibility of FoR

Some languages offer examples of intralinguistic ‘flexibility’. This means they systematically
combine different reference frames that were not previously thought to be easily translatable
(Levinson, 2003), that is, the egocentric and the allocentric (see Appendix A, Table 22, Table
17).
For example, European languages like English show a combination of orientation
perspectives depending on the activity and the surrounding environment (Taylor and Tversky
1992; Taylor and Tversky, 1996). Such flexibility has been interpreted as depending on the
contextual situation in which the system is used (intended as both the surrounding physical
and socio-cultural environment, as well as the immediate purpose of use (the task). Some
examples are Tzeltal speakers of Mexico. As already noted above, a subset of this speech
community living in more rural areas has been shown to encode orientation predominantly
using an ‘uphill/downhill’ distinction, another using the ‘upstream/downstream’ distinction
(§2.5.2.2). However, Tzeltal speakers of other communities where a physical/topographical
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elevation is not as salient, who live in urban settings and in persistent contact with Spanish
culture and language, also tend to encode orientation in other ways. One way is by adopting
an egocentric reference frame (Polian and Bohnemeyer, 2011). These systematic differences
in the expression of orientation within the same language were interpreted as being
community-dependent, therefore affected by the cultural and physical surrounds of each
group of speakers observed. The influence of the surrounding environment on FoRs and
orientation flexibility has been debated in the literature and it is yet not clear whether it can be
the result of task constraints or cultural preferences. The debate emerged from observations
comparing Tzeltal and English speaking children (Abarbanell, Montana and Li, 2011), tested
on their flexibility in using both systems, or Dutch and Hai||om speakers (Haun et al., 2011),
tested on their difficulty in doing so. Both studies triangulated linguistic and non-linguistic
measures. In one case, flexibility was found to decrease steadily for both Hai||om and Dutch
speakers with increased task complexity, where the speakers would then revert to their most
culturally preferred FoR instead (Haun et al., 2011). A comparison of Tzeltal and English
speaking children instead, also instructed non-verbally, showed flexibility in using both
frames of reference across language groups; the prevalence of one frame over the other was
interpreted as the effect of task constraints, in particular the effect of the verbal instructions on
speakers’ understanding of the task itself (Abarbanel, Montana and Li, 2011).
Previous investigations also provided evidence of environmental factors affecting this
flexibility of orientation encoding. An example is Tamil, a Dravidian language spoken in the
South of India. Tamil speakers who live in urban settlements have been shown to encode
orientation using an egocentric reference frame, mostly for small-scale spaces. On the
contrary, Tamil speakers living in traditional rural areas seem to prioritize the use of
allocentric-cardinal FoRs to encode orientation even for small-scale spaces (Pederson, 1993;
2006). This was suggested to be due to different traditional practices and activities
characteristic for these two types of environments (e.g. mostly hunter-gathering in the rural
context). The environment-dependent ‘promiscuity’ in orientation language choice was
observed also in other Mayan languages such as Yucatec, spoken in Mexico. Such flexibility
was reflected in the alternation of three different spatial reference frames: absolute cardinal,
egocentric and intrinsic (Le Guen, 2006; 2011). Such flexibility in encoding orientation for
Yucatec was argued to be due to the lack of a ‘default’ system. This would leave Yucatec
speakers with the capacity to ‘recalibrate’ a perspective and a linguistic encoding according to
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the specificity of the task or the environmental context in which speakers find themselves. For
example, men apparently still engaging in traditional hunting activities frequently encode
orientation with the use of allocentric cardinal frames. Women, leading a mostly sedentary
lifestyle, spend much of their time dedicated to making cultural artefacts and therefore pay
more attention to features and parts of objects, leading to the more frequent adoption of
intrinsic frames of reference. In contrast, children of both genders are being educated in
mainstream Spanish-language classrooms, and in the process switch from an intrinsic to an
egocentric orientation system (Bohnemeyer and Stolz, 2006). Another example of ‘orientation
promiscuity’ has been observed in Gurindji (Meakins, 2011; Meakins, 2015) where, even
though the most common system in use remains allocentric, there is evidence of a growing
tendency for tertiary-educated Gurindji speakers to use an egocentric reference frame. This
use has been interpreted as mediated by growing cultural and linguistic contact with
Australian English culture and language.

2.5.3

Contribution to cross-linguistic spatial orientation literature

Three main patterns thus emerge from the literature. Firstly, a systematic factor in spatial
orientation across languages is the extensive presence of an environmentally grounded
system, which is widespread in non-Western communities of speakers. This prompts the
suggestion that spatial conceptualization and spatial language, in particular orientation, may
be shaped and at the same time reflect the constraints of the physical environment in which a
language is spoken. Secondly, there is insufficient research into significant potential
differences, both conceptual and linguistic/semantic, between types of allocentric systems,
which is probably also connected to the absence of a more dynamically contextualized
analysis of language, which aims to capture variation in spatial language use across different
geographical and/or social settings, which makes it hard to identify clear typological
categories that are general and stable enough and within which entire language systems can be
classified. Thirdly, a further issue is the lack of clarity in the literature regarding how the
calibration of the cardinal points, both conceptually and lexically, occurs, which makes it hard
to understand the relation between cardinal and environmentally grounded systems altogether.
The abstractness of the cardinal system may be a logical assumption in urbanized Western
cultures accustomed to compasses and GPS devices. Yet, it is a different issue in non-Western
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rural (both land and maritime) contexts, where the natural environment and not technology is
a fundamental part of the everyday activities and long-standing cultural practices, including
navigation.
In addition, there seems to be very little consensus in the literature regarding ‘why’
there is such cross-cultural diversity in the use of FoRs for orientation. Some of the proposed
explanatory factors include: the structure of the language per se; daily sociocultural activities
as opposed to novel tasks undertaken; contact with and exposure to other cultures and
education systems. So far, these factors have not been explored in combination. This means
that there has been a distinct lack of systematized exploration of how language is used in
context. This is another contribution of this project.
This thesis addresses these issues through a contextualized analysis of the Bininj
Kunwok spatial system in relation to navigation, which investigates how environmentally
grounded and cardinal systems can relate linguistically but also how they are used in context.

2.6 Hypothesis 2
From the above literature it is unclear whether it is culture per se (Haun, 2011) that leads the
lexical choice of different orientation systems, i.e., egocentric versus allocentric, and if so
which cultural aspects, or whether features of the experimental tasks, such as the empirical
environment or task instructions (Abarbanell, Montana and Li, 2011), are of particular
concern. The most significant differences identified in the literature so far are only between
‘untranslatable’ frames of reference or orientation systems, such as the use of the egocentric
as opposed to the allocentric system. In this sense it is not clear if significant further
differences could emerge between types of the same orientation system (e.g., cardinal versus
geomorphic as two types of allocentric). This remains an open question in Bininj Kunwok as
well, since in this language both systems seem to be extensively used. For this purpose, a
linguistic/semantic analysis focussed on orientation was conducted across textual genres and
task settings (and representing the same environment on different scales) to identify potential
factors affecting the lexical choice of orientation constructions.
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H2) Given the task setting, Bininj Kunwok lexical choice in verbalizing orientation will be
affected by the availability of environmental cues.

2.7 Hypothesis 3
In addition to lexical choice debates on the influence of task setting features (Abarbanell,
Montana and Li, 2011) or culture (Haun, 2011) on orientation have also involved an
investigation of language performance. Furthermore, some of the abovementioned
investigations in other Aboriginal communities in Queensland (Gaby unpublished; Haviland,
1993; 1998; 2000) provide some evidence, through gesture combined with language analysis,
that Aboriginal people with a widespread use of the allocentric/absolute frame of reference
may also calculate orientation absolutely (e.g., pointing to large-distance locations as a result
of a comparison of their position with their surrounds and not relative to the confines of an
imaginary map located in front of them like Western urban people are inclined to do when
pointing). It is not clear if Bininj Kunwok, demonstrating a dominant use of the allocentric,
would use that same system when judging directions during a walk displayed on a computer
screen.
H3) Given the task setting, Bininj Kunwok language performance will demonstrate an
extensive use of the allocentric system across scales.

2.8 Hypothesis 4
Currently no study has compared spatial language use in context and across textual genres.
Previous cross-linguistic literature on the semantics of orientation has focussed on a linguistic
as well as conceptual analysis of spatial grammar (Levinson and Wilkins, 2006). This
literature has proposed research questions, domains and methods by examining variables such
as frames of reference, topology and motion. The language examples reported have in fact
been elicited using controlled psycholinguistic tasks or excerpts of spatial language extracted
from specific texts. This means that one thing missing from this literature is the potential to
capture variation in changing physical settings or across different types of texts, from which
the linguistic examples examined may be extracted. This gap in the literature means that there
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has been less of a focus on semantic variation, which could have a significant impact in
understanding spatial language use. Filling this gap is one of the scopes of the present
analysis.
H4) The use of cardinal and geomorphic constructions, taken individually, will be affected by
the types of text in which these constructions are embedded.

2.9 Hypothesis 5
Recent literature (Palmer, 2015) has started to reconsider the necessary abstractness and
fixedness of the allocentric/absolute frames of reference or systems already assumed in crosslinguistic literature (Levinson, 2003; Levinson and Wilkin, 2006). Levinson (2003) defined
cardinal (and allocentric) directions as ‘abstract notions’, meaning not anchored in any
particular ‘natural’ object in space or physical affordances and also based on “fixed bearings”
(Levinson, 2003: 90). Levinson’s (2003; Levinson and Wilkins, 2006) view reflected an
attempt to create general semantic typological categories in which to classify whole language
systems. In this sense, Palmer (2015), upon review of the conceptual features of such
categories based on an analysis of the operational function (ternary or binary) of allocentric
systems and stemming from an evolutionary perspective, has contended a more fundamental
dependence of languages on the surrounding environment in which they are spoken (Palmer,
2015), and has tried to categorize languages based on topographical features instead.
Additionally, previous cross-linguistic literature (Levinson and Wilkins, 2006) has
analysed aspects of spatial grammar and its semantics individually and in a more targeted
manner, for example how verbs of motion, toponyms or frames of reference are eitherused
individually in the grammar of specific languages as a result of focussed elicitation tasks or
singled out from their text of reference. These constructions have not yet been observed in
combination as yet nor in relation to the text genre in which they were originally produced
thus making it hard to understand variation in the semantics of space, and in particular in the
semantics of orientation.
Taken together these studies and underlying theories make it problematic to classify
whole language systems based on the semantics of orientation since more contextual variables
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need to be observed prior to distinguishing what in orientation semantics is fixed from what in
fact can vary.
It is proposed here that a semantic analysis of different allocentric constructions
considered in combination with other spatial language and across different text types can help
understand the semantic differences between allocentric constructions (therefore allocentric
systems) particularly their degree of abstractness, and add more information to semantic
typological debates. This will be tested in this dissertation.
H5) The abstractness or specialization of allocentric constructions, in particular between
cardinal and geomorphic will be reflected in the type and frequency of combinations with
toponyms and motion constructions, which will also depend on textual differences.
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CHAPTER 3
3 The people, the language, the land
This section presents an ethnographic, linguistic and cultural overview of the Bininj Kunwok
Aboriginal community living in Western (and Central) Arnhem Land.

3.1 Kunbolk - The land: (‘Central’) Arnhem Land

Figure 2: cartographic composition showing Arnhem Land. Source: CartoGIS in-situ, ANU
College of Asia and the Pacific.

Arnhem Land is situated at the very top end of the Northern Territory and extends eastwards
from Kakadu National Park to the Gulf of Carpentaria. It was gazetted as an Aboriginal
reserve in 1931 and subsequently recognized as Aboriginal-owned Land in 1976 following
the Commonwealth Aboriginal Land Rights Act (Northern Territory). It extends over an area
of approximately 97 000 km2 and according to the most recent census its population includes
the highest proportion of Indigenous people (ca. 80%) of any Australian region3 (Figure 2).
3

ABS: http://www.censusdata.abs.gov.au/census_services/getproduct/census/2011
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The combination of geographical position and tropical climate (12° south of the equator),
major ecological variation from thick vegetation and stony eco-zones to green/dry and
spacious flat lands/savannas, the rains (during the wet season) and fires (mostly during the dry
season) and a unique fauna distinguish Arnhem Land from the rest of Australia.
Well-vegetated shorelands meet the Arafura sea to the north and the Gulf of Carpentaria to
the east. Further inland the landscape degrades into open lowland plains of shrubs and
wetlands. These rise dramatically to more than 300 m above sea level, forming an inland
sandstone escarpment, or ‘rock country’, also known as Ku-warddewardde, from wardde
meaning ‘rock’ in Bininj Kunwok (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Arnhem Land, the Plateau abutting the lowlands. Source: photo scanned from
Chaloupka (1993), Journey in Time.

Thereafter the terrain remains, forming crevasses and ravines where rainforests grow (Figure
4 and Figure 5). Rock art depictions and current biological research offer ample evidence of
significant diversity in the flora and fauna inhabiting those lands (Chaloupka, 1999; Yibarbuk
et al., 2001).
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Figure 4: Arnhem Land crevasses aerial view from charter. Source: photo by Cialone, 2016

Figure 5: Arnhem Land stony areas vs flat lands, aerial view from charter. Source: photo by
Cialone, 2016.
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Such geographical diversity in Western Arnhem Land is likely to have exerted an influence
on the socio-cultural (pre- and post-colonial) activities of Aboriginal communities, led by the
need to sustain and defend themselves, look after and find social ways to divide the land,
maintain social and trade contacts, and maintain and transmit traditional cultural activities.
One of the aims of this project is to explore how significant an effect these landscapes have
had on the language used to refer to them by the different communities living in Arnhem
Land.
This dissertation focusses on Western and Central Arnhem Land and its people.
Aboriginal people, or Bininj, from this region live in an area (see Figure 6) that extends
eastwards from Kakadu National Park, being bordered to the west by the east Alligator River
and to the east by the Liverpool and Mann Rivers.

Figure 6: cartographic composition showing Arnhem Land and National parks (displaying
sanctuaries, main roads, towns and rivers) with magnification on Western Arnhem Land.
Source: CartoGIS in-situ, ANU College of Asia and the Pacific.

A significant number of anthropological and linguistic investigations exist on the language,
the culture and the environment of the people of Western Arnhem Land. Some of them have
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focussed on the socio-cultural division of the land in patrifilial territories and clan estates
(Kunmukurrkurr), within which the lifestyle of bininj would take place in its domiciliary (e.g.,
example sexual practices) as well as group expressions (e.g., exchange or adulthood
ceremonies) (Berndt R.M., 1954; Berndt R.M. and Berndt C.H., 1951; Berndt and Berndt,
1970). Anthropo-economic investigations reporting Bininj’s lifestyle change from a resource
management and sustainability perspective have documented a socio-economic/ecological
shift after movement from the bush to town-like settlements, the introduction of cars and of
new, more Bininj-led models of employment in Aboriginal organizations (as opposed to older
mines where work was at the mercy of the European settlers) (Altman et al., 1987; Altman et
al., 2007; Altman et al., 2008; Altman and Kerins, 2012; Altman and Hinkson, 2007).
Ancestral and cultural practices related to the land are also described in a number of
ethnographic accounts. These involve fire management and walking on country, as well as
hunting and rock kangaroo management practices through documentary movies, articles and
books (Yibarbuk et al., 2001; Russell-Smith, Whitehead and Cooke, 2009; Telfer and Garde,
2006). There is also a significant number of monographs documenting rock art
paintings/drawings/engravings or beeswax representations of very old ancestral stories and
their characters as well as contact paintings featuring vessels, rifles, horses and first settlers
found in and around the Arnhem Land plateau (Chaloupka, 1999). In addition, cultural
documentation of the people in Western Arnhem Land involves analyses of bark paintings
picturing both ecological themes often imbued with totemic and dreamtime significance and
ancestral practices specific of this area (Elkin, 1950; Taylor, 1996). This documentation
provides a contextual backdrop against which the project described in this thesis can be read.
To date no documentation exists that attempts to link language, cognition and
geographical mapping of the land in which cultural and communicative practices unfold.
More specifically, very few investigations concentrate on a mapped exploration of walk
practices and language used by the people themselves when moving on country. Given that
Bininj Kunwok was until 100-120 years ago a hunter-gatherer society but has since been
significantly affected by European colonization, it is very important that this aspect of their
tradition receives the attention it deserves and that Bininj are empowered to tell their own
story as much as possible. This project has striven to do this by means of a semi-naturalistic
documentation of walking on country taken from the perspective of Bininj themselves.
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3.2 Bininj Kunwok: the people, the language, the language of the people
Communities from Western Arnhem Land were first classified under the appellative (and the
spelling) Gunwinggu. This label designates the largest speech community settled at Oenpelli
(Kunbarlanya), a town in north-west Arnhem Land. It was first recorded as the name of a
language in historical linguistic surveys (Capell, 1939; 1942) and in the first published
grammar (Oates, 1964). Later this group started to be identified as an ethnic group of people
sharing a language, a territory, and common socio-cultural, religious and trade practices. The
same label Gunwinggu was also used to record aboriginal groups from Western Arnhem Land
in encyclopaedic and cartographic (see Figure 7) publications of Australian language
classifications (O’Grady et al., 1966).

Figure 7: cartographic composition of a map of Aboriginal Australia with magnification on
Arnhem Land aboriginal groups (showing divisions in colours for the individual language
group names; borders (in red) for region names, relevant rivers and lakes, cities and seas;
separately underlined (in black) is the Gunwinggu group of Western Arnhem Land. Source:
D. Horton Aboriginal Australia-map (1994).
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However, subsequent works (Carroll 1976) adopted the more accurate transcription
Kunwinjku (with the njk designating a heterorganic cluster of palatal nasal plus velar stop that
had not been correctly transcribed by Oates (1964); the choice between k and g is arbitrary in
the absence of a voicing distinction); and this spelling is also used in language learning
materials (Etherington and Etherington, 1998). The term kunwinjku combines the root winjku
'freshwater' with the neuter prefix kun-, hence 'freshwater language' (Evans 2003:11), as
opposed to the 'saltwater' languages to the north.
Only later did ethnographic and linguistic documentation (e.g. Evans 2003) identify the full
range of dialectal variation. The term Kunwinjku is in fact only one of a number of dialect
labels in a broader dialect chain for which the term Bininj Kunwok (lit. '(Aboriginal) person
language') was coined, by analogy with the northeastern Arnhem Land term Yolngu Matha, as
a dialect-neutral way of designating the whole chain. The geographical borders of this dialect
chain stretch further than Western Arnhem Land: west and south inside Kakadu National Park
and east almost as far as the Cadell river. This reclassification simultaneously allows one to
examine the Bininj Kunwok itself, while distinguishing it from other neighbouring languages
in its Gunwinyguan family (Evans, 2003), namely Kunbarlang to the east, Dangbon/Dalabon
and also Rembarrnga to the south as well as those belonging to other families, such as
Iwaidja and Maung to the north (see Figure 7).
Bininj Kunwok is a polysynthetic language, which means that it is morphologically complex
and semantically synthetic (Evans, 2003; McGregor, 2009; Evans, 2017 in Fortescue et al.,
2017). Kunwinjku is the most widely spoken variety and counts roughly 2000+ speakers
between the major town center in Western Arnhem Land - Oenpelli (Kunbarlanya) and a
number of outstations scattered in and around the land. Other varieties are K/Gundjeihmi,
spoken in Kakadu National Park and Kune, distinguished in its Dule-kerlk (soft), and Dulerayek (hard) tune/intonation. Finally, there is Mayali, a label with a very variable meaning. In
some cases, the label is used to cover the whole dialect chain including “people whose native
tongue is one or another variety in the dialect chain and people who have learnt it in addition
to another language appropriate to their ‘own’ language” (Evans, 2003:10). In other cases, it
refers to a dialectal variety counting a small number of speakers in the north-easternmost part
of Western Arnhem Land and stretching as far as the Cadell River and Immbar Creek, south
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of Maningrida. Kuninjku probably has more speakers than Kune and is reported to be spoken
along the lower Liverpool and Mann river areas, mostly in outstations. Manyallaluk Mayali is
spoken in the area around Pine Creek to the plateau’s south outside of Kakadu National Park.
Finally, K/Gundedjnjenghmi, similar to K/Gundjeihmi, seems to be disappearing but the main
area where it is (or was) spoken is around the territory south of Oenpelli (Kunbarlanya).
Additionally, it is still spoken in outstations around the Mann river, for example Manmoyi
(Cialone fieldwork 2016; 2017 conversations with the traditional owners) but it is not clear
whether it is still being acquired by children (Evans, 2003; 1991; Garde, 2014), see Figure 8
below.

Figure 8: cartographic composition of Figure 6 above and. In red, Bininj Kunwok labels
(bigger label fonts represent approximately higher numbers of speakers) for its dialectal
varieties with reconstructed position based on previous literature and mapping and the most
current spelling (Evans, 2003; Gande, 2014). Source of main map: CartoGIS in-situ, ANU
College of Asia and the Pacific.

However, such sub-partition of dialects and relative territorial division is not particularly
sharp, for a number of reasons. First of all, although some dialects such as Kunwinjku,
K/Gundjeihmi and Kune are reported to be at the extreme end of the spectrum of structural52
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linguistic variation (Evans, 2003), Bininj Kunwok dialects are all relatively intelligible to one
another. Secondly, the social complexity applied by Bininj in their ways of labelling and
defining their ‘own’ language dictated by patriclan (a ‘clan-lect’ namely), birth territory
and/or social prestige (Garde, 2008b), and usage in kinship and circumspection behaviour
(Garde, 2013; 2008a) may often generate uncertainty as to which variety should be spoken
where and by whom.
Most recent ethnolinguistic (lexicographic) publications on different aspects of traditional and
current socio-cultural life and on the language of Bininj Kunwok people include research on
place names (Garde, 2014), dictionaries for health and medical issues (Garde, 2010), a
description of the language used to talk about fire burning, seasonality, flora and fauna
(Garde, 2009), and an investigation of the indeterminate semantics behind the translation
from the Kuninjku dialect of a particular type of songlines called Kun-borrk (Garde, 2005).

3.3 Kunwok kunbolkken- the language of the land
In the existing literature, there is evidence that Bininj Kunwok speakers make use of quite an
elaborate linguistic repertoire to encode space: a ‘language of the land’. For instance, speakers
use toponyms (e.g., Manmoyi, Kurrkurr) and descriptions of the landscape/eco-zones (e.g.,
kuwarddewardde ‘the rocky country’) when describing space. Toponyms, landscape
descriptions and motion verbs and the way they are used in relation to orientation are
important for this project since they allow us to present a broader and perhaps more complete
documentation of the Bininj Kunwok spatial system; hence their presence in this chapter (see
§3.3.1, §3.3.2, §3.3.3). The project has partly explored if and to which extent this spatial
language plays a particular role in verbalizing orientation in different types of texts (this is
considered in chapters chapters 8, 9, 10 and 11).
However, the main focus of this dissertation is on orientation. The most direct and
operationalizable way in which Bininj Kunwok people express orientation is through the use
of two main allocentric constructions: cardinal and geomorphic. Bininj Kunwok grammar
reports evidence of terms for ‘right’ kun-kun and ‘left’ kun-djakku, which mostly refer to the
sides of the body (e.g., ‘right hand’ and ‘left hand’, Evans, 2003: 590). There are no recorded
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instances of speakers using the egocentric spatial terms, especially for navigation. This is an
aspect of the language that this project investigated further (see chapter 4). Based on current
information, it can be said that the allocentric constructions are by far the most frequently
used way of encoding orientation in Bininj Kunwok. Subsections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 present a
description of existing and new documentation relative to the uses of these allocentric
constructions, drawing upon the past literature and the fieldwork conducted for this project.
Allocentric constructions are considered here to be the most operationalizable way in which
orientation can be usually analysed in languages (analogously to analyses of FoRs to examine
spatial orientation in previous literature).
3.3.1

Bininj Kunwok landscape constructions

The previous literature shows a number of ways in which the surrounding physical
land is conceptualized in Bininj Kunwok (Evans, 2003; Garde, unpublished4; McKenzie and
Garde, 2006). One way this conceptualization can be expressed through language is through
the verbalization of ‘eco-zone’ constructions. These are most often formed either (i) through a
process of reduplication of a root of a noun referring to a characteristic geographic feature to
describe a whole ‘ecological area’ habitat of that particular feature, or (ii) through the addition
of the suffix -wern to indicate ‘plentitude of’. Table 1 reports some examples from Bininj
Kunwok grammar (Evans, 2003: 169-172).
Table 1: examples5 of eco-zone constructions in Bininj Kunwok
Geographical feature

Eco-zone reduplicated

3.1

3.2

man-berrk (also berrk-no)

man-behbe-berrk

III-dry/flat.region

III-ZONE-dry/flat.region

‘dry and flat region’

‘dry lowland scrub’

3.3

3.4

man-bowk (also bouk-no)
4
5

man-bohbo-bowk

A Kundedjnjenghmi wordlist of eco-zone terminology, Northern Land Council Caring for country Unit.

NOTE: All the lingustic examples in this dissertation follow a numerical sequence. The format is: chapter number.example

number. Thus, examples for chapter 2 are 2.1, 2.2 and so on (the numbering is restarted with each chapter). In the body of the
text, examples are distinguished from headings as they are presented as ‘example X’.
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III-swamp

III-ZONE-swamp

‘seasonal swamp’

‘alluvial plains’

3.5

3.6

kun-wardde (also wardde-no)

kun-warddeh-wardde

IV-rock

IV-ZONE-rock

‘rock’

‘rocky country/escarpment’
3.7

NA (no reduplication to describe a burnt

Kun-bule (also bule-no)

area was found here).

IV-ashes/burnt-grass

‘ashes/burnt grass’
Geographical feature

Eco-zone with suffix ‘plenty’

3.8

3.9

man-labbarl (also labbarl-no)

man-labbarl-wern

III-billabong

III-billabong-PLENTY

‘billabong’

‘area constellated with billabongs’

3.10

3.11

man-djoh

man-djoh-wern

III-wattle.tree

III-wattle.tree-PLENTY

‘wattle tree’

‘area with many wattle trees’

However, a land is usually not just an area with one geographic feature (or many of the same
kind) in it. The surrounding space, especially in Arnhem Land, may contain a high degree of
ecological variation and as such a more complex set of features. These can be conceptualized,
memorized and described through language by abstracting away the physical/geometric
features or the function of an environment as well as through the socio-cultural filter of events
happening in a particular area. In this sense, there is a further and more specific type of
landscape description in Bininj Kunwok that reflects such complexity through the use of
incorporated or phrasal constructions. The examples below, from McKenzie and Garde’s
documentary about ‘the language of the land’ (McKenzie and Garde, 2006), illustrate this
additional type:
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3.12
ka-bo-larlma-rr-en
3-water-separate-RR-NP

‘watershed’
or
3.13
ka-bebbe-bo-yarlarrme
3-DIST-water-separate

‘for each one the water goes its
own way’
3.14
ka-wardde-rurrk-wern
3-rock-inside-PLENTY

‘rock shelter with multiple caves’
or
3.15
ka-wardde-rurrk ka-berl-di
3-rock-inside

3-arm-stand

‘rock shelter held up with tall
pillars or arms’

3.16
ka-bolk-rorrbo
3-ground-open.area

kunj
kangaroo

djurle-no

ka-kadjung

shadow-3POSSD

3-follow

‘an open area where kangaroos can find shade’
In example 3.16 , in contrast to the others, the semantic focus is a natural event, namely the
fact that kangaroos find shade in the area, rather than a description of the physical
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configuration of the ecological zone where the event takes place, as noted in examples 3.13.15 above.
The two types of landscape constructions defined above are useful to distinguish
different ‘locations’. This means that conceptually they can be considered as ‘landmarks’
useful to define start and end points of a navigated route. However, these constructions are
not the most direct and operationalizable indicators of orientation, like cardinals or
geomorphic constructions. This assumption finds support in the findings of an analysis of the
use of allocentric constructions across different text types in chapters 8 and 9.
The closest example of a more ‘direction-focussed’ landscape description in the
datasets considered in this thesis is presented in example 3.17 below. In the absence of the
noun class prefix, the root of the noun form kun-bule ‘burnt grass’ or ‘ashes’ (Bininj Kunwok
dictionary, Garde, 2017; Evans, 2003: 716) can be used to create the construction buleh-bule
to indicate a direction through a large burnt-grass area, literally ‘from burnt zone to burnt
zone’. Yet it is unclear whether it has the semantic role of describing the area walked through
or indicating a precise directional purpose:
3.17
mah
it’s.time

karri-re buleh-bule
12a-go

ZONE-burnt.grass.area

‘so we go through the whole burnt grass area’
CC01-003-BWALKGOPROS3, 04:14.5, Terrah Guymala Kamarrang
This raises the possibility that using other non-conventional methods of data elicitation, which
are different from those focussed on ‘describing the land’ (McKenzie and Garde, 2006) may
have favoured the emergence of other semantic representations.

3.3.2

Bininj Kunwok toponyms

Although landmark descriptions often index very complex and detailed references to areas
and locations, they are still quite general descriptions, semantically more ‘broad-ranging’ in
that they describe a ‘type of’ ecological zone. This means that recognizing ‘which one’ a
speaker is referring to when it is not in the immediate space (for example when telling a story)
requires a certain degree of shared knowledge. Cross-linguistically, a common way to refer to
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locations more specifically is by using toponyms or place names, which give “the most direct
link between a language and its territory, current or ancestral” (Nash and Simpson, 2012: 1;
Garde, 2014).
The most recent and in-depth documentation on place naming (and the pragmatics
thereof) in Western Arnhem Land is Garde (2014). This section summarizes the above-noted
work in order to give a more complete picture of how space (a familiar land) can be
described. Bininj Kunwok speakers have different ways to refer to places and locations that
reflect specific pragmatic functions and that can be a useful way of understanding the
underlying conceptualization of the land in terms of physical or socio-cultural importance
(Garde, 2014). There are different types of places distinguished by their socio-culturally
modulated meaning. The most general type of place name is a campsite along familiar routes
– kunred, which also has the general meaning of ‘home’. It can also be referred to as
kunwadda or kunwadda-kuken, with the extended meaning of ‘a very important campsite’ or
‘occupation site’ where people used to camp for relatively long periods (often rock shelters:
the presence of extensive and complex rock art in these sites is usually an indicator of
persistent occupation). Another type of place includes a distinction between regional names –
kunbolkngeybadjan or kunbolkngeykimuk, meaning ‘big place name’ and names of smaller
locations within estates – kunbolkngeyyahwurd or ‘small place names’. This is assumed to be
an important distinction since the estate constitutes a representative unit in which the land for
Bininj Kunwok people is divided up; each estate is owned by a kunmokurrkurr or ‘patrifilial
clan’. Finally, another type of place is a sacred site – djang, which has in itself the meaning of
‘totemic site’ or ‘dreaming place’. It is usually associated with a totemic creature or organism
identifying a certain location; for example, honey coming from a particular type of local
wasp, plants or animals, the moon, or lightning. But most importantly, place names are
identified by specific names, such as Manmawobidbom, Manmoyi, Norne, Kamanemdi, and
Yolngbuyken.
Coding and analysis of the above-summarized big and small place names has not been
the major focus of this thesis. The information above is used as background data to
contextualize Bininj Kunwok orientation into their spatial system. Section 5, and more
specifically: §5.2.1, §5.2.2 and §5.2.3, contain some more qualitative information regarding
toponyms, providing a short overview of the place names on and around the areas chosen for
the this project’s navigation task. A more quantitative analysis of the toponyms will only be
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undertaken in combination with orientation constructions in the cross-textual analyses of
chapters 10, particularly §10.1.2, and chapter 11, particularly §11.4.
3.3.3

Bininj Kunwok motion verbs and motion constructions

One feature in the verbalization of motion in Bininj Kunwok is the possibility to express
associated motion. Associated motion expresses any activity carried out either at the same
time or right after the relevant motion. This happens in Bininj Kunwok through gerundive
incorporation with selected motion verbs, for example re ‘to go’ and, durndeng ‘to return’ etc.
Below are some examples from previous literature (therefore not numbered):
Wanjh,

bene-wok-ki-wam

well

3uaP-talk-IVF-goPP

‘well, they went along talking together’
(Evans, 2003: 543).
Birri-kanj-yi-lobm-i-durnd-i.
3aP-meat-COM-run-IVF-return-PP

‘They ran back with the meat.’
(Evans, 2003: 544)
It is relevant to notice here that this feature does not seem to emerge with particular relevance
in previous Bininj Kunwok literature or discourse particularly focused on space and/or
navigation through country it isas researched in this workthesis;, therefore it will not be
contemplated further. As a matter of fact, one possible avenue of research may include
discovering which contextual spatial factors or task settings can trigger the use of associated
motion in Bininj Kunwok.
More closely related to orientation are those motion verbs and/or constructions in Bininj
Kunwok that have already some form of directionality lexicalized in their semantics,
particularly related to : 1) the origin of movement such as dolkkan ‘get up; come from’ and 2)
its termination bebme ‘to arrive’ (Evans, 2003: 590). Another form of lexicalized
directionality in motion is: 3) the path of movement, for example borledme, which expresses
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a change of direction ‘to turn’ or the construction kuk-borledme ‘to make a U turn around a
spatial entity’.
Bininj Kunwok motion verbs can express orientation or directionality also by by co-occurring
with directional adverbial affixes. One such affix is m- ‘towards this place or hither’ used to
mark a movement towards the deictic center (the speaker). For example, yi-m-ray!, where ray
is the imperative form of re ‘to go’ for ‘come here!’ as opposed to yi-ray! for ‘go away!’.
Another example is the prefix bal- lexicalizing not only direction away from the deictic center
but also distance from and/or path with the meaning of ‘away’ or ‘along’ for example birribal-wam ‘they went away/far’, where wam is the past participle form of the verb re ‘to go’.
3.3.4

Bininj Kunwok cardinal constructions

The Bininj Kunwok cardinal system is reported in the grammar to be skewed about 45°
clockwise from the Western compass reference (Evans, 2003: 591). This means that the
cardinal directions do not correspond exactly to the cardinal points in a Western compass.
Furthermore, according to the grammar description (Evans, 2003: 591), the cardinal points do
not correspond to points but more to angle spans, with similar observations made in other
language communities in indigenous Australia (e.g., Guugu Yimithirr, Haviland, 1993, 1998).
The suggestion is also consistent with the definition of ‘direction’ given in previous systems
of navigation (Spiers and Barry, 2015) as ‘the angle spanned’ (therefore not a point) to a final
destination. In this sense, in Bininj Kunwok grammar, kakbi corresponds to ‘north / northeast’, walem to ‘south / south-west’, koyek to ‘east / south-east’ and karrikad to ‘west / northwest’. These can be combined with a system of affixation to form orientation constructions.
One example is the role-marking nominal prefix, which is only used with cardinal nominals
berre- (and only in the eastern dialects). For example:
3.18
berre-walem
DIREC-south

‘towards south’ or just ‘south’.
In example 3.18 the semantics of berre- is almost equivalent to that of the English suffix ‘wards’ (e.g., ‘southwards’). Another role-marking prefix only found to be used in
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combination with cardinal terms is ya-, which is not attested in Evans’ (2003) grammar but is
present in the latest versions of the Bininj Kunwok dictionary (Garde, in progress) and
possibly only used by Kundedjnjenghmi speakers. Another affix that can be used with
cardinals to form constructions is -kah, but this is a locative suffix used in some dialects as an
alternative to ku- and assumed to indicate a ‘fixed position/location’ in the cardinal direction
indicated, more than a ‘direction towards it’.
3.19
koyek-kah
east-LOC

‘in the east’, more than a direction ‘towards the east’.
The use of -kah in example 3.19 above can be contextual.
However, the current description of the cardinal system in Bininj Kunwok (Evans, 2003: 591)
presents two main problems. The first is that it does not define the remaining 45° spans in the
circle (the unlabelled empty sectors in Figure 9), which following a Western compass dial
would correspond to (clockwise): ‘north-west/north’, ‘north-east/east’, ‘south-east/south’, and
‘south-west/west’. The second issue is related to the abstractness of the cardinal lexicon,
which makes it difficult to establish how Bininj Kunwok people could have originally
calibrated their cardinal system. These issues are reviewed in the subsections below.
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Figure 9: a cardinal dial with the cardinals in Bininj Kunwok. The acronyms N/S/E/W
represent points on the dial. Black lines and labels distinguish 45° angle spans: north/northeast kakbi, east/south-east koyek, south/south-west walem and west/north-west as they
were described in Bininj Kunwok grammar (Evans, 2003). The red sectors and labels instead
represent the 90° angle spans proposed in this project for which kakbi corresponds to the
Western ‘north-west/north-east’, koyek to ‘north-east/south-east, walem to ‘south-east/southwest’ and karrikad to ‘south-west/north-west’.

3.3.4.1 Do cardinal directions express sectors or points?
One way to solve this issue would be to assume that the Bininj Kunwok cardinal system may
be based on 90° instead of 45° angle-spans as they were defined in the Bininj Kunwok
grammar (Evans, 2003: 591). In the new system proposed in this project kakbi is defined as
‘north-west/north-east’, koyek to ‘north-east/south-east, walem to ‘south-east/south-west’ and
karrikad

to

‘south-west/north-west’

(see

Figure

9).

This assumption was made on the basis of a contextualized qualitative analysis of the
lexicon Bininj Kunwok speakers used to refer to their directions both during a walk and when
remembering a route. To evaluate the correspondence of Bininj Kunwok terms with those of
the Western compass, the terms used were double-checked against some actual directions
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followed during walks described in empirical section A and visualized on a north-oriented
Google map. Below is a representation of the route walked and the cardinals used to refer to
the directions (see Figure 10).

Figure 10: some of the 2017 walks visualized on north-oriented maps. Above each direction
is the Bininj Kunwok cardinal used to refer to them during a walk or a free recall. The colours
only distinguish the directional segments, not patterned distinctions. Source of the original
maps: Google Earth.

Based on the schema above, if cardinal directions were just points and not angle spans, their
use would seemingly create more ambiguity than it solves. ‘North-east’ could either be kakbi
or koyek, ‘south-east’ could either be koyek or walem and south-west could either be walem or
karrikad. The result would be an arguably inefficient linguistic system with which to
orientate, which would contradict the very logic of having a cardinal system to guide
navigation in the first place. Furthermore, there is no documentation that shows half
directions in Bininj Kuwnok, equivalent to the English expression ‘north-east’. Also, another
issue would emerge when getting closer to a point of cardinal ambiguity, for example 44° or
47° east, for which the choice of calling that ‘north-east’ direction kakbi or koyek can be the
result of a number of considerations.
Another way this dissertation proposes to solve this puzzle is by considering which
orientation strategy people may be adopting. If the location indicated by people is gauged
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upon the whole track and if the latter is not a straight line, the cardinal direction refers not to a
point but to a whole angle span, including all changes of direction, from a starting to a final
destination, a strategy here labelled ‘ultimate orientation’, after Haugen (1957). Conversely, if
the location indicated by people is gauged upon the immediate judgment of the eye, the
cardinal direction can be referring to a point at the end of a straight line from their
perspective, a strategy here labelled ‘proximate orientation’, again after Haugen (1957).
Significant evidence of the use of these strategies by Bininj is reported in chapters 5 and 6.
The general understanding in this project following the noted argumentation is that if a path is
going temporarily east to west and terminates to a point that is closer to north, if an ultimate
strategy is adopted it would mean saying kakbi ‘north’. Conversely, if the path does not
present any changes of direction but simply a straight line to a destination, if a proximate
strategy is adopted it would mean saying koyek ‘east’.

3.3.4.2

How do Bininj Kunwok people calibrate the cardinal directions?

The second problem emerging from the Bininj Kunwok description of the cardinal system is
related to the non-transparency of the cardinal semantics, which makes it hard to assess how
Bininj Kunwok calibrate it. Since it is established that the cardinal directions are not abstract
points but sectors, an explanation is needed for how those sectors are calculated. Bininj
Kunwok people used to be hunter-gatherers up until about 100-120 years ago. This makes it
quite improbable they could have been using some form of Western technology (e.g. a
compass or a map) to derive their cardinal directions. Like other hunter-gatherer societies
(e.g., in Africa, Malaysia, Borneo) it is very plausible instead that they may have been
calibrating their calculations based on celestial cues, as has been argued for other Aboriginal
languages, such as Arrernte, Guugu Yimithirr, and Kuuk Thaayorre (Hoffmann, 2016; 2017).
This suggestion is supported by evidence in this project for Bininj Kunwok. Below is a direct
interview conducted by the researcher with Berribob Watson Kamarrang, one of the ‘expert’
Arnhem Land navigators who participated in this study (according to the definition of spatial
‘expertise’ in 2.1.3). The researcher asked in Bininj Kunwok from what age people knew
where north, south, east and west were. Below the reply (in Figure 11 the video interview
with gestures):
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Figure 11: a series of frames from the video interview conducted with Berribob Nabangardi
about the calibration of cardinals. The interview was conducted in Bininj Kunwok. The frames
in the picture also show English subtitles.

3.20
Birri-na-yinj malkno

kore ka-dung-bebme kun-dung koyek-beh

3aP-see-IRR environment

LOC

3-sun-rise

IV-sun

east-ABL

‘if they saw the environment (the surrounding/the direction) where the sun rises from’
birri-yime-ninj koyek
3aP-call-IRR

east

‘they would call it east’
(CC01-003-CARDINALSUN, 00:12.5, Berribob Kamarrang)
3.21
wanjh, birri-na-yinj kun-dung djal-rayinj karrikad
then,

3-see-IRR

IV-sun-only-goIRR

west

‘then if they saw the sun going all the way to west’
(CC01-003-CARDINALSUN, 00:23.2, Berribob Kamarrang)
3.22
kunukka birri-bengka-inj ka-dung-ngehme
IV:DEM

3aP-know-IRR

3-sun-rest/set
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‘there they knew that the sun sets’
(CC01-003-CARDINALSUN, 00:27.7, Berribob Kamarrang)
This supports the suggestion that one way to calibrate the cardinal directions is by following
celestial cues, for example, the path of the sun. However, if this explains koyek ‘east’ and
karrikad ‘west’, it does not add any more information as to how the other cardinal axis ‘northsouth’ could have been calibrated. Indeed, on Earth it is also possible to derive north and
south separately from the position of the sun at noon when it is at its zenith (directly above
the observer’s location in the sky), and this is usually skewed north in the southern
hemisphere (Lewis, 1975). Yet, deriving the north-south axis using this technique is not a
direct way to gauge cardinals, and is therefore not an efficient calculation because it is also
subject to seasonal change. Additionally, the east-west axis is determined by a clear physical
cue (i.e., sunrise), which the north-south axis does not share.
Of course, in Western cultures, where it is customary to calibrate the cardinals using
navigation devices (e.g., a compass), once east and west are known it is relatively easy to
calculate the other two cardinal points (e.g., if you are facing east, north is automatically 90
degrees to your ‘left’ when picturing a mental cardinal dial on a Western compass). Bininj
Kunwok land travel traditions (perhaps similarly to other Aboriginal or originally huntergatherer communities around the World) do not present any evidence that they would
calibrate orientation against a small-scale compass dial one may have in one’s own mental
schema (or a cartographic representation of their land), nor is there evidence here that they
used an egocentric orientation system to adjust to it. Yet terms for north and south exist in
Bininj Kunwok, suggesting that a second cardinal axis must have been calculated based on
some other cues. One possibility that comes to mind is the use of the stars (e.g., the Southern
Cross or other salient stars), which is a common ancient tradition in some communities of the
Pacific (Lewis, 1975). However, this seems more related to maritime navigation and
traditions of ‘land-finding’ on sea (more than ‘wayfinding’ on land), due to the absence of
topographically-based salient environmental anchors and the presence of other anchors for
segment-by-segment navigation, invisible to the non-expert eye (e.g., prevailing winds, ocean
currents, clouds, swell patterns, homing birds and many others). One may argue that ‘desert’
navigation can be compared to ocean navigation given the large and relatively ‘empty’
surface to be navigated (again to the non-expert eye), and in such an environment the use of
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stars may be quite efficient. Yet, there is so far no empirical evidence that Aboriginal people
living in the desert use the stars to navigate either. On the contrary, the previous literature
suggests the opposite, namely that they would be using topography-related signs to create
mental maps of their land even at night (Lewis, 1976; personal conversation with David
Bond, former motorcar mechanic for the Warddeken Ltd. who joined Lewis during that
expedition, Cialone fieldwork 2015). Nevertheless, there are no deserts in Arnhem Land, and
while there are open eco-zones of flat land, these usually have quite a lot of different
topographic cues. Furthermore, there is no attested tradition of maritime navigation in
communities who live (or used to live) inland. Finally, evidence from the current project
suggests that the Bininj Kunwok talk very seldom about the stars and their position. A recent
personal conversation with Berribob Watson Kamarrang seems to suggest that sometimes
expert people (like him) who got lost in the bush at night could follow some specific stars at
sunset, but nocturnal spatial navigation does not seem as common as day navigation, at least
not in Western Arnhem Land (Cialone fieldwork, 2017).
Bininj Kuwok people must have originally had another strategy or set of strategies to
calibrate their ‘north-south’ cardinal axis, which may have been more relative to their
knowledge of the topographical layout of the land they used to live in and navigate. In this
respect, new evidence (2017 data collection) reveals that one way was through the use of
some specific types of elongated flat termite mounds common in the Northern Territory.
These particular types of mounds have the largest surface side exposed east-west and the
thinner side of the mounds instead pointing in the north-south direction, a bio/ecological
strategy to balance the internal temperature of the mounds necessary for the termites’
survival. This can also be verified when reading a compass near one of these mounds. How
Bininj Kunwok knew precisely which thin side pointed north and which south could have
been the result of an estimation triangulating the termite mound direction with the position of
the sun at a point in time (e.g., if you identify east, it is easier to derive which side is north).
This finding was the result of another interview with Elizabeth Nabarlambarl
Ngalkamarrang, Berribob Watson Kamarrang’s wife, also an expert navigator. Elizabeth had
already mentioned to the researcher that there were other cues used by the elders in order to
identify kakbi, and walem. During the intergenerational walk conducted with the community
in 2017, Elizabeth identified one of these cues along the way and told the researcher about it.
The recorded interview can be found below (in Figure 12, the video interview with gestures).
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Figure 12: Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang talking about the flat termite mound (or ant hill) and how
it indicates the north-south way.

3.23
kure kun-boy
LOC IV-ant.hill

[…] malkno

ngan-morlewan

direction

3/1-inform.about

kore... kurih walem dja
LOC

there

kakbi

south and north

‘there is the termite castle […] it tells me the direction where… this way south and north’
(CC01-003-CARDINALSTERMITE, 00:03.5, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)
3.24
yi-re yi-na-n
2-go 2-see-NP

man-wern manekken djal yi-na-n
III-many

VE:DEM only

ka-djal...

2-see-NP it-just…

‘if you go and see a lot of those, you see that it keeps…’
(CC01-003-CARDINALSTERMITE, 00:11.9, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)
3.25
ka-bolh-widjung walem dja kakbi
3-way-point

south and north

‘it points towards south and north’
(CC01-003-CARDINALSTERMITE, 00:17.8)
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An important detail in Elizabeth’s talk is that she is referring to a direction or a path, which is
clarified by the phrase in example 3.24: yire yinan manwern manekken… ‘if along the way (as
you go) you see a lot of them…’. This clarifies that the cardinal axis is not defined based on
the observation of ‘one’ termite mound but ‘several of those’ as you move along. This
indicates a ‘path’ presumably defined by the angle span walked, since it is impossible to
determine a line or a path given only one point as there would be no vector to begin with.
This is therefore a similar logic to following the ‘path’ of the sun, which may prove an
efficient technique to orientate especially when moving to a destination.
Although both are techniques to calibrate cardinal directions using geographical or
celestial visual features, their use can be slightly different relative to their physical salience,
literally intended here as “constant to their relative orientation over large distances”
(Whitehead, 1990: 32). Indeed, the sun’s position compared to a termite hill is a constant and
salient celestial feature and is therefore very efficient for determining a navigation course
both over time and for very large distances. Instead a termite mound is a less salient
geographic feature (both in size and in relative ecological location since the flat variety is just
one of a few, e.g. there are round mounds as well), and so it is mostly used to update the
navigation course along the shortest stretches of a walk and in certain areas in Arnhem Land.
Thus, it is likely to be used to determine a segment by segment direction update.
Therefore, the question still remains whether the Bininj Kunwok rely on another set of
more salient environment-ground anchors that could be used to calibrate the north/south axis
of the cardinal system over larger distances. In answer to this, another way Bininj Kunwok
people could have distinguished their north-south axis for long-distance travel is by
calibrating their orientation based on their awareness of two salient landmarks: the sea far to
the north and the escarpment or kuwarddewardde to the south. Yet, the language does not
reflect these environmental cues. It is possible that heuristics could have been developed over
time to make this environmental computation such that it became part of the mental toolbox
of the speaker, who no longer needs to reference these physical points in language but may
use them as landmarks for directional confirmation.
The above documentation for Bininj Kunwok may contribute to answer an important
question engrained in etymological discussions about the cardinal lexicon (Brown, 1983):
where do cardinal terms come from? The question explored in this thesis is that the
environment is one such source.
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3.3.5

Bininj Kunwok geomorphic constructions

Another direct and operationalizable way by which Bininj Kunwok people orient in space is
through the use of an additional allocentric system: the geomorphic. This system abstracts
away a slope from the topography of the land, calculated through differences in elevation (or
altitude) based on salient environment-ground anchors, which in Western Arnhem Land are
represented by rivers and the rocky plateau.
The water flow of salient rivers allows to distinguish between two directions:
upstream and downstream. This distinction is expressed in Bininj Kunwok through the
constructions kaddum ‘upstream’ and kanjdji ‘downstream’. A difference of elevation based
on the rocky plateau distinguishes two possible directions: uphill and downhill. This
distinction is expressed in Bininj Kunwok through the constructions karrkad and
kanjdjihkanjdji, which, more specifically applied to a Western Arnhem Land environmental
setting, respectively mean ‘high country’ and ‘low country’.
There is a semantic correspondence between kanjdji and kanjdjihkanjdji, the second
being a reduplicated version of the first. Their meaning refers to the lower part on the vertical
axis. A bit more difficult to see is the correspondence of the terms karrkad and kaddum.
However, historical reconstructions of proto-Gunwinyguan languages focussing on Bininj
Kunwok-specific sound changes attest a *rr > t phonetic change, which in Bininj Kunwok is
currently rendered with the other plosive alveolar d (Harvey, 2003). This makes it logical to
assume that a *karr > kat change in Gunwinyguan languages led to the current kadd. In this
sense, their semantics correspond in that both refer to the upper part of the vertical axis. The
kanjdjihkanjdji construction is also used in Bininj Kunwok to mean ‘to the river’, which can
be argued as technically representing more of a geocentric than a geomorphic system, as the
perpendicular vector to the landmark ‘river’. However, in 2017 data it was observed that this
construction is mostly used when referring to an area of lower elevation.
Additionally, there is nothing in its semantics to suggest that the spatial end point of
that direction is a river, therefore it is assumed to be again referring to a slope, making it part
of the geomorphic system. Below is a sketch of the system (see Figure 13). Furthermore,
Bininj Kunwok speakers, in addition to kanjdjihkanjdji, can also use another construction
along the way – kanjdji kanjdji, referring to a different direction. The latter is a different type
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of reduplication from the ones already documented and discussed in the Bininj Kunwok
grammar (Evans, 2003: 170-172) for the lexeme kanjdji. This time, in fact, it involves two
separate words but no inserted glottal stop. In this understanding, kanjdji kanjdji is used to
indicate the continuation of travel along a downstream direction. The two constructions are
distinguished phonetically by the speakers by a slight rise in pitch in kanjdjihkanjdji,
triggered by the glottal stop ‘h’ used to create a disyllabic reduplication in Bininj Kunwok to
form this lexicalized form, which is not present in kanjdji kanjdji.

Figure 13: sketch of the Bininj Kunwok geomorphic system and its calibration. The graph
distinguishes two types of slopes. One defined by the river water flow - ‘upstream’ and
‘downstream’, kaddum and kanjdji. The other is defined by a difference in altitude based on a
rock or the plateau - ‘high country’ and ‘low country’, karrkad and kanjdjihkanjdji. The
construction kanjdjihkanjdji can also be used to refer to a vector perpendicular to the path of
a river but only if the latter is located on an area of lower elevation with respect to where the
speaker is standing.

Both rivers and the rocky plateau are salient landmarks, which means they could be
efficiently used for long-distance travel in a similar fashion to what has already been observed
regarding the path of the sun. This knowledge may represent a first step here to solve the
issues raised in the previous section: if the north-south axis is actually based on another set of
environment-ground cues, this could be calibrated using either the rivers or the rocky plateau.
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In order to examine this issue, the semantics of the two systems’ will need to be examined
closely in the following subsection (§3.3.6).

3.3.6

Semantic/conceptual correspondence between cardinal and geomorphic

So far, the only historical investigation attempting a semantic reconstruction for Aboriginal
languages of the cardinal terminology (and that of other allocentric systems) is Whitehead’s
(1990) comparative study. In this work, the historical semantic correspondences between the
two systems were shown to reflect patterns of metonymic extension from landform type to the
direction in which such landforms are found; they were considered as examples of polysemy
(as shown in Table 2). Geographical suggestions were made regarding the possible use of one
or the other linguistic expression, which, given the historico-linguistic nature of the work,
were never explored in the geographical context of occurrence. Below is a table taken from
Whitehead (1990) reporting orientation language semantic reconstructions relative to protoGunwinjguan languages, of which Bininj Kunwok is considered a descendant (Evans, 2003:
32-35). The current project is not a historical reconstruction of orientation semantics for
proto-Gunwinjguan, so the analysis in this subsection needs to be considered only within the
purposes of a better understanding of the use of the two allocentric systems in Bininj
Kunwok.
Table 2: semantic reconstruction of proto-Gunwinyguan allocentric terms (Whitehead 1990,
with additions from Evans, Merlan, Tukumba, 2004).

Reconstructed form

Meaning

Language

Karr (i)-

Up - east

Dangbon karri ‘west’, karrbe 'from on top', karrhdjam
'high place'*
Gunbarlang karrkad ‘west’
Jawoyn karri ‘west’
Mayali karrikad ‘uplands’, karrkad ‘west’
Ngalakan karra, karrkarra, karrku ‘up,top’
Nunggubuyu arrwarr ‘up’
Rembrarrnga karra ‘up’
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Koy-

West- East Mayali koy ‘red’, koyek ‘east’
Jawoyn ngan-koy julank ‘hot season’, ngan-koykuran
‘wet, hot weather’, ngan-koy-malparr ‘cold weather’

Walam

Upriver,

Ngalakan, Rembrarrnga, Jawoyn, Warray walam,

south

Mayali walem
Dangbon walum
Ngan’gitjemeri wala-w, wala-j ‘upriver, south’
Ritharngu walama-la ‘upriver’

The koy- in Mayali is explained in Whitehead as “reminiscent of the rosy colour of the sunrise”
(Whitehead, 1990: 43).
The symbol ‘*’ indicates the addition of Evans, Merlan, Tukumba (2004) in the Whitehead (1990)
schema.

The reconstruction in Table 2 displays for two most certain semantic reflexes of ProtoGunwinjguan in two main forms. One is walam, meaning ‘south’ and ‘upstream’, and the
other is karri, meaning ‘east’ and ‘upland’ or ‘high country’. Based on the information about
the Bininj Kunwok orientation system reported in previous sections, the correspondence
between the cardinal and the geomorphic system seems to be clearer here. In this sense, the
meaning of ‘east’ and ‘high country’ would correspond in the old karri- form. In addition, the
meaning of ‘south’ or ‘upstream’ in Bininj Kuwok would correspond in the form walam. This
would make both ‘west’ and ‘south’ cardinal directions correspond to ‘upriver’. Additionally,
in Kayardild walmu is 'up, high', as a more distant cognate supporting the meaning is
originally 'up; high; uplands' (Evans, 2011).
Whitehead (1990) proposed that such polysemy can be explained with reference to the
hypothetical geographical location where proto-Gunwinjguan speakers used to live: scattered
around the Arnhem Land escarpment. In fact, the escarpment is located approximately to the
south-west where the main rivers originate and flow downstream north towards the sea. This
seems to clarify the calibration of the cardinal system and its correspondence with the
geomorphic.
The cardinal system thus appears to comprise two main axes: one running with the
path of the sun east-west and roughly corresponding to the distinction high-country/lowcountry, and the other running south-north roughly corresponding to the distinction
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upstream/downstream (from the escarpment to the sea). Whitehead suggested that, due to this
polysemy, the two constructions are interchangeable and that the use of one or the other could
be determined by the salience of the environment-ground anchors present in the geographical
context in which the terms are used. This means that near major rivers the
‘upstream/downstream’ and so the geomorphic system would be favoured (Whitehead, 1990:
9). The suggestion of a different and contextual use of one or the other orientation system
finds support in the analysis of two systems examined in the geophysical environment in
which they are used (in chapters 5 and 6).
This further analysis has shown that the cardinal system may be historically related to the
geomorphic system, thus partially answering questions regarding its origins. In addition, the
geomorphic layout between the escarpment and the riverflow may explain the 45° skew dial
system proposed in Bininj Kunwok grammar (Evans, 2003).
3.3.7

Bininj Kunwok spatial pragmatics in travel narratives

After a linguistic description of the main spatial constructions used to express orientation or
more generally to talk about space, it is important to explore how these are used pragmatically
in Bininj Kunwok. Garde (2014) offers an overview of how Bininj Kunwok speakers use
toponyms in travel narratives. Reported in his study is a narrative or textual strategy that is
widespread as a useful way to facilitate memorization of places throughout in Western
Arnhem Land. This technique was referred to in previous literature as the ‘tail-head linkage
strategy’, and quite apart from journey narratives has been widely reported as a discourse
device in Papuan languages (DeVries, 2005).
The strategy presents two main features. One is more linguistic, and is based on
reciting familiar placenames in a connected clause chain in which the last place name of the
clause of the chain is repeated in the first clause of the next chain (Thurman, 1975; DeVries,
2005) as in the example below:
Kamanemdi;
Kamanemdi, Yolngbuyken;
Yolngbuyken, Nadjabbarr;
Nadjabbarr, Kurrbbirnbaleng…
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‘This gorge continues on and on... to Kamanemdi; Kamanemdi, Yolngbuyken;
Yolngbuyken, Nadjabbarr; Nadjabbarr, Kurrbbirnbaleng..’
(Jimmy Kalarriya, text and translation in Garde, 2014: 108)
The other feature is the consecutive progression of the places one after the other in order of
occurrence in space, as if speakers were mentally representing the procedural linear
movement along ‘Aboriginal roads’ or Bininj manbolh. The use of this strategy has already
been underlined as a narrative technique in a number of other languages spoken mostly by
communities in Melanesia (DeVries, 2005), Aboriginal Australia (Hoffmann, 2011), Africa
(Widlok, 1997) and Malaysia (Burenhult, 2008b). In Garde’s (2014) study, there was the
suggestion that the main pragmatic function of this strategy was to create a mental map of the
whole landscape constellated with meaningful places, allowing one to ‘zoom in and out’
constantly as one navigates the environment later on. Yet such an assumption has never been
tested. One of the aims of this project is to support the suggestion and to link the use of this
strategy to novel cognitive representations of spatial navigation by substantiating the
hypothesis that this technique, if used with toponyms, can be used also in relation to other
spatial entities, for example with directions. This is another of the aims of the type of
contextualized analysis proposed in this project (chapter 7, §7.3).
It is important to note that, in this type of narrative, the spatial entities do not only repeat
progressively with respect to one another but are also found in reference to a larger
surrounding environment through the use of an allocentric geomorphic system of orientation.
In the example below, the main geographic feature guiding orientation during movement are
rivers, where the movement proceeds along the ‘downstream’ kanjdji direction:
Mongkebaldeng, kanjdji ngamed ku-kawadj,
Kurrekbinj kanjdji ngaleh ka-bo-yo an-bo-kuyeng Mibudyibudyi,
kanjdji ka-bal-(r)e Midjandadj,
kanjdji ka-re Wohwohkani,
kanjdji kumekke Kolorrhyi.
Andjerd kaddum-djam, kaddum Nawakka, kayawal man-kuken, yam
Karrbarda Nawakka, bolk Wurrbbarn, kaddum ka-djal-(r)e Bamkorddji.
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‘Mongkebaldeng [a place], downstream to what is it on the sand,
Kurrekbinj, downstream the water is a long stretch of river [at] Mibudyibudyi,
it keeps going downstream to Midjandadj,
then downstream it goes to Wohwohkani,
and downstream there to Kolorrhyi
Upstream [from Mokkorri] is Andjerd and up further is Nawakka, there are lots of long
yams there
Yams are at Nawakka, belonging to the Wurrbbarn clan and upstream it keeps going
to Bamkorddji’
(Bardayal Nadjamerrek, text and translation in Garde, 2014: 109)
This narrative technique presents quite a precise structure, therefore it will be shown that it is
not commonly used in in situ navigation conversations or commentaries.

3.4 Hypothesis 6
The above literature reported grammatical evidence of two main allocentric systems in Bininj
Kunwok: the cardinal (Evans, 2003: 591) and the geomorphic (Garde, 2014: 104, 108, 109,
112). Yet, little is known about how the two are used in context. In his pan-Australian
etymological survey of cardinal terms, Whitehead (1990) showed formal connections between
geomorphic and cardinal terms in some Gunwinyguan languages. This suggests that, in some
contexts, their use is pragmatically linked. However, to date there has been no systematic
empirical investigation looking into a semantic analysis of cardinal and other environmentally
grounded constructions used in the actual context of occurrence.
Additionally, this study also provides some evidence for the ‘sociotopography’ model
(Palmer et al., 2017) developed after a ‘Topographic Correspondence Hypothesis’, which
“postulates a correlation between the specific features of an absolute system of spatial
reference in absolute FoR and key salient features of the topography of the language locus”
(Palmer, 2015: 222).
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H6) Having two orientation systems at their disposal, Bininj Kunwok people will favour the
geomorphic when closest to salient geographic features (e.g., rivers), and the cardinal when
significantly further away from them.

3.5 Hypothesis 7
Bininj Kunwok literature (Garde, 2014) also reports evidence of a communicative strategy
used with place naming by Bininj Kunwok people to ease memorization of place names. The
strategy is characterized by two main features: place name chaining and temporal order of
occurrence of places in space. Also, the same literature put forward the suggestion that such a
strategy could have the specific function to ease memorization of place names to create a
mental map of an environment. While, so far, this suggestion has not been empirically
grounded, it may be possible to support it in light of spatial cognitive literature. Two main
cognitive parameters are fact are involved in the creation of cognitive maps: path integration –
the temporal update of one’s track through space, and sense of direction – an awareness of the
topographical layout of a space and the relationships between its landmarks to determine
one’s own way around (Tolman, 1948; Epstein, 2017). The two spatial parameters could be
linked to the two features of the above-noted mnemonic strategy adopted by Bininj Kunwok
people: chaining and temporal order. As yet, it is not clear if the same linguistic strategy and
underlying logic applies to chaining of direction vectors and of place names.
7) Since directions belong to the same ‘spatial’ realm of toponyms, it is expected that Bininj
Kunwok adopt the same linguistic strategy to chaining and temporal order of directions and of
place names during recall. It is also hypothesized that this strategy constitutes a memorybased practice to mentally generate a sense of direction and path integration, two essential
elements for the creation of cognitive maps.

3.6 The importance of walking around country in Arnhem Land
This section offers some ethnographical background on the tradition of walking around
country in (Western/Central) Arnhem Land.
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Bininj Kunwok pre-contact culture (some of the elders mentioned in previous sections, who
grew up in the bush, did not see their first European until their teens, and are still alive today)
was based on hunter-gatherer traditions around the Arnhem Land plateau and flat lands
(Evans, 2003; Garde, 2009). For this reason, ‘walking’ was not just a recreational ‘bushwalk’
in the Western understanding of the term, nor was it just a movement from an initial to a final
destination. Walking on country was a necessary activity related to lifestyle and as such
involved a very important educational and cultural component. For millennia, walking on the
plateau constituted a ‘school’ for Bininj, where they could orally pass on to the younger
generations the history of their elders through showing rock art paintings, demonstrating
hunting practices, and making shelter and functional objects, for example dilly bags, digging
sticks, spears (interview with Berribob Watson Nabangardi and Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang,
2016). Walking on country for Bininj is also a vital aspect for the ecology and the biology of
those lands, where ca. 50,000 years of human evolution in Arnhem Land created a sustainable
condition of mutual support involving man and land. Reported below are some important
historical facts contributing to explain why walking on country in Arnhem Land is a crucial
tradition to be carried on, understood, maintained and documented. The latter justifies the
choice of Manmoyi as main fieldsite for this project.

3.6.1

‘Walking on country’ versus ‘bushwalking’

In English the term ‘bushwalk’ refers to a recreational activity, of walking through the bush,
similar to ‘hiking’ or ‘tramping’, with no necessary cultural meaning. When Bininj Kunwok
people when they walk from one outstation to another to get food or other activities, they say
they went budwok or kudenge, respectively a loanword from English and a Bininj Kunwok
term meaning ‘foot-walk’ or ‘on foot’. The term does not seem to be used for any other
walking done in the bush. They would not say they were ‘bushwalking’ in such a context.
Yet, nowadays, the term ‘bushwalk’, especially in some contexts in Western Arnhem Land,
has acquired a different meaning when compared to its meaning in standard English.
Specifically, it has been adapted to refer to those organized events where people take their
bags and visit sites for land management and cultural renewal. 6
6

Private conversation with Dr. Murray Garde and Dist. Prof. Nicholas Evans.
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The purpose of this dissertation is to focus on the language of orientation, as it is used
in relation to travel or walking on country, intended tout court, by Bininj Kunwok people. In
this sense, the artificial label ‘bushwalk’, intended in its more technical and updated meaning,
will only be used occasionally in this dissertation in relation to the above-noted yearly land
management events as they nonetheless allow the opportunity for Bininj traditional practices
to be maintained and observed.

3.6.2

The fieldsite – Manmoyi and surrounds

This project, focussed around space and orientation, stresses the importance of geographically
and socio-culturally contextualized data. In order to give a suitable interpretation to the results
of the analysis of the data collected over the course of this project, it is important to
understand first what leads Bininj to travel in the bush today as well as what led them to do it
in the past.

Figure 14: cartographic composition of two satellite view screenshots: Arnhem Land
juxtaposed over a magnification of Manmoyi outstation in Western Arnhem Land. Source:
Google Earth, https://www.google.com.au/maps/place/Arnhem+land.
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The community of Manmoyi is the fieldsite in and around which most of the data with Bininj
Kunwok speakers was collected in 2015, 2016 and 2017. This also means that the
documentation provided in this project (more specifically in this chapter and in the following
analysis) only speaks for and within the confines of this community. Manmoyi is an
outstation settlement in Central Arnhem Land oriented east-west (according to the Western
compass) along an airstrip (this means that the airstrip proceeds along the compass cardinals:
east-west). The position is in an area near the plateau that is difficult to access during the wet
season, when the only way in or out is by air. With respect to the nearest major natural
landmarks, the outstation is in fact situated west of the Mann River and north-east with
respect to the rocky country or plateau. With respect to the nearest biggest Aboriginal
settlements, Manmoyi lies 80 km south of Maningrida/Manowkan on the coast (see Figure
14) and 250 km east of Oenpelli/Kunbarlanja. The demographic density in the bush is not
defined, it seems to vary considerably depending on the seasons and severe climatic changes
– during the wet season most families tend to move back to towns (Altman, 2012; Altman and
Hinkson, 2007; Garde, 2013).
Juxtaposing the geographical location of Manmoyi and the approximate geographical
mapping of the dialects in previous literature (Evans, 2003; Garde, 2013; 2014), the Bininj
Kunwok dialect range spoken in this outstation corresponds to the dialect area comprising
Kunwinjku, some Kuninjku and some K/Gundedjnjenghmi (the latter considered an important
dialect spoken by the elders and traditional owners) (see Figure 15). Although Bininj Kunwok
(in its varieties) is acquired by children as a first language, children also learn English through
the formal education system (school runs twice a week on-site).
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Figure 15: cartographic composition of approximate dialect mapping, showing dialect
varieties spoken at Manmoyi outstation. Source of the satellite map: Google Earth; original
source of the dialect map: CartoGIS in-situ, ANU College of Asia and the Pacific (as in Figure
6).

The choice of Manmoyi for this project was driven by some important cultural activities
involving navigation. Specifically, there is a yearly inter-generational walk through country
that has been held since 2000, as a means of reviving traditional cultural practices This is
referred to using the more technical label of ‘intergenerational bushwalk’. Thanks to this
revival in Manmoyi and closer outstations, there are more opportunities to carry out long
walks around country, retracing Bininj’s ancestors’ tracks or Bininj man-bolh ‘black-fella
roads’, as they were defined by the elder Lofty Nabardayal Nadjamerrek. Additionally,
smaller walks in the bush are a common activity almost anywhere in Arnhem Land, and are
carried out for the pleasures of hunting, fishing, finding resources like barks, or gossiping.
The intergenerational walk revival started to be organized in Kabulwarnamyo (an outstation
80 km south of Manmoyi) and it was then extended to Manmoyi since both were included in
the Indigenous Protected Area (IPA) covering approximately 14000 km2 of Central/Western
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Arnhem Land, looked after by the Aboriginal organization Warddeken Land Management
Limited (Ltd.) 7.

3.6.3

The Warddeken Limited (Ltd) – supporting life on country

The Warddekken is a non-profit organization of land rangers. It was established in 2007 as a
joint initiative of Bininj and non-Indigenous people (or Balanda) 8 to combine traditional
Indigenous lore and scientific Western skills for the ecological protection of the land (RussellSmith, Whitehead and Cooke, 2009; Garde, 2009). Before Warddeken was established,
projects with similar aims were already in existence; for example, the Western Arnhem Land
Fire Abatement (WALFA) began in 1997 and has now extended to become the Arnhem Land
Abatement Limited (ALFA). This was made possible thanks to the Caring for Country Unit
established by the Northern Land Council in 1995, with a primary aim of fire management. At
the time, this fire abatement unit comprised many Aboriginal groups working together on fire
management. They were called manwurrk rangers, from the Bininj Kunwok term for ‘natural
bushfires’.
Over the years, some groups of rangers left the NLC and became independent
organizations, one of which is now called Warddeken Ltd. The Warddeken is a self-sustaining
group interested in bushfire management and issues relating to the ecological and cultural
management of the IPA under Warddeken care (therefore also called WIPA). For instance,
the group has combined modern science and Bininj traditional lore to track down, control and
limit the damage of invasive flora and fauna in order to protect native species. Material
culture support is another activity carried out by the Warddeken. They encourage and support
the manufacture of traditional dilly bags, spears and other artefacts, and put major effort into
assisting with the coordination of cultural events like culture camps, intergenerational
bushwalks, and rock art surveying and preservation. Crucially, they also support language
revival. This includes transcription and translation work of old and new texts, thus allowing
Bininj Kunwok speakers to become literate in the written form of their own language as well
7

https://www.warddeken.com/ and https://www.warddeken.com/the-warddeken-ipa

8

This is how a white non-Indigenous person is usually referred to by Bininj. The original sense of the word is ‘person of

European descent’ (Bininj Kunwok dictionary, Garde et al. in progress) from the Dutch Hollander (Evans, 2003: p. 40). The
term most probably derives from the Malay/Indonesian term, belanda.
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as capturing oral knowledge to aid in maintaining the oral tradition. It also includes
supporting non-Indigenous staff-rangers with the learning and practice of Bininj Kunwok
language. The Warddeken specifically aims at generating suitable conditions in the bush for
future generations of Bininj to return to, live and work on country, to recognize their land, to
live in the bush by getting actively engaged in all these projects, and to be empowered and
self-sustaining by working on their own land. In the past this did not happen. Previous forms
of ‘employment’ featured Bininj working ‘for’ (rather than ‘with’) others in pastoral camps,
and mines; as a consequence, they were introduced to tobacco, alcohol and life in urban
settlements. The Warddeken’s interest in supporting the long-established ways in which
Bininj used to live and conceptualize their land with the analytical and risk-aware scientific
approach of Balanda became crucial after Bininj moved to cities (such as Darwin) and other
urban-like settlements (such as Oenpelli, Maningrida). The movement happened at the
beginning of the 21st century, leaving the bush ‘an empty garden’ (Russell-Smith, Whitehead
and Cooke, 2009). This means that nobody was looking after country in the manner in which
it had been traditionally managed; for example, through walking on country, monitoring the
presence of plants and animals and invasive species, visiting and protecting ancestral places
and pathways or carrying out controlled fires.
Population movement from rural to urban centres is a common theme throughout
recent human history. In the case of Arnhem Land, this progressive abandonment had serious
consequences not only for the preservation of the culture – expressed in artefacts, practices
and rock art and the language, but also for the maintenance of the very ecosystem – flora and
fauna and landscape sustainability, which no one better than Bininj can manage (also given
the difficulty that, before motor cars, helicopters or charters, non-Indigenous people faced in
navigating the land). The Indigenous people of Australia, in particular in this project of
Arnhem Land, represent one of the longest single-biological lineages of people who have
been living in a determined territory sustainably with nature for millennia (as the language,
the cultural artefacts, oral traditions and the rock art attest). Over this long period, a natural
balance developed between man and land over millennia, for which removing one variable
(Bininj) in this point in time now means putting the ecosystem significantly out of balance.
Therefore, a return of Bininj to the bush to look after their land is fundamental to restore this
delicate equilibrium. Yet, it was only later that a group of old people such as Namok
Bardayal, George Djanggawanga, Brian Nyinawanga, Jimmy Kalarriya, Mary Kolkkiwarra,
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Jack Djandjomerr, to mention a few, started to understand the degree of damage that their
land as well as their culture was facing after the diaspora. They also started to become
alarmed by the progressive appropriation of the land by miners (especially after the discovery
of uranium near Nabarlek in the 1970s). Such a degree of awareness triggered a mass
movement back to country at the end of the 1960s and beginning of the 1970s (Russell-Smith,
Whitehead and Cooke, 2009).
In 1969, in fact, an ‘outstation’ or ‘homeland’ movement was initiated by old people
such as Timothy Nadjowh (Bulanj) and Namok Bardayal Nadjamerrek (Wamud), also known
as ‘Lofty’. They were raised as hunter-gatherers, walking in the bush of Arnhem Land,
moving with their families from campsite to rock shelter. They had excellent orientation skills
and by so doing acquired traditional lore thanks to exposure to the land and practice of land
travel over the years. They knew how to survive in that land (kunbolk), could find temporary
camping settlements (kunred) and could navigate the bush tracks (Bininj manbolh). Their
fathers used to walk those tracks as well, and before them their ancestors used to do so for
millennia. Therefore, at the end of the 1960s, the elders started to walk using all that
traditional knowledge with the aim to go back and live back on country. The first outstations
to be repopulated were: Kuborlomborlom, Mamardawerre, Kudjumarndi, Kumarrirnbang,
Namokardabu, Mandilbareng, Kudjekbinj and Kurrukkurrh (the latter also known as Table
Hill). Between 1976 and the 1980s, many more outstations where repopulated by families
who started to live in “bush timber and tin huts beside a bush airstrip” (Russell-Smith,
Whitehead and Cooke, 2009: 80). At the end of the 1980s other outstations on the Mann river
were also repopulated, amongst them Manmoyi, the fieldsite for this project.
Once they came back on country, people lived off bush food and cooked on open fires
because of lack of electricity. They communicated through battery-run radios and washed in
the river (conversation with Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang Nabarlambarl, Cialone fieldwork,
2017). In 2002, another outstation community was re-established by Bardayal Nadjamerrek
called Kabulwarnamyo, now the headquarters of the Warddeken Ltd., also known as None (or
Noni/Norne), the Bininj Kunwok name for ‘wasp’. The site is in fact associated with a sacred
site, or djang, identified by the ‘increase of the wasp’ as a sign of the presence of honey (bush
food).
The intergenerational multiple-day bushwalk around traditional geographical areas
(not otherwise reachable) represents one of the many ways the Warddeken Ltd. facilitates
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Bininj-Balanda collaboration to protect the land, its people, and their culture. These events
provide an opportunity for people as young as two and as old as 60 (or more) to go through
difficult pathways to get to otherwise unreachable areas (sometimes sacred) of cultural
significance for Bininj. The purpose of these walks is an intergenerational transfer of
customary ecological, fire management and cultural/linguistic lore, whilst moving from place
to place to remember pathways and place names, nowadays being forgotten due to the past
diaspora. It is the old Bininj who decide the routes. They draw on the inherited huntergatherer knowledge acquired whilst walking around country during their youth with their
elders. The non-Indigenous rangers provide means of transport and geographic tools to record
and ‘geotag’ all this knowledge and store it forever. Sometimes, old people with physical
difficulties are helicoptered over familiar areas, or they are handed maps and GPSs to track
down traditional routes whilst they recognize the land and its toponyms, routes, clan estates,
sacred sites, important rock shelters and store all that lore for the future generations.
This chapter constitutes the ethnographic component of the thesis surveying the
literature related to previous cultural and linguistic investigations on Bininj Kunwok living in
Arnhem Land. It is a description of the land in its geographical nuances as well as a more
general overview of the ethnographical documentation collected over the years on Bininj
people, their traditional and changing arts and crafts and lifestyle, language descriptions and
dialectal classifications. The chapter offered an overview of past and new documentation of
the Bininj Kunwok spatial system with particular focus on the two main allocentric
constructions (therefore orientation systems) used – the cardinal and the geomorphic. Finally,
the chapter was dedicated to highlight as much as possible the cultural importance of walking
on country for Bininj, the significance of reviving traditional values through walks and of
fighting against current threats of present times jeopardizing the survival of such values.
Particular attention was given to a description of the Manmoyi community, the main fieldsite
for this project, and the Warddeken Ltd., a non-profit organization whose assets have been
supporting (ecologically, culturally and financially) this (and other) communities around
Western/Central Arnhem Land, thus making such ‘walking through country’ revivals
possible.
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CHAPTER 4
4 Bininj Kunwok texts and data collection methodology
This chapter describes the different types of texts that constitute the data for this
thesis9. The different text types are shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16: flowchart overview of the text types and their classification. In brackets the total
number of texts and also the total amount of words (or standalone semantic units) for each
type.

9

All texts were collected during fieldwork in 2016 and 2017 and are in open access at the PARADISEC collection:

http://catalog.paradisec.org.au/collections/CC01. Overall, the collection includes 10 hours of fieldwork recordings, of which
about 8 hours have been transcribed in Bininj Kunwok and translated into English with the help of the Manmoyi community.
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As can be seen in Figure 16, a broad distinction is first made between two types of texts (light
blue box on top): naturalistic data (light green box) and semi-naturalistic data (light orange
box). Naturalistic data consists of texts elicited using traditional methods and range across a
variety of topics; semi-naturalistic data consists of material collected using non-traditional
methods, for example texts elicited using the spatial navigation methodological design. One
level down the hierarchy (in Figure 16), a further distinction is made between spatially
themed texts also including navigation data versus non-spatially themed texts, a classification
based on whether the focus of the content of the texts referred to space or not. Finally, in
order to compare all the text types (see chapters 8, 9, 10, and 11), the texts were grouped
using the task setting classification originally designed for the semi-naturalistic texts
(represented in the purple boxes in Figure 16). The first category, ‘in situ’, refers to texts
where speakers are producing speech about their immediate environment, like walking around
pointing out rock art sites and talking about them. The second category, ‘memory’, refers to
texts that were produced in the absence of environmental cues and that refer to events
occurring in the past, as in the recall of a story. The third category, ‘commentary’, was
specifically designed for the semi-naturalistic texts, and was used to describe texts produced
when participants described others moving through space, as seen on a computer screen.
The naturalistic texts serve to provide a general view of the semantics of Bininj Kunwok
language. They come from two sources: one is a Bininj Kunwok corpus of texts collected by a
number of researchers in Arnhem Land (Bininj Kunwok corpus, Marley et al., in progress);
the other is a set of spontaneous audiovisual material recorded between 2012 and 2016 by the
community of Manmoyi and collected by the researcher in 2016. Within the naturalistic texts,
spatially themed texts include all those texts (7 in number, for a total of around 11599 words)
that are directly focussed on delivering spatial information, for instance recounting stories
about country, walking along Bininj manbolh, and remembering place names. Naturalistic
non-spatially themed data included all those texts (41 in number, for a total of about 4856
words) that are not directly focused on delivering spatial information, for example recounting
dreamtime stories, significant events, and stories involving ancestral figures, though it is
acknowledged they may also include some spatial references, since these occur in just about
any type of text.
Semi-naturalistic data included all the other texts produced as a result of the
application of the non-traditional data collection method designed for this project, where the
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data (language and behaviour) was collected in the socio-cultural and geographical context,
allowing for more control over variation and spatial details of the setting than in the case of
the other two types of texts. These included 52 texts for a total of about 15625 words. These
data concerned a range of geographical settings, unlike in past studies investigating language
and spatial navigation. The design choice favours ecological naturalness over semi-controlled
and balanced manipulation of variables.
This chapter first provides a detailed description of the naturalistic (§4.1) non-spatially
themed (§4.1.2) and spatially themed (§4.1.2) texts. It then describes the semi-naturalistic
texts (§4.2), paying particular attention to how these were collected in terms of: i)
technological apparatus used and workflow (§4.2.1) and ii) procedures of data collection
(§4.2.2).

4.1 Naturalistic texts
4.1.1

Non-spatially themed texts

Non-spatially themed texts were categorized using two criteria: the type of data collection
(based on where the texts came from and also when they were collected) and their content
(see Table 23, Appendix B for a list of all the non-spatial texts in the dataset). Most of these
texts (twenty-nine) are stories recounting past events and are classed as memory-based. Some
of them (twelve) were audiovisual recordings of people referring to their immediate
surrounds, and were therefore classed as in situ, where their reference was not necessarily
about space or orientation. When conducting linguistic analyses this classification is not
necessarily neat and clear. There is always the possibility that spatial terms and constructions
will be present in these texts, but their frequency and/or the way such terms and constructions
are used pragmatically or for the purposes of the text may change.
The in situ non-spatially focussed texts are a subset of the audiovisual texts recorded
by the community of Manmoyi collected since 2012, which were then collated into a more
directly accessible set of texts in 2016 (single .mp3 files instead of sparse recordings on
people’s hard drives, phones and cameras) in collaboration with the researcher (hence their
‘2016’ label). In these audiovisual recordings speakers (ranging from the very young to
elders, some of whom have now passed away) talk about a number of themes; however, none
of them include direct references to the spatial surrounds. Instead, these texts document
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everyday activities or traditional practices carried out in the community, such as hunting and
cooking wild animals, fire burning, and creating fishtraps from plants. Other texts focus on
politically oriented themes.
The memory-based non-spatial texts are a group of stories extracted from one of the
most complete collections of Western Arnhem Land dreamtime stories: Kunwinjku Spirit,
compiled by the speaker Nganjmirra Nawakadj with the collaboration of Thompson Yulidjiri,
Wesley Nganjmirra, and Trevor Nganjmirra (Nganjmirra and McLeod, 1997). The stories in
the book are reported to be transcribed from tape-recordings of ancestral stories told by the
Nganjmirra family. For reasons of time and space, only a subset of these narrations was
randomly selected from the book and included in the dataset for this project.
4.1.2

Spatially themed texts

Spatially themed texts were categorized based on two criteria: (i) the type of data collection
(based on where the texts came from and also when they were collected) and (ii) the focus of
their content (see Table 24, Appendix B for a list of all the spatial texts in the dataset). Some
of these texts (three) were stories and so belonged to the memory task setting and some (four)
were audiovisual recordings referring to their context, therefore belonging to the in situ task
setting where the contextual reference was spatial. The classification ‘spatial’ presumes a
significant probability of encountering more, and more specific, spatial constructions than in
other texts, an assumption that will be tested later on in the analysis. For example, stories
about Aboriginal routes around the plateau primarily focus on the surrounding landscape,
familiar places and traditions of land travel through them. However, the decision regarding
whether a text could be classified as ‘spatial’ in the first place was the result of a preliminary
analysis of the general content of the text to verify its main focus. These texts tend to be
longer than the non-spatial texts.
The in situ texts are the subset of the audiovisual cultural resources arranged in 2016,
and had a spatial focus. They include: (i) a combination of conversations amongst a variety of
speakers from the Manmoyi community revolving around rock art sites and their location, (ii)
a series of shots taken from a culture camp in Ngankan, a location in Western Arnhem Land,
and mostly focussed on talks about places and walks in the bush, and (iii) intergenerational
bushwalks recorded by the community.
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The memory-based spatial texts were extracted from the larger Bininj Kunwok corpus
(Marley et al., in progress). The texts selected from the corpus for analysis in this thesis are
generally older recordings (some from the 80s), recorded with traditional methods, and as
such they are not contextually (geographically or socially) situated and are spoken by a
variety of speakers, such as Jimmy Kalarriya, Lofty Bardayal Nadjamerrek (both passed away
now), and Terrah Guymala (one of the current Traditional Owners of the Burdoh clan estate
living in Manmoyi). They include talks about Arnhem Land with reference to locations and
places, a discussion about clans and their country, descriptions of walking around Aboriginal
pathways to reach significant locations, and cultural and geographical descriptions of
significant rock art sites.

4.2 Semi-naturalistic texts
The semi-naturalistic texts described in this section were collected using a specifically
designed data collection method. The methodology was designed so as to include three types
of task settings that hold the spatial trajectory constant:
(a) in situ texts/talks produced while walking through the bush (five)
(b) navigation free-recalls – memory-based texts collected directly after
each walk (five);
(c) navigation commentaries –texts produced when commenting
on the same walks as displayed on a computer screen (forty-two).
All types of texts collected with the new design are assumed to be ‘spatial’ by default, since
the method was created to focus specifically on navigation data (see Figure 16). What is
crucial and novel to the current design is that it combines actual GPS details of a track
walked, an audiovisual record of the landscape passed through, and the actual talk used during
the journey. The combination of these features was then used as an elicitation prompt for
additional spatial texts.
The in situ task phase of this type of text includes data collected ‘on the go’ and from
the perspective of the speaker using small action cameras and GPS devices. This task can be
compared to any audiovisual recording task in which people refer to their surrounds when
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they speak. Yet, in contrast to recordings of spontaneous speech this method has the
advantage of being geographically contextualized (through GPS synchronization), hence its
novelty.
Free recall is a more traditional way of collecting language data from participants
immediately following a target event. Generally, a free recall of an event can be compared to
a storytelling task in that both tasks require a speaker to retrieve information from memory.
An important feature is that the free recall was calibrated both to the route taken and to what
was said at given points along it.
Finally, the navigation commentary task setting also adds novelty to the method
devised specifically for this project. It uses a dynamic representation of the walks navigated in
the in situ recordings, presenting them on a computer using a split-screen display. The walks
are played to a new speaker, one who did not go on the recorded walk, alongside a bird's eye
GPS-derived representation of the walk. The participant’s task is to describe the route. In the
process of doing this, both language and gesture data are elicited. The data thus complements
the in situ textual data: since the speakers narrate the same walk differently, the commentaries
offer different perspectives. Additionally, the introduction of a commentary task setting
allows one to compare the spatial information elicited (the language being the same) against
another ‘scale’ (small-scale) for the same environment navigated in the physical world. Thus,
the transformation of scale, which is associated with a distinction between embodied and
disembodied experience, may impact on the way the space is perceived and therefore on the
language used to refer to it.
The methodological details for the collection of semi-naturalistic data texts are
summarized in Table 3 below).
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Table 3: semi-naturalistic data collection information.
Task setting

Texts

Speakers

Location of data collection

In-situ

5 walks

Navigator (3 male, 2 female) and

- Near Manmoyi outstation

occasionally the people navigating

- Arnhem Land plateau

with him/her (around 10 more
speakers were detected).
Free recall

5 recalls

Navigator = speaker (3 male, 2

At the endpoint of each walk

female).
Commentary

42

Mostly people who did not partake

- old rangers office Manmoyi

commentaries

the walks collected for this project

- new rangers office

(6 female, 3 male). Three situations

Manmoyi

were created: one person
commenting, two people
commenting or three people
commenting.

4.2.1

Semi-naturalistic texts: data collection & language documentation technology

One goal of this project was to elicit talks from participants that were informed by sociocultural and geographic cues. No stand-alone and reasonably economical comprehensive
technology currently exists that would make it possible for the methodology employed in this
project to be applied in a directly integrated way. Due to the lack of off-the-shelf technology,
a new methodology was designed that involved the dynamic synchronization of video and
GPS data to create visual stimuli for navigation commentaries.
The subsections below provide a technical description of the technology used for the
realization of the project design, followed by a summary of the workflow.
4.2.1.1

Technology and workflow for recording navigation during in situ walks

This section describes the collection of in situ walk data and the subsequent creation of the
elicitation stimuli. The in situ route-talk documented the perspective of the participants
through a GoPro camera (GoPro Hero 4 black) strapped on the hat of the speaker during the
walk. This version of the GoPro camera does not have a built-in GPS. This means that a
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separate GPS was needed. The new version GoPro Hero 5 does have a GPS. While the GoPro
Hero 4 black version comes with a battery extension of about 2 extra hours of recording time
(at a reasonable resolution of 1080 x 30 with a card of 64 GB), the GoPro Hero 5 is not
designed to have this extra battery because its place on the device has been taken by a touch
screen. Also, the new GoPro battery can be severely reduced if the GPS is on. Additionally,
from the specifications of these cameras and the lack of comparisons (to the knowledge of the
researcher) it is not clear whether the GPS measurements of these cameras are as accurate as a
specifically produced GPS device. Since accurate GPS data was crucial to the current study, a
decision was made to use the GoPro 4 black combined with a separate GPS device.

Figure 17: (courtesy of Rowand Taylor): Intergenerational bushwalk 2017. In the picture, one
of the Manmoyi Traditional Owners Stuart Kamarrang Guymala is leading a buffalo hunt
carrying a rifle while wearing an action camera. Following him, the researcher with a Zoom
recorder for back-up sound and others in the walk.

The GoPro was chosen for several reasons. Firstly, it is designed to collect data ‘on the
move’. It is light and reasonably shock- and waterproof, which makes it resistant to high
degrees of humidity, therefore making it good for use in tropical and subtropical areas.
Secondly, since it can be worn (e.g., on a hat), it is hands-free. This advantage takes away the
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need to focus on a screen (which some people might not be accustomed to) rather than realworld action, and offers freedom to use one’s hands to engage in other activities (e.g., making
food or hunting animals). Figure 17 shows an image of one of the study’s participants
walking through country whilst wearing a GoPro attached to his hat.
4.2.1.2

Technology and workflow for audio recording in situ walks

A GoPro, like any other wearable action camera, is positioned inside a suitable case, designed
so that visual quality is not affected. However, the case can reduce the sound quality, as can
extraneous environmental noise (e.g., the microphone may pick up the person’s footsteps or
sometimes their heartbeat). This makes transcription difficult. To compensate for this and still
maintain a good quality recording, another sound recorder (a Zoom H5) was held by the
researcher, who followed the navigator without necessarily having to interfere with
conversations that may be happening during a walk. The rationale was to capture sound from
different sources (the GoPro and the Zoom), which gave the researcher the option to choose
the best quality audio.
4.2.1.3

Technology and workflow for dynamic Geo-Mapping of in situ walks

A separate GPS device, the GPS MAPS 64S (Garmin), was used at the same time as the
GoPro to record geographic data. According to online ratings and reviews, the device is by far
the most accurate GPS device on the market in its price range.
Google Earth was used to visualize the geographic data. It is relatively user-friendly
(in terms of technical detail for non-Geographic Information Systems, or GIS, experts) and
light (in terms of both read-only [ROM] and random-access [RAM] memories of a portable
computer) for what it is supposed to do. Other geography software is certainly more accurate
and professional but usually heavier and not portable in the bush. Finally, Google Earth can
be used offline in the field since it draws on its own caches (if updated while internet is
available). The software also allows the possibility of visualizing a dynamic (re)play-back
video of the GPX track once the latter is loaded into the map. However, in the play-back
Google Earth does not allow one to maintain the real speed of the GPX track (the reasons why
are unclear to the researcher). This means that for the creation of a visual stimulus (useful for
the commentary task setting), the synchronization between the video and the GPX track needs
to be done manually. Additionally, Google Earth does not have the option of recording a
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movie of the dynamic track in progress; therefore some other screen-recording and movieediting software needs to be used for the purposes of visual synchronization of these two
types of data.
The replay of the dynamic GPX track on Google Earth was screen-recorded using any
ordinary built-in or open source software (e.g., Quicktime). This creates a separate .mov
(audiovisual) file of the GPX dynamic track.
Below is a detailed description of how the GPX track and the action camera movies
were synchronized using movie-editing software.
4.2.1.4

Technology and workflow for the creation of navigation stimuli

The GPX movie of the dynamic track was modified and synchronized with the GoPro movie
of the walk using the multi-platform software Premiere Pro, part of the Adobe System
Incorporate . Use of this software provides access to an institutional or academic/professional
10

creative cloud account11, that does not necessarily require an internet connection, and is a
more cost-effective option than purchasing a software license. It offers the advantage of
always being up to date with software versions, which would otherwise have to be
repurchased each time an update becomes available. Furthermore, it enables high-quality
movie editing. It is reliable and the raw files do not occupy a lot of memory space on the hard
disk, since the software works on local copies of the source files, which are saved in
lightweight formats. The size of the finished movies depends on the file extension and the
choice of particular encoding features for each extension in which the movies are chosen to be
rendered. Usually a high quality movie of less than 1 hour in .mp4 (including basic and not
too specific encoding features) occupies between 2 and 4 GB of HD space. The software
does not take too long to master even without training and there are plenty of easy-to-follow
online tutorials that can be downloaded and stored on external hard drives before going into
the field. Other software for movie editing includes Final Cut Pro , which has been useful for
12

similar types of innovative ethnographic documentation (Green, 2014).
In the current project, a split-screen movie was created in Premiere Pro, synchronizing
the GoPro video and the movie of the GPX track in one screen (see Figure 18). This had to be
10
11
12

https://www.adobe.com/uk/products/premiere

https://www.adobe.com/au/creativecloud.html
https://www.apple.com/uk/final-cut-pro/
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done manually by identifying specific recognizable points on the GPX movie (e.g.,
geographic features) and the GoPro movie and aligning the two; it may therefore require the
researcher either to have been previously exposed to the environment or to work with expert
informants. The timeline of the GPX movie as re-played on Google Earth, at a speed about
two times faster than real time13, was stretched for the length of the movie file; the final result
was a reasonable visual approximation of the two timings. The only time-consuming activity
in this workflow was the rendering, i.e., the processing of the data to create the movie file.
Each split-screen synchronization turned into an .mp4 movie in Premiere Pro can take up to 4
to 5 hours maximum to render, depending on length (this estimate is for a movie of over 40
minutes). For this reason, given the temperatures in tropical and subtropical areas, the
computer was left to render multiple files overnight in an enclosed space. This required a
power source, which restricts this method’s suitability to those fieldsites that have access to
electricity.
Once the whole split-screen movie was created in .mp4 it was edited in collaboration
with members of the community. Starting from these edits, the researcher then created
dynamic navigation elicitation stimuli in Premiere Pro. Each clip is a short video
(approximately 3 minutes) and has no audio. Clips were modified under supervision of the
community members. The process was not random but was carefully monitored so as to
combine what people thought was important to show, with additional information from the
free recalls.

13

It is still not clear to the researcher why the slowest a GPX can be re-played in time on GoogleEarth is 2x realtime. It is

possible that for the purposes of quantitative GPS programming and GIS investigations, where recorded data is usually a few
hours long, it makes sense to study it in acceleration rather than realtime. The latter would be more useful for
qualitative/human geography studies, which are not a necessary part of Google Earth’s purposes and design.
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Figure 18: screenshot of Premiere Pro Sync of video, audio and movie of the track.
4.2.1.5

Technology and workflow for the creation of ‘cultural resources’ by the community

The involvement of the community in the film editing also provided an opportunity to create
Bininj-led ‘cultural resources’ related to foot-walking on country and traditional lore. The
resources were collected, edited and translated by the community itself (where the researcher
only offered technological and work coordination support). The process of creating such
resources also had the additional benefit of making community members skilful in the use of
video-editing technology. This is an important aim for the traditional owners, who wish to
raise enthusiasm for creating cultural resources for future generations. For this reason, another
piece of software was used: MAC OS iMovie14. This software was chosen because some
people in the community were already familiar with it. Once people learnt how to cut, edit
and add the subtitles into a project, applying the skills to a number of projects became a rapid
process. The software only creates .mp4 files (where the encoding features are fixed).
Rendering about 17 minutes of subtitled movie takes about 30 minutes (see Figure 15) .
15

14
15

https://www.apple.com/au/imovie/
During the editing, the software creates a copy of the source files and also adds editing files in its own local library. This means that each

unfinished movie of an approximately 20-minute project can occupy a considerable amount of space (over 50 GB) on a computer disk
(which eventually makes it hard to continue running any activity on any machine). Future versions of MAC iMovie software will be written
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The researcher worked with the community, and in particular with two community
members, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang and Sarah Ngalkamarrang, to create a Bininj Kunwok
spoken screen-recorded tutorial about it.

Figure 19: the researcher, Sarah Ngalkamarrang Nabarlambarl Billis and Elizabeth
Ngalkamarrang Nabarlambarl working on iMovie software creating cultural resources.
4.2.1.6

Technology and workflow for recording navigation commentaries

Finally, the commentaries describing the navigation movies were recorded using an iPhone
held by the researcher at the back of the speaker to be able to film both people’s gestures as
well as the navigation stimulus being described. For better audio results, some recordings
16

were synchronized, as was done for some of the GoPro movies, with additional audio files

that fix this bug. For the time being, the only way to work around this issue was by storing the libraries directly on broad memory external
Hard Drives and working on those extensions.
16
A Canon camera would have been the original choice (for sound, resolution and visual settings). However, these cameras are not
tropicalized nor are they waterproof; even if good care is taken, humidity or dust eventually affects the battery. Using an iPhone had its
benefits for a project like this one – a relatively good resolution and sound, the lasting battery, the fact that the files are lightweight, the fact
that it is quite compact (all in one piece that cannot be taken apart easily), thus resisting external humidity to some degree (not to mention
that some of the last iPhones from 7+ are all waterproof down to 1 meter for about 30 minutes).
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from a Zoom H5 switched during a commentary session. Whenever an external audio source
was chosen for the commentaries, the synchronization between the external audio and the
video could be done both in Premiere Pro or iMovie. The final product was a new .mp4 file.
The application of the above technology to data collection with Bininj Kunwok people is
described in §4.2.2, §4.2.2.2 and §4.2.2.3.
4.2.1.7

Data collection workflow and technology summary

Table 4 lists: (i) the step-by-step workflow and (ii) the technology as they have been
described above to realize the methodological design.
Table 4: workflow during the data collection phase

1

Record walks with GPS and GoPro.

2

Record the same walk with a back-up audio-device (e.g., Zoom).

3

Extract GPX file from GPS and visualize it on Google Earth.

4

Scree-record the playback of the Google Earth track in .mp4

5

Create a slip screen .mp4 movie synchronizing GoPro and GPX movies.

6

Work with some assistants from the community to edit the finished movies (number 5
above) to create cultural resources in iMovie.

7

Create .mp4 navigation stimuli from the cultural resources (number 6 above), by: 1.
removing the subtitles; 2. shrinking the movie, 3. removing the sound.

8

Consult with some community informants to determine whether it is possible for the
new movies to be shown to other community members for language study.

9

Randomize the order of the movies to be shown to each individual (or small group).

10

Record the commentaries: 1. use a Zoom (or other) audio recorder as a back-up audio
sound; 2. keep track of the cardinal facing direction of speakers while commenting; 3.
record the participants audio-visually from behind to observe language, gestures and
what is happening on screen.
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4.2.2
4.2.2.1

Semi-nauralistic texts: data collection procedures
In-situ navigation

The in situ navigations included several people walking together in a given environment, one
wearing a GoPro strapped onto his/her hat and a GPS in their pockets (or carried by the
researcher in case the participants had no pockets or if they wanted to carry as little as
possible). The researcher always walked behind all others. Five short walks (maximum about
50 minutes) were recorded by Bininj and five speakers volunteered to conduct the navigation
wearing a GoPro (2 female, 3 male). The data were collected during a field trip conducted in
2017. Two walks were collected as part of an intergenerational bushwalk 2017 organized by
Warddeken Ltd. One of these bushwalks was collected moving from Yidngarremaneng to
Duwikwik/Korloyi. The other was collected moving from Yibba to Milerrelerre. Another
shorter foot walk was collected as part of the culture camp around Milerrelerre in 2017, again
organized by Warddeken. The three walks occurred when the researcher asked people to go
for short walks around the outstation of Manmoyi.
To provide data from an unfamiliar environment, a comparison walk was recorded on
the ANU campus in Canberra by two colleagues of the researcher before the semi-naturalistic
data collection. The aim of the walk involved going to buy food over the lunch break. The
two speakers were asked to act normally and speak their native language (German) without
interacting with the researcher, in order to ensure naturalistic behaviour. The recording was
edited accordingly and used as another navigation stimulus for commentary (§4.2.2.3). This
provided a different perspective as the recording was conducted in an environment unfamiliar
for Bininj. It was used as one movie in the randomized set of navigation stimuli to elicit
commentaries, hence its description in this chapter. As preliminary content analysis showed it
did not include any significant use of spatial language to justify analysis in this project, it was
eventually left out.
The two motives for carrying out the Arnhem Land GoPro recordings, as
communicated by the researcher to the participants, were: 1. to better understand navigation
and orientation in Bininj Kunwok language/culture; 2. to create cultural resources (based on
the audiovisual material) that would be useful for the community in light of the declining
practice of traditional foot walking on country. The added value of doing this was to gather
some of the travel knowledge from a Bininj perspective, simplify it down and save it into a
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multi-platform format (for example .mp4) to make it freely available to the community. The
idea was to show members of the new generation rock art, bush dakka ‘bush food’; to teach
them how to recognize and make appropriate use of edible/poisonous flora, where potential
dangers (e.g., crocodiles) are more likely to occur, how to recognize animals and their tracks,
places, Bininj manbolh and how to orientate. From a previous interview with some members
of the community as well as with skilled navigators of the land, such as Berribob Watson
Nabangardi and Elizabeth Nabarlambarl Ngalkamarrang, it seems that documenting what
happens during these walks was viewed as a useful way of recording knowledge that used to
be gained informally through various journeys on foot through the bush, and was therefore
very important to document.
There was no real structure behind the recordings. People were told they could chose
the way, the scope of the walk, and do or say whatever they wanted (provided they wanted to
say anything). They were told that the recording was to show whatever happened during a
walk as an action movie to be eventually transformed into a culture resource.
The selection of participants during the shorter walks around Manmoyi and the one
during the culture camp at Milerrelerre was random. Walks were open to whoever wanted to
guide the researcher on a short walk. For the longer intergenerational bushwalks, some of the
Traditional Owners (TOs), or their wives, both assumed to know more about the tracks and
the land, were asked to wear the camera and guide the walk whilst walking to places along a
planned route.
The rationale behind this type of data collection was to elicit data during walks and
conversations happening in situ, where orientation language is more likely to appear. The
recordings made this way included possible gestures, head-tilting, the type of tracks chosen
by Bininj Kunwok people, place naming/landscape description, and some amount of
direction-giving and GPS information about the track. The main idea behind this set-up was
to collect visual material related to foot walk from the perspective of the Bininj and not that of
the researcher, so as to be able to collect more naturalistic raw material.
4.2.2.2

Navigation free recall

The free-recall task setting consisted of brief interviews conducted, shortly after each
GoPro recording, with the Bininj Kunwok speakers/navigators who guided the walk. The
structure of the task was not discussed beforehand with the speakers, so as not to create
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expectations or leading the participants to think in advance, during the walk, on what to
remember or what to say after it. Participants were only told about this short recording soon
after each walk.
Free recalls can be considered a frequent occurrence in culture. During long walks,
Bininj, not differently from anybody else, like to sit down and rest, eat, drink water, and/or
smoke tobacco. While they do so, they frequently recall where they have been and where they
are going. Sometimes, they even free-recall while on their way back, and without additional
prompt, by providing information on where they have been. This actually happened in one of
the case studies analysed in this project.
The rationale behind this type of data collection is twofold. On the one hand, it
provided a way to access additional texts containing spatial language, since the participants
had recently navigated the route. On the other hand, it worked as a way to guide the selection
of meaningful snippets from the in situ recordings to create short navigational stimuli for the
commentary task (§4.2.2.3). This was a way to produce navigation stimuli based on
memorable parts of the walk (e.g., landmarks, directions), which could increase the likelihood
of the same cues eliciting spatial language in the commentary task.
4.2.2.3

Navigation commentary

After each in situ navigation the researcher created navigation stimuli used for language (and
gesture) elicitation for the commentary task setting (following the steps described in
§4.2.1.7).
A group of Bininj Kunwok speakers was video-recorded whilst commenting on silent
snippets of navigation movies lasting around 3 minutes. The movies were presented
consecutively. As mentioned above, they included places and people that were both familiar
and unfamiliar to Bininj Kunwok speakers. One was an urban walk in a totally unfamiliar
environment by unfamiliar people on the ANU campus in Canberra (Figure 20).
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Figure 20: screen-shot from the Canberra ANU-campus walk navigated by two colleagues of
the researcher (in 2016), moving from the Coombs building in the direction of the food coop
just outside campus (terminating just past the Haydon-Allen building).

The others were six walks taking place in a more familiar environment around the Arnhem
Land plateau and involved familiar people. Of course, not every speaker may have walked the
exact walks represented in the videos, but the plateau and the type of ecosystem is indeed
more familiar to them than an urban type of environment like Canberra (see Figure 21). The
order in which the walks were presented to the speakers was randomized to reduce possible
cross-stimulus influence. The split screen presents two perspectives: (i) a navigator-view, at
the top, presenting the turning points and tracks chosen from the perspective of the navigator,
and (ii) a bird’s-eye-view, at the bottom, representing an integrated perspective of the spatial
relationships between the landscape, meaningful places, eco-zones and the moving track
(identified by a dynamic map pointer or arrow) undertaken by the navigators (Siegel and
White, 1975; Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1982; Taylor and Tversky, 1992).
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Figure 21: split-screen featuring one of the walks during the Warddeken’s intergenerational
bushwalk around the Arnhem Land plateau (in 2017), navigated by Terrah Guymala
kamarrang
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Yingarrermaneng in the direction of Duwikwik (but actually terminating earlier near the first
billabong to the east).

Participants were invited to take part and did so voluntarily: whoever wanted to ‘tell a story’
about the walking videos was welcome to participate, with the caveat that they should not
have been present during the walks represented in the movies shown.The information was
collected in the outstation of Manmoyi in two different offices. The speakers were facing west
in two situations and north in all other cases. It was not always possible to get one single
person to comment on events happening on screen, since some people felt more comfortable
to be recorded with others. Therefore, participants were also given the option of participating
with a peer/partner. The total number of speakers for this task was 9 (6 female, 3 male) and
three types of situations were created: single-person commentary, two people’s conversation
(related to the events on screen), and three people’s conversation (guided by the events on
screen). As a rule, the people who participated in this task did not participate in the walks,
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although an exception was made for one speaker in the group containing three people, since
this participant aided two participants who felt shy completing the task on their own. This
created the possibility to collect data from a bigger pool of speakers, and importantly, the
selection process for this task was extended to whoever wanted to work with the researcher
drawing on the principle of the mah, karri-djarrk-durkmirri! ‘alright, let’s work together’
principle, which was discovered to be a very powerful expression to promote the feeling of
enthusiasm for working on the project as a team. Additionally, and most importantly, the
choice of selecting ‘other’ people from the ones who conducted and recalled the walks was so
to enhance community engagement in the project in an ethical way that would also suit
people’s continuous family and land management commitments, which served to avoid
choosing the same individuals and elicit more language data from different sources.
The researcher prepared and read the same instructions to the speakers in Bininj
Kunwok so as to maintain consistency across different speakers (see Table 27, Appendix D).
The script was prepared by the researcher, but the text was subsequently double-checked by
two native speakers, Elizabeth Nabarlambarl Ngalkamarrang and Sarah Nabarlambarl Bills
Ngalkamarrang, who did not take part in the commentaries. They usually coordinate projects
with women in Manmoyi, are both tertiary-educated, and have good literacy skills (both in
English and written Bininj Kunwok).
There were several reasons for organizing this type of data elicitation. Firstly, it
answered the need to create a task setting that could be compared in some way to an in situ
walk for spatial language elicitation, since the environment, the track walked, and the
perspective were the same in both task settings. The idea was to present the same environment
and events happening in that environment in two different tasks (a wayfinding task and a
movie commentary) to determine whether differences in spatial language use would emerge.
The major difference between the two tasks was the scale. Additionally, the commentary task
setting is a more easily controlled setting because it is static (i.e., participants sit watching a
screen), although some degree of dynamicity is offered (visually) in the commentary task
through a representation of events developing in time and a map pointer moving with them. It
could be argued that confronting people only with a simple traditional movie while sitting in
an office may give them an awareness of place and space but not of time, since there are no
self-motion cues involved (and no time is displayed on the screen). However, some awareness
of time was created thanks to the dynamic track pointer on the additional screen (the survey
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view at the bottom), moving on a map in sync with the walk movie. The track pointer
provided the watchers/speakers with a possibility to ‘track’ where the navigators were and
had been and to imagine where they would go by looking at the trajectory followed. It
provided them with a chance to at least be aware of distances and duration as the navigation
unfolded and potentially aided in integrating motion cues through vision. Finally, the choice
of offering speakers various snippets of both a familiar and an unfamiliar environment was to
check whether systematic differences in spatial language exist depending on environmental
familiarity. However, as already mentioned, not enough spatial language was used in the
commentaries displaying the urban setting, and therefore no comparisons were made.
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EMPIRICAL SECTION INTRODUCTION
EMPIRICAL SECTION: PARTS A and B
The empirical section of this thesis is divided into two parts: Part A and Part B. Both present
qualitative and quantitative methods to test some of the hypotheses set out for this project.
The rationale behind this partitioning is related to the type of texts considered (e.g.,
naturalistic and semi-naturalistic, spatially and non-spatially themed, see chapter 4).
Part A includes the contextual analysis of semi-naturalistic data across task types;
most data was collected in 2017. Part B carries out a cross-genre/cross-textual analysis
comparing both semi-naturalistic and naturalistic texts, the latter also including the ones
collected in 2016 as well as older recordings that are part of a comprehensive Bininj Kunwok
corpus (Marley et al., in progress) as mentioned in previous chapters (see chapter 4). Both
parts A and B are divided up into different chapters so as to separate qualitative from
quantitative data.
The analysis chapters of the whole empirical section set out to test the hypotheses
proposed as a follow-up to the motivating questions asked in this thesis (their relation to the
literature is discussed in chapters 2 and 3). The next section recaps the hypotheses proposed
in previous chapters prior to delving into an empirical analysis of the data.

Hypotheses
H1) When navigating, Bininj Kunwok speakers are expected to use conversational
implicatures in conversation. This means that they would favour a proximate strategy of
direct observation with unfamiliar interlocutors and an ultimate strategy (which will be
connected to the topography of the land) with familiar interlocutors and fellow travellers.
H2) Given the task setting, Bininj Kunwok lexical choice in verbalizing orientation will be
affected by the availability of environmental cues.
H3) Given the task setting, Bininj Kunwok language performance will demonstrate an
extensive use of the allocentric system across scales.
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H4) The use of cardinal and geomorphic constructions taken individually will be affected by
the type of text in which these constructions are embedded.
H5) The abstractness or specialization of allocentric constructions, in particular between
cardinal and geomorphic will be reflected in the type and frequency of combinations with
toponyms and motion constructions, which will depend on textual differences.
H6) Having two orientation systems at their disposal, Bininj Kunwok people will favour the
geomorphic when closest to salient geographic features (e.g., rivers), and the cardinal when
significantly further away from them.
H7) Since directions belong to the same ‘spatial’ realm of toponyms, it is expected that Bininj
Kunwok adopt the same linguistic strategy to chaining and temporal order of directions and of
place names during recall. It is also hypothesized that this strategy constitutes a memorybased practice to mentally generate a sense of direction and path integration, two essential
elements for the creation of cognitive maps.
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PART A
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CHAPTER 5
5 Semi-naturalistic texts – qualitative analysis
of the thesis. Through them we strive to answer the questions of how orientation systems and
strategies are adopted and which contextual factors may influence their use in Bininj
Kunwok. The chapters are to test the hypotheses that the geographical (H6), socio-cultural
(H1) and task-setting (H2 and H3) variables are all significant variables affecting spatial
orientation and its verbalization.
The analysis described in this chapter only used the semi-naturalistic data collected
during 2017 fieldwork; it is therefore more contextualized to the geography and socio-cultural
environment.
The data were analyzed using qualitative techniques. The qualitative method was based on
analyses of individual instances of language use in different geographical (e.g., different
surrounds) and socio-cultural contexts (e.g., familiar and unfamiliar people) and task setting
(in situ, free recall and commentary). The function of this chapter is to test hypotheses 1, 2, 3,
6 and 7 (see Hypotheses section), regarding the effect of geographical, socio-cultural and
task-setting variables on Bininj Kunwok spatial orientation language and performance
through a cross-task analysis (an analysis conducted across the three main task settings of the
novel method of analysis). The chapter is structured into different sections.
The first section briefly illustrates the technology used to carry out a contextualized
analysis of the data (§5.1).
The second section (§5.2) is an overview of three illustrative case studies focussing
mostly on a more mobile context of use of allocentric systems (and constructions) in texts
collected during in situ and free recall task settings. The main reasons for selecting these three
case studies were that they involved walks presenting a more complex path rather than a
straight line, and that both expert/familiar and unfamiliar people to the area took part. This
offered a richer setting in which to observe which systems and strategies could be adopted
and how these could be verbalized by the speakers across changing settings or socio-cultural
interactions. A decision was made to combine in situ and free recall in the first section
because: (i) the same participants completed both tasks, and (ii) the tasks involved the same
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type of embodied experience with the environments described and their ‘scale’ (large in both
cases).
The third section (§5.3) includes an analysis of the use and performance of the two
systems in the commentaries alone. Three representative commentaries were also chosen; this
was only due to length reasons (since a large number of commentaries was collected). The
commentaries also included one of the walks on a straight path. The commentary data were
analyzed separately due to the very different task they involved when compared to the other
two tasks. This section in fact also shows cross-task comparisons in the use and performance
of allocentric onstructions. Each commentary was completed by people who had not
experienced the walk (at the time it was recorded at least), and there was a different
perception of environmental cues given that the walks were presented on a computer screen.
The qualitative analysis is followed by a discussion (§5.4) serving the purpose of
summarizing the findings of the chapter.

5.1 Technology for contextualized language analysis of in situ navigation
Since a novel methodological approach of data collection in context was used, a new method
of data analysis was also needed. Traditional transcription software (for linguistic analysis)
was used together with GPS/movie editing software used during data collection (§4.2.1). Both
technologies were useful to manually check the space (visualized geolocation, altitude,
heading etc.) and the time (time-stamped transcriptions) in which the language was used. The
technology of linguistic transcription and analysis is described below.
The linguistic analysis software for transcription, segmentation, annotation of
language data adopted in this project was ELAN (Wittenburg et al., 2006). More specific
semantic analyses of the data were conducted in Microsoft Excel. The software used to
display the data geographically for analysis was Virb by Garmin (see §4.2.1.3 in chapter 4) in
combination with VLC or Quicktime software. The software was used to visualize the splitscreen movies featuring the walk/bird’s-eye views created in data collection (see §4.2.1.4 in
chapter 4). This was done manually by the researcher, frame-by-frame, given the absence of a
technology to analyse data linguistically and geographically at the same time.
The qualitative findings resulting from the application of this technology are described
in the sections below.
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5.2 Qualitative analysis of in situ and free recall task
This section presents a qualitative analysis of three illustrative walk case studies in which
allocentric constructions were used. The section focuses on two task settings: in situ, where
the main task is to wayfind, and free recall, where the task is to remember a walk. In both
cases the environments referred to are the same.
5.2.1

Case study 1: Djarbbin walk

This was one of the walks organized by the researcher and the informants in this project and
so it was not part of the longer intergenerational bushwalks led by the Warddeken. The start
and the end points of the walk corresponded to the outstation of Manmoyi. The route covered
a distance of 1.8 Km, an overall area of 0.2 sq km and it lasted about 45 minutes. The walk
had 3 main changes of direction, following the Western compass respectively: first northwest, then south-west and finally east (Figure 22). The first significant turning point was
Djarbbin river (on the blue lines in Figure 22). Another significant turning point where the
last change of direction happened was again Djarbbin river but a little bit more south and
down along the river, and specifically at a corresponding ‘Djarbbin’ signposted area
(approximately between the blue and the red in Figure 22). The tracks are typical routes for
locals, and the turning points were already more or less known by some of them.
One of the main informants, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang, volunteered to wear the GoPro
for this walk and so to be the navigator. The rest of the crew included three children, another
young lady, Eveline Ngalngarridj, and the researcher (following most of the times unless
asked otherwise). The language recorded came mostly from the navigator but also from others
in the party.
A pattern noticed in this, but also other walks, was that people who are less familiar
with an area and who have to learn, are often invited to ‘lead’ a track. In this and following
walks, children mostly led the way. It may be assumed that children were also made to guide
the walk because it is perhaps easier to control where they go, thus preventing them from
getting into trouble somewhere in the bush. This is not only true for children. The researcher
was asked a few times ‘lead the way Ngalwamud!’ yi-dokme Ngalwamud! especially in those
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cases where the locals assumed she did not know her surrounds; for example, during long foot
walks in the Arnhem Land plateau.
The toponyms, surrounding the area walked, that could have been mentioned as
orientation landmarks were: Manmoyi (outstation), Djarbbin (along the river), Kurkanini (to
the North-West of the airstrip further downstream from the route walked), Kalawan bedno
(just outside the outstation near the skip) and top-camp (to the South-West of Manmoyi).

Figure 22: map with the GPX track of the walk. The map was modified to highlight the
directions on the path of the Djarbbin bushwalk. Scale approximately 1:5000. The speakers
use mostly cardinal constructions to describe the directions towards North (purple) and East
(Red) but only the geomorphic to talk about heading directions to the South and so along the
river (blue line). Source of the original map: Google Earth
5.2.1.1

Communicated orientation strategy and interlocutor familiarity with the area

At the beginning of the walk (beginning of the purple line in Figure 22) Elizabeth
Ngalkamarrang asked one of the older children, (approximately 12 years old) Derek Nabulanj,
to identify the direction we were going. Derek is one of the most skilled navigators amongst
the young children, since he is learning from one of the most expert navigators in the
community: his grandfather Berribob Nabangardi Watson, Elizabeth’s husband. Elizabeth
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often asked Derek questions to test his knowledge, although she was well aware that he is
familiar with the area. This is also verifiable, by watching and listening further to the
recording, from Derek’s degree of detailed knowledge about the area. Below is a short
direction-giving conversation between Elizabeth and Derek:
5.1
Derek, wanjh baleh

karri-yimowon? […] berre-… ?

Derek, then

12a-walk/go

where

[…]

DIREC-…

‘Derek, then where are we going?’
(CC01-001-BWALKGOPROS1, 04:45.7, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)
5.2
Berre-Walem
DIRECT-south

‘south’
(CC01-001-BWALKGOPROS1, 4:52.2, Derek Nabulanj)
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Figure 23: screenshot of Derek Nabulanj at the beginning of the Manmoyi-Djarbbin
bushwalk. He is facing and verbalizing the South orientation while going West, thus
communicating his ultimate direction (the face was blurred for privacy reasons). Source of
the original lower map: Google Earth

Clearly, though, the direction we were headed at the beginning of the walk was not south, but
rather the opposite, gradually moving north-west (as visible from the purple path in Figure
23). Also, Derek gestured and turned his body towards the south whilst answering before
continuing north (see screenshot Figure 23). Since Elizabeth did not correct him, as she
usually does in front of people who are not experts and therefore not familiar with the
environment (such as the researcher walking with them), one potential and perhaps likely
interpretation of this behaviour is that Derek, being familiar with the place, was not mistaken
about the direction. Since Derek was answering his auntie, it is possible that he considered her
as an expert/knowledgeable interlocutor and therefore sharing the same (or perhaps higher)
degree of spatial common ground. From his behaviour, it is likely he did not have the
immediate direction of motion in mind and so he did not adopt a ‘proximate’ strategy in
communicating direction when answering the question but rather an ultimate direction to a
final destination from a known (but yet invisible) environmental cue: the river. This is such a
peculiarity in direction-giving that even just one response can be identified as a significant
case. This provides support for H1, according to which the familiarity of the interlocutor with
an environment is a predictor of an ultimate orientation strategy due to a high amount of
shared spatial common ground between fellow navigators. If, in fact, Derek was unfamiliar
with the area or the track he would not have possibly verbalized and directed his body south if
the walk was headed straight north-west (mostly because he wouldn’t have known).

5.2.1.2

Allocentric system use and distance from salient geographic features

One important element to be noticed in the Djarbbin walk described in the previous
subsection is the allocentric system (and construction) chosen by Derek, between two
interchangeable ones, with respect to where we were. In fact Derek verbalized orientation
using the cardinal system when his position was still quite far from main geographic features,
in this case the river (about 600 meters away). This might not be a coincidence but a choice
dictated by his surrounds. It could be argued (in this case study and in the next) that the
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cardinal system is the only one used by Derek, and therefore depends on the person and not
the environment. Yet, he also used the geomorphic system in another passage. Further along
the walk Derek, talking again to his aunt Elizabeth, switched to the use of the geomorphic
system when significantly closer (actually inside) to the river to talk about the possible
direction headed in by the crocodile, whose tracks he seemed to have identified (see Figure
24). This is illustrated in the example below:
5.3
Baleh

¢-wam,

morlah? Kanjdji?

Where

3P-goPP, auntie? Downstream?

‘where did it go auntie? downstream ?’
5.4
kanjdji

¢-wam

downstream 3P-goPP

‘it went downstream’
5.5
Yi-na

¢-barlah-yi-wam

2-look 3P-slither.track-COM-goPP

¢-bok-yi-wam

kurih

kanjdji

3P-track-COM-goPP this.way downstream

‘look it went with the slither-tracks over there downstream’
(CC01-001-BWALKGOPROS1, 24:18.1 - 24:23.6)
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Figure 24: screenshot of Derek Nabulanj further on along the Djarbbin walk in the river
pointing to some crocodile tracks and asking for the reptile’s direction using the geomorphic
system (the face was blurred for privacy reasons). Source of the original map: Google Earth.

Examples 5.3-5.5 provide evidence to support H6. This means that Bininj Kunwok people
may favour the use of the geomorphic system (e.g., upstream/downstream, high/low country
opposition) when significantly close to salient geographic features (in this case rivers), i.e.,
when such features are more perceptible and able to guide the navigation. By contrast, the use
of the cardinal is detected in other contexts, at a significant distance from salient geographic
features. The fact that a crocodile is a semiaquatic reptile could have led to the seemingly
different interpretation that the use of the river flow (and therefore the geomorphic system) is
more related to its suitability to describe the animal’s movements in its habitat than the
speaker’s proximity to the river. Yet, the two interpretations are not exclusive: they can in fact
both be used to reinforce the assumption in H6. If the second interpretation is taken in
consideration, the fact that the ‘natural’ movements of a crocodile near a river would prompt
people to choose the geomorphic over another system (the cardinal) is enough evidence that it
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is proximity to the geographical feature that dictates the choice, whether the deictic origo is
the speaker or any other entity in space.
In examples 5.6-5.8 below, during the same Djarbbin walk, exactly at the first turning point
(where the purple and the blue lines meet in Figure 22), Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang, when
giving directions to the children, used the cardinal system one last time and then switched to
using the geomorphic one for the rest of the walk:
5.6
kurih,

ngarri-re walem

that.way

1a-go

south

‘we’re going that way, south’
(CC01-001-BWALKGOPROS1, 12:08.5, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)
5.7
kaddum

karri-re

upstream

12a-go

‘we go upstream’
(CC01-001-BWALKGOPROS1, 12:10.3, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)
5.8
mah, wurdwurd ngurri-m-ray

ngarri-re kaddum

ok,

1a-go

children

2a-hither-goIMP

upstream

‘alright, children, you come here we’re going upstream’
(CC01-001-BWALKGOPROS1, 12:12.3, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)
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Figure 25: screenshot from the Djarbbin bushwak. It shows the position and the direction of
the track near the riverbanks at the time Elizabeth gives directions to the children switching
from the cardinal to the geomorphic system. Source of the original map: Google Earth.

A few minutes later, the same speaker, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang, was still using the
geomorphic system whilst walking along the river (see Figure 26) and after the turning point
as illustrated in the passage below:
5.9
minj rest ka-yime ngarri-djal-re kaddum
not rest

3-do

1a-just-go

upstream

‘we don’t rest, we keep going upstream’
(CC01-001-BWALKGOPROS1, 14:09.2, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)
5.10
ngune-djuhme kaddum
2ua-swim

upstream

kunukka, darnkih ngarri-bebmen
IV:DEM, close

1a-arrive

‘you're going to swim over there upstream, we're nearly there
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(CC01-001-BWALKGOPROS1, 14:27.5, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)

Figure 26: screenshot from the Djarbbin bushwalk, showing position and direction of the
track near the riverbanks at the time Elizabeth gives directions to the children using the
geomorphic system. Source of the original map: Google Earth.

Examples 5.11-5.15 also provide support for H6, according to which proximity to geographic
features can favour the choice of a geomorphic system over a cardinal one.
5.11
Kaddum

¢-wam

upstream

3P-goPP

‘it went upstream’
CC01-001-BWALKGOPROS1, 23:29.9, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)
5.12
Baleh

¢-wam, morlah?
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Where

3P-goPP, auntie?

‘where did it go auntie?’
(CC01-001-BWALKGOPROS1, 24:18.1, Derek Kela)
5.13
…
Kanjdji?
Downstream?

‘downstream?
(CC01-001-BWALKGOPROS1, 24:20.3, Derek Kela)

5.14
kanjdji ¢-wam
downstream 3P-goPP
‘it went downstream’

(CC01-001-BWALKGOPROS1, 24:21.7, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)
5.15
Yi-na ¢-barlah-yi-wam

¢-bok-yi-wam

kurih

kanjdji

2-look 3P-slither.track-COM-goPP 3P-track-COM-goPP this.way downstream

‘look it went with the slither-tracks over there downstream’
(CC01-001-BWALKGOPROS1, 24:23.6, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)
The interpretation given to this finding was that it is more helpful and efficient, during
wayfinding, to anchor navigation to salient geographic features, thus making the geomorphic
system the most suitable for the geographical context and therefore the most favoured of the
two systems at the disposal of the navigators/speakers. This is true when locating the self and
other entities in an environment like the bush.
5.2.1.3

Free recalls and mnemonic structures

The situation is different when recalling a path just navigated, i.e., when the speakers are not
relying on external stimuli to orientate but on their memory. For the Djarbbin walk there were
two instances of recall, both spoken by Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang. One, towards the end of
this bushwalk, was spontaneous: Elizabeth started recounting the route unprompted, and the
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recall task wasn’t discussed in advance. The second one, as required by the method proposed
in this project, was prompted at the end of the walk.
Differently from the way of giving directions during in situ walks, where only one
direction is mentioned, when using memory to recall a route just walked familiar speakers
tended to use another strategy. They recounted all the directions included in the track, not just
the last one, and they did so in a very specific manner. The recalls had a similar logical
structure comprising of two main features: 1. A linking of all the directions in a direct
sequence either through the use of a pause or a temporal operator like wanjh ‘then’, 2. a
precise sequential naming of all the directions as resembling the linear nature of movement
from one to the other. This was verified by comparing the number and sequence of directions
verbalized to the mapped illustration of the whole path walked (see Figure 22).
However, the chaining was not verbalized in the same way as toponyms are usually
expressed in Bininj Kunwok through a ‘tail-head’ linkage structure (Garde, 2014) also
because toponyms were not mentioned at all, although for this walk about five different ones
could have been chosen (as mentioned in §5.2.1).
During the Djarbbin walk, kakbi was the first direction, walem the second, and koyek
the last one before coming back to the starting point. Example 5.16, from the unprompted
recall, illustrates this point:
5.16
Kakbi karri-wam, walem
north

12a-goPP

south

karri-kuk-durnd-i

12a-U.turn-hither-return-PP 12a-goPP

wanjh karri-kuk-durnd-i

koyek

then

east

12a-U.turn-return-PP

karri-wam

‘we went north, then we turned back and went south, then we turned back east’
(CC01-001-BWALKGOPROS1, 36:37.4, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)
In the second (prompted) free-recall, shown in example 5.17, Elizabeth answered the
question baleh ngarri-wam? ‘where did we go’? The strategy adopted was the same as during
the unprompted recall. The only difference is that Elizabeth did not use the direction kakbi
‘north’ to indicate the first direction of motion but the name of a relatively large area along
the river running north-south to the west of Manmoyi ‘Djarbbin’. Another difference related
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to the use of the geomorphic system kaddum when thinking about or remembering following
the river, this is in fact also identified by the use of the whole construction ngarri-djal-bokadjuy ‘we followed the river’. However, when talking abstractly about the directions without
reference to any river or when moving away from the river, the recall went back to the
cardinal system. The passage for the free recall is below:
5.17
bolkkime ngarri-wam Djarbbin mani

ngarri-djal-bo-kadju-y kaddum

today

1a-only-water-follow-PP

1a-goPP

Djarbbin MA:DEM

upstream

‘today we went to Djarbbin, there we followed the river upstream’
ngarri-wam walem wanjh koyek karri-kuk-m-durnd-i
1a-goPP

south

then

east

1a-U.turn-hither-return-PP

‘we went south, then we came back east’
(CC01-001- BWALKFREERECS1, 00:03.7, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)
Example 5.17 shows also another finding. In recalling directions the geomorphic system is
used to recall part of the walk to then switch to the cardinal when again further away from the
river, instead of using only one system all along. In addition, during the walk along the river
also the two directions at the extremes of the watercourse are also referred to in terms of the
geomorphic and not of the cardinal system.
Assuming that by immediately recalling a walk the speaker brings to mind each direction
sequentially as it originally appeared to the senses, and assuming that Bininj Kunwok people
favour the use of one or the other allocentric system depending on their surrounds, it is
possible that a speaker recalling a route would use the allocentric system that most suited the
environment in which the path/direction was undertaken. Given that part of the walk
described in this case study involved following the river after having reached the turning
point at Djarbbin and supporting H6 that the main allocentric construction used near rivers is
geomorphic and in all other cases cardinal (§5.2.1.2), it is also logical to assume that whilst
recalling directions, the speaker would use the geomorphic orientation system when
remembering following the river and the cardinal while remembering movement away from
it.
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Furthermore, in examples 5.16 and 5.17 recorded during the recall the directions, but
not the toponyms as mentioned above, were chained in a way and sequentially made to follow
each other in order of physical occurrence. However, the linguistic means used to chain
directions was different to the way place names are recalled in Bininj Kunwok when using a
‘tail-head’ structure, already found in Bininj Kunwok literature to facilitate memorization of
places (Garde, 2014; and §3.3.7), although the function of chaining is assumed to be the
same. This partially supports H7, which predicted that during free recalls Bininj Kunwok
speakers adopt the same linguistic means of memorization already documented for recalling
places, in that for directions only the underlying logic is the same but the strategy used to
verbalize that logic is different. The main linguistic difference between recalling places and
directions is in the chaining aspect. In fact, during the recall of places the chaining is actuated
through a repetition of the toponyms at the end and the beginning of each clause, intended as
a non-verbal construction (e.g., A,B; B,C; C,D where A, B, and C are toponyms). By contrast,
the speech strategy adopted to link the directions in space is characterized by the use of a
pause or a distinct temporal operator connecting them in a more direct sequence (e.g., we
went A and then we got to B and then we arrived at C where A, B, and C are directions).
An interpretation for this difference in speech could be the way places and directions
are conceptualized as spatial entities. Places can be imagined as points or areas on a map
where it is possible to stop and start again if one is moving from one to the other. Directions
during a walk instead can be considered as linear paths that (may or may not) connect
different locations, landmarks or turning stops (points). Therefore, to recall linear segments it
would be illogical to repeat them in order of occurrence, equivalent as saying something like
‘we went north, north south, south east’ instead of using a linking operator such as ‘then’ as in
‘we went north then south… east then west.

5.2.2

Case study 2: Manmawobidbom walk

The second case study relates to another walk following a different route to the previous one.
The start and the end points corresponded to the outstation of Manmoyi. In contrast to the
previous walk, this one did not follow main geographic features such as rivers. The
navigation followed first a short walk moving east on the airstrip in Manmoyi, where the real
walk started (this is represented by the red line in Figure 27). The route covered a distance of
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about 2 km, an area of 0.3 sq km and it lasted about 44 minutes. The path of the walk
followed three changes of direction (according to the Western compass) respectively: north,
west and south respectively (see Figure 27). A number of other tracks were branching out of
the path walked, one of them would have eventually ended in a place called
Manmawobidbom, mentioned during this walk (hence the name given to this walk). Yet, the
track actually travelled diverted way before reaching Manmawobidbom and terminated back
in Manmoyi (the starting point). The first significant turning point was a crossroad north of
Manmoyi (on the blue line in Figure 27). In this case, there was no significantly prominent (or
spoken) geographic feature useful to distinguish the second direction walked, i.e., west, from
the third direction, i.e., south. Yet, these were distinguished in the free-recall (§5.2.1.3).
The walk was led by an experienced navigator in Arnhem Land, Berribob Watson
Nabangardi. He was wearing the GoPro camera. The rest of the crew included Berribob’s
wife Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang, Derek Nabulanj, the researcher and three more children. The
language recorded came mostly from the navigator but also from other people within range,
such as Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang.
The toponyms around the area of the walk that could have been mentioned for
orientation purposes during the walk were: Manmoyi, Manmawobidbom, Kurkanini, Kalawan
Bedno, Djarbbin.
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Figure 27: map with the GPX track of the walk. This was modified to highlight the directions
on the path of the Manmawobidbom walk. The scale of the map is about 1:10000. The
speaker did not verbalize the west direction (blue line) during in situ but he did so during the
free recall. Source of the original map: Google Earth.

5.2.2.1

Communicated orientation strategy and interlocutor familiarity with the area

Previously it was observed that Bininj Kunwok speakers tend to use the geomorphic as
opposed to the cardinal system when they are in the vicinity (within an approximate range of
100 meters) of salient geographic resources such as rivers. If this is true, it supports the
underlying assumption that speakers should not use geomorphic terms when on bushwalks
that do not go near to or are guided by major geographic landmarks.
This case study supports the above idea. In examples 5.18-5.20, of the Manmawobidbom
walk, one of the adults, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang, asked the children where we were going.
Derek Nabulanj answered the question, and Berribob Nabangardi agreed:
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5.18
wurdurd baleh
child

nawu,

where MA:REL

berre-... baleh

karri-re ngad? Ngurri-malk-na-n

DIREC-… where

12a-go us?

2a-enviroment-see-NP

‘children, which way are we going? Have a look around…’
(CC01-002-BWALKGOPROS2, 12:47.2, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)
5.19
Berre-kakbi
DIREC-north

‘north…’
(CC01-002-BWALKGOPROS2, 12:50.7, Derek Kela)
5.20
ya, kamak yi-marnb-om
yes, alright you-suceed/make-PP

‘yes, good you made it’
(CC01-002-BWALKGOPROS2, 12:52.9, Berribob Nabangardi)
Derek was not as familiar with this track as he was with the one in the Djarbbin walk, which
he walked more often by himself. He gave an answer that corresponded to the immediate
direction of motion and not to the ultimate destination, which supports H1. It makes sense to
interpret Derek’s answer as dictated by his unfamiliarity with the track and the area also
because the walk was about to turn west then south. This means that if unfamiliar with a
track, and unless they wanted to guess, speakers would rather mention the direction ahead
unless guessing.
Berribob seemed to agree with Derek; however, he never referred to the north whilst
walking. When asked by the researcher, who was considered familiar with the area (and the
final destination) and who is also an adult, baleh ngarri-re ‘where are we going?’ Berribob’s
answer did not reflect a proximate but rather an ultimate allocentric orientation strategy as
shown in example 5.21. Berribob was also answering his wife Elizabeth (part of the group),
who was familiar with the area and the track. We were in fact going north and were about to
turn west (see Figure 28), when he said:
5.21
Berre-walem

karri-durndeng
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DIREC-south

12a-return

‘we’re going back south’
(CC01-002-BWALKGOPROS2, 21:46.7, Berribob Nabangardi)
It may be argued that the walk was about to turn south, yet not immediately. Two directions
were in fact about to be undertaken in his case, and Berribob only uttered last.

Figure 28: screenshot of the Manmawobidbom bushwalk, illustrating position and direction of
the track while the direction spoken by Berribob was ‘going back South’. Source of the
original map: Google Earth.

In addition, the use of the verb durndeng ‘return’ also denotes that the direction Berribob was
thinking about was not the direction ahead, otherwise he would have used other verbs such as
yimowon meaning ‘continue going (along the same direction)’ or re ‘going/walking’ and
mentioned the immediate direction of motion, e.g., north. The direction was not even the one
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we were about to turn to, which in fact was karrikad ‘west’. The direction Berribob meant
was the very last direction walem ‘south’ and ‘back home’ (since that was the last
destination).
It could be argued that the track was just about to turn west and not continue north
anymore, and that the westerly direction was not significantly distinctive as it could be
considered the start of the southward direction. Yet, during the free recall (§5.2.2.3) the same
speaker, Berribob Nabangardi, did recall and single out the west direction as one of the ones
walked. In this sense it is possible that the direction was encoded as a separate direction and
the fact that it was verbalized later on may mean that the speaker gave it some importance.
This second part of the analysis further supports H1 in that a speaker who is familiar with an
area, and who shares a certain amount of knowledge with his/her interlocutors, is more likely
to use an ultimate direction to the goal rather than a proximate one. This is probably because,
in order to make the communication more productive in the bush, the ultimate strategy is the
most useful to be used and communicated when a higher degree of common ground is shared,
and is therefore likely to be used mostly by expert navigators.

5.2.2.2

Allocentric system use and distance from salient geographic features

The Manmawobidbom walk was not guided by nor directed towards particularly salient
rivers. If no change of direction had occurred, the track walked would eventually have ended
up at a river (downstream) where the Manmoyi community usually goes fishing (by car).
However, the walk did not continue until there. The navigation actually happened within an
area that lies between two rivers, one river running west downstream of the Djarbbin river and
the Mann river, about 1 km east of Manmoyi. The distance from these two rivers with respect
to the walked track was calculated in meters using Euclidean measurements (straight distance
as the crow flies) on Google Earth. This was never shorter than 400 meters. Such distance in
this study is considered ‘far’ from rivers. Coincidentally, from previous observations for
example in case study 1, Bininj Kunwok speakers never use geomorphic constructions to talk
about directions in this walk, cardinals are used instead (as seen in the examples in §5.2.2.1).
The result supports H6, for which distance from rivers may be a predictor of the type of
allocentric system used. Given that these two systems are conceived as the main ones guiding
allocentric direction strategies and they are both available to Bininj Kunwok speakers, if a
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close distance from geographic features (such as rivers) predicts the use of the geomorphic
system, then a further distance would predict the use of the cardinal. In this sense, the
preference for verbalizing cardinal constructions may reflect a more flexible way to calibrate
orientation when a prominent environmentally grounded landmark (e.g., a river, a high rock
or similar) is not within range.
5.2.2.3

Free recalls and mnemonic structures

For the Manmawobidbom walk as well, the verbalization was different when ‘recalling’ a
path just navigated. For this walk the researcher prompted the free recall at the end of the
walk by asking the navigator where we went. Berribob Nabangardi was speaking.
Again, in contrast to the in situ walk when only one direction is given, Berribob, as in
example 5.22, used a different linguistic strategy when recalling the route. Like Elizabeth in
the first case study, Berribob recounted all the directions included in the track; that is, kakbi,
karrikad and walem corresponding respectively to ‘north’ (purple line), ‘west’ (blue line) and
‘south’ (orange line), in Figure 27. The passage from Berribob’s recall is below:
5.22
because ngarri-kadjung wanjh ngarri-kolung wanjh kakbi ngarri-wam
because 12a-follow

then

12a-go.down then north

12a-goPP

‘because we follow then we go down then we went north’
(CC01-002-BWALKFREERECS2, 00:10.2,, Berribob Nabangardi)
kakbiiiii

wanjh

all.the.way.north

then

ngarri-kuk-m-durnd-i
12a-U.turn-hither-return-PP

karrikad
west

‘all the way north, then we came back west’
(CC01-002-BWALKFREERECS2, 00:13.7, Berribob Nabangardi)
ngarri-bakke-ng

walem

12a-come.back-PP

south

‘we came back south’
(CC01-002-BWALKFREERECS2, 00:17.0, Berribob Nabangardi)
kondah wanjh walem ku-red

kore ngarri-bebme-ng

here

LOC

then

south LOC-home

12a-arrive-PP

‘then we arrived here south at home’
(CC01-002-BWALKFREERECS2, 00:19.0, Berribob Nabangardi)
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In example 5. , there is one direction that was never mentioned during the walk, i.e. karrikad
‘west’. The latter was only pursued for a short time and it was not clearly distinguished from
the directions towards the north and south, so much so that it could almost be considered a
continuation of the two along a curve, since there is no visible turning point. It is probably
more distinguished from the direction north, from which the u-turn starts. But no salient
environmental cues or landmarks were within range and no other clear-cut direction
diversions were undertaken. Yet, the fact that this direction was singled out in Berribob’s
recall has two consequences for the current analysis: 1. He initially encoded it as a direction,
otherwise he would not have recalled it at all; 2. Since it was very short and almost
indistinguishable from the other two directions, the fact that Berribob mentioned it means that
he encoded it as a significant change in direction.
Similarly to the previous case study analyzed (§5.2.1), Berribob adopts a very specific
structure of recall. He chains all the directions through the use of the operator wanjh ‘then’
and he repeats all the directions in order of occurrence as resembling the natural linear
movement

along

aboriginal manbolh.

As

previously

mentioned,

this

does

not

straightforwardly support H7 in that the spatial chaining is not verbalized through a ‘tailhead’ speech strategy, already explored in Bininj Kunwok when recalling places (Garde,
2014) but through a more direct sequence strategy. Also, once again, no toponyms out of a
choice of four (as previously mentioned in §5.2.2) were used for the recall other than the
generic term kun-red in the locative construction ku-red ‘home’ intended to denote the final
destination of the route. Nevertheless, the result supports H7 in that the logic underlying the
recall of directions is the same as for places. The direct sequence strategy would still help
chaining directions in space. This interpretation is reinforced by the fact that Berribob also
verbalizes a very short and almost indistinguishable direction, the karrikad ‘west’ one, which,
if not part of a strategy of memorization could have probably been avoided like Berribob did
during the in situ task.
Another qualitative finding to be highlighted is the choice of the allocentric
construction to bring the walk to mind. The example above shows that in recalling directions
only the cardinal system was used instead of the geomorphic, differently from what was
noticed in part of the recall for the Djarbbin walk (case study 1). It seems logical to assume
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that the speaker would use, during the recall, the allocentric system that most suited the
environment in which the walk took place, and in this case the walk was conducted away
from particularly salient geographic features.

5.2.3

Case study 3: Top-camp walk

The walk was organized by the researcher and the participants to the walk. The starting point
of this walk was a location just outside the outstation of Manmoyi on the western side. The
end point was again the outstation of Manmoyi and the walk proceded outskirting an area that
Bininj call ‘top-camp’ because it is slightly more elevated than the its surrounds, and it is
where the non-Indigenous rangers live (hence the name of this walk). The route covered a
distance of 1.8 km, an area of 0.2 sq km and it lasted about 48 minutes. The walk had 3 main
changes of direction, following the Western compass respectively: west, south and north-east
respectively (Figure 29). The first significant turning point was at the highest elevation peak,
along this track, going south from west (between the purple and the blue line in Figure 29).
The other significant turning point where the last change of direction happened was when the
track hit the road that links Manmoyi to Kabulwarnamyo (another outstation). From there the
walk went back north-east (between the blue and the orange lines in Figure 29). The turning
points were part of tracks that had already been walked (or used by motorcars).
Place names around the route walked that could have been used as orientation anchors
were: Manmoyi, Kalawan Bedno, topcamp, Miyene.
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Figure 29: map with the GPX track of the walk. The map was modified to highlight the
directions on the path of the Top-camp walk. The scale of the map is around 1:10000. Expert
navigators/speakers talked to each other about moving south (blue line) when still directed
west (pink line) thus using an ultimate orientation strategy, whereas they used the ‘west west’
construction with unfamiliar interlocutors, when actually turning south and outskirting the
western direction (between the pink and the blue line) thus adopting a proximate strategy.
Source of the original map: Google Earth.

As in case study 1, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang was once again wearing the GoPro for this
bushwalk. The rest of the group included three children, Elizabeth’s sister Sarah
Nabarlambarl Billis Ngalkamarrang, and the researcher, who was following behind. The
language recorded came from both the navigator and Sarah. The children did most of the
talking during the last part of the walk, but their speech did not enter the analysis

5.2.3.1

Communicated orientation strategy and interlocutor familiarity with the area

During this walk the main speakers familiar with the area and the track switched strategies in
relation to their interlocutors. Sarah Ngalkamarrang, whilst planning the subsequent direction
with her sister Elizabeth, used the deictics mahni ‘this way’ and kuhri ‘there’, as shown in
examples 5.26-5.27, accompanied by a corresponding gesture. Her sister Elizabeth replied,
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clarifying Sarah’s direction by verbalizing the direction intended. They both used an ultimate
direction strategy:
5.26
Mahni

karri-djorloh-yimowon wanjh kuhri

VE:PROX.SER

12a-circle-walk

then

there

karri-bal-re
12a-along-re

‘we're going this way then we turn there’
(CC01-005-BWALKGOPROS1_better, 07:06.6, Sarah Ngalkamarrang)

5.27
Wanjh berre-…
Then

walem

DIREC-… south

karri-kuk-durndeng
12a-U.turn-return

‘then towards… we’re turning back south’
(CC01-005-BWALKGOPROS1_better, 07:08.3, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang )
The video footage at the time Sarah uttered the phrase in the example above shows her
gesture revealing that the direction she was talking about was not the one they were heading
into, but another one, perpendicular to it and further along (south), after a turning point
known to Elizabeth and Sarah. Elizabeth clarified, by means of words, what Sarah conveyed
with deictics and gestures. The direction Elizabeth uttered was walem ‘south’, however the
track on the map in the figure at the time the cardinal term was used did not point to south,
but to roughly north-west (Figure 30) and the track was still a little far from turning south,
when comparing this segment of the path with the whole track (Figure 29). If this was a
misinterpretation Sarah would have most likely corrected her sister but this did not happen,
they seemed to agree on the direction they both had in mind. As both Sarah and Elizabeth are
very familiar with the land, and the track was an already walked manbolh, the hypothesis of a
misunderstanding can be ruled out.
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Figure 30: screenshot from the Top-camp walk. Sarah Ngalkamarrang gestures the next
direction intended, south, while the walk is still heading west as clear from the track on the
map, thus assuming an ultimate strategy of orientation. Source of the original map: Google
Earth.

Similarly to the Manmawobidbom walk (case study 2), evidence that Elizabeth and Sarah
were adopting an ultimate direction strategy comes from their use of the verb durndeng
instead of yimowon or re, which would have most likely be used if the movement had to
‘continue’ in the same direction given the semantics of the verbs. This suggests that the
direction they had in mind referred to the final destination, which in this case also
corresponded to the starting point – the outstation. In fact, Manmoyi is not located at the end
of the same direction west but back north (and so the opposite way), after having turned
south; it was therefore actually behind the speakers at the time they were talking. The use of
the ultimate strategy between Elizabeth and Sarah stands in sharp contrast to the direction
communicated later on, when Elizabeth instructed the children (who were too young to be
familiar with the area and the track).
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With unfamiliar interlocutors Elizabeth used the construction karrikad karrikad
meaning ‘west west’, as in example 5.28, right before the track was about to turn south (also
compare Figure 30 and Figure 31 with the whole track in Figure 29):

Figure 31: screenshot from the same Top-camp walk as in Figure 30, but further along the
track, now the travellers are about to head south curving along the western direction. Source
of the original map: Google Earth.

5.28
wanjh kurih
then

ngarri-borledme walakkih karrikad karrikad

that.way 12-turn.around

a.ittle.bit

west

west

‘that way we’re going to turn around a little bit west’
(CC01-005-BWALKGOPROS1_better, 10:08.9-12.1, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)
The interpretation that there is a ‘switch’ happening between the two strategies is also
justified by the fact that Elizabeth used the ‘south’ direction with Sarah when still far from the
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south turn, whereas she used the karrikad karrikad construction when actually turning south
while ‘outskirting’ the western direction, thus referring to a more immediate visual direction.
This was interpreted as a conscious and clear attempt at some form of audience design
communication. It is in fact likely that Elizabeth, in her quality of ‘expert’, i.e. as one of the
most knowledgeable people in the group of travellers for this walk, assumed the children did
not share her and her sister’s degree of common ground about the area.
5.2.3.2

Allocentric system use and distance from salient geographic features

The only type of allocentric system the speakers chose to orientate during the Top-camp walk
was the cardinal system. Analogously to the Manmawobidbom walk (case study 2), this walk
was not guided by nor directed to salient rivers. Yet, differently from the Djarbbin and the
Manwawobodbom walks (case studies 1 and 2), another prominent feature of the land was
detected and, in examples 5.29 and 5.30 Elizabeth used the geomorphic system in relation to
the slope of the terrain (e.g., karrkad/kanjdjihkanjdji ‘high country/low country’). Elizabeth
was explaining to the children the location where they were standing with respect to the rest
of the landscape and instead of using cardinals she used the elevation of the land to inform
them:
5.29
ye

nakka

yi-na

kurih

yes MA:DEM 2-seeIMP there

kanjdjihkanjdji

nani

an-kabo

down.at.the.river MA:DEM III-river

‘look, over there is down (the lowlands), that is the river’
(CC01-005-BWALKGOPROS1_better, 10:01.7, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)
5.30
dja
CONJ

kondah Karrkad
here

high.country

karri-h-di
12a-IMM-standNP

‘and here we are standing on the high country’
(CC01-005-BWALKGOPROS1_better, 10:04.8, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang)
In example 5.29 Elizabeth refers to the landmark ankabo ‘the river’ by pointing towards it,
but she is not using the upstream/downstream geomorphic system, also because the river,
about 600 meters away, is not visible from that location. In example 5.30 she was in fact
using the elevation of the land using the construction karrkad ‘high country/low country’.
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However, communicating a distinction in elevation may not be immediately grasped by an
interlocutor if the speakers are actually all standing on the ‘peak’ discussed, unless they
identify another landmark at a different elevation as a distinguishable anchor to create the
contrast. This explains why the river, located in an area of lower altitude, was mentioned.
The above analysis supports H6 in that close distance to salient geographic features
favours the use of a geomorphic, instead of a cardinal, system of orientation. In contrast to the
Djarbbin walk, where the latter was used, in this Top-camp walk another geographic feature is
used that is salient for Bininj Kunwok people, in addition to rivers, namely a prominent peak.
From the noted elevated location, a bigger portion of the surrounding land is actually visible,
and therefore it seems logical to use the hill as a way to calibrate allocentric orientation. The
significant increase in elevation between that area and the one identified by the river was
verified by inspecting the telemetric information extracted from the GPS device carried along
on the walk.
5.2.3.3

Free recalls and mnemonic structures

Consistent with what was verified before in case studies 1 and 2, during the free recall of this
walk, uttered by Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang, all the directions were also chained with the use of
wanjh ‘then’ and followed each other precisely in the sequential linear order of occurrence;
this is visible in example 5.31. During the free recall, the initial ‘west’ direction, never
mentioned during the in situ, was brought up:
5.31
Ngarri-wam karrikad wanjh walem ngarri-wam ngarri-kuk-m-durnd-i kakbi kondah
1a-goPP

west

then

south

1a-goPP 1a-U.turn-hither-return-PP north here

‘we went… west and then… we went south, then we turned around back here north’
CC01-005-BWALKFREERECS1, 00:08.5-00:14.0, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang
Example 5.31 supports H7 in that the speaker during recall creates a relation between the
directions walked. However, there is a move away from H7 in that such chaining is not
verbalized in the same way as placenames are, through a ‘tail-head’ linkage strategy already
encountered to facilitate memorization of places in Bininj Kunwok (Garde, 2014). Similarly
to the previous case studies the verbalization of directions presents a more direct sequence
characterized by the temporal operator wanjh. Here too the recall did not include any place
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name despite the fact that four different ones were potentially available to guide the recall (as
mentioned in §5.2.3).
Another important qualitative finding to be highlighted here is the use of the allocentric
construction to recall the walk. The example above shows that in recalling directions only the
cardinal system was used instead of the geomorphic, differently from what was noticed in part
of the recall for the Djarbbin walk (case study 1) and more similar to what was noticed for the
Manmawobidbom walk (case study 2). It is possible that Elizabeth was using the allocentric
system that most suited the environment in which the walk took place. Given that the walk
described in this case study was undertaken away from rivers and given that only at one point
the track got to a higher peak and only at that point the karrkad/kanjdjihkanjdji system was
used, it is possible that the cardinal was assumed to be the most effective way to facilitiate
memorization of directions in that walk. This is different from case study 1 where walking
along the river constituted almost half of the entire path.

5.3 Qualitative analysis of the commentary task
The previous section was concerned with a qualitative analysis of the in situ and free-recall
tasks of three walks (case studies 1, 2 and 3 analyzed in §5.2.1, 5.2.2 and §5.2.3). This section
provides a qualitative analysis of the performance and use of other speakers during
commentaries, particularly their use of allocentric constructions.
In commentary tasks, the perspective of the navigator and the environment navigated
are the same as in the other two task settings but there are three main differences: i) the task
does not specifically involve wayfinding or remembering a route but is a free description of
whatever happens on screen; ii) the scale of the commentary is dictated by a computer screen,
which means there are potential divergences in the availability of environmental cues
presented to the participants; and iii) the people who commented on the walks were not the
same as those who guided the walk or recalled it.

5.3.1

Language performance: orientation verbal uncertainties

One significant qualitative finding, discovered through a qualitative analysis of commentaries
was the presence of verbal uncertainties regarding orientation. Verbal uncertainties are
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detected by a combination of factors. One was ‘semantic discrepancies’ in direction-giving. A
semantic ‘discrepancy’ is understood as a semantic dissonance in the speaker’s response from
what is expected (perhaps by a Westerner) due to a different parameter used to gauge
orientation. Such discrepancies were identified by analyzing what the speaker said or
gestured, compared to what the map (visualized on the computer screen for this task) actually
showed. Other factors detecting verbal uncertainties were false-starts, forms of verbal
disfluency and sudden or later changes in the response (self-correction). A paradoxical
tendency detected here was that such uncertainties were noted only for the speakers who are
some of the most expert navigators of the land and are also recognized to be as such by the
community (the ones mentioned in these analyses were indicated to the researcher as among
the most knowledgeable to ask for help in regard to foot walking on country). Some of these
speakers grew up in the bush, such as Leanne Guymala Ngalwakadj and Louis Naborlhborl
Nabulanj, or they had been carrying out traditional daily survey activities requiring hunting or
recognizing rock art locations, such as Ricky Nabarlambarl Nakamarrang. It was noticed that
the semantic discrepancies were mostly found in relation to the use of cardinal rather than
geomorphic constructions. Such semantic discrepancies were labelled here as ‘absolute’
because they did not refer to the local scale of the map on screen but to the global scale of the
environment surrounding the speakers. In example 5.32 below Louis Nabulanj, who was
commenting a walk video with his wife Leanne, said:
5.32
Ya- kak...

ya-kakbi

DIREC-Nor… DIREC-north

kabirri-re,
3a-go

‘towards Nort… they are going north’
(CC01-003-BWALKCOMMS3_S6_S7, 01:10.8, Louis Nabulanj)
A comparison of example 5.32 with the actual direction of walking shown on the map reveals
that the part of the walk commented on was not actually going north but rather east. It may be
argued that in the Bininj Kunwok cardinal system kakbi ‘north’ may actually correspond to
the span north-west/north-east (when compared to a Western compass-based map), but the
walk was actually directed on a straight line east, and the possibility of a semantic ambiguity
in interpretation is to be excluded. This was in fact the walk from Yidngarremaneng to
Duwikwik

(but

terminating

way

before
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recorded/navigated by Terrah Guymala during the intergenerational bushwalk organized by
the Warddeken Ltd. in July 2017. During this walk no significant change of direction
occurred and so the map showed a direct straight line west-east. What is more, from the
commentary it seems that the two speakers were not very familiar with the area shown on
screen (and stated in the instructions) which makes it possible they would not have used their
knowledge to gauge an ultimate direction to a final destination (Duwikwik is slightly north of
Yidngarremaneng). Also, in examples 5.33-5.34, Louis seemed to be guiding his judgment
upon recognition of a manberrk ‘open area with little water’. However soon after this Leanne
continued with a false start, when repeating her husband’s comment but then added a
correction straight after, saying:
5.33
kak… koyek
Nor… east

‘Nor… east’
(CC01-003-BWALKCOMMS3_S6_S7, 01:14.3, Leanne Ngalwakadj)
Yet, Louis upon recognition of a manberrk ‘flat land or open plain’ seemed to insist that the
direction walked was directed north:
5.34
man-berrk
III-open.plain

ya-kakbi
DIREC-north

birri-wam
3a-goPP

‘the open plain, they went north’
(CC01-003-BWALKCOMMS3_S6_S7, 01:27.1, Louis Nabulanj)
Louis’ semantic discrepancy and Leanne’s false start, given their degree of expertise, could
not be explained without analyzing carefully the context in which the commentary happened.
During this commentary, Leanne and Louis were in fact both facing west. It was verified by
the researcher that the entrance of the old office in Manmoyi where the speakers were sitting
was facing exactly south, the office is a rectangle and the desk on which the computer was
located for the task was on the west side of the office thus facing east. In this setting, it was
immediately clear that the direction indicated by the dynamic map pointer on the screen was
north when considering Louis’ and Leanne’s ‘global’ coordinates (see Figure 32).
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Figure 32: screenshot of a commentary session with Leanne Ngalwakadj and Louis
Nabulanj. The red arrow was added to illustrate the direction in which the walk was heading
on screen (not quite visible from the screenshot alone).

It is possible to assume that such disparity was the result of an allocentric orientation gauge
anchored not in a 2D map shown on a computer screen, but in what the speakers perceived as
the surrounding environment (and set of coordinates).
It is possible that Louis and Leanne calibrated the cardinals based on their surrounding
environment instead of using the map. Since the two were not aligned, this might have caused
a degree of uncertainty and semantic discrepancy since the direction could have been
measured absolutely rather than relatively to the body of the observer. This interpretation is
supported by previous empirical evidence that orientation performance can be affected by a
mismatch between one’s own facing direction and the facing direction shown on a picture
(Sholl et al., 2006). Instead, a second experimental investigation instead showed that
orientation performance was not caused by facing direction but by lack of sensorimotor cues
(Burte and Hegarty, 2014). Yet the task in this project partly integrates visual temporal cues
(e.g., the movie itself and the dynamic track pointer synchronized) so it is not clear if the
findings of the latter study (Burte and Hegarty, 2014) still hold in this case.
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Furthermore, the speakers were not accustomed, as we Westerners are, with map
reading and they were never told about the orientation of the map on screen. This was planned
on purpose to give the speakers complete freedom of interpretation and so to see if particular
reactions or verbalization patterns appeared based on individual (or socio-culturally
modulated) assumptions. The speakers never really asked about the orientation either. This
means that in order to correctly verbalize the directions it is possible that the speakers would
not have calibrated their orientation relatively to the map on the screen but using absolute
orientation involving a comparison of one’s own cardinal facing direction with the heading
direction represented on the 2D map. This outcome also shows an extensive use, for some
Bininj Kunwok speakers, of the allocentric system across scales. The result also supports
previous suggestions for other Aboriginal communities in Australia and geographically closer
to the Arnhem Land latitudes, when comparing their language to their gestures, of an
‘absolute’ orientation applied also to local scale environments such as Guugu Yimithirr and
Kuuk Thaayorre in Queensland (Gaby, unpublished; Haviland, 1993, 2000).
The above finding supports H3, according to which a difference in spatial task setting
(like commenting on a walk on a computer screen as opposed to walking in the bush) is
expected to affect orientation language performance, thus demonstrating an extensive use of
the allocentric system. More specifically expert navigators/speakers present orientation
uncertainty in their language performance when their facing direction is misaligned with the
direction of heading of the walk displayed because they are trying to calculate an absolute
orientation to the local scale.
With respect to the same walk as in the example above, another speaker and expert navigator,
Ricky Nakamarrang, presented a series of false starts and semantic discrepancies in relation to
the heading direction of the walk in the commentary reproduced in example 5.35:
5.35
nani
MA:DEM

karrikad-beh
west-DIREC

ngurri-re, kakb... ah walem...
2a-go,

Nort… ah south

‘this one from west you went, to Nor.... ah south...’
(CC01-003-BWALKCOMMS3_S11, 01:00.9, Ricky Nakamarrang)
In example 5.35, Ricky was sitting in the new rangers’ office in Manmoyi. One of the side
entrances of the new office (visible from Figure 33) is oriented west, therefore the table on
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which the computer was located was oriented north. Ricky’s facing direction was thus
oriented north-east, whereas the direction of the track on the map pointed south-east with
respect to Ricky’s global coordinates, which corresponds to what he verbalized (see Figure
33). Ricky did not correct himself straight away, but raised additional doubts about the
direction of the walk and only at the end gave the final direction (non-discrepant when
compared to the map), as shown in example 5.36:
5.36
karrikad ngurri-dolkka-ng, Walem ngurri-re... hem... koyek, ken wale... yoh koyek
west

2a-start-PP,

south

2a-go…

hem… east, ?

Sou… yes east

‘you started west, you're going south, hem... east, hem... Sou… yes east’
(CC01-003-BWALKCOMMS3_S11, 01:07.2, Ricky Nakamarrang)

Figure 33: screenshot of commentary session with Ricky Nakamarrang. The red arrow
illustrates the direction of the bushwalk on screen.

The false starts, disfluency and directional discrepancy reveals orientation uncertainty in
relation to the task. Like Leanne and Louis, Ricky was never told the orientation of the map
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on screen and he never really asked about it. Furthermore, it is not clear if Ricky was familiar
with the area of the walk (he did not hint at any sign of expertise, as he did for another walk,
when he was given the instructions at the beginning), but even assuming that he was and that
he could have been referring to the end point (Duwikwik), this is certainly not to the southeast of Yidngarremaneng (the start point) as mentioned earlier. Given that Ricky is considered
an expert navigator and it is rare for expert Bininj Kunwok navigators to present semantic
inconsistencies on areas and routes they are experts on or familiar with, the use of some other
memory-based knowledge should be excluded. This means that, in this case as well, Ricky’s
uncertainty in his attempt to verbalize the right direction can be interpreted as due to a
misalignment between his own facing direction and the direction of the walk: he was still
trying to use an allocentric/absolute type of orientation (instead of one that is relative to the
2D small-scale space map displayed on the screen). This is clear inspecting the type of
direction verbalized. This interpretation is again supported by previous findings on
misalignment effects (Sholl et al., 2006) and previous evidence on the extensive use of the
absolute orientation in other Northern Australian Aboriginal communities expressed through
gestures and language such as Guuku Yimithirr and Kuuk Thaayorre (Haviland, 1993; 1998;
2000; Gaby, unpublished).
Another potential interpretation that could be advanced is that people did not fully
understand the multiple screen-based task and that switching between multiple perspectives
and dimensions could have made the task. While this is a possibility, there are two reasons
why this interpretation was not considered entirely appropriate. Firstly, if the misalignment
effects found were only the result of a misunderstanding of the transposition of perspectives
caused by the split-screen, the effects would have been more arbitrary. Instead the qualitative
analysis clearly shows some precise direction-giving to support H3. Secondly, if the effects
were only due to the complexity of the task, the discrepancies would have been noted in all
participants, in every situation and body alignment. This was not the case
Therefore, it is concluded that these examples are consistent with H3, which states that
orientation language performance may be affected by the scale of the task, more specifically
that semantic discrepancies happen when the facing direction is misaligned with the direction
in which the displayed walk was heading. At the same time, what is reflected here is an
extensive use of an absolute set of global coordinates rather than a local set relative to a
computer screen.
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5.3.2

Lexical choice of allocentric construction

A pattern that emerged through a qualitative analysis of the commentary texts was the
verbalization of a different allocentric system (either geomorphic or cardinal) in the
corresponding in situ and free-recall task settings (i.e., given the same environment and
direction walked).
The examples below reproduce a few utterances by different speakers commenting on
the Manmawobidbom walk (case study 2), at a time when the navigation in the movie and the
one on the map were both headed north (the purple line in Figure 22). During the in situ task
setting (involving Derek Nabulanj and Berribob Nabangardi) and the free-recall (involving
Berribob alone), the speakers only used the cardinal construction, a choice interpreted as
dictated by a significant distance from salient geographic features. This choice of the
allocentric system was considered not applicable during commentaries.
Example 5.37 reports another speaker, Milly Naborlhborlh Ngalngarridj, who, in
reference to the Manmawobidbom walk (case study 2), said:
5.37
mani

manu

VE:DEM VE:DEM

kanjdji

manu

downstream MA:DEM

kabirri-road-kadjung
3a-road-follow

‘they follow that road downstream’
(CC01-002-BWALKCOMMS2_S12_13_14, 01:28.8, Milly Ngalngarridj)
Here, Milly used the geomorphic construction to verbalize the heading direction, unlike Derek
and Berribob when they referred to the same direction during the walk.
Similarly, in example 5.38, Louis Nabangardi, in another commentary related to the
same walk (Manmawobidbom, case study 2) and the same direction walked (i.e., north), said:
5.38
nani
MA:DEM

kanjdji
downstream

kabirri-re kurih
3a-go

that.way

‘there they go downstream that way’
(CC01-002-BWALKCOMMS2_S6_S7, 00:45.4, Louis Nabulanj)
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In example 5.39, Leanne, who was with Louis, seemed to confirm and agree with Louis’
direction and replied:
5.39
yoh, kanjdji
yes, downstream

‘yes downstream’
(CC01-002-BWALKCOMMS2_S6_S7, 00:58.1, Leanne Ngalwakadj)
Similarly, in example 5.40, Ricky Nakamarrang in relation to the same walk
(Manmawobidbom, case study 2) and direction (north), said:
5.40
nanih

baleh ngurri-re kanjdji?

MA:DEM

where

2a-go

downstream?

‘this one, where are you going downstream?’
(CC01-002-BWALKCOMMS2_S11, 00:29.4, Ricky Nakamarrang)
The researcher did not reply to Ricky’s question. Instead, about 30 seconds later, as shown in
example 5.41, Ricky seemed to confirm his first comment by adding:
5.41
manih

kanjdji

VE:DEM

downstream

ka-re an-bolh
3-go III-road

‘that road goes downstream’
(CC01-002-BWALKCOMMS2_S11, 00:55.4, Ricky Nakamarrang)
As in Milly’s case, the choice of allocentric constructions made by Louis, Leanne and Ricky
seemed different from the choices made by the other two Bininj Kunwok speakers during the
in situ and free-recall task settings.
In all these examples the language analyzed was the same, the community observed
was the same and the environment (including direction of walking) was the same. Apart from
age and gender (the speakers being two males and two females, with ages varying between 18
and approximately 75), the scope of the task and its scale were the only significant factors that
varied between the commentary, on the one hand, and the in situ and free-recall task settings,
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on the other. Yet, the three task settings considered had all different scopes: wayfinding
during in situ, memorizing during free recall and commenting on the events during a
commentary. This means that if the task was a significant factor for the choice of the
allocentric system, differences should have emerged also between the in situ and free recall
task settings, which did not happen.
Therefore ‘scale’ in the commentary task may have played a crucial role in determining
which allocentric construction would be best to describe orientation when commenting on a
walk on screen. The interpretation given here to ‘scale’ as a possible determinant for the
choice of the allocentric system is that, in addition to a walking perspective or route-view
shared with the navigators during the in situ and, through memory, the free-recall task
settings, Bininj Kunwok speakers involved in commentaries were offered a different survey
view of a familiar area with a different availability of environmental cues. In this different
view, the landmarks and their spatial relations were all exposed on a map including the rivers,
which may have triggered the use of a geomorphic system. On the contrary, the navigators in
the movies were not directly offered a survey perspective (which they could not therefore
have memorized for the recall task); their choices were based on what, for them, was the most
cost-effective and productive orientation system to be used whilst walking in the bush.
The above evidence supports the other part of H2, according to which the task may also
affect the choice of the specific orientation system verbalized because it depends on how the
environment, and its natural cues, are presented to the senses.

5.4 Discussion
The main findings of the semantic/pragmatic analysis in the previous sections are specifically
related to the performance and lexical choice of the allocentric system used in relation to
navigation. Three main factors were singled out as responsible for verbalization and
performance of orientation language: 1. a geographical factor, 2. a socio-cultural factor and 3.
a task-setting factor.
With respect to the geographical factor, specifically referring to distance from
geographic features, all three case studies analyzed in this chapter (the Djarbbin, the
Manmawobidbom and the Top-camp walks) show that Bininj Kunwok people, when faced
with the choice between two interchangeable systems of orientation (in relation to
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navigation), favour the use of a geomorphic system when significantly closer to geographic
features (such as rivers). The cardinal system is typically used when a speaker is further away
from salient landmarks, i.e., landmarks that are either visible or bear cultural significance.
This finding supports H6 in this project by providing evidence of differences in the use of
geomorphic and cardinal systems. More specifically the use of the geomorphic system near
landmarks can be explained when attention is paid to the surrounding geographical
environment in which Bininj Kunwok people and their ancestors have lived for millennia: an
environment characterized by a network of predominant rivers, usually followed when
moving around, and salient rocks, most of them used as recognizable occupation sites. The
existence of such landmarks may have had a determining influence on the conceptualization
of the surrounding space and may have provided the main points around which orientation is
calibrated. The choice of a cardinal system in all other contexts suggests greater georgraphical
versatility of the latter, which is therefore more abstract than the geomorphic system. The
findings reported here with respect to the contextual use of both cardinal and geomorphic
constructions in Bininj Kunwok expand our knowledge on emerging theories regarding the
relation between orientation, language and the environment providing evidence for the
influence of the topographical landscape on aspects of spatial cognition and spatial language
(Palmer, 2015).
Regarding the socio-cultural factor, specifically referring to the degree of shared
knowledge between fellow navigators, all three case studies analyzed in this chapter offer
evidence of two main results: one related to the content of the language used during the in situ
task, the other to the logic behind the structure of the information conveyed in the free recall.
Analysis of the in situ task setting revealed that Bininj Kunwok people adopt an
ultimate orientation strategy mostly with fellow navigators who are ‘experts’ familiar with an
area or a track navigated, and a proximate strategy mostly with fellow navigators who do not
have such familiarity. This finding supports H1 by providing evidence expanding on existing
suggestions regarding the semantics of orientation: it shows more heed needs to be paid to the
social situation in which language is used (Haugen, 1957). It is clear that only people who
have experienced certain environments and travelled through them, i.e., people thoroughly
familiar with the areas in which they live could have retained specific knowledge about those
areas and tracks. In particular the result provides evidence of the fact that the choice of a
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specific strategy of orientation to be followed or communicated depends on socio-cultural
factors since it is related to the degree of shared knowledge of an environment within a group
of travellers. In this sense it is consistent with and expands on previous ethnolinguistic
theoretical tenets stressing the importance of socio-cultural factors when interpreting spatial
language/semantics and orientation (Lewis, 1976; Widlok, 1996; 1998). The result can also be
framed within audience design communication theories (Clark and Murphy, 1982; Bell, 1984;
Gann and Barr, 2014; Enfield and Stivers, 2007; Sidnell and Stivers, 2013) in that the choice
by a main spatial expert of one or the other orientation strategy would be based on the degree
of assumed shared knowledge or common ground assumed to exist within his/her group of
navigating fellows.
Analysis of the free recalls of the directions in all three case studies observed in this
chapter offers evidence of a patterned logical structure characterized by two main features: a
chaining of allocentric directions (the same that were walked during the in situ task), and a
precise order of recall resembling their natural linear occurrence along a track. This structure
is verbalized through the use of pauses and the temporal operator wanjh between verbal
clauses containing the directions (e.g., we went to A… and then we followed B and then we
arrived C, where A, B and C are directions). In this sense, H7 is not fully supported in that a
different linguistic strategy is used by Bininj Kunwok speakers to recall directions than the
already available ‘tail-head’ (and ‘verb-less’) clause structure adopted to ease memorization
and recall of places (Garde, 2014). However, what does support H7 is the underlying logic of
‘chaining’ both types of spatial entities, namely directions and places, so as to create some
form of spatial relationship between them, and of recalling them in a precise sequential order,
so as to create a sense of time when walking from one to the other.
Taken together, the geographical and socio-pragmatic outcomes provide another type
of contextualized evidence to fit a more recent ‘socio-topographic’ model (Palmer et al.,
2017) emphasizing an interplay between language and the environment as mediated by sociocultural factors. The results in this analysis show that (spatial) cognition and language are
influenced by the environment and its affordances, and at the same time filtered through
social and cultural factors, like common ground, spatial expertise, or traditions of foot walk,
emerging and developing in that particular environment.
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Regarding the influence of the task setting, specifically referring to the ‘scale’ of the
referred space, two main findings need to be reported. One mostly relates to language
performance, the other one to lexical choice of allocentric constructions.
An examination of language performance shows that when the speaker’s body
direction is not aligned with the heading direction of the walk displayed on screen, expert
navigators demonstrate signs of orientation uncertainty expressed verbally through a number
of elements such as disfluency, false starts and semantic discrepancies between the actual
direction of going of the walk and the direction uttered. This was assumed to be unusual when
the speakers showing signs of uncertainty were some of the most expert bush navigators. A
closer semantic analysis shows that the final direction uttered corresponds to the direction in
the global scale surrounding the speaker more than to the direction in the local scale of the
map displayed on the screen. This effect can be interpreted as caused by an interaction
between the task, specifically the scale of the environment represented on screen, and sociocultural aspects related to traditional spatial knowledge, specifically the choice for absolute
orientation evolved through practices of foot travel in the bush. People who are considered
experts in large-scale walk navigation and not local scale tasks had to judge an environment
on a computer screen rather than the surrounding world they had been trained in. The result
has therefore two components to it.
One component leads us to to the broader issue of human perception relative to
features of the task setting, in that orientation performance can be affected when judging an
environment on a small scale (e.g., a photograph). One interpretation put forward in previous
studies for this state of affairs is the misalignment effect, occurring when one’s own facing
direction is not aligned with the direction of the perspective displayed on the local scale
(Sholl et al., 2006). Another interpretation prompted by a more recent investigation is that this
effect may in fact have been caused not by misalignment but by lack of sensorimotor cues,
meaning lack of body motion (Burte and Hegarty, 2014). Yet, it is not clear if this second
interpretation fits the outcome of the current study because the task stimulus proposed here
did integrate some form of temporal progression or dynamism as a visual cue (e.g., a dynamic
map pointer synchronized with a video); misalignment is therefore still a possibility. The
uncertainties reported here were not observed in a standard experimental setting;
generalization of the findings may therefore not be warranted.
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Another component allows for an interpretation of the result in cultural terms, that is
the extensive use of an absolute/allocentric system. A qualitative analysis specifically
focussed on an examination of semantic discrepancies shows that the type of direction Bininj
Kunwok speakers were uttering was usually the one the map pointer indicated with respect to
the surrounding environment at the time of the commentary, which would assume an absolute
orientation. It was not so much the one related to the confines of a map, which would assume
a relative orientation, intrinsic to the map. Bininj Kunwok expert navigators seemed to
calibrate orientation by referring to their surrounds, including the orientatin of the room they
are in during the commentary task setting, by means of global coordinates or absolute
measurements rather than referring to the confines of a map on a screen, which would require
the use of a more relative/intrinsic type of calculation. An explanation to this result is that
Bininj Kunwok expert navigators are culturally trained to use an allocentric system of
navigation based on geographical landmarks as a result of years of direct exposure to land
travel on foot (as also shown in previous Bininj Kunwok literature as seen in chapter 3) and
not indirectly through cartographic maps or computer screens (which could be considered as a
way of navigating/orienteering developed over time in Western cultures). It was therefore
possible to assume that the same type of large-scale orientation calibration be transferred to a
local-scale, thus explaining the meaning of the semantic discrepancies. The combination of
absolute orientation with some degree of awareness of the small-scale maps could have also
prompted the other linguistic signs of uncertainty such as false starts or disfluencies. This
could confirm existing findings in other Aboriginal communities (Gaby, unpublished;
Haviland, 1993; 1998; 2000) about the extended use of an allocentric/absolute orientation
cognition for those communities who already present a widespread use of the
allocentric/absolute orientation system in their everyday activites.
Taken together, both components support H3, in that language performance during
verbalization of orientation is affected by aspects of the task setting because of an extensive
or dominant use of the allocentric system in Bininj Kunwok culture.
An examination of lexical choice in the use of allocentric constructions more
specifically observed across task settings shows that during in situ and respective free-recall
tasks one type of allocentric system was used, namely the cardinal system, when far from
rivers or other salient landmarks. Conversely, in commentaries on the same walks featuring
the same perspective and along the same direction, another allocentric system, namely the
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geomorphic system, was used instead when environmental cues where available to the
speaker. Given that the language, the environment referred to and the speakers’ community
were the same, this was interpreted as a result of a different perspective of the same space
experienced, which may have affected the degree of visibility of the environmental cues in
that space. A large-scale space was in fact experienced during in situ walking and respective
memorization with only a route-view perspective at the disposal of the speakers. A smallscale space was experienced during the commentary with both a route and a bird’s eye-view
perspectives at the speaker’s disposal. This was interpreted as a constraint of the task setting
since the participants in the commentary had access to two perspectives: one shared with the
actual walkers, and another one providing a bird’s eye view of a wider area with a larger
number of landmarks and geographical detail (e.g., part of a river, Manmoyi etc.) that was
unaccessible to people during the walk. This may have affected the choice of the most
suitable allocentric system to be used in each context. The finding supports H2 in that the
lexical choice between the two allocentric systems at the disposal of Bininj Kunwok speakers
is dictated by the different availability of environmental cues caused by the task setting. The
outcome also supports H3, providing once again evidence for a dominant use of the
allocentric system in Bininj Kunwok across scales and task settings.
Overall, both analyses of language performance and lexical choice of orientation
expressions across task settings in Bininj Kunwok may shed new light on previous debates
around the influence of aspects of the elicitation task, for example task instructions
(Abarbanell, Montana and Li, 2011) or scale, versus universal cultural constraints (Haun et
al., 2011), for example the tendency to use across tasks a socio-culturally and traditionally
‘predominant’ allocentric system or strategy. The results of the current analysis go beyond
such debates by problematizing the necessary choice of one over the other and proposing
instead an interplay between the two.
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CHAPTER 6
6 Semi-naturalistic texts – quantitative analysis
Chapter 5 analysed selected examples of allocentric constructions across the three task
settings, namely three in situ walks and free-recall case studies and three commentaries case
studies in a qualitative manner. This chapter presents a complementary quantitative analysis
of the data testing mostly testing H1, H6 and H3. These included the 2017 data as well as two
more recordings collected in 2016. The data were semi-naturalistic in the sense that the task
settings were organized by the researcher who therefore had some degree of control over the
proceedings. These semi-naturalistic texts include an interview where the questions where
chosen by the researcher, plus a commentary where an informant was asked to freely
comment on a short silent slide-show (including pictures and short movie shots) of the 2016
intergenerational bushwalk. The rationale behind the application of this second chapter and
method of analysis is to further test some of the hypotheses proposed in the dissertation using
frequency-based statistical techniques.
The structure of this chapter is intended to mirror, as far as possible, the structure of
the previous chapter to show the relationships between the two. The chapter first provides an
overview of the coding procedure (§6.1); then follow this with a description of the specific
technology (software and workflow) used in the analysis (§6.2). The last three sections are
intended to quantitatively test some of the hypotheses already qualitatively answered in the
previous chapter. These are relative to orientation strategy and interlocutor familiarity (§6.3
mirroring the three case studies in §5.2.1.1, §5.2.2.1 and §5.2.3.1); allocentric system used
during navigation and distance from salient geographic features (§6.4 mirroring the three case
studies in §5.2.1.2, §5.2.2.2, §5.2.3.2); and finally the orientation uncertainties noted during
the commentary task (§6.5, mirroring §5.3 and more specifically §5.3.1). These sections are
followed by a discussion of the results (§6.6).
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6.1 Coding of variables for the semi-naturalistic texts
The analysis was contextualized thanks to the synchronization of audio/video/geographical
information provided in the recordings (as created during data collection). In ELAN entire
transcriptions were segmented into linguistic units. A ‘linguistic unit’ is intended here as an
intonation and syntactic segment that is sufficient to be interpreted as semantically complete
(Degand and Simon, 2009). Within each language unit a more semantically specific language
construction was extracted (see definition of construction in §2.2 on page 24) that could
include either specific lexicon or grammar or a combination of the two and coded into
corresponding semantic variables, and was therefore annotated. For example, ngarriwam
kaddum ngarrikabokadjung ‘we went upstream following the river’ (preceded and followed
by a relatively significant pause and with a specific situational/spatial referent) can be
considered a linguistic unit from which the lexical construction kaddum ‘upstream’ and the
grammatical construction ngarrikabokadjung ‘we follow the river’ can be extracted to
populate respectively the categories ‘geomorphic system’ and ‘motion’ (along a path – in this
case a river).
In this way it was possible to identify content patterns in the language and classify or
code them into suitable and clear semantic/conceptual categories (Krippendorff, 2012).
Indeed, this is one way to quantitatively analyze semantics to extract concepts linked to a
situation and a speaker at the time and in the geographical and socio-cultural context in which
language (and/or behaviour) is observed. But this does not exclude other possible ways of
analyzing data, which can be proposed in current or future investigations.
A number of contextual variables were thus created in the corpus dataset. For a full
list of all the variables coded for this study, and so collected but not reported in analysis, can
be found in Table 26, Appendix C. This section only lists and explains in more detail the logic
behind some of the less self-explanatory variables used for coding, and related to significant
results in analysis (e.g., distance from rivers, facing etc.). Each variable subsection heading
below reports the extended name of a variable and in brackets the type of variable (e.g.,
integer, character and so forth) followed by the range of values (with minimum and maximum
where relevant) it may assume.
Interlocutor expertise or familiarity with the landscape (binary, yes/no)
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Land or track familiarity is a significant issue when orientating and talking about or referring
to space. Spatial familiarity is considered related to the degree of training in, exposure to, or
repeated navigation around a given environment. In communication, a significant difference
in the interlocutor's familiarity with a space is assumed to change the way orientation
strategies are conceived and also the way directions are communicated in an interaction.
Specifically, here the difference between a speaker with expertise of an environment and an
interlocutor presumed to lack such knowledge is the assumed level of shared common ground
(regarding a space) between them. In this sense, expert speakers, facing a variety of choices,
could use a set of strategies and verbal expressions for interaction in order to accommodate
their interlocutor’s presumed epistemic states. The variable considered here only had a binary
(qualitative and not metric) value – familiar (yes) versus non-familiar (no). Familiarity or
expertise with a space has been previously been derived by a self-reported continuous
measure of one’s own spatial abilities with an environment and it involves a number of
measurements not contemplated here (Acredolo, 1982, Prestopnik and Roskos-Ewoldsen,
2000). However, such a calculation can be performed when people are accustomed to metrical
(Likert scale style) systems and denominations. Even so sometimes the differences between
degrees of familiarity across individuals can be difficult to quantify unless the information is
triangulated with specific observations (such as time and/or distance estimations and degree
of precision in information about shortest ways to a target from a given point). The choice of
a binary value here was to make the coding less ambiguous.
For this reason in the coding for this project a simple two-way contrast was used,
between those interlocutors who had some degree of local navigational expertise (including
those who had ‘some exposure’ to ‘experts’) and those who were not familiar at all, based on
i) what the community told the researcher unofficially before and/or after the task ii) an indepth contextualized analysis of the transcripts of the recordings iii) what the researcher
inferred over the course of her fieldwork based on her knowledge of the community members.
People were considered to possess navigational expertise if they had navigated those areas
and routes at least once and talked about them before.
Elevation/altitude of the terrain (integer, 0-600 m)
This variable contains a numeric value in meters measuring the altitude registered with a GPS
at each point during a walk. This had been arbitrarily set for the GPS at 100 m minimum. An
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alternative way to calculate altitude is by measuring atmospheric pressure, which is often
estimated with a barometric altimeter. The GPS used was set on ‘variable’ (as opposed to a
‘fixed’ and so stationary) barometer-mode to also record eventual changes of elevation while
moving. Generally, be it on a separate barometer or using a barometer filter on a GPS, altitude
accuracy, whether calculated absolutely or relatively, needs convergence time to improve by
allowing the barometric calculator to stabilise. This is achieved as the navigator stands still in
one location for a few minutes. During walks it was not always practical to wait for what
would have been lengthy periods of time within the context of the task, as to do so would
have felt unnatural. Therefore, the altitude recordings should be taken as reasonably reliable
but inevitably approximate. The highest elevation considered here was 600 m.
This variable was coded to contextualize spatial language during a walk, for a number
of reasons. One is the contextualized use of the geomorphic system across changing settings,
a progressive increase of altitude in fact should correspond to going ‘upstream’ or towards
‘high country’, vice-versa a progressive decrease of altitude should instead correspond to
going ‘downstream’ or ‘low country’ depending also on the salient environmental cues
available at the time language is used. In this sense, elevation information is triangulated with
particular constructions people use.
Distance from rivers (integer, 0-1600 m)
Since not all walks happened near rivers, distance from rivers was calculated in two ways.
1.

When the navigation was directed to and guided by a riverine system the
distance from the rivers was calculated as the GPS distance to the
watercourse from/to the point where the walk started/ended.

2.

When the navigation was not guided by a river course (and so not following
a major river to wayfind) nor directed to it (and so not keeping the river as a
target location/landmark), distance from rivers could not be calculated as in
1 above because no river landmark could have been used to measure
distances to and from it. Therefore, this was calculated as a Euclidean
approximate distance from the closest river at each point where a relevant
linguistic unit considered was produced, using Google Earth.

The first quantitative coding of the distance in continuous variables was followed by a recoding as binary variables so as to apply statistical models to the latter. Distance from rivers
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was in fact regrouped into two classes: ‘near’ and ‘far’. The variable ‘near’ included all
integer values from 0 equal to 100 m. The variable ‘far’ included all integer values from more
than 100 m onwards (the furthest away calculated was 1600 m approximately). The cut-off
point between one and the other needs to be considered only as an approximate metric
distinction used for coding/calculation reasons.
Cardinal direction faced during commentary task (character, north/south/east/west)
Previous literature has shown that some Aboriginal communities with an already dominant
allocentric/absolute system tend to gesture and orientate also in relation to their
immediate/local space using the allocentric/absolute system or FoR of their global
surroundings and not using an egocentric FoR of their body (Gaby, unpublished; Haviland,
1993; 1998; 2000). Therefore, to control for this the direction of facing of the speakers during
a commentary was considered. The variable was calculated only for the commentaries for two
reasons: 1. The facing direction during the commentary task was likely to stay steady when
paying attention to a screen in a room (unlike moving in the bush) and so easier to monitor; 2.
to see if absolute vs relative spatial effects could emerge, which could only be observed if a
difference in scale was introduced (with the computer screen).
Direction of the map arrow with respect to the surrounding environment (character,
east/north/north-east/north-west/south/south-east/south-west/west)
This variable is relative to the stimuli created for this project and so only observed for the
commentary task. The stimuli in fact present two synchronized screens, one of them figuring
a dynamic pointer moving on a cartographic representation of the environment in the
direction people followed during an in situ walk. During the commentaries the speakers were
left to work out the orientation of the map on screen themselves. This means that the direction
of the pointer could be interpreted and verbalized in two ways depending on the type of
orientation assumed.
One way is locally or relative to pre-established (if known) intrinsic confines of a map
(presented in front of a speaker). For example if in a (north-oriented) map the dynamic arrow
follows an east direction, the speaker may say ‘the walk was going east’, independently from
his/her direction of facing and global coordinates.
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Another way is global or absolute, and so anchored on the environment surrounding
the person commenting, for which the orientation of a map on screen would be unnecessary.
For example if again in a (north-aligned) map the dynamic arrow follows the eastern direction
(on the map) but that direction actually points west with respect to the global coordinates of
the speaker facing the map, s/he may say ‘the walk was going west’, this time the answer
would be dependent from the direction of facing of the speaker but still absolutely fixed to
global coordinates. Analyzing the spatial language used to refer to the direction of that
dynamic map arrow it is possible to detect if the person is assuming a local or a global/
absolute perspective.
Geomorphic and cardinal directions (character, geomorph/card)
This variable only considers geomorphic and cardinal constructions. Given the availability of
both geomorphic and cardinal systems, the question of what contextual factors may condition
the choice of one or the other becomes of interest.
Orientation verbal uncertainties
The variable ‘orientation uncertainty’ is only used for the commentary task. It is used to
identify a number of measurable components of language performance related to the
verbalization of allocentric constructions, as a sign of uncertainty. Amongst them are: false
starts, disfluencies in language, or semantic discrepancies between the allocentric construction
verbalized and the one actually walked by the navigators displayed on the screen, the latter
specifically detected by comparing the direction of the dynamic map pointer/arrow and the
direction of facing of the speaker commenting. It includes the values ‘UNC’ (uncertain), its
opposite ‘NOTUNC’ (not uncertain) and ‘NOTREL’ in cases where the uncertainty was not
applicable (nor relevant).

6.2 Technology for geotagged language analysis of in situ navigation
For the purposes of a geo-tagged analysis of language produced during in situ walks, the
original GoPro movies needed to be accurately synchronized with the associated GPX files.
The synchronization procedure was carried out already in data collection (§4.2.1) but the aim
was for ‘visual’ purposes to create navigation stimuli and audio-visual cultural resources. In
data analysis the scope of such synchronization was to temporally juxtapose different
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telemetric variables such as coordinates, altitude, distance, speed, angle of heading etc.
together with linguistic units produced during a walk and to apply semantic analysis to these
altogether. When using two separate devices such as action cameras and a GPS, the
synchronization can be done using free and open source applications that can be downloaded
from the Internet. The application this project has used is called Virb and it is a creation by
17

Garmin. The application allows the user to import and visualize any movie as well as any
GPX file on a map. It can also be used offline so long as the software has cached and updated
mapping data before going to an offline fieldsite, since it uses Google maps (see Figure 34).
The application allows one to zoom into the map to assist with mapping precision. This
application creates a new .mp4 file where the original GoPro movie is synchronized to the
GPX. The telemetric data can be selected for visualization in the movie screen as juxtaposed
anywhere in the screen to the content of the video. Given the current absence of technology to
facilitate this type of geographically contextualized semantic analysis in an automatic way all
the geographic telemetric values printed on screen were manually copied as variables in
correspondence of each linguistic unit considered.

17

https://buy.garmin.com/en-GB/GB/p/153276
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Figure 34: screenshot of Virb application during synchronization of GoPro movie (left) and
GPS track (right) visualized on Google Maps.

6.3 In situ – Communicated orientation strategy and interlocutor familiarity
with the area
The qualitative analysis conducted in the previous chapter (see chapter 5, §5.2.1.1, §5.2.2.1,
§5.2.3.1) found that Bininj Kunwok people adopt two main strategies of orientation (and
communication thereof). These were named after Haugen’s work (1957) on Icelandic
orientation: proximate, based on the immediate judgment of the eye using visually salient
information and ultimate, based on traditions of land travel. This second one is correlated
with the topographic conformation of Western Arnhem Land, and the identification of a
direction to a final destination from a known (and not immediately visible) environmental
cue. More specifically, the analysis revealed the influence, on the use of one or the other
strategy, of a socio-pragmatic factor related to degrees of assumed shared knowledge and
communication between fellow travellers. A preference for using the proximate orientation
strategy was detected with non-expert interlocutors, presumably based on the significant
difference in shared common ground between speakers regarding the local environment.
Conversely, a preference for using an ultimate orientation emerged with interlocutors
presumed familiar with the local environment, therefore sharing the same spatial
representation of an environment as to the direction of the ultimate goal of the walk. The
result satisfied H1.
This subsection offers quantitative support for this hypothesis by running the analysis
on all in situ walks of the semi-naturalistic dataset to make sure that the findings where not
the result of chance. Only in situ texts were used for these measurements because neither the
free-recall nor the commentary tasks had a controlled interlocutor that could be systematically
observed as a variable as in the case of in situ walks, and in some cases it was not clear who
the interlocutor was believed to be, thus weakening possible interpretations.
The distinction between proximate and ultimate orientation, was proposed by Haugen
(1957) in response to the need to provide further insights to the semantics of less direct or
previously defined (Einarsson, 1942; 1944) ‘incorrect’ terminology of orientation reference in
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Icelandic by suggesting, in other words, that these would be more environmentally situated
and socially modulated. Yet, these assumptions were mostly based on anecdotal participant
observation and never underwent systematic empirical examination. Therefore, this section
provides a more empirical approach applied to an analysis of Bininj Kunwok language.
A quantitative outcome shows that during the in situ walks, interlocutor familiarity
with the area and the track may influence the choice (by the speaker) between an ultimate and
a proximate orientation strategy (Figure 35).

Figure 35: absolute frequency of use and verbalization of ultimate and proximate orientation
strategy and interlocutor familiarity/expertise. Note the significantly higher frequency of
proximate strategies constructions under the non-familiar condition, versus the tendency to
use more ultimate strategies under the familiar condition.

A Chi-square analysis of frequencies was conducted between interlocutor familiarity and the
use of one of the two semantic orientation strategies – proximate and ultimate (χ2 = 15.021, df
= 1, p < .001). The result suggests that the choice of using and verbalizing a proximate versus
an ultimate orientation strategy during navigation by a Bininj Kunwok speaker significantly
varies as a function of the interlocutor familiarity with the landscape and therefore shared
common ground about an environment.
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The graph shows that the ultimate strategy is almost never used with interlocutors
unfamiliar with a track, thus supporting H1. The result can be interpreted following a simple
logic: if ultimate orientation requires a knowledge of the land to be verbalized and/or
understood, the easiest way to give directions to someone who is unfamiliar with the area is
by using immediately visible anchors, and so the immediate judgment of the eye, other than
what is ‘assumed’ to be there (because perhaps learnt through cultural practices of land
travel). This is likely to change the way space can be conceptualized and verbalized, and the
way in which orientation is calculated (for more see chapter 7).

6.4 In situ – Allocentric systems use and distance from salient geographic
features
The qualitative geographically contextualized analysis in the previous chapter (chapter 5,
§5.2.1.2, §5.2.2.2, §5.2.3.2) provided support for H6, thus confirming suggestions deriving
from pan-Australian etymological surveys on cardinal terminology (Whitehead, 1990) and
cross-linguistic topographic hypotheses (Palmer, 2015) but lacking of a systematic contextual
analysis. According to H6 the physical environment can be a factor responsible for the choice
of the spatial system adopted to orientate and its related verbal formulations. More
specifically, it was found that Bininj Kunwok people, during walks, in close proximity to
salient geographic features (such as rivers) favoured the choice of a geomorphic system,
whereas the cardinal was chosen in a wider variety of contexts but mostly when the
navigation happened away from meaningful geographic features.
This section sets out to test H6 with quantitative analysis conducted observing the use
of allocentric constructions in the geographical context in which they occurred. This was
measured by running the analysis on all the in situ texts of the semi-naturalistic dataset. The
other text types from the other task settings were excluded from this calculation because
distance from geographic features was considered a less relevant factor in tasks that did not
mainly concern navigation or wayfinding and where the main focus of attention was memory
in free-recalls and a computer screen in commentaries.
During a walk the speakers are immediately experiencing the environment, whereas in
the other two task settings they are not. In addition, for each commentary the physical
distance of the participant commenting from rivers was always the same, since they all took
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place in one of the rangers' offices in Manmoyi (about 800 meters from the Djarbbin river to
the west, and 1 km from the Mann river to the east). This was not the same for free recall
texts, which happened in different locations each time. Therefore it is hard to connect this
factor to the variability of the allocentric system used. Yet, this does not imply that allocentric
constructions were not used in the other two text types. This section offers a panoramic crosstask distribution of the use of allocentric constructions (Table 5, Figure 36).
From the absolute frequency distribution it appears that cardinals are most used in
commentaries whereas in free recalls neither allocentric system, but especially not the
geomorphic system, are used. A chi-square test of association was performed on these data,
which showed that the distribution of allocentric constructions did not differ from chance (χ2
= 4.431, df = 2, p = 0.10), therefore not particularly significant.
Nevertheless, it could be argued that comparing long talks in the commentaries and in
situ walks with brief talks in the free recalls may be unbalanced, thus causing the tendencies
below.
Table 5: total number of words and allocentric constructions for texts in each task setting
Task setting

Tot number of

Absolute frequency of allocentric constructions

constructions/words

Cardinal

Geomorphic

In-situ

6683

33

13

Free recall

214

11

1

Commentary

8728

43

26

In bold the lowest absolute frequencies.

To overcome this issue relative frequencies were calculated instead. Relative counts are
calculated as the total number of allocentric constructions divided by the total number of
words for each task setting. With this new calculation now the results show an opposite
tendency (see Figure 36). Free recalls in fact show, despite the significantly lowest amount of
words, the highest proportion of cardinal constructions used compared to the other two text
types.
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Figure 36: relative frequency of use of allocentric constructions across the three task
settings. Note the dramatically greater tendency to use cardinal constructions during free
recalls, as compared to commentaries and in situ bushwalks, notwithstanding the fact that
free recalls are the shortest texts of the semi-naturalistic dataset. In comparison geomorphic
constructions are less used in all three task settings.

The next analysis only considers in situ walks investigating the type of allocentric system
adopted by Bininj Kunwok speakers during navigation. Specifically, it considers the speakers
distance from geographic features (e.g., rivers) as an independent variable and it explores its
effects on the use of the allocentric systems. Below a bar chart representing the results (Figure
37).
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Figure 37: absolute frequency of use and verbalization of allocentric constructions and
distance from salient geographic features (in this case rivers). Note significantly strikingly
higher amount of cardinal constructions are used at a distance greater than 100 meters from
the closest river. The graph also shows a tendency to use the geomorphic system more than
the cardinal at a close proximity of 100 or less meters; this may be related to the specialized
use of the geomorphic with respect to the contextual flexibility of the cardinal.

A Chi-square analysis with Yates’ continuity correction (to avoid the risk of producing too
small significant values using a standard Chi-square test with a 2x2 table) was applied to the
data between distance from rivers (after the metric values were reclassified into the two
categories of near and far) and the absolute frequency of use of allocentric
constructions/words (χ2 = 9.93, df = 1, p < .001). Two values are less than 5. While all
individual counts are greater than 1 and in a Chi-square test it may be possible to have some
expected values less than 5 (Field, 2012), the sample size for this test is also quite small.
One issue with Chi-square tests is that the sampling distribution of the test statistic is
always approximate. This means that the smaller the sample the more inaccurate the
significance of the analysis. For this reason a Fisher’s exact test was also conducted. Fisher’s
exact test is a non-parametric test, returning a significance value, equivalent to a Chi-square
with Yate’s correction test. It calculates the exact probability that a Chi-square test is accurate
when the numbers are low. The results are significant also with a Fisher’s correction (p <
.001). Reading the results against the distribution in the graph it appears that a distance larger
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than 100 meters predicts the use and verbalization of cardinal constructions, and so equal to or
minor than 100 meters the use and verbalization of geomorphic.
The interpretation given to this result is that both cardinal and geomorphic are
allocentric systems at the disposal of the speaker, but the main difference is that the
geomorphic is more directly based on environmentally grounded anchors (e.g., waterflow/slope), whereas the cardinal is indirectly related to the environment and so more
abstract. In this sense, for a person orientating in the bush it would be more sensible to choose
a more ad hoc system of orientation closer to visible salient geographic resources and the
other one when these are not in sight. The outcome theefore supports H6 that rivers distance
and choice of allocentric system are related.
As already mentioned in the data collection procedure chapter (see chapter 4, §4.2.2.1)
the motivation and track to be followed for each walk were chosen by Bininj Kunwok people.
This means that, there was not much control over the type of environment or track
undertaken. This may have affected the low numbers for the use of geomorphic constructions
encountered in this analysis. Given the data, there seems to be a higher number of
opportunities far from rivers (100 m +) where cardinals are more likely to be used by the
speakers whereas only a small amount of opportunities to use and verbalize the geomorphic
system closer to rivers (0-100 m), indeed also considering that people do not spend the whole
time giving directions in either cases.

6.5 Commentary – orientation verbal uncertainties
In the qualitative analysis of the commentary task as observed in chapter 5 (§5.3 and
corresponding §5.3.1), one emergent pattern related to the number of orientation semantic
discrepancies between the direction given and the direction followed during the walk on
screen or verbal false starts (considered as a symptom of uncertainty) made by expert (see
also a definition of ‘expert’ in §2.1.3) navigators of Western Arnhem Land, but who did not
take part in those specific walks commented on.
This was interpreted as being due to the interplay that both aspects of culture and
some specific contextual features of the commentary task can have on orientation language
and performance. A thorough analysis of the setting showed that one possible task feature
responsible for this effect could be the scale of the space represented. A result that emerged
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from the qualitative analysis in the previous chapter showed that Bininj Kunwok speakers’
verbalizations tended to show no signs of uncertainty nor semantic discrepancies when their
facing direction (during the commentaries) was in line with the direction of heading of the
dynamic map pointer/arrow on screen. Conversely discrepancies and/or disfluencies appeared
if facing and heading were misaligned. Reported below are some quantitative measurements
run on all the commentaries collected spoken by all the 29 speakers, as illustrated in the bar
chart below (see Figure 38), to verify particularly this second effect.

Figure 38: absolute frequency of verbal uncertainties (including false starts, semantic
discrepancies and disfluencies) and body alignment with the map pointer. The graph reveals
a significantly higher amount of uncertainties when the body facing direction of the speaker
commenting was not aligned with (was not the same as) the heading direction of the map
pointer moving on the screen.

A Chi-square test was conducted between body alignment with the map pointer
(corresponding to a direction in the surrounding environment) and frequency of orientation
uncertainties (χ2 = 2287, df = 4, p < 0.001, Fisher’s p< 0.001). In both tests the results are
significant. One way to interpret the finding is through the fact that Bininj Kunwok speakers
tend to use absolute/allocentric orientation as a default strategy, thus using the global
surrounding environment to orientate at any time even locally, instead of using the
relative/intrinsic axes of a computer screen for example. This means that when the map
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pointer aligns with the same facing direction of the commentators, speakers should not have
doubts in identifying and verbalizing an orientation direction. However, when their current
facing and the direction indicated by the dynamic map pointer are not aligned the speakers
may show signs of language uncertainty, and the orientation system intended would be
reflected in the semantic discrepancies examined. This performance effect was therefore
assumed to relate to the scale of the space represented on screen and therefore defined a body
alignment effect. The outcome supports previous literature showing orientation performance
effects when comparing one’s own facing direction to the facing perspective of a small-scale
environment such as a photograph (Sholl, 2006) and given the presence, in the commentary
task, of time passing distinguished by the dynamic map pointer and the video of the
navigation unfolding, the interpretation of a possible effect of the absence of sensorimotor
cues (Burt and Hegarty, 2014) can possibly be excluded.
The outcome is interpreted as an effect of the interplay between the constraints of the
elicitation task over the more culturally specific tendency to use a dominant allocentric
orientation system across different scales. As already discussed in §5.3.1, the additional
potential interpretation that the visual complexity of the task could have made it difficult to
understand the task is ruled out here on the basis of the quantitative analysis. If, in fact, the
misalignment effects found were only the result of a misunderstanding of the transposition of
perspectives the results found would have not reached the specified significance across
participants.
Therefore the result supports H3 of an extensive cross-scale use of the allocentric
system in Bininj Kunwok, given the task setting.

6.6 Discussion
The quantitative outcome in this chapter mirrors the results emerging from the qualitative
analysis proposed in the chapter 5. This means that analogously to chapter 5 the discussion in
this section has been classified relative to the content of the lexical choice as well as the
language performance within the context in which the language was used. The main
difference from the previous chapter is that the findings reported here emerged from statistical
measurements run against a bigger sample of the data mostly in support of H1, H6, and H3.
The findings in this chapter emphasized the distribution of both allocentric constructions
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used, namely cardinal and geomorphic, and measurable language performance tendencies
across different contexts (socio-cultural, geographic, task-related).
Two main factors were singled out as possibly influencing the use of orientation
language specifically during in situ navigation: 1. the physical environment and 2. the degree
of shared knowledge about an area between interlocutors navigating together.
Regarding the first factor (the physical environment), it appeared that the geomorphic
constructions were used specifically when the navigator/speaker’s distance was closer
(approximately =< 100 meters) to salient geographic features. Conversely the use of cardinal
constructions was mostly relevant in other contexts further away from geographic features
and so when these were not perceptible to the people navigating. This further backed up the
results emerged in chapter 4 in support for H6.
Regarding the second factor (interlocutor familiarity with an area and the degree of
shared spatial knowledge), a proximate orientation strategy was used frequently with
interlocutors assumed to be unfamiliar to the area and track. In contrast, an ultimate strategy
of navigation was mostly communicated to interlocutors assumed to be familiar with the land
and the path. This further verifies the results in chapter 5, in support of H1.
Considering both the results above it is possible to assume that the surrounding
geophysical/topographical environment plays a pivotal role in the way orientation and its
strategies can be shaped, chosen and communicated while simultaneously also being filtered
through some socio-pragmatic parameters of interaction during navigation. In this sense, the
result sets itself within current theoretical assumptions regarding the sensitivity of spatial
language and cognition to the interaction of culture, language and the environment (Palmer,
2015; Palmer et al., 2017).
With regard to allocentric constructions performance (only) during commentaries an
interaction of factors appeared to be influencing the use of orientation language performance:
the task scale and culture. It was found that people produced a significant amount of linguistic
uncertainty indicators when their body facing was not aligned with the walking direction of a
walk displayed on a computer screen than when they were aligned. A semantic analysis of the
direction given examined in relation to the setting showed that the direction uttered
corresponded to the global coordinates surrounding the commentators, rather than the local
relative/intrinsic coordinates of a computer screen. One of the interpretations to this result is
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that the effect could be related to the task and more specifically the shift in ‘scale’ (local and
therefore relative/intrinsic to a map or global) of the space referred to in order to gauge
orientation. The interpretation of a body misalignment effect was motivated by previous
results related to similar issues in previous spatial cognitive literature (Sholl, 2006) despite
conflicting views related to the possibility of a sensory-motor absence effect – in people
judging directions without body motion (Burte and Hegarty, 2014). Yet, the lack of bodily
motion may not have affected the current results since the stimulus used in this study
integrated some dynamic visual cues (the dynamic map pointer and the video itself) and it is
not clear if that could have compensated for the lack of motion, since previous studies only
showed static cues.
Yet, the physical features of the task themselves would not entirely explain the effects
found on language performance unless these were also connected to other factors of sociocultural nature. Bininj Kunwok participants in fact demonstrated a tendency to communicate a
direction reflecting the global/absolute coordinates of their surroundings, assumed to be
socio-culturally determined by traditional practices of land travel and orientation in the bush
more than a direction reflecting a knowledge of relative/intrinsic axes of a map on a computer
screen. Therefore the culturally-related tendency to extend the use of an allocentric system
across scales, combined with the an awareness of the task constraints may have caused the
observed performance effects. This quantitative result further verifies the qualitative analysis
in the previous chapter and participates to previous discussions debated over the question
whether orientation language performance is mostly affected by universal aspects of culture
(Haun et al., 2011) or by specific features of the elicitation task, for example test instructions
(Abarbanell, Montana and Li, 2011), or scale. The current quantitative results of the current
chapter complement the qualitative outcome emerged in chapter 5 in support to H3 and
contribute to the proposal that both features of the task and culture are valid contextual factors
concurring in affecting orientation language and performance.
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Table 6: a summary of the quantitative results emerging from a contextualized analysis
conducted on a larger set of the data in this chapter and mirroring/supporting some of the
qualitative results found in chapter 5.

Semantic
content

Variable observed

Influential factor

Quantitative results

Orientation strategy

Interlocutor familiarity

χ2 = 15.021, df = 1, p < .001

and

lexical choice

with the environment
Use of allocentric

Close distance to

constructions

geographic features (e.g.,

χ2 = 9.93, df = 1, p < .001

rivers)
Language

Orientation

Small-scale in

performance

performance

commentary/ body

(semantic

misalignment effect +

discrepancies, false

absolute orientation

starts, disfluency
etc.)
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CHAPTER 7
7 Modelling audience design in spatial navigation talk
The previous chapters of section A (5 and 6) contained qualitative and quantitative analyses
of Bininj Kunwok language use in relation to spatial navigation. The main results emerging
from the analyses were: (a) socio-pragmatic factors relating to audience design, specifically,
the degree of presumed interlocutor knowledge of the landscape, can affect the choice of
orientation strategy employed during navigation (proximate and ultimate); (b) geographic
factors (such as distance from salient landmarks) can affect the use of different allocentric
orientation systems (e.g., cardinal or geomorphic) to be adopted during navigation; and (c)
spatial language performance can be affected by aspects of the task setting (particularly the
scale – computer screen vs in situ navigation) together with cultural factors (extended use of
allocentric/absolute versus egocentric orientation).
In this chapter we sketch a working cognitive model of navigation, which is defined as
a working model of the processes underlying human behaviour during movement in space,
with the aim of providing a better understanding of spatial navigation. The working model
sketched here is a suggestion, backed up by empirical evidence based on specific observations
of Bininj Kunwok language use in context, on how current state-of-the-art navigation models
can include a communicative level.

Therfore it answers the question whether current

cognitive models of navigation can be expanded to include communicative information.
The working model is inspired by a current model of spatial navigation developed in
cognitive neuroscience (Spiers and Barry, 2015). This dissertation elaborates on some of the
concepts developed by Spiers and Barry (2015), incorporating linguistic, social and pragmatic
evidence from Bininj Kunwok. The working model proposed here is divided into three
components. Two of them involve working models of actual navigation. The third
component, on cognitive maps, is drawn from the Bininj Kunwok investigations (Garde,
2014) and spatial literature on memory for spatial locations (Tolman, 1948; Epstein et al.,
2017).
The first component is a sketch of a working cognitive model of people walking
through space, re-elaborating the main navigation parameters contemplated in Spiers and
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Barry (2015) such as distance, directions, landmarks incorporating Bininj Kunwok data
(§7.1). The second component introduces an additional, pragmatic interpersonal, parameter,
which implies that yet another level of information (in addition to the sensory and memory
levels) should also be taken into consideration when designing a working model of spatial
navigation, namely the communicative level, which is socio-pragmatically modulated (§7.2).
The third part suggests that one way to create cognitive maps of a place without employing
modern technology, is by using a mnemonic technique requiring chaining and temporal
sequence of places and directions in order to create a sense of direction and path integration
(§7.3).

7.1 Navigation models – sensory and memory information
The working model proposed in this project evaluates and builds on the current model of
navigation proposed by Spiers and Barry (2015), which it also extends by incorporating data
from another language and culture, namely Bininj Kunwok. Spiers and Barry’s (2015) model
is based on evidence in neuroscience emerging from rodents and humans (mostly English
speaking adults living and working in urban settings). It was chosen based on its scientific
theoretical and technological advancement. It in fact expands upon previous computational
models of navigation based on long-standing renowned and Nobel-prize winning research on
the hippocampus and place cells (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971) and benefitting from the
application of state-of-the-art experimental devices in spatial neuroscience, such as laboratory
tests

on

rodents,

Functional

Magnetic

Resonance

Imaging

(fMRI)

or

mobile

Electroencephalography (EEG) on humans. It approximates human navigation based on two
main types of information: sensory and memory (§2.1.1). Sensory information is based on
what is perceived on the go by a human navigating, for example, the physical surrounds, its
affordances and landmarks. Memory information is complementary and related to the mental
schemas or representations of reality people create before or after experience of a space as a
necessary step towards future recognition, planning, and decision-making during navigation.
A memory-based representation of an environment as a result of previous experience
reflecting the capacity of an organism to learn a space has been defined before as a ‘cognitive
map’ (Tolman, 1948). Such a ‘cognitive map’ is generally created through a combination of
an organism’s temporal proprioceptive updates of its position and understanding of the
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structural topography of an environment (Epstein et al., 2017). The sketch below (Figure 39)
is a general representation of space including all the parameters assumed in this dissertation to
be important during navigation in light of data from Bininj Kunwok.

Figure 39: a working cognitive model of space inspired by Spiers and Barry (2015) and
adapted to Bininj Kunwok data.

The sketch in Figure 39 proposes a working cognitive model of a space from the ideal
perspective of expert travellers. So-called ‘expert travellers’ are assumed to have travelled (or
to have been exposed) to that area and its affordances often enough to have a clear idea of the
topography of the environment and its distances. The sketch contains additional parameters
such as natural salient landmarks (a river and a hill), orientation strategies to be adopted
(proximate and ultimate), types of distances to be walked (e.g., path and Euclidean), and the
main orientation system adopted (e.g., the allocentric with its geomorphic and cardinal
varieties for example ‘upstream’ or ‘north’). The sketch only shows a general overview of all
the parameters available to an expert Bininj Kunwok navigator. All the different parameters
illustrated in Figure 39 are described in the paragraphs below and their use will be explained
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more thoroughly with the introduction of the communicative level, which will follow in the
next section.
The fundamental element triggering a proposal for the expanded working model of
navigation put forward in this project is a shift from ‘person navigating’ to ‘people
navigating’, which adds a further level of awareness to the possibilities of orientation during
navigation and stresses the importance of also considering community-led decision-making
and movement during navigation.
Another important element to be considered in navigation and fundamental to decisionmaking and path estimations is barriers and natural landmarks. These, in fact, should not only
be considered physical impediments, like the high rocks and thick vegetation of Western
Arnhem Land, which impede easy foot-trajectory towards a goal, but they also act as cues
guiding navigation. This is because movement and strategies of orientation are also
determined in relation to relevant landmarks, whose nature depends on everyday activities
(e.g., following a river course instead of another pathway to reach locations on country) or on
sacred significance (e.g., some crossings may be ‘blocked’ not due to actual obstructions but
to ‘invisible’ ancestral beliefs connected to ceremony).
In addition, the two orientation strategies borrowed from Haugen (1957)’s analysis of
orientation semantics – proximate and ultimate – are assumed to be both available to Bininj
Kunwok speakers who are familiar or expert with an area. This means they can choose to use
a strategy based on the immediate judgment of the eye, for example, by using the sun or a
visible hill to orientate their movement, or they can decide to use their familiarity with the
land and the track to gauge their way to a final destination measuring directions from an
invisible cue in the environment. The choice to use one or the other is a matter of common
ground and will be discussed more thoroughly in the next section. Additionally, the strategies
can be drawn on with one of the parameters– allocentric direction identified in (Spiers and
Barry’s (2015) model, while omitting the egocentric altogether, as suggested by its total
absence from any previous discussions in the existing Bininj Kunwok literature and in this
dissertation (chapter 3).
The allocentric system, as sketched in Figure 39 and as it was defined in Spiers and
Barry’s model (2015) is determined by the angle spanned by a fixed cue in the environment
and a final destination. The fixed cue in the environment can either be represented by a
cardinal point or by environmentally grounded landmarks. The choice of one or the other, as
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already seen in this dissertation, is determined by the travellers’ distance from/closeness to
salient landmarks.

7.2 Audience design navigation – communicative information
The consideration, in an extended working model of navigation, of ‘people’ navigating (as
opposed to a single ‘person’) allows one to make use of a third type of information focussed
on in this project: the communicative. ‘Communicative’ is defined here as a form of
expression produced to be understood by other individuals (or organisms) in a group or
community. Given the type of findings on which the current working model is constructed,
communicative information here mostly relates to language and accompanying behaviour
(e.g., gestures, language performance). Furthermore, communication during navigation also
presumes cognitive complexity since it involves interpersonal processes happening as well as
spatial calculations.
Expanding Spiers and Barry’s (2015) model with communicative information means
adding another important parameter that has not received much attention in human navigation
– the socio-pragmatic processes underlying interaction. This is a crucial component to be
considered in navigation, especially in light of previous literature (Lewis, 1976; Haviland,
1993; 1998; 2001; Widlok, 1996; 1997; 2008; Nash, 1998), providing evidence that there are
various ways of orientating and navigating that can also depend on community-based
traditions of land travel, social interaction, and relationship between cultures and their land.
As outlined in §1.1.4, a key concept of the present study is the notion of spatial
familiarity and expertise of an individual with an environment, but also the degree of assumed
familiarity of an interlocutor during social interaction. The two are strictly connected and
differ in the degree of exposure to and (direct and/or indirect) training in an environment in
order to acquire the right skills to be able to use or navigate an area, but also to teach others to
do so. One of the findings of this project revealed that in Bininj Kunwok, proximate
orientation is used mostly with unfamiliar interlocutors. Conversely, there is a tendency to
switch to an ultimate strategy with familiar interlocutors and fellow navigators. Although this
finding emerged from an analysis of language in context, the use of one or the other strategy
may not only involve a linguistic choice within a repertoire of possibilities, but also a
cognitive process reflecting a different strategy.
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To process a proximate orientation involves identifying an immediate direction. This
is achieved by capturing surrounding environmental cues (e.g., the sun, the water flow etc.)
that are directly visible to the senses. Therefore no familiarity or expertise with an
environment is required. A different process is likely to be used instead when a navigator has
to identify a direction to a final non-visible destination from a known landmark (also not
immediately perceptible by the senses because it is too far or obscured by some barrier). This
may be a more complex process involving distance and temporal estimations based on
memory or pre-planned strategy thinking rather than a step-by-step decision-making process.
It is possible that this strategy may be most effective during repeated wayfinding but less
appropriate for educational purposes. In the latter case, the proximate strategy would likely be
more efficient, since unfamiliar people can see and memorize tangible cues, and thus learn the
way. In contrast, it is difficult to memorize and use a cue that one can only imagine.
Introducing a communicative level to the spatial model in Figure 39 presupposes that
the choice of one or the other orientation strategy is dictated not just by individual
arbitrariness constrained by the affordances of an environment. It is in fact also affected by
pragmatic rules underlying social interaction with other individuals. It presupposes an attempt
by people to converge on a common understanding, an effort that inevitably affects verbal
formulations in conversation as a result of intersubjective coordination as well as
interlocutor’s engagement (Evans, Bergqvist and San Roque, 2017a, b). Translating this in a
navigation context means that fellow travellers (speakers) who are more expert or familiar
with an environment may choose to use and communicate an orientation strategy based on a
degree of presumed shared spatial knowledge by “using common ground to adapt an original
utterance plan to meet listeners’ needs” (Gann and Barr, 2012: 744). Because of this sociopragmatic component, the working model presented here is labelled recipient design or
audience design, a name borrowed from theories of language use, mass communication and
conversation analysis (Clark and Murphy, 1982; Bell, 1984; Gann and Barr, 2014; Enfield
and Stivers, 2007; Sidnell and Stivers, 2013; also see §2.1.4, in chapter 2). These theories
build on the idea of a speaker’s communicative and cognitive adaptation to the interlocutors’
needs based on the extent of common ground (in this case shared knowledge about an
environment). This was a crucial feature in interpreting Bininj Kunwok orientation and was
considered important to add another sample point from a very different language and culture
to that used in previous studies of navigation (e.g., Spiers and Barry, 2015).
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The audience design working model proposed here may be visualized by means of two
illustrative sketches (Figure 40 and Figure 41 below) that complete the previous one (Figure
39), which presented all the variables for but which was not yet modelled on audience design.
Both sketches are working models of the speaker’s assumption of what the interlocutor may
or may not know about a particular environment and consequent verbal choices to refer to the
orientation strategies adopted to move around that environment. One is a speaker’s cognitive
metarepresentation of the assumed spatial knowledge of an interlocutor unfamiliar with an
environment and the communicative choices (Figure 40). The other is a speaker’s cognitive
metarepresentation of the assumed spatial knowledge of an interlocutor this time familiar with
an environment and the communicative choices thereof (Figure 41).
The proposed sketches are the product of results that emerged in the course of the
analysis of chapters 5 and 6 representing the contextualized section of the project. Only
through an analysis in context of Bininj Kunwok language (and gestures when possible) was
it in fact possible to triangulate communicative and sensory information to design a working
model of spatial navigation. Only by analysing language in combination with GPS data was it
possible to calculate at each point when orientation language was used, the distance of the
speakers from their landmarks, their geographical position or the direction they were facing.
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Figure 40: representation of a speaker’s cognitive metarepresentation of the presumed
spatial knowledge of his/her interlocutor(s), who are unfamiliar with an environment and the
communicative choices thereof.

The sketch in Figure 40 is a metarepresentation of what a speaker assumes to be the degree of
knowledge (therefore common ground) his/her interlocutors possess about a certain
environment and its affordances. According to the proposed sketch, the degree of common
ground between a speaker and his/her interlocutors is low. This is due to the interlocutors’
assumed lack of familiarity/expertise with the environment, represented in this picture by a
blank space to the side of the barrier, meaning that the interlocutors do not have/share all the
spatial knowledge with the speaker as represented in Figure 39. The (expert) speaker assumes
that the interlocutors calibrate their orientation based on what is immediately visible or
perceptible to their senses along the route walked, which they would otherwise imagine. In
the graph this is represented by only a sub-segment of the ‘path distance’ (in yellow) with
respect to the whole distance in the speaker’s representation, the one immediately ahead of
them. Therefore, in order to communicate a direction to a goal, which is not reachable on a
straight (Euclidean) line, a speaker may choose to accommodate the necessities of his/her
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interlocutors and only communicate the next direction up as they move along based on visible
landmarks (in Figure 39 only the first direction along the path is represented). To guarantee a
successful and efficient interpersonal understanding, the speaker, given his/her knowledge of
the whole area, when instructing fellow travellers on the way to go (as in Figure 40), needs to
adapt his/her communication to their degree of knowledge so as to give as much information
as required to be truthful, to be relevant and to avoid obscurity (Grice, 1975). Indeed, there
will be other social reasons and settings where these pragmatic ‘rules’ of truthfulness,
relevance and transparency may not be respected, but these are not contemplated in the
working model proposed here, which is limited to the goals of navigation and wayfinding.
The speaker is confronted with the choice to formulate instructions using either the
four cardinal directions (and degrees of diversion from them), i.e., north, west, south and east,
or the term upstream. Yet, if the speaker said ‘north’, s/he would be communicating false
information since the goal is in the opposite direction. If the speaker said ‘west’ s/he would be
obscure but s/he would also be not informative when considering the perspective of the
interlocutors who do not know the land and who would likely process the direction from their
position, thus causing ambiguity and consequentially requiring more specification. If the
speaker said ‘south’, s/he would again communicate ambiguous and irrelevant information
because of the presence of a barrier and so the impossibility to carry on the walk, causing
potential confusion. If the speaker said ‘east’ or ‘upstream’, the unfamiliar interlocutors,
based on their ‘half’ knowledge, can judge the path ahead based on visible cues, learn the way
and proceed a step ahead. Therefore, in this sketch a proximate orientation strategy is the
most efficient strategy of navigation (also from a communicative perspective) for a group of
travellers some of whom are unfamiliar with the environment.
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Figure 41: representation of a speaker’s cognitive metarepresentation of the presumed
spatial knowledge of his/her interlocutors, who are familiar with an environment and the
communicative choices thereof.

In contrast, Figure 41 is a metarepresentation of what a speaker assumes to be the degree of
knowledge (therefore common ground) his/her interlocutors possess about a certain
environment and its affordances. This time, the interlocutors are assumed to be expert with
the area, its landmarks, and walked paths, and therefore familiar. According to the proposed
sketch, the degree of common ground between a speaker and his/her interlocutors is high, due
to the interlocutors’ assumed expertise and familiarity with an environment, which is
represented in the figure by the same picture, with no blanks, as the one the speaker has in
mind illustrated in Figure 40. The expert navigator/speaker assumes that the interlocutors
know what is immediately visible or perceptible to their senses and also what is not visible
but present in their common/shared spatial representation. In the sketch, this is represented by
the whole ‘path distance’, which is the route to be travelled (or already travelled), meaning
that the interlocutors are assumed to also know the turning points.

Therefore, in

communicating a direction to a goal, which is not reachable on a straight (Euclidean) line asthe-crow-flies, a speaker, keeping in mind the shared knowledge with his/her interlocutors,
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may decide to communicate the most efficient direction to a destination based on an shared
common model of the space extending beyond the immediate surrounds. By so doing, the
speaker is also assumed to be truthful and will not provide information that is redundant, false
and irrelevant (Grice, 1975) to the context of the navigation (for specific goals of wayfinding
at least). This makes communication efficient for navigation and the speaker does not need to
re-adapt his utterance based on the degree of presumed knowledge of the interlocutors given
that they share the same representation of that environment.
When instructing fellow travellers (as in Figure 41), the speaker is confronted with the
choice to formulate instructions using either the four cardinal directions (and degrees of
diversion from them), i.e., north, west, south and east, or the term upstream. If the speaker
suggested to go ‘north’, s/he would be communicating false information to the interlocutors,
who would be aware of this, since they share the same knowledge. If the speaker suggested to
go ‘south’, the information would be irrelevant and confusing simply because of the presence
of a barrier and so the impossibility to carry on the walk, since this could be used as landmark
to follow (e.g., a deep crevasse) but not to cross on foot. If the speaker said ‘east’ or
‘upstream’, s/he may be adding too much information for the unfamiliar interlocutors, who
share the same common ground, instead of being brief and informative by uttering the
ultimate direction to a destination. Finally, if the speaker said ‘west’, s/he would be brief,
relevant, informative and truthful, for the scopes of wayfinding, in that the interlocutors may
intend (given the common representation in Figure 41) ‘west from a second turn along a
known river at the bottom of the escarpment’ because they would also know where the river
goes and where turns and destinations are in the landscape. This means that they are able to
process that direction based on common ground and shared experience of land travel without
ambiguities. Therefore, in this case, ultimate orientation is the most effective strategy to be
used based on the same degree of common ground between speakers.
These two strategies of orientation, the proximate and ultimate, only emerge when a
dynamically contextualized semantic/pragmatic analysis of direction-giving is undertaken.
They would be difficult to extract by only using non-linguistic empirical forms of
measurements, such as calculating distance estimations or identifying coordinate positions.
This underscores the need to add a socio-pragmatic variable to underpin audience design in
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order to understand Bininj Kunwok orientation but also generally to extend our understanding
of human navigation.

7.3 Modelling cognitive maps on mnemonic communicative techniques
A working cognitive model of navigation like the one sketched in this dissertation does not
only involve a representation of actual movement between destinations. It also involves a
useful mnemonic technique for building mental maps of environments. This project reported
on existing Bininj Kunwok documentation providing evidence for a mnemonic technique with
a specific logic structure used to recount place names and directions, as demonstrated in the
contextualized analysis of chapters 5 and 6. Garde (2014) previously suggested that such a
technique would be a useful tool to facilitate spatial memory of an environment. It is
interpreted here as a technique used to create a ‘mental map’ for navigation, where bush
exposure and oral storytelling (more than maps and compasses) have constituted for millennia
the traditional ways to learn about an environment. This section aims to integrate Bininj
Kunwok documentation with existing literature on cognitive map creation to support the
suggestion.
Cognitive maps were defined in chapter 2 (§2.1.2) as mental representations of an
environment (Tolman, 1948; Downs and Stea, 1973; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Bennet, 1996;
Epstein, 2017) acquired either directly – through physical exposure, or indirectly – mostly in
Western and urban societies, through the use of maps or other devices. Their creation is
assumed to be based on two main parameters: i) a sense of direction – an awareness of the
topological configuration of an environment based on an understanding of the relationship
between its landmarks; ii) and path integration – the ‘time sense’ that allows travellers to
update one’s own position based on motion cues.
The Bininj Kunwok mnemonic strategy to recall places was described as having a
very specific logic involving two main features with their own particular structures. The first
is chaining, expressed through the repetition of place names at the end and the beginning of
each clause in a ‘tail-head’ structure or a more direct sequence structure with the use of wanjh
for directions. The second is the temporal progression following the linear nature of
Aboriginal routes, expressed through the recall of both places and directions in the precise
order of occurrence in space, again expressed through the temporal operator wanjh for
directions and the order of the directions in the sequence.
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It is possible, following the literature (Tolman, 1948; Downs and Stea, 1973; O’Keefe
and Nadel, 1978; Bennet, 1996; Epstein, 2017), to read these two features in spatial terms as a
pragmatic strategy with the specific function of creating a mental schema of an environment
necessary to plan and undertake future navigation. The ‘chaining’, verbally expressed either
through a tail-head clause-linkage or another sequence structure, may be a way to represent a
‘link’ between places or directions in the mind, resolving the need to clarify the topographical
configuration of a space through relationships between landmarks, thus establishing a ‘sense
of direction’. The ‘linear progression’ of both places and directions through a temporal
structure reflecting the spatial progression in the external world as they are encountered in
order of occurrence in space may allow people to imagine movement by knowing where they
are with respect to where they were and where they are headed to, thus establishing ‘path
integration’ or ‘deadreckoning’.
For example, linking placenames in a ‘tail-head’ fashion like “Kamanemdi,
Kamanemdi Yolngbuyken, Yolngbuyken Nadjabbar…” (Jimmy Kalarriya, in Garde, 2014:
108) creates a spatial link between these places indicating that Kamanemdi is linked to
Yolngbuyken and Yolngbuyken is linked to Nadjabbar, to the extent they are closer to one
another; at the same time, the succession Kamanemdi – Yolngbuyken – Nadjabbar reflects the
order of progression following Bininj manbolh from place to place and the repetition of each
toponym reminds the audience time after time what the geographical position of the narrator
is prior to moving on. Analogous logic, but different verbal form, was found in recalling
directions in chapters 5 and 6, where the directions followed each other in a direct sequence
order, for example “wanjh ngarri-kolung wanjh kakbi ngarri-wam, kakbiiiii wanjh ngarrikuk-m-durnd-i karrikad”… ‘then we go down then we went north, all the way north, then we
came back west…’ (Berribob Watson Nabangardi, examples 4.21-4.25). Here, the temporal
operator wanjh is used to create a relation between the directions without gaps in space,
meaning each direction is linked to the one immediately following, while also generating a
temporal succession along familiar pathways in the landscape. Once again, this way of
recalling directions can be interpreted as a way to connect directions that are close to one
another but also as a way to create a sense of time while mnemonically following them as
they occur in the landscape. In this sense, Bininj Kunwok mnemonic strategy can be
interpreted as an oral artefact of storytelling with the specific function of creating a cognitive
map of an environment.
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CHAPTER 8
8 Allocentric constructions use across texts
Part A of the previous empirical section focussed on an analysis of spatial language
contextualized to the geographic and socio-cultural setting in which it was uttered. The
dataset used for analysis in those chapters only considered the semi-naturalistic texts gathered
during 2016 and 2017 fieldwork. The aim was to contribute to the disciplines studying spatial
language and cognition through a geographically and socio-culturally contextualized analysis.
This chapter is intended to test mostly the hypothesis that a variation in textual genres
can favour the use of allocentric constructions with different meanings and intentions (H4),
nevertheless. This chapter expands more on the use of Bininj Kunwok spatial language
through a qualitative semantic analysis of other oral texts, passing to a quantitative analysis in
chapter 9. The analysis is extended to the whole Bininj Kunwok corpus considered in this
project. It included a variety of textual genres: non space-related naturalistic texts (§8.1),
space-related naturalistic (§8.2) as well as semi-naturalistic (§8.3) texts; see chapter 4 for
more detailed information about all the texts considered in this thesis. In particular, the
current chapter provides a qualitative exploration of the use of the two different allocentric
constructions, the cardinal (§8.1.1, 8.2.1, 8.3.1) and the geomorphic (§8.1.2, 8.2.2, 8.3.2) in
different text types. The analytical sections are followed by a discussion of the results (§8.4).

8.1 Use of allocentric constructions in naturalistic non-spatial texts
8.1.1

Cardinals

In the texts where content is not immediately focussed on spatial and/or navigation (therefore
defined here ‘non-spatial’, see also chapter 4 for more detail regarding this classification), the
use of cardinal constructions is more widespread than the geomorphic. However, the use of
cardinal constructions in naturalistic non-spatial texts is qualitatively different from their use
in other types of texts. Cardinal constructions used in this textual genre in fact do not seem to
have a very specific or tangible spatial referent. Conversely, these are used in quite a flexible
way and an analysis of their semantics reveals that they refer to a more generic spatial
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referent. For example, in this type of texts cardinals are used to indicate broad-ranging
directions of heading and provenance.
Both examples 8.1 and 8.2 below are excerpts from traditional dreamtime stories from
Arnhem Land. In both cases all the directions are mentioned generically. In the first passage
the cardinals are used to indicate all the directions of provenance of the people present in the
place Kabbari where Ngaliyod, the Rainbow Serpent, arrived. This piece of spatial detail is
understood from the overall story but not specified in (or immediately close to) the language
unit in which the cardinal constructions are used.
8.1
Birri-m-wam

ku-bolk-bu-buyika

walem, kakbi, koyek, karrikad bininj

3P-hither-goPP LOC-place-REDUP-other

south, north, east, west,

people

‘they came from all directions, west, north, east and south’
Kunwinjku Spirit, p. 30: Ngaliyod, Nawakadj Nganjmirra
Similarly in example 8.2, taken from another Dreamtime story, the narrator talks about the
traditional practice of circumcision happening in all different directions but the narrator’s
location (probably North).
8.2
minj ngad karrben-berd-djobke kondah dja yiman-kayime koyek, walem, karrikad.
NOT we

12a/3pl-penis-cutNP

here

but

for.example

east, south, west.

‘We don’t circumcise in this area but all other groups in the east, in the west and south do.’
Kunwinjku Spirit, p. 4: Yingarna, Nawakadj Nganjmirra
Examples 8.3 and 8.4 come from the same Dreamtime story. They indicate the origin of two
characters in the story. At the beginning their provenance seems to be expressed in a more
specific way kakbi-beh ‘from the North’. Yet, in the second passage the usage of the cardinal
betrays signs of doubt here detected through the use of nuk, an expression of doubt or
uncertainty akin to ‘I don’t know’, ‘maybe/perhaps’ or ‘somewhere around X’, which
contributes to sustain a more generic reading of the cardinal construction used.
8.3
Nahni

bene-m-wam

kakbi-beh.
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MA:IMM 3uaP-hither-goPP

north-ABL

‘These two were coming from the north’

Kunwinjku Spirit, p. 22: Wurrakkak, Nawakadj Nganjmirra
8.4
Birri-yime-ng. Bene-bebme-ng kondah, nuk
3aP-say-PP.

3uaP-arrive-PP

here,

kakbi.

somewhere north

‘so they say. They arrived somewhere north of here’
Kunwinjku Spirit: Wurrakkak, Nawakadj Nganjmirra
It is not always clear from texts what the illocutionary intent of the speaker was in choosing a
particular compass point without a more systematic analysis of the linguistic expressions,
contextualized to the geography and socio-cultural setting in which they were used, this
assumption could not be made here. However, the examples above are evidence that the
communicative goals of the speaker are different and since the location need not be specified
the cardinal constructions are used linguistically in a generic and not (more spatially)
specialized way. A likely interpretation of this phenomenon could be that these are dreamtime
stories to be narrated from Bininj to Bininj or conversations between Bininj familiar to each
other, living in familiar land and sharing same or similar traditions, therefore probably
presuming a similar degree of shared knowledge, and so not requiring of further linguistic
specialization.

8.1.2

Geomorphic

The use of geomorphic constructions in non-space related texts is, as previously mentioned,
limited to very few cases. In these cases though geomorphic constructions are never used in
isolation in a language unit, a qualitative analysis in fact shows that these need to be further
contextualized and this is done in two ways depending on the textual genre. One way is
through the use of toponyms when the spatial referent of the text is in the mind/memory of the
speaker and so when the text is a (spoken) story. Another way is through deixis when the
spatial referent of the text is in the perceivable surrounding environment and so when the text
is an audio video in situ recording.
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Example 8.5 is a naturalistically recorded audio-visual text where Terrah Kamarrang, one of
the TOs of Burdoh country, is running a workshop talking about the Warddeken Ltd. policy in
Manmoyi and more specifically in the example about traditions of people living on country.
In the text he speaks mostly in Bininj Kunwok. Given the type of recording the type of task
setting was here considered in situ because even if the speaker is not walking on country he is
referring to directions in the immediately perceivable surrounding environment. In the midst
of his discourse he mentioned the way the organization helps protect traditional lore, and he
gave some examples of traditional stories. The excerpt above is taken from a story he
recounted as part of such lore, where the Tasmanian Tiger and the dingo followed each other
and created a Djang.
8.5
Naworlbolya

birri-kadju-rr-eni namekke dalkken… kaddum

Tasmanian-Tiger 3P-follow-RR-PI

MA:DEM dingo…

upstream

‘the Thylacine18 and the dingo followed each other… upstream’
CC01-2016NARR-KAMARRANGINTRO, 00:04:44, Terrah Guymala Kamarrang
In order to locate the position where these ancestral events took place, Terrah points behind
him, towards the ‘upstream’ direction, recognizable if one is familiar with the outstation,
corresponding to the South of Manmoyi with respect to where he was facing the whole time
during the video (north of Manmoyi). It seems here that the use of the gesture (see Figure 42
and Figure 43) to indicate where, in space, the events happened in ancestral time did not
necessitate of any further specific linguistic indication to accompany the geomorphic
construction.

18

The original translation suggested by Bininj assistants was ‘Tasmanian Tiger’.
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Figure 42: Terrah Guymala Kamarrang’s gesturing in relation to his utterance: ‘the Thylacine
and the dingo followed each other…’

Figure 43: Terrah Guymala Kamarrang’s gesturing in relation to his utterance: ‘upstream’.

In addition one visible detail in the video is the position of the hand during the gesture. Terrah
in fact is holding a metal rod to help him point. He first indicates a location where the rod
points upwards (Figure 42) and then a specific direction ‘upstream’ (Figure 43) where the
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hand this time is raised and the rod is pointed downwards as to indicate an elevation and a
movement of action along the vertical slope moving down.
This use of gestures does not happen in other non-spatial texts pertaining to more memorybased task settings. In these cases, where the spatial referent of the allocentric construction
cannot be immediately physically indicated, geomorphic constructions are accompanied by a
place name.
Example 8.6 is taken from one of the Kunwinjku Dreamtime stories and it illustrates how the
use of the geomorphic is here further specified (in the same language unit) by the name of the
location referred to when the direction is recalled without an immediate physical referent to
be indicated in space (only in the memory). It could be argued that this may depend on the
interlocutor. Yet, other examples, where it is clear that Bininj are familiar with the land and
are talking to each other, show the same pattern:
8.6
Gunbari man-kabo ka-re kanjdji

Marrkolidjban dja Mann River

Gunbari III-river

place.name

3-go down(stream)

and Mann River

‘The Gunbari River goes down(stream) to Marrkolidjban, and the Mann River.’
Kunwinjku Spirit, p. 26: Ngalkunburriyaymi, Nawakadj Nganjmirra
The passage in example 8.7 was extracted from an audio-visual naturalistically recorded text
on a hunting day. The speaker is talking about the days they used to burn fires in the bush to
hunt goanna and kangaroos. Although this was an in situ setting, the speaker used the
geomorphic as if it was a memory-based task setting. This can be explained only when
examining the context. Whilst recalling the memory, the speaker was concentrating on
correctly chopping parts of a hunted kangaroo, which requires a very specific procedure. This
may have prevented him from using any gesture or body motion to specify the spatial referent
and motivated his use of the toponym Kamarrkawarn to further specify the spatial referent
indicated by the geomorphic construction.
8.7
Ngurri-wam
2a-gPP

an-wurrk ngarri-... ngarri-wurlhke-ni kaddum Kamarrkawarn
III-bush-fire

1a-…

1a-burn-PI
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‘you went fire-burning and we used to burn upstream at Kamarrkawarn’
CC01-2016NARR-HUNTGOANNA, 00:03:05, Len Naborlhborl Balang
A more fine-grained (qualitative as well as quantitative) analysis of the combination between
geomorphic and toponyms will be made evident in chapters 9 and 10 in this document.

8.2 Use of allocentric constructions in naturalistic spatial texts
8.2.1

Cardinals

The majority of cardinal constructions found in the naturalistic spatial texts sampled for this
analysis are present in in situ task settings. Specifically, they occur in rock art audio-visual
texts and in texts related to Bininj manbolh ‘Aboriginal roads’. Cardinal constructions are
used in quite a specific way, and so with a specific spatial referent. This was detected thanks
to the use of spatial deixis.
The two passages in examples 8.8 and 8.9 were edited by the community into one audiovisual text because they overlapped in content, but they were part of two different recordings
about rock art shot in two different days. The similarity of use of the cardinal is striking when
said by two different people (although brother and sister), finding themselves in the same
location (Yinamaraway) but in two different days. Analyzing the semantics of the language in
light of the context, the allocentric construction seems to be used in a very specific way to
locate the position of the speaker (and of the rock paintings). Such specificity was identified
thanks to the use of the spatial deixis kondah ‘here’ and kurih or manih ‘there/that way’.
In 8.8 the speaker (in front of the camera) used gestures to contextualize the spatial
information regarding the location of the rock art (see Figure 44). In 8.9 no gesture was
visible (see Figure 45). Since the speaker of the second footage was also recording, it is
possible she did not gesture at all. The absence of gestures here can be motivated by the need
to use hands to hold a camera, as she was doing, or that no gesture was needed in that
particular communicative context.
8.8
manih

Koyek-kah dja kondah Karrikad

VE:PROX.SER

east-LOC and

here

west
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‘that way east and here west’
CC01-2016NARR-ROCKART, 00:00:12, Jamie Billis Nakamarrang

Figure 44: Jamie Billis Nakamarrang pointing towards the east (to the left) and west (to the
right) directions as in 8.8.

8.9
kurih

Koyek dja kondah Karrikad

that.way

east

and here

west

‘that way is east and here is west’
CC01-2016NARR-ROCKART, 00:03:32, Sarah Billis Ngalkamarrang

Figure 45: Sarah Billis Ngalkamarrang filming a walk to a rock art. The shot is accompanied
by the utterance in 8.9.
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Example 8.10 is taken from the 2016 intergenerational bushwalk cultural resource recorded
by the community of Manmoyi. The use of the cardinal construction in this passage is quite
specific, referring to the planning of the bushwalk by the Traditional Owners and a discussion
of the direction to be undertaken, straight South after circumnavigating a rock formation. In
the video the interlocutors all had access to an indirect (the map) representation of the
environment so they could also indicate the direction with a gesture and verbalize it through
the deictic kurih ‘that way’, thus making the information conveyed even more specific.
8.10
wanjh kurih
then

birri-kuk-barlungme-ng berre-... walem

that.way 3aP-U.turn-curve.around DIREC-… south

‘then there they curved around, they went towards… south’
CC01-2016NAV-BWALKCULTRES, 00:01:46, Terrah Guymala Kamarrang

8.2.2

Geomorphic

Geomorphic constructions in Bininj Kunwok naturalistically recorded texts are used similarly
to the non-spatial ones examined before (examples 8.5 and 8.6 in §8.1.2) which means mostly
specified by a toponym, but this combination is in spatial naturalistic text types is more
frequent. Yet, this combination seems to depend on the task setting of the individual text.
Specifically, when the speech has a direct referent in the immediate physical surrounds, for
example, in space-related naturalistic audio-visual recordings, geomorphic constructions are
not accompanied by a toponym but used on their own or with deictic operators. Instead, when
it is not possible to point to a spatial referent, as is the case in memory-based texts, these
allocentric constructions are always combined with place names.
In example 8.11 elder Jimmy Kalarriya was talking about the Clan country estate Bokmarnde
and the Northern Land Council. The text is therefore considered spatially-related. Here the
use of the geomorphic construction berre-kanjdji ‘downstream’ is accompanied by the further
specification of the place names under the form of clan country (Dinjhmi) and a small
language area (Jawoyn).
8.11
Yo. Ngalengman ka-berre-kanjdji

nawu
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Yes. She

3-DIRECT-downstream MA:DEM MA-place.name

little

place.name

‘Yes. Then downstream is Dinjhmi clan country, a little Jawoyn area’
Bokmarnde_NLC, 00:02:05, Jimmy Kalarrya
In example 8.12 the English use of ‘right-up’ was interpreted and translated as ‘upstream’ and
the direction ended up with a place name.
8.12
Kani-djal-wam right-up, ngamed aa Bonbonngoro...
1ua-just-goPP upstream, whatsis

aa

place.name

‘we went right up to that whatsit… Bonbonngoro.’
Bokmarnde_NLC, 00:02:36, Jimmy Kalarrya
Similarly, example 8.13 below shows the use of the geomorphic further specified by the
toponym that follows. This example and the previous two are taken from a memory task
setting.
8.13
Kumekke berre-kanjdji

njamed Yarlang Bimadjbom

LOC:there DIREC-downstream whatsit

place.name

‘down to whatsit Yarlang Bimadjbom.’
Bokmarnde_NLC, 00:05:58, Jimmy Kalarrya
In the examples 8.14, 8.15 elder Lofty Bardayal Nadjamerrek was talking about traditional
Aboriginal roads that Bininj (including him and his father) used to follow in the past.
Characteristic here is the use of another geomorphic construction that in Bininj Kunwok
distinguishes between high and low country. This was accompanied by the presence of a
place name to further specify the direction of heading during the recall of one of the walks.
8.14
Dja ganjdjiganjdji
And low.country

manih

manih

arri-re-i.

VE:PROX.SER VE:PROX.SER

‘And we’d go that way through the low country…’

8.15
gure Djidbidjidbi way ngarri re i
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LOC place.name way

1a-go-PIs

‘we went the Djidbidjidbi way’
Blackfeller_Road, Lofty Bardayal Nadjamerrek
The conversation in examples 8.16 and 8.17 below is different from the texts previously
analyzed. This one is taken from an audio-visual recording of an intergenerational bushwalk,
which was naturalistically recorded by the members of the Bininj Kunwok community of
Manmoyi in 2016. In the recording Terrah was talking to Garreth regarding the direction to be
undertaken to go back home. They both used the geomorphic without having to refer to a
specific location, but towards where the kaddum ‘upstream’ direction goes. They did use a
place name kun-red, but this is more of a generic place ‘type’ used with the general meaning
of ‘home’ or ‘camp’ whose meaning is very contextual. Additionally, the spatial direction
referred to by the geomorphic seems to be, here, further specified by the use of the deixis kuni
‘there’. This was not a significant aspect in other memory-based settings of this type of texts.
8.16
so.. kaddum karri-re
so… upstream 12a-go

‘so we go upstream’
CC01-2016NAV-BWALKCULTRES, 00:23:55, Terrah Guymalah Kamarrang
8.17
kaddum wanjh kuni ku-red
upstream then there LOC-home
‘upstream then there home’
CC01-2016NAV-BWALKCULTRES, 00:23:57, Garreth Pamkal Bulanj
The pattern found through an analysis of these examples seems to suggest that toponyms
could be used as a spatial identifier for textual information. In this sense, they can be
considered a way to contextualize spatial information further without the presence of
immediate physical surrounds to refer to; for example, when the spatial information is
narrated in a story, based on memory.
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8.3 Use of allocentric constructions in semi-naturalisic (spatial) texts
A contextualized analysis of the Bininj Kunwok use of cardinals and geomorphic
constructions was given in detail in chapters 5 and 6. However, the nature of the analysis did
not allow a comparison with other different text types. This section develops the analysis
further by examining the semi-naturalistic texts qualitatively under similar textual parameters
to those considered in previous sections of this chapter.
8.3.1

Cardinals

One of the main features behind the use of cardinal constructions in semi-naturalistic types of
texts is that they possess a specific spatial referent (as in the examples below). They specify a
more precise direction of motion or direction when compared to the cardinal constructions
used more generically in non-spatial types of texts and more similarly to the naturalistic
spatial genre. Cardinal constructions in semi-naturalistic texts are further specified by
pragmatic features such as gestures, spatial demonstratives and similar.
In the in situ task setting cardinal constructions, being calibrated through the physical
environment, indicate the precise and correct direction of heading.
In example 8.18 Stuart Kamarrang, one of the TOs of the clan estate for Manmoyi and also
djungkayi19 for the clan estate being visited in the example, was giving directions to the
researcher during the intergenerational bushwalk undertaken in 2017. The speech was
accompanied by the repeated movement of the head of the navigator/speaker towards the
northerly direction to where the walk was directed. The information was verified checking the
track recorded on the GPS device and synchronized with the video. That part of the walk was
a straight line north, and this was reflected in the speaker’s verbal and behavioural (head
movement) repetition of the direction three times towards the northerly direction straight
ahead of him.
8.18
yoh, still kakbi ngarri-djal-re... kakbi... kakbi all the way
19

A Djungkay in Bininj culture is a person whose mother is a traditional owner of a clan estate. (Bininj Kunwok dictionary,

Garde, et al., in progress).
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yes, still north

1a-just-go…. north… north all the way

‘yes, we're still going north... north... north all the way’
CC01-003-BWALKGOPROS4, 49:12.9, Stuart Guymala Kamarrang
Example 8.19 is extracted from another short walk in the bush. This was conducted with the
ladies from the Manmoyi community looking for yam and recorded during the Milerrelerre (a
place south-east of Manmoyi) culture camp in 2017. A few factors show semantic specificity
of the spatial referent when using the cardinal construction. One is the combination with the
English spatial relation ‘straight-up’ (not existent in Bininj Kunwok20), which specifies the
path to follow. The other is the knowledge of a landmark (the river) to be reached at the end
of the path and an area of lower elevation right in front of the navigators, expressed in a
second nominal group (identified by the use of a second verb) through the geomorphic
kanjdjihkanjdji ‘down the river’. Finally, there is the gesture of the speaker noticeable in the
footage (see Figure 46), indicating a straight path away (here expressed with the five fingers
closed to one another and directed towards the direction). In this way the spatial referent was
made more specific.
8.19
koyek ngurri-djal-ray straight-up koyek karri-kolu
east

2a-just-goIMP straight-up

east

kanjdjihkanjdji

12a-followIMP down.the.river

‘you keep going eastm straight up east, we go down to the river’
CC01-004-BWALKGOPROS5_better, 15:08.0, Sarah Nabarlambarl Billis Ngalkamarrang

20

The semantically closest expression to ‘straight-up’ is the verbal construction djal-ray (here used together). The latter is

the imperative form of the verb re proceeded by the marker djal often used to convey continuation of an action. It literally
means 'just, only', and so in this instance it would mean following a straight path without deviation (Evans, 2003). Similarly
to ‘straight-up’ djalray specifies the ‘shape’ of the direction. In English this is expressed through an adjective - straight and in
Bininj Kunwok by the fact that the direction stays the same (if no change of direction occurs it is assumed the shape is
straight).
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Figure 46: Milerrelerre walk during the culture camp 2017 going to look for yams with ladies
from the Manmoyi community. Sarah Ngalkamarrang, the GoPro navigator, is indicating to
the ladies the direction ‘keep going East’ and ‘descending down the river’, as indicated by
Sarah’s gesture towards that direction. Source of the original lower map: Google Earth.

Example 8.20 is extracted from the Top-camp bushwalk conducted near Manmoyi. Here
Lizzie was pointing out the direction to the children. The referent was made specific through
the use of the directional deixis kurih ‘over there’ then reinforced by nani ‘that way’ (to
indicate a location in a series, therefore a point in a directional span), and by the gesture with
the index finger towards the cardinal of heading to endorse precision (see Figure 47).
8.20
kurih

yi-bolk-na,

that.way 2-place-seeIMP

nani

Koyek

MA-PROX.SER

east

‘look, over there is east’
CC01-005-BWALKGOPROS1_better, 23:30.9, Elizabeth Nabarlambarl Ngalkamarrang
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Figure 47: Top-camp bushwalk near Manmoyi. Lizzie Ngalkamarrang, the GoPro navigator,
is indicating the ‘east’ direction to the children. The bottom right corner of the top screen also
shows Lizzie’s index finger gesture towards the spatial referent of interest. The Easterly
direction can be further verified by checking the dynamic track on the map in the lower
screen. Source of the original map: Google Earth.

In relation to the commentary task, the cardinal constructions are also used in quite a specific
way. Here the specificity of the cardinals was made possible thanks to the use of the map and
the video that Bininj Kunwok speakers had as a direct spatial referent to comment on. Here
the speakers could determine the position of the sun with respect to the navigators in the
movies, the types of surrounding ecological zones identified trough the video, and their
position with respect to the navigators thanks to the map.
In example 8.21 Amelia, a young Bininj Kunwok speaker was commenting on the Djarbbin
bushwalk conducted around Manmoyi (already described in case study 1 in chapter 5), where
the first direction followed was North-West. The use of the cardinal was slightly uncertain
due to the use of kare ‘maybe’ adverb. However, this slight uncertainty may be due to a
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misalignment effect (see chapter 5, §5.3.1 and chapter 6, §6.5), since the speaker was facing
north and the speakers were never told about the orientation of the maps on screen nor were
they accustomed to cartographic reading based on Western-European standards adopted since
the invention of the compass (with the cardinal north on top). Furthermore, Amelia picked up
on other visible factors to help specify her direction. For example, she recognized the part of
the day as morning, probably identifying the position of the sun – the light behind the
navigators and the shades of the trees on the ground.
8.21
kondah karrikad kare kabirri- yimowon
here

west

maybe

3a-walk

morning kabirri-re
morning

3a-go

‘here maybe they go west, they go in the morning’
CC01-001-BWALKCOMMS1_S12_S13_14, 00:45.7, Amelia Gumurdul Ngalbulanj
The passage in example 8.22 is taken from a commentary, spoken by Amelia, of the
Mamawobidbom walk around Manmoyi (case study 2 in chapter 5). The specific use of the
cardinal can be identified by the way the speaker linked two directions – the north and the
south, so as to follow the navigated path. To do so she may have been making use of the track
on the map or the environmental cues in the video, or simply her predictions based on her
knowledge of this manbolh or Aboriginal track. The specificity of the information was also
corroborated by the verbal construction m-kuk-durndeng underlining not only the ‘u-turn’
shape of the walk but also by the prefix m- indicating a direction towards the origo (the
speaker Amelia), an awareness that the movement was directed in the direction of the speaker,
sitting at the end point of that last South direction followed by the navigators in the movie
8.22
Kakbi kabirri-yimowon wanjh kabirri-m-kuk-durndeng
north

3a-walk

then

3a-hither-u.turn-return

walem
south

‘they keep going north then they come back around, south’
CC01-002-BWALKCOMMS2_S12_S13_S14, 01:59.9, Amelia Gumurdul Ngalbulanj
The example in 8.23 is another commentary on a short bushwalk along a Bininj manbolh part
of the intergenerational bushwalk conducted in 2017. This passage shows another way to
specify the direction referred to by the cardinal construction ya-koyek-koyek. This is
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represented by the repetition of the direction, indicating continuation of movement along the
same path or lack of direction changes. This made the information more specific.
8.23
Kabirri-kuk-durndeng ya-koyek-koyek
3a-u.turn-return

DIRECT-east.east

‘they turn back to the east’
CC01-003-BWALKCOMMS3_S6_S7, 01:29.20, Louis Naborlhborlh Nabulanj
Example 8.24 is an excerpt of a semi-naturalistic spatial commentary belonging to the 2016
data collection. The specific use of the cardinal construction berre-walem is detected by the
recognition of the landmark on screen – the clean water river. It is possible that upon
recognition of the water basin, also a campsite stop for that walk, the speaker Lizzie could
identify the next heading direction and define it precisely.
8.24
Manekke

bobelno

ngarri-kadjung berre-walem ngarri-re

VE:DEM creek(of clean water) 1a-follow

DIREC-south

1a-go

“there, we follow the little creek walking south”
CC01-2016NAV-BWALKCOMMS1, 00:00:53, Elizabeth Nabarlambarl Ngalkamarrang
In relation to the free recall task, a qualitative analysis of cardinal construction use, shows
similar patterns to what was identified for the spatial naturalistic texts. Free recalls are
produced by using memory (in a memory task setting) and draw neither on direct (e.g.,
surrounding environment) or indirect stimuli (e.g., maps or videos). Free recalls are a
recollection of the walks just undertaken. In contrast to previous memory-based texts, free
recalls are not ‘stories’. They still recall past events but they seem to accomplish a very
specific function: to create a cognitive map of the environment recalled as already observed in
§3.3.7; §5.2.2.3, §5.2.1.3, §5.2.3.3, and §7.3). The function of the free recalls endorses the
interpretation that the cardinal constructions used in this task setting need be quite specific
too.
In example 8.25, Lizzie specified all the directions undertaken in order of occurrence quite
precisely and correctly, when verified against the whole track of the walk.
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8.25
Karrikad wanjh...walem ngarri-wam wanjh ngarri-m-kuk durnd-i
west then…

south 1a-goPP

kakbi kondah

then 1a-hither-u.turn-return-PP north here

“west and then... we went south then we turned around back here north”
CC01-005-BWALKFREERECS1, 00:10.2, Elizabeth Nabarlambarl Ngalkamarrang

8.3.2

Geomorphic

Geomorphic constructions in Bininj Kunwok semi-naturalistic texts are used like those
already discussed in the spatial naturalistic and non-spatial type of texts. It was previously
observed (§8.1.2 and §8.2.2) that when the task setting is in situ, as is mostly the case for
audio-visual recordings, geomorphic constructions tend to be used on their own or together
with deixis without accompanying toponyms. This was true for all types of geomorphic terms
(up/downstream or high/low country). Some examples include:
With regard to the in situ task setting, it is evident that speakers made use mostly of their
physical surrounds in order to specify the spatial referent identified by the geomorphic
construction. This was supported through the use of gestures and deixis.
The passage in example 8.26 taken from the Djarbbin bushwalk near Mnamoyi, Lizzie was
instructing the children about the most suitable location along the river to swim. No toponym
was present. Lizzie used the deictic kunukka ‘that (being indicated over there)’ accompanied
by a hint to illustrate the way.
8.26
Ngune-djuhme kaddum
2ua-swimIMP

kunukka, darnkih ngarri-bebmen

upstream over.there, near

1a-arrive

‘you (two) are going to swim over there upstream, we're nearly there’
CC01-001-BWALKGOPROS1, 14:27:05, Elizabeth Nabarlambarl Ngalkamarrang
Examples 8.27, 8.28 are extracted from the Top-camp walk near Manmoyi. The speaker,
Lizzie, showed the children their location with respect to a distant landmark (the river) using
the difference of elevation between high and low country to orientate. The use of this
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geomorphic construction was accompanied by several deictic spatial demonstratives
suggested to make such location distinction, such as kurih ‘over there’ as opposed to kondah
‘here’. It is not clear from the video if gestures were produced since the camera only shows
the perspective of the speaker.
8.27
ye

nakka

yi-na

kurih

kanjdjihkanjdji

nani

an-kabo

ye MA:IMM.PREV 2-seeIMP over.there down.the.river MA:PROX.SER III-river

‘look that one is low country (down the river), over there is the river’
8.28
dja kondah Karrkad
but here

karri-h-di

high.country 12a-IMM-stand

‘but here we are in the high country’
CC01-005-BWALKGOPROS1_better, 10:01.7, Elizabeth Nabarlambarl Ngalkamarrang
Turning to the commentary task setting, where the speakers have indirect (meaning through a
screen) access to the spatial referent (displayed in the in situ walks), geomorphic
constructions are also often used on their own or with the use of demonstratives.
Example 8.29 is taken from a commentary for the walk conducted with a group of ladies
mostly from the community of Manmoyi during the culture camp at Milerrelerre 2017. The
speaker, Leanne Guymala Ngalwakadj, positioned herself with respect to the direction of
motion of the walk using the geomorphic system. Milerrelerre was located to the south-east of
Manmoyi (as previously pointed out) and the walk was directed further upstream along a
river. The speaker had access to the video to locate to where makka ‘that’ referred, and so to
use the geomorphic kaddum ‘upstream’. Not once did she (or her husband Louis) mention the
main toponym there – Milerrelerre (even though they were instructed about the place by the
researcher at the beginning of the commentary).
8.29
makka

kaddum dja kondah kanjdji kanjdji

VE:DEM upstream but here

downstream

‘that is upstream, here is downstream (along the downstream direction)’
CC01-004-BWALKCOMMS5_S6_S7, 02:02.1, Leanne Guymala Ngalwakadj
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An additional worth-noticing feature in this commentary example is the choice of the
geomorphic over the cardinal to orientate and the availability of salient environmental cues,
namely the river, visible on both the map and the video in the stimulus, which could also
provide further support to H2 and H6 previously tested.
Example 8.30 is taken from a commentary of the same walk as in the previous example but
spoken by a different speaker, Ricky. Like other commentators, he had access to the map, and
the video of the environment in which people were walking. This might have prevented him
from giving any additional spatial information to specify the referent indicated by the
geomorphic kaddum. He used the pronoun ngamed instead, genenrally used to indicate that a
name, of a location in this case, has been forgotten, but since Ricky never mentioned a
toponym during this commentary, it is likely this was not necessary.
8.30
kondah wanjh, kaddum
here

then,

ngamed ngurri-re…

downstream whatsit

2a-go…

‘here then you are going downstream to what’s it called…’
CC01-004-BWALKCOMMS5_S11, 02:13.4, Ricky Nabarlambarl Bangardi
Example 8.31 is taken by the commentary on a bushwalk conducted in 2016. Here the
speaker, Lizzie, recognized the rock art site walked past, and she identified the path direction
through the geomorphic construction berre-kaddum ‘upstream’. No further spatial indication
was provided here probably because of the presence of a common visual aid to refer to (the
map).
8.31
bim
rock-painting

wanjh karri-re berre-kaddum
then

12a-go

DIRECT-upstream

‘rock art... then we go upstream’
CC01-2016NAV-BWALKCOMMS1, 01:09, Elizabeth Nabarlambarl Ngalkamarrang
Regarding the free recall, the use of geomorphic constructions is almost absent in texts
elicited with this task setting. This may be interpreted following one of the findings in chapter
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5 related to the influence of geographic feature distance on the use of the most productive
allocentric construction in Bininj Kunwok. In this sense, if the walks were conducted near
rivers it is possible that the speakers remembered the physical environment and used the
corresponding geomorphic system to recall directions in relation to a walk through it, the
opposite may happen for the use of cardinal constructions. In previous qualitative analysis of
free recalls (see chapter 5 §5.2.1.3, §5.2.2.3 and §5.2.3.3), it was already observed that Bininj
Kunwok speakers mostly used cardinal constructions in reference to walks undertaken
significantly far from rivers. The only exception was the Djarbbin walk, partly conducted
along a river. The example below shows how the free recall reflected that through the use of
the geomorphic construction kaddum.
In example 8.32, similarly to the memory-based task setting of the other two types of texts,
particularly for the spatial texts (see §8.1.2 and §8.2.2), the location of reference is here
further specified through the use of the toponym Djarbbin and the demonstrative manih. This
can be interpreted as due to the absence of a direct physical referent, given that the spatial
information was retrieved from memory. Yet, the free recalls still happen in the real-world
environment (at the end of the walk). This may have triggered also the use of the deictic
manih.
8.32
Djarbbin

manih

ngarri-djal-bo-kadju-y kaddum

Place.name VE:PROX.SER 1a-just-river-follow-PP

upstream

‘Djarbbin there, we followed the river upstream’
CC01-001-BWALKFREERECS1, 00:03.7, Elizabeth Nabarlambarl Ngalkamarrang

8.4 Discussion
This cross-genre semantic analysis identified two main factors accounted responsible for the
different use of the cardinal or the allocentric constructions in Bininj Kunwok texts. The first
was related to the textual genre within which these constructions were produced and, more
specifically, whether they had a spatial focus or not. The second related to the degree of
specialization of the spatial referent depending on the task setting (a memory recollection, an
in situ talk or a commentary), observed across text types but also inter-textually.
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Regarding the genre, it was found that naturalistic or semi-naturalistic texts that had a
more targeted spatial focus (for example talking about Rock art sites or Aboriginal traditional
roads as opposed to secret love affairs or events of the dreamtime) contained cardinal
constructions with a more specific function in comparison to non-spatial texts, where the
cardinals seemed to have a more generic spatial referent. The interpretation offered here to
explain this effect was that geomorphic constructions are assumed to be more ad hoc and
‘local’ and specialized to certain environments and to spatial discourse, for example they may
be used more often in direction-giving discourse, in recounting stories about traditional roads
therefore they are used less often in other types of discourse. Cardinals instead tend to be
more ‘global’ and can be used with a more generic intention, they are therefore assumed to be
more versatile to be used in various types of discourse (not necessarily spatial). This supports
H4, according to which Bininj Kunwok texts qualitatively differ in the use of the allocentric
constructions in relation to the degree of spatial content conveyed.
In relation to the degree of specialization of the semantics of allocentric constructions,
different patterns were found in the use of geomorphic and cardinal. Across the three types of
texts, geomorphic constructions tended to be used mostly individually or only accompanied
by spatial deixis to specify the intended spatial referent in the in situ task setting. Conversely,
they were mostly used in combination with a toponym in a memory-based task setting. This
variation was interpreted as a strategic way to contextualize the spatial location referred to by
the allocentric construction, depending on the type of setting where the text or texts were
produced. For example, in a text produced in situ, where people had the chance to physically
point their surrounds to their interlocutors, the referent may not need to be further verbally
specified between speakers.
Conversely, in a task setting where such physical and direct pointing is not possible,
for example when a speaker recalls a story or a walk from memory that the interlocutor is
assumed to not have undertaken, the allocentric construction may require some form of
semantic specification to clarify the content conveyed, such as through the use of toponyms.
This cross-task variability was found in semi-naturalistic types of texts, comparing the
memory (free recall) task setting to both the other two tasks, namely the in situ and the
commentary. This is because commentary was a task setting providing some form of
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visual/perceptible spatial referent similarly to the in situ but where the reference to the
environments represented was indirect (e.g., through the use of maps and video). A different
pattern was found regarding the semantic specialization of cardinal constructions. Whilst
cardinals, as observed for the geomorphic, were found to combine with spatial deixis in the in
situ and commentary task setting (for the semi-naturalistic texts only) to further specify the
spatial referent intended, they were seldom found in the presence of toponyms in the memory
task setting.
It is possible to assume that cardinal constructions in Binnj Kunwok being more
‘global’ and absolute ways of orientating may not require further spatial specification even
when the environment referred is not directly perceivable. On the contrary, geomorphic
constructions, being a more environment-relative type of allocentric construction, may need
further specification depending on the narrator’s perspective. This interpretation is consistent
with the explanation given for the previous findings that the geomorphic constructions could
be a more specialized (to the environment they refer to) form of allocentric construction, as
opposed to the cardinal, a more global and probably evolved into a semantically more abstract
form. These findings support the predictions made in H4 namely that in Bininj Kunwok texts
the use of the allocentric constructions qualitatively differs in relation to the type of text,
particularly depending on the spatial content conveyed. But they also support H2 in that the
task setting, in which the text was elicited, also has an effect in the quality of allocetric
constructions in discourse.
The results expand on previous investigations focussed on cross-linguistic semantic
analyses of grammars of space (Levinson and Wilkins, 2006), which has mostly examined
language constructions with a spatial referent, namely frames of reference, topological
relations and motion verbs. The language in the mentioned literature was elicited using either
‘table-top’ experimental psycholinguistic tests, therefore focussed on very specific situations
for action and spatial referents or excerpts of spatial language not analysed in varying
situations of use. It is therefore hard to see the link between those examples and the whole
narrative in which they were extracted or if cross-genre differences could emerge given text
types, as well as it was difficult to understand how the spatial grammar, specifically
orientation constructions, are actually used in different circumstances of the ethnographic
context for each language considered. The findings in this project, specifically the cross209
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textual semantic distinctions in the use of cardinal and geomorphic constructions can be
complementary to that compendium of grammatical essays on the semantics of space
(Levinson and Wilkins, 2006) in understanding more about orientation semantics and
conceptualization. The outcome in fact adds a contextual component to language analysis
showing how allocentric constructions can be used differently in discourse and that
significant differences emerge not only between operationally different FoRs, namely the
egocentric and the allocentric, but also within different types of allocentric constructions (and
systems).
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Chapter 9
9 Allocentric constructions distribution across texts
Chapter 8 provided a qualitative analysis of how allocentric constructions can be used in
Bininj Kunwok across three main types of texts: naturalistic spatial, non-spatial, and spatial
semi-naturalistic, which were collected through the cross-task design proposed in this project.
This chapter tests whether the observed cross-textual tendencies found in chapter 8
hold up to statistical scrutiny, through an analysis of the distribution of those tendencies
across the whole dataset. The analysis tests H4, according to which the use of allocentric
constructions in Bininj Kunwok discourse will be affected by the type of text in which these
constructions are embedded. The qualitative analysis in chapter 8 was divided by type of text,
since these represented the case studies in which the use of cardinal and geomorphic
constructions were observed. The structure of this chapter is instead divided by findings
across texts.
The first section explains how the variables for empirical part B, and specifically this
chapter analysis, were coded (§9.1). The second section provides an overview of the overall
distribution of cardinal and geomorphic constructions across all the text types (§9.2). The
third (§9.3) narrows the focus to the distribution of the different types of cardinal
constructions used in Bininj Kunwok encountered in previous analysis, namely specific and
generic (see chapter 8, §8.1.1, §8.2.1 and §8.3.1). The fourth (§9.4) examines the cross-genre
distribution of the different types of geomorphic constructions used in Bininj Kunwok; for
example, those specified by toponyms or by the ecological surrounds of the speakers (chapter
8, §8.1.2, §8.2.2 and §8.3.2). The results are then discussed (§9.5).

9.1 Coding for the cross-textual analysis of allocentric constructions
Described in this section are the variables contemplated in the quantitative analysis of this
chapter included in empirical part B of the current thesis. The procedure for coding is similar
to what already done in chapter 6 for the semi-naturalistic texts observed in empirical part A.
A set of variables was first identified through content patterns in the language (Krippendorff,
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2012). Then the texts were segmented into language units (see definition of language unit in
§6.1). In each language unit a more semantically specific language construction was extracted
(see definition of construction in §2.2 on page 24) that could include either specific lexicon or
grammar. The constructions were then coded into corresponding semantic variables, and were
therefore annotated. A number of contextual variables were thus created in the corpus dataset,
some of which are described below (for a full list of the variables coded for this study, see
Table 26, Appendix C).
Geomorphic and cardinal directions (character, geomorph/card)
This variable was already seen in chapter 6 (§6.1). Specifically in this textual analysis it is of
note that, when both geomorphic and cardinal directions are specified, each through a
“nominal group” (defined as such instead of noun phrase for Bininj Kunwok language by
Evans, 2003: 227), it is rare to find both types combined with one verb. Rather, each follows
its own verb. This was also detected linguistically through the association of each allocentric
construction with different verbs in individual nominal groups within segmented linguistic
units. Thus, one seldom finds ngarri-wam kaddum walem ‘we went upstream west’. This
variable was created to verify whether (and if so which) contextual variables affect the use of
the cardinal or the geomorphic system.
Type of cardinals (character, generic/specific)
Following content analysis of the transcripts two different types of cardinal constructions
emerged. This variable distinguishes between the two types as ‘generic’ and ‘specific’. This
distinction did not apply to the geomorphic constructions, of which there seems to be only
‘specific’ types. A ‘generic’ cardinal is defined as a type of cardinal that does not point to a
specific spatial referent (e.g., no reference to a specific place or location is mentioned nor a
gestural/deictic reference to it can be detected in discourse), or where the spatial referent is
unclear or uncertain, for example if this was preceded or followed by uncertainty operators
such as nuk meaning ‘somewhere around…’ or ‘I don’t know’. The opposite is true for
‘specific’ cardinal, for example ngarri-re kakbi, kakbi, kakbi all the way ‘we are going Norh,
all the way North’ (indicating the Northern direction with a gesture). This is an example
where it is clear that a very specific direction is being uttered following a certain (and visible)
path.
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Type of geomorphic (character, context/toponym)
This variable distinguishes between two types of geomorphic, which can be considered
‘specific’. One is ‘eco’ and the other is ‘toponym’. By ‘eco-context geomorphic’ is meant the
use of a geomorphic construction whose entire semantic interpretation can only be grasped
when combined with the surrounding ecological context of reference, for example the spatial
referent of ngarri-re kaddum ‘we are going upstream’, can only be grasped if one knows
where the walk takes place. This could be detected through the help of gestures and the
surrounding environment in audio-visual type of texts. By ‘toponym geomorphic’ instead is
meant the use of a geomorphic construction whose semantic interpretation is complete when
combined with a toponym or place/location and where the surrounding environment was not
available for pointing reference, for example the construction Kundjurrkamik kaddum ‘(from
the outstation) Kundjurrkamik upstream’.

9.2 Cross-textual distribution of geomorphic and cardinal constructions
This first section presents the overall distribution of allocentric, cardinal and geomorphic
constructions in Bininj Kunwok across the three types of texts: naturalistic non-spatial –
collected using more traditional methodologies and not necessarily focussed on space;
naturalistic spatial – collected using more traditional methodologies; and more spatially
focussed and seminaturalistic – collected using a non-traditional design and more spatially
focussed. The absolute frequency is displayed in Table 7 and the relative frequency in Figure
48 below.
Table 7: frequency of Bininj Kunwok cardinal and geomorphic constructions across text
types.

Type of text

Cardinal

Geomorphic

constructions

constructions

Non-spatial

19

6

25

Spatial naturalistic

8

27

35

Spatial semi-naturalistic

92

42

134

214

Totals
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The table shows that semi-naturalistic spatial texts present overall the highest number of
allocentric constructions. Also, amongst the naturalistic types, there seems to be a tendency
for spatial texts to contain less cardinal but significantly more geomorphic constructions with
respect to non-spatial ones.
An additional count was also added that was relative to the total amount of words
(considered here as minimal units of meaning)21 for each type of text. The graph below
(Figure 48) shows that even considering relative counts the above tendencies are maintained.

Figure 48: relative frequency of cardinal and geomorphic constructions across the three
different types of texts considered.

To evaluate these trends statistically, a 3 (Text type) by 2 (allocentric construction) Chisquare test was conducted on the frequency to determine whether the use of spatial term
differed across text genre. The result was significant (χ2 = 27.148, df = 2, p < .001). The bar

21

Others methods could be used to measure relative counts, for example dividing the absolute frequencies by thousands.

However, other ways may not allow to control for textual length, hence the decision taken in this analysis. What constitutes a
semantic unit of segmentation for the purposes of frequency counts can be debatable in polysinthetic languages (Evans,
2017) depending on the assumed linguistic function of each unit considered. In this project it was the semantics of each unit
to play a fundamental role. For this reason it was decided to use a division by word that had a standalone semantics and hold
that strategy consistent throughout.
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graph in Figure 48 suggests that the result was driven by the variable use of the cardinal
constructions across the textual genres.
The high frequency of cardinal constructions in non-spatial types of texts, when
compared to spatial naturalistic, seems to endorse the already suggested interpretation (in
chapter 8), that cardinal constructions can be quite widespread in Bininj Kunwok, including in
discourse not necessarily focussed around spatial topics. Also, both spatial naturalistic and
semi-naturalistic present a tendency towards a higher amount of geomorphic compared to
non-spatial texts.
At the same time, the higher frequency of cardinal constructions in naturalistic nonspatial texts can be explained by the fact that cardinals can be used in different aspects of
Bininj Kunwok discourse not necessarily entailing a spatial focus. This is consistent with one
of the findings in chapter 8, where it was observed that naturalistic discourse about space, e.g.
about country or bininj manbolh, mostly involves the use of geomorphic constructions. The
interpretation already given for this tendency, and in line with the one above, is that
geomorphic constructions are different from cardinal constructions in that they constitute a
more specialized form of orientation expression used in particular type of discourse (about
space), and are perhaps more ad hoc, less flexible and less abstract than the cardinal. This
finding adds quantitative support to H4, showing that there are quantitative differences in the
distribution of allocentric constructions across different types of texts with a higher
concentration of allocentric constructions in semi-naturalistic spatial texts and more
specifically a higher frequency of geomorphic constructions in spatial texts (naturalistic and
semi-naturalistic).

9.3 Cross-textual distribution of types of cardinal constructions
The qualitative analysis in chapter 8 revealed a different semantic pattern in the way cardinal
constructions can be used cross-textually in Bininj Kunwok. In this sense, two types of
cardinal constructions were distinguished – generic and specific. Generic cardinal
constructions did not present a specific spatial referent, which was operationalized by
indicating a vague direction or any direction, and they were found mostly in naturalistic texts
without a spatial focus. By contrast, specific cardinal constructions presented a specific
spatial referent, which was operationalized by indicating a precise direction or trajectory
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towards a precise location this time, and were found mostly in naturalistic texts with a spatial
focus and in semi-naturalistic texts. This section will test the statistical significance of this
pattern by examining the quantitative distribution of these types of cardinal constructions
across the three types of texts (and so not only those identified in isolated case studies). Table
8 shows the absolute frequencies of use of the two types of cardinal constructions across the
three types of narratives.
Table 8: frequency of generic and specific cardinal constructions across text types

Type of text

cardinal general

cardinal specific

totals

Non-spatial

16

3

19

Spatial naturalistic

1

7

8

Spatial semi-naturalistic

3

89

92

Table 8 shows a tendency for the generic cardinal constructions to be used most frequently in
naturalistic non-spatial texts, whereas cardinal-specific constructions are more frequent in
semi-naturalistic types of texts and spatial naturalistic (even the numbers are low). To rule out
the possibility that these tendencies could have been the result of text length, another count
was applied to the data measuring the frequency of the two types of cardinal constructions
relative to the overall amount of words for each text. The bar-graph below (Figure 49)
represents this calculation and contributes to support the tendencies illustrated in Table 8.
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Figure 49: relative frequency of generic versus specific type of cardinal constructions used
across the three types of texts considered.

A Chi-square analysis was applied to the data and the results were significant, (χ2 = 67.258, df
= 4, p < .001). A Fisher Exact Test was applied to the data and the significance did not change
(p = < .001). The analysis provides further support for H4, suggesting that the use of different
allocentric constructions depends on different text types, by showing that spatial texts present
a more specialized type of allocentric constructions compared to non-spatial ones. Overall
semi-naturalistic texts present a significantly higher frequency of cardinal constructions with
a specific spatial/directional referent compared to naturalistic texts (spatial and non-spatial).
Also, generic cardinal constructions are used more frequently in naturalistic texts without a
spatial focus.
These findings were explained congruently with the interpretation given to the results in
the previous section, in that cardinal constructions can be used in a wider amount of
naturalistic discourse in Bininj Kunwok probably because they are semantically flexible and
more abstract than other allocentric constructions. This means they can be adapted to assume
a more generic semantic spatial referent when the overall focus of discourse is not necessarily
spatial.
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9.4 Cross-textual distribution of types of geomorphic constructions
The qualitative analysis in chapter 8 provided support for H4 by showing semantic
differences regarding the use of geomorphic constructions across text-types in Bininj
Kunwok. As a result, two types of geomorphic constructions were distinguished based on
whether (i) they were used by themselves (or at last with spatial demonstratives) and
specifically in those task settings where the spatial referent was contextualized by the
ecological surrounding of reference, for example during in situ or commentary tasks, (ii) they
were used in combination with toponyms, especially in those task settings where the
surrounding environment of reference was absent, for instance in a memory task. During the
in situ and the commentary tasks in fact only one or none of the potential place names around
the routes walked (as mentioned in the last paragraphs of sections 5.2.1, 5.2.2 and 5.2.3) were
used. These geomorphic constructions were labelled toponym-contextualized and ecocontextualized constructions. One way this section aims to quantitatively test these qualitative
findings is by illustrating the overall frequency of the two types of geomorphic constructions
across the three types of texts and their task settings (Table 9).
Table 9: absolute distribution of toponym-contextualized and eco-contextualized geomorphic
constructions across task and text type.
Type of text
Non-spatial

Spatial naturalistic

Spatial semi-naturalistic

Task setting

Eco-contextualized

toponym-contextualized

geomorphic

geomorphic

in situ

3

1

Memory (story)

0

2

in situ

8

2

Memory (story)

2

15

in-situ

16

0

commentary

24

0

Memory (free recall)

0

2

The table confirms the tendencies identified in the qualitative analysis of chapter 8.
Specifically, spatial texts present the highest number of geomorphic constructions compared
to non-spatial texts. More specifically, the type of task settings in which geomorphic
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constructions appeared alone or with spatial deixis were in situ or commentaries (for the seminaturalistic texts), whereas the task setting where geomorphic constructions mostly appeared
in combination with was memory-based. The frequency of the geomorphic constructions was
then re-calculated relatively to the overall amount of words for each text. The following graph
and analysis report a higher-level cross-textual overview, collapsing all the task settings for
each text type (Figure 50).

Figure 50: two types of geomorphic constructions across the three text types, scaled to the
total amount of words for each narrative.

A first Chi-square analysis was applied to the overall data and it was significant, (χ2 = 89.791,
df = 4, p < .001). A Fisher Exact Test was applied to the analysis and the significance of the
data was not affected (p < .001).
As illustrated in the bar-graph above (Figure 50), two main findings emerge: one is a
tendency to use eco-contextualized (alone or with spatial demonstratives) geomorphic
constructions mostly in semi-naturalistic spatial texts with respect to the other two text types.
The other is the frequency of toponym-contextualized geomorphic constructions (combined
with place names) in naturalistic spatial texts especially when compared to semi-naturalistic
texts.
The interpretation given to these results echoes the explanation already offered for the
qualitative results in the previous chapter. In this sense, semi-naturalistic texts always offered
a way to directly (during a walk) or indirectly (through a map or a video) refer to the spatial
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referent of the geomorphic constructions used. This could have eased the speakers from the
necessity to further contextualize their spatial referent adding more specific information, for
example with toponyms, which is characteristic of displaced, context-free language use. This
means that during a memory recall or a story, especially for spatially-focussed types of texts
where the spatial referent was not immediately (directly or indirectly) clear, the speakers
might have felt the need to further semantically specify the geomorphic constructions through
the use of more specific and meaningful referents (e.g., toponyms). The fact that toponymcontextualized geomorphic constructions were infrequent in semi-naturalistic free recalls
could be related to the way data was collected, mostly during foot walks happening away
from rivers, which was already found in this analysis as reducing the chance to use and recall
a walk using the geomorphic system.
The following is a more fine-grained cross-textual examination of the geomorphic
distributions further divided up by task setting of elicitation (Figure 51). It represents a more
fine-grained analysis calculating the frequency of geomorphic constructions relative to the
total amount of words for texts in each task setting and text type (Figure 51). This further
distribution serves to highlight the previous results at a more detailed level (in Figure 50).

Figure 51: fine-grained distribution of geomorphic constructions across text types and tasks.

A second Chi-square analysis was applied to the more fine-grained distribution of absolute
frequencies and it was significant, (χ2 = 116.87, df = 10, p < .001). A Fisher Exact Test was
applied to the analysis (p < .001), and the significance did not change. The results thus
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suggest that the type of task setting may indeed be a key factor in determining the frequency
with which geomorphic constructions are used across different text types in Bininj Kunwok.
The graph and analysis here offer statistical significance to the initial cross-task distribution
observed in Table 11. The frequency of eco-contextualized geomorphic constructions was
mostly significant in in situ task settings across the three text types and in the commentary
task (for the semi-naturalistic texts) and the frequency of toponym-contextualized geomorphic
constructions was mostly significant instead in memory tasks across text types.
These findings provide additional support for H4, according to which there are significant
quantitative differences in the distribution of allocentric constrictions and the specific ways
these are used, across textual genres and within them across task settings. Specifically this last
result also provides further support to H2 in showing that there are quantitative differences in
the use of orientation language, in this case referring to the geomorphic, dictated by the task
setting.

9.5 Discussion
The analysis proposed in this chapter has taken the qualitative, cross-textual and cross-task,
tendencies already observed in chapter 8 and placed them on a firm quantitative footing. The
findings here are discussed in relation to one another and to H4 (see also Table 10 for a
tabularized summary of the results). The cross-textual analyses run in this chapter showed
two main significant factors influencing the use of allocentric constructions. One relates to the
type of text, whether naturalistic or semi-naturalistic (different methodological approaches),
spatial or non-spatial (difference in spatial content). The other relates more specifically to the
type of task (difference in the way different texts were elicited, for example through a story
telling task, a semi-controlled task etc.).
Regarding the type of text, allocentric constructions when considered together
(cardinal and geomorphic collapsed) showed their highest frequency of use in seminaturalistic texts. This is most likely because of all text types these come closest to recording
more spatially-contextualised talk while navigating, in the presence of all relevant cues.
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Conversely, when considered separately the use of cardinals and geomorphic
constructions revealed a different tendency in usage between spatial and non-spatial
naturalistic types. Naturalistic texts that were not necessarily focussed on spatial content
showed a higher frequency of use of cardinal constructions, often with a more generic
semantics (i.e., not referring to a precise spatial referent). Naturalistic texts more focussed on
spatial content revealed an infrequent use of cardinal constructions but a higher frequency of
geomorphic constructions. This effect was interpreted to mean that cardinal constructions
could be considered more abstract and flexible than the geomorphic construction in Bininj
Kunwok. In this sense, cardinal constructions could be used in a higher amount of discourses,
even not necessarily connected to space. Geomorphic constructions, on the other hand, can be
considered less abstract and more specialized to the physical environment they refer to in
Bininj Kunwok. In this sense they would tend to be more frequent in those texts with a
particular focus on space.
Further statistical analysis showed quantitative differences within the type of cardinal
and geomorphic constructions used across types of text. Two types of cardinal constructions,
as already found in chapter 8, were distinguished across the text types: specific and generic.
‘Specific’ was interpreted as referring to a cardinal construction with a specific spatial
referent or a trajectory to a specific location. ‘Generic’ was a cardinal construction presenting
a more vague/uncertain spatial referent or pointing to multiple or general directions. To
operationalize the two types of cardinal and geomorphic constructions an analysis of the
textual context was needed to take a decision. Naturalistic non-spatial texts contained a higher
frequency of generic cardinal constructions whereas semi-naturalistic texts contained a higher
frequency of cardinal constructions with a specific spatial target.
This effect was interpreted as reflecting the fact that if the content of a text is more
specifically focussed on space and navigation, the use of language, and in particular the
semantics of cardinal constructions, would reflect such level of specialization. Also, from
these results it was assumed that the use of cardinals can be widespread in Bininj Kunwok
texts that are not necessarily focussed on space, in a concrete here-and-now sense in relation
to the orientation of the deictic centre. The fact that the presence of specific (or general)
cardinals was not significant in spatial naturalistic texts could be related to the degree of
linguistic specialization needed to describe certain physical environments or for a particular
task setting for which other allocentric constructions, for example the geomorphic, could have
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been more productive for a particular spatial discourse. In fact, spatial naturalistic and seminaturalistic types of texts presented a higher frequency of geomorphic constructions compared
to non-spatial ones.
In relation to the task setting, a different use of geomorphic constructions was
detected across types of texts, which was assumed to be influenced by another and more finegrained factor, the type of task setting. These two types of geomorphic constructions were
identified based on their semantics. They related to the spatial referent to which the
construction pointed. One type of geomorphic constructions was here defined as ecocontextualized, and so was directly specified by the physical surrounding environment to the
extent of not requiring further linguistic contextualization. This means these geomorphic
constructions often appeared alone or accompanied by spatial deixis in a linguistic unit (e.g.,
expressions like kurih kaddum ‘there, upstream!’). Another type of geomorphic constructions
was defined as toponym-contextualized, if a geomorphic term was paired with a toponym,
forming a complex linguistic unit, for example berre-kanjdji…Yarlang Bimadjbom
‘downstream at Yarlang Bimadjbom’. It was found that the eco-contextualized geomorphic
constructions were more frequent in in situ and commentary task settings, whereas the
toponym-contextualized in memory-based (stories or free recalls) task settings.
This effect was explained by the fact that when the environment to which a spatial
discourse referred was perceivable by speakers, by being directly embedded in it or indirectly
through the use of maps or videos, they had more chances to make a more direct reference to
it through gestures, deixis and without necessarily having to specify place names.
Conversely, in a story telling or free recall type of task setting a linguistic strategy of
specialization would be needed since the speaker need not necessarily be embedded in or
visually exposed to the natural environment recalled (as happens in the memory-based
narratives examined here), hence the use of toponyms in this case.
Both the above quantitative results provided further support to H4, by showing that
not only the semantics of cardinal and geomorphic constructions (found in chapter 8) but also
its distribution may differ across different textual types. These results suggest that such
semantic differences across texts are driven by their content (spatial or non spatial) or the type
of task setting required to generating them. This last point also seems to offer further
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quantitative evidence to support H2, according to which differences in lexical choice of
orientation language are influenced by the task setting in which the language is elicited in the
first place.
Overall the findings add quantitative evidence to support and complement the
theoretical discussion already initiated in chapter 8, in regard to expanding on existing
semantic analyses of grammars of space (Levinson and Wilkins, 2006). The current chapter in
fact has included cross-textual distributions in the use of allocentric constructions, which were
absent from previous cross-linguistic analyses of this kind. It has shown that the semantics of
spatial language, in particular of orientation, may not be fixed but it varies also quantitatively
when observed in relation to contextual factors like the type of text or the methodology of
data collection used.
Table 10: a summary of the quantitative results emerging from the cross-textual and crosstask analysis of the distribution of allocentric constructions used in Bininj Kunwok.
Variable observed

Influential factor

Quantitative results
χ2 = 27.148, df = 2, p < .001

Cross-textual distribution of

Type of text:

geomorphic and cardinal

naturalistic spatialg

constructions

naturalistic non-spatialc
semi-naturalistic spatialc,g
χ2 = 67.258, df = 4, p < .001

Cross-textual distribution of

Type of text:

types of cardinal

naturalistic spatial

constructions:

naturalistic non-spatialcge

Specific & generic

semi-naturalistic spatialcsp

Cross-textual distribution of

Type of text:

types of geomorphic

naturalistic spatialgtopo

Fisher’s Exact test

constructions:

naturalistic non-spatial

p = 7.083*10-08

Eco-contextualized &

semi-naturalistic spatialgeco

toponym-contextualized

Task setting:

Fisher’s Exact test
p = 1.065*10-13
χ2 = 89.791, df = 4, p < .001

χ2 = 116.87, df = 10, p < .001

In-situgeco

Fisher’s Exact test

Memory (stories, free recalls)gtopo

p = 3.33*10-13

*Commentariesgeco
The letters near each factor (second column) indicate significant frequency. The meaning of the letters
are the following: g = geomorphic, c = cardinal, csp = cardinal specific, cge = cardinal generic, geco =
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eco-contextualized geomorphic, gtopo = toponym-contextualized geomorphic. For example
‘naturalistic non-spatialc’ means a significant amount of cardinals is used in non-spatial texts.
* Commentaries are only observed for semi-naturalistic types of texts.
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Chapter 10
10 Cross-textual spatial combinations
The previous two chapters offered a qualitative (chapter 8) and a quantitative (chapter 9)
analysis of the use of cardinal and geomorphic constructions in Bininj Kunwok discourse,
where the two types of constructions were examined individually.
The current and following chapters represent a more fine-grained examination of Bininj
Kunwok allocentric constructions, so as to understand more about their use in combination
with other spatial constructions related to their degree of semantic abstractness or
specialization.
This chapter offers a qualitative analysis applied to a few representative linguistic
examples examined across different genres. The aim of the chapter is to test H5 in that the
textual genre seems to affect the type and semantics of combinations between orientation and
other salient spatial constructions in Bininj Kunwok discourse, as well as reflect their degree
of abstractness or specialization. The selection of these additional (to the allocentric) specific
spatial constructions was motivated by previous literature focussing on spatial semantics
(Levinson and Wilkins, 2006), and Bininj Kunwok spatial language documentation
(McKenzie and Garde, 2006; Evans, 2003; Garde, 2014), for which motion verbs, landscape
descriptions and toponyms have been considered some of the most semantically salient
linguistic candidates for an analysis of space in language. Yet, it is not clear if these are all in
fact equally ‘salient’ for the more specific scope of spatial navigation and orientation, this
chapter will also discuss this issue. The term ‘combination’ intends discourse occurrences
where these spatial constructions appear together in the same language unit or in the
immediately preceding/following unit to refer to a defined spatial referent. The analysis
conducted in this (and the following) chapter examines the same Bininj Kunwok dataset
considered in chapters 8 and 9 since they are all part of the same empirical section B.
The structure of this chapter is analogous to that of chapter 8. The bulk of the
qualitative analysis is divided by type of text – naturalistic non-spatial (§10.1), naturalistic
spatial (§10.2) and semi-naturalistic spatial (§10.3) texts. Within each section three pairs of
constructions are examined: allocentric plus motion constructions (§10.1.1, §10.2.1 and
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§10.3.1), allocentric plus toponym constructions (§10.1.2, §10.2.2 and §10.3.2) and
allocentric plus landscape constructions (§10.1.3, §10.2.3 and §10.3.3). The analysis sections
are followed by a discussion of the results in light of previous literature (§10.4).

10.1 Spatial constructions combinations in naturalistic non-spatial texts
10.1.1 Allocentric + motion

Two main qualitative findings emerge from Bininj Kunwok naturalistic non-spatial texts with
regard to how allocentric constructions, both cardinal and geomorphic, combine with motion
constructions. The first is that they do not seem to combine with a wide variety of motion
constructions, being limited to combinations with re ‘to go’ and kadjung ‘to follow’, a very
small semantic variety of motion verbs. The first, re, was found in combination with both
cardinal and geomorphic while the second, kadjung, was only used with geomorphic and
particularly the up/downstream distinction (logical since one would ‘follow’ a river course
but not a steep ascent or at least not without linear-shaped landmarks on it). This may be
explained by the fact that ‘to follow’ indicates moving along a linear path and so is perhaps
more productive when in combination with the orientation construction most used when a
physical linear path, such as a river or water flow, guides the navigation. The second finding
is that motion constructions, other than re, only convey path.
In example 10.1 koyek ‘East’ is used in relation to the generic verb re ‘to go’, which specifies
neither manner nor path.
10.1
Yidok koyek ngarr-djal-re
Maybe east

1a-just-go

‘maybe we will have to go east’
Clandestine_affair, Frank Francis
The passage in example 10.2 is another example of a combination of the verb re with a
cardinal. Again, note that the use of kakbi is quite generic.
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10.2
Luma Luma ø-wam

kakbi, nungan Mongerrk ø-yerrka-ng

man-berrk.

Luma Luma 3P-goPP

north, heEMPH Mongerrk

III-open-plain

3P-sit-PP

‘Luma Luma went to (an island off) the north (coast), while Mongerrk, (who was a giant of a
man), stayed on the mainland.’
Kunwinjku Spirit, Mongerrk, p. 72, Nawakadj Nganjmirra
In contrast to the previous examples, in 10.3 the verb associated with the geomorphic
construction kanjdji is kadjung ‘to follow’. This is the only geomorphic+motion combination
found in the dataset for non-spatial narratives. The verb encodes path (across) and in fact the
river flow was taken as a reference point for the orientation.
10.3
kore kanjdji
LOC

downstream

kadjung ngarri-djouh-djouke
follow

12a-ITER-cross

‘(it follows) downstream at the crossing (where we cross)’
CC01-2016NARR-NGANKANCULT, 00:00:07, Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang
Therefore, in non-spatial texts, in the few instances where allocentric constructions combine
with motion verbs, cardinal constructions often combine with generic motion verbs such as
re. Geomorphic constructions instead combining with somewhat more specific motion add in
one further verb namely kadjung.

10.1.2 Allocentric + toponyms

This section is aimed at examining the relatively rare phenomenon of allocentric plus
toponym combinations in non-spatial texts. The examples where a combination with
toponyms was found seem to reflect only the kanjdji/kaddum ‘down/upstream’ distinction for
geomorphic constructions and only koyek ‘east’ for the cardinal constructions. Previous
sources (e.g. Garde, 2014) have argued that place names represent a specialized type of
spatial information in Bininj Kunwok since they seem to cover a number of pragmatic
functions when used individually. It may be assumed that if allocentric constructions are used
in combination with toponyms the whole language unit where they occur may start to acquire
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a more ‘spatial’ type of specialization. It is therefore not surprising to find only a few of these
combinations in non-spatial types of narratives.
Example 10.4 (repeated from example 8.6) is extracted from one of the Kunwinjku
Dreamtime stories and is thus compatible with a memory-based task setting. It illustrates the
use of the geomorphic ‘downstream’ in combination with the toponyms Marrkolidjban and
Mann River most likely to specify the direction of motion for a non-ecologically
contextualized task.
10.4
Gunbari
River.name

man-kabo kare
III-river

kanjdji

Marrkolidjban dja Mann River.

maybe downstream place.name

and Mann River

‘The Gunbari River goes down to Marrkolidjban and the Mann River’
Kunwinjku Spirit: Ngalkunburriyaymi, p. 26, Nawakadj Nganjmirra
Example 10.5 (repeated from example 8.5) is another example of the combination of the
geomorphic ‘upstream’ with a toponym, here Kamarrkawarn. The combination with the
toponym was interpreted here as a linguistic strategy to make the orientation information
more specific since the speaker was busy cutting up a kangaroo whilst talking about old
stories related to fire management and hunting, which may have prevented the speaker from
gesturing.
10.5
ngarri-wurlhke-ni kaddum Kamarrkawarn
12a-burn-PI

upstream place.name

‘we used to burn upstream at Kamarrkawarn’
CC01-2016NARR-HUNTGOANNA, 00:03:05, Len Naborlhborl Balang
Example 10.6 is the only instance of a cardinal combination with a toponym in non-spatial
narratives. The cardinal term used is koyek 'east'. The task setting was memory-based,
therefore it is possible to assume the use of the toponym here has the function of further
contextualizing the cardinal construction.
10.6
dja ngamed Kininjarlkan namekke nawu

koyek nungan
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and whatsit

Kininjarlkan

MA:DEM MA:REL east

heEMPH

3-IMM-stand

‘and Kininjarlkan to the east where he is’
Kunwinjku Spirit, p. 148: Nimbuwa, Nawakadj Nganjmirra
Combinations like those discussed are infrequent, whether the toponym combines with a
cardinal or a geomorphic (see chapter 11 for a frequency analysis). The quality and frequency
of combinations may be indicative of the relative lack of spatial specialization of the type of
narrative, thus supporting H5.

10.1.3 Allocentric + landscape description

Previous literature on Bininj Kunwok reports a significant variety of descriptions used to talk
about the land and its eco-zones (Evans, 2003; McKenzie and Garde, 2006 also see chapter 3,
specifically §3.3.1 for examples of landscape descriptions in Bininj Kunwok used in a not
necessarily navigation context). Yet naturalistic non-spatial narratives seem to lack
combinations between allocentric constructions and landscape descriptions. This suggests that
the function of landscape descriptions in Bininj Kunwok is probably less specialized for the
purposes of spatial navigation.
Recurrent examples of landscape descriptions that do not associate with orientation but
rather describe fixed location in particular ecozones for this type of texts are: kore ku-wardderurrk ‘inside a cave’, kuwarddewardde ‘(in) the stone country’, ku-labbahlabbarl ‘(in) an
area constellated with billabongs’, the forms are prefixed by the locational ku- in this case
also used to identify a fixed location ‘in’ a particular landscape area described.

10.2 Spatial constructions combinations in naturalistic spatial texts
10.2.1 Allocentric + motion

One salient feature emerging from the qualitative analysis of allocentric and motion
constructions combinations in naturalistic spatial texts is that the semantic variety of motion
verbs is higher than in other non-spatial types of narratives, where the motion variety
combining with cardinal and geomorphic was only represented by constructions formed with
the verbs re and kadjung. A range of less common and more specific verbs are used here, for
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example the constructions kuk-barlungme ‘to curve around in a u-turn (because of an obstacle
to circumvent)’, bidbun ‘to go up/climb’ and yurrhke ‘to pass (a landmark)’. Another feature
detected in these texts is that the combining motion constructions only convey path (not
manner not both – path and manner).
The explanation offered here for these phenomena is that these types of text have a
more spatial focus, making it logical to bring in a greater and more semantically specialized
variety of verbs in combination with orientation constructions to express movement.
Example 10.7 was extracted from a cultural resource about the intergenerational bushwalk
conducted in 2016, (repeated from example 8.10). Here the speaker, Terrah Guymala
Kamarrang, was planning the walk ahead and showing to his interlocutors the track
previously walked by other people on a map. He uses a combination of the cardinal walem
‘south’ and the motion construction kuk-barlungme ‘to curve around in a u-turn’.
10.7
wanjh kurih
then

there

birri-kuk-barlungme-ng

berre-... walem

3a-u.turn-curve.around-PP

DIREC-… south

‘then there they curved around south’
CC01-2016NAV-BWALKCULTRES, 00:01:46, Terrah Guymala Kamarrang
An important thing to be said comparing this example with the general trend observed in
spatial narratives is the use of the cardinal, infrequent in naturalistic spatial texts. In order to
interpret its use here it is important to notice that the task setting of this text was in situ and
the speakers had indirect access (through a map) to the environments described or indicated.
Observing the geographic location pointed at on that map, it appeared that the particular
Bininj manbolh being indicated did not involve following rivers nor going up or down some
rock formations but rather curving around those away from water courses. This is consistent
with the results found in chapters 5 and 6 in support of H6, according to which geomorphic
over cardinal constructions would be preferred when salient landmarks guide the walk. It
would therefore make sense, here, to use the cardinal construction as indicating direction or
orientation. What is more the verb, expressing a change of direction ‘around’, encodes path.
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In example 10.8, extracted from another naturalistic text related to space and navigation, the
speaker used the motion verb expressing path bidbun ‘to go up’ in combination with a place
name Galangak and the cardinal construction gakbi. This is one of the rare examples where a
path motion construction is combined with a cardinal and a toponym in a naturalistic text
type.
10.8
Galuk gu-Galangak
Then

ngarri-bidbu-ni Galangak

LOC-place.name 1a-climb-PI

nani

gakbi22.

place.name MA-PROX.SER north

‘Then at Galangak we'd climb up, Galangak there in the north.’
Blackfeller_Road, Lofty Bardayal Nadjamerrek
Example 10.9 is part of another naturalistic spatial narrative. It shows the combination
between geomorphic and motion constructions. The verb used here was yurrhke ‘to pass’ in
combination with the geomorphic kaddum. This is another example where the verb encodes
path.
10.9
Kaddum

nani

Upstream MA:PROX.SER

karri-yurrhke-ng
12a-pass-PP

‘Upstream there, we came past it’
Bokmarnde_NLC, 00:05:01, Jimmy Kalarriya
Finally, example 10.10 shows the use of the other type of geomorphic system, the
karrkad/kanjdjihkanjdji ‘high/low country’ used here in combination with the generic verb re.
10.10
Bonj bu

manih

garrgad

ngarri-re-i,

Alright SUB VE-PROX.SER high.country 1a-go-PI,
22

Notice that the transcription of this text reproduces the orthography being used for Gun-djeihmi and Gun-dedjnjenghmi at

the time Evans transcribed this in 1990, without changing it to the current unified Bininj Kunwok orthograpy (Bininj
Kunwok dictionary, Garde et al., in progress). Furthermore fieldwork data related to the intergenerational bushwalk in 2016,
attests for another transcription of the toponym Galangak as Ngalangak, it is assumed that the place is the same since the
intergenerational bushwalk walked nearing that place was one of the bininj manbolh described (and walked) by Lofty
Bardayal Nadjamerrek in the example reported. This could be an example of dialectal variation. Differently from the original
example in fact the informants for this project mostly spoke Kunwinjku or Kuninjku.
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“right, we’d go on up in the high country”
Blackfeller_Road, Lofty Bardayal Nadjamerrek
Judging from this qualitative analysis it seems that in this type of text cardinal constructions
combine with a greater semantic variety of motion verbs when compared to geomorphic
constructions, which add yurrhke and kadjung to the generic verb re. Outside this text type,
cardinal constructions do not combine with these verbs. This may be an indicator of how the
genre influences such combinations, but also an indicator of the degree of semantic
abstractness of the cardinal as opposed to the geomorphic constructions, thus supporting H5.

10.2.2 Allocentric + toponyms

Combinations of allocentric and toponyms were already discussed in chapters 8 and 9. There
it was found that toponyms are more frequent in spatially themed texts, especially those
produced in memory-based task settings. This section investigates these combinations further.
In example 10.11, taken from a memory-based narratives about an old track across the
escarpment (a walk stretch longer than the bushwalks described in this dissertation), the
combination occurs between the geomorphic kaddum ‘upstream’ and two place names
Yirrhyirrhmi also further specified soon after by Balawurru ankabo ‘Balawurru billabong (or
river)’. The use of the geomorphic is justified here by the closeness to the river of the place
described.
10.11
… kaddum Yirrhyirrhmi nga-yimen …

Balawurru an-kabo

…

place.name III-river

up-high

place.name

I-mean …

‘That place upstream, Yirrhyirrhmi, I mean .. Balawurru billabong’
Blackfeller_Road, Lofty Nadjamerek Bardayal
The passage in example 10.12 is another excerpt from the same narrative. It shows how the
other type of geomorphic construction kanjdjihkanjdji ‘low country’ can be combined with a
place name, here used more as a direction than an end point, namely Djidbidjidbi way, but
equally useful to further contextualize the direction in the absence of an immediate
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environment referred to. Though in both passages the narrative and the speaker are the same,
the orientation is expressed using two different types of geomorphic systems in combination
with different place names – up/downstream in the first and the ‘high/low country’ in the
second. Congruently with the findings in chapters 5 and 6 this was interpreted as depending
on the environment and track recalled by the speaker, which would have influenced the
choice of how the orientation was verbalized thus satisfying both H5 and H6.
10.12
Dja kanjdjihkanjdji manih

manih

and low.country III-DEM III-DEM

arri-rey, kure Djidbidjidbi way ngarri-rey.
1a-goPI, LOC place.name way 1a-goPI

‘And we’d go through the low country, Djidbidjidbi way we’d go’
Blackfeller road, Lofty Nadjamerek Bardayal
Example 10.13 is extracted from a video-recorded narrative on rock art. This is one of the less
frequent instances in spatial naturalistic narratives where the speaker used the English
geomorphic (‘upstream’ accompanied by a toponym in an in situ narrative to orientate the
audience (behind the camera) towards the whereabouts of the rock art site explored.
10.13
upstream kondah... Bernberndulh
upstream here…

place.name

‘here is upstream… Berndberndulh’
CC01-2016NARR-ROCKART, 00:04:44, Ricky Nabarlambarl Bangardi
In support of what was already found in previous chapters, this qualitative subsection
has shown that in spatial naturalistic narratives it is mostly geomorphic rather than cardinal
terms, which tend to combine with motion constructions. This is likely to be an indicator of
the degree of spatial specificity in the text, and a measure of the degree of abstractness of the
cardinal constructions, supporting H5.
10.2.3 Allocentric + landscape description

As outlined in the previous section (§10.1, §10.1.3), spatial naturalistic texts likewise lack
combinations of allocentric constructions with landscape descriptions.
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The interpretation given to this is the same as in the previous section: that landscape
descriptions are not really used to orientate in space, but more to talk about the surrounding
environment in a more descriptive way. On this argument, they would assume a different
spatial function in language that is perhaps less aimed at expressing spatial information
relative to directionality and orientation.
Some of the most recurrent examples of landscape descriptions found in this dataset for
this text type, which do not appear combined with allocentric constructions, in support of this
argument, are: kuwarddewardde ‘rocky/stone country’, ku-dubbe ‘(in) a difficult to pass area
(because of a blockage)’, warde-keb ‘the protruding side of a rock’ (also see chapter 3,
specifically §3.3.1 for examples of landscape descriptions in Bininj Kunwok).

10.3 Spatial constructions combinations in semi-naturalistic (spatial) texts
10.3.1

Allocentric + motion

These texts, unlike the other two naturalistic types considered so far, is characterized by a
wide semantic variety of motion verbs in combination with cardinal constructions, sometimes
even allowing for semantically novel creations. Again, the type of motion often combining
with both allocentric constructions conveys path rather than manner. The interpretation given
to these patterns is connected to the type of text: the task setting and content of the seminaturalistic data it represents, by eliciting spatial talk in context, may have given free rein to a
wider variety of spatial combinations allocentric+motion.
Example 10.14 was extracted from the Djarbbin walk (described in detail in case study 1 in
chapter 5 §5.2.1) and presents the use of the verb bebme ‘to appear’ or ‘to arrive’ as a
frequent semantic variant with which only cardinal constructions seem to combine. This verb
was not found in other types of texts. In this example the direction expressed is not the
direction forward but the one of provenance from a previous location, expressed through the
construction karrikad-beh where the ablative suffix -beh indicates provenance from a location
now further away (Evans, 2003: 130, 137 and 315).
10.14
Karrikad-beh ngarri-bebme
west-ABL

1a-arrive
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‘we come from west’
CC01-001-BWALKGOPROS1, 36:31.8, Elizabeth Nabarlambarl Ngalkamarrang
A way to express provenance through motion constructions in navigation-related contexts is
through the use of the verb dolkka-n literally ‘start from/raise from’ (also ‘wake up’ in
contexts not related to motion or navigation). This verb was only found in the commentary
task in this dataset as in example 10.15 below, and in this use takes the base form without the
ablative.
Example 10.15 is from one of the navigational commentaries on one of the segments
of the 2017 intergenerational bushwalk. It presents the combination of the cardinal
construction karrikad ‘west’ with the motion construction dolkkan ‘start (moving)’ expressing
path, since usually its semantics includes the meanings of ‘to get up/leave/come from’. In this
passage its specific meaning is not exactly ‘to go up’ rather just ‘to start a walk’, the latter
emphasising the fact that a path is being initiated and its direction is moving away from the
present location of the origo and directed towards a distant target.
10.15
karrikad ngurri-dolkka-ng…
west

2a-start/get.up-PP

‘you started from west’
CC01-003-BWALKCOMMS3_S11, 01:07.2, Ricky Nabarlambarl Bangardi
Another motion verb set appearing frequently in this type of texts, in combination with
cardinal (only) constructions, is the verb durndeng ‘to return’ and its derivative kuk-durndeng
‘to go back making a u-turn’, and so in a very significant almost opposite change of direction.
A variant on this construction, specifying the origo as an end point, is kuk-m-durndeng ‘to
come back (to the origo/the speaker – here) making a u-turn’.
In example 10.16, extracted from another commentary of the same bushwalk movie as in
example 10.15 above, the walk continued straight along an easterly direction where it
terminated, which was different from the location of the speaker commenting (something
similar, but syntactically permuted was already analysed in example 8.23, where the speaker
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is the same). This example shows the combination of the verb durndeng with the cardinal
construction ya-koyek koyek, literally also translated as ‘all the way towards East’.
10.16
Ya-koyek koyek kabirri-kuk-durndeng
DIRECT-east

3a-u.turn-return

‘they turn back (all the way) to the east’
CC01-003-BWALKCOMMS3_S6_S7, 01:16.0, Louis Naborlhborlh Nabulanj
Example 10.17 was extracted from the free recall of the Manmawobibdom bushwalk (case
study 2 of chapter 5). Here another motion verb bakke appears to be used in combination with
the cardinal walem ‘south’. The meaning of this verb in Bininj Kunwok is literally ‘to break’.
The translation in this example was given by one of the informants and wife of the speaker as
‘to come back’ or ‘to return’. The use of this verb with this meaning seems to be absent from
all other types of Bininj Kunwok texts in the dataset, and also from other Bininj Kunwok
sources (Bininj Kunwok corpus, Marley et al., in progress) and grammar (Evans, 2003: 346).
In this sense it seems to be specific to this type of ‘navigational’ combination as an idiolectal
creation. The semantic link between ‘to break’ and to ‘come back’ can be explained when
looking at the shape of the path undertaken – a sudden and opposite change of direction
(towards south) from a previous heading trajectory towards north, and so the idea of ‘breaking
a trajectory line’. This was most likely part of the speaker’s idiolect hence its absence from
the rest of the Bininj Kunwok corpus, since during transcriptions the speaker’s wife
mentioned that that was not the most common way of saying what he said. In any case, the
example still shows that semi-naturalistic tasks may allow elicitation of texts with idiolectal
semantic possibilities and combinations.
10.17
Ngarri-bakke-ng walem
1a-come.back-PP south

‘we came back south’
CC01-002-BWALKFREERECS2, 00:17.0, Berribob Watson Kamarrang
Geomorphic terms, unlike cardinal terms, do not combine with such a varied set of motion
constructions. Like the naturalistic spatial texts, geomorphic terms in fact tend to only
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combine either with the generic verb re, or with the more specific verbs like kadjung or
bidbun. The choice of one or the other depends on the type of geographic feature used to
orientate. This means that if a river or a road is assumed to guide orientation then it is more
likely that a verb defining a path along its length would be used. If a rocky plateau or a
mountain is guiding orientation and the speaker is far from a riverine system, then it is more
likely that a verb defining a path through or across it be used.
A difference was noted in the way geomorphic and motion constructions combine
across the three tasks of this type of text. It appears that only commentaries present a slightly
higher semantic variety of motion constructions. This did not occur during in situ or free
recall tasks where the motion verb mostly combined with geomorphic constructions was re.
Consistent to what already noticed in relation to the task setting in chapter 6 (§5.3) and
particularly the different availability of environmental cues (§5.3.2), it is possible that during
a commentary the speakers had a ‘perspective advantage’ with respect to a navigator during a
walk. They were in fact given both a survey (bird’s-eye view) and a route (proceeding-along
view) perspective through the synchronization of map and video of the walks. In this way
they had access to the whole topography of the environment. Instead, during an in situ
bushwalk speakers may have been using a minimal set of highly context-specific discourse
cues to find their way using their surrounds. Therefore it would make sense to be specialized
in terms of direction and deixis during in situ but not necessarily in terms of type of motion to
be undertaken, which would be more the case in commentaries instead. This further
difference in allocentric+motion combinations across tasks seems to also support H2
according to which the task, specifically the perspective involved given the scale of the space,
can influence the way an environment is perceived therefore the use of spatial language used
to describe it.
The passage in example 10.18 is from a commentary on one of the 2017 intergenerational
bushwalks, where the geomorphic karrkad ‘up/high country’ was used in combination with
the motion construction birri-bidbom ‘they went up’. The video of the commentary displayed
a walk through the high country and further away from (a visible) riverine system. The
English translation assigned to the verb bidbun (present form) is ‘to climb’ or ‘to ascend’
(Evans, 2003: 348). However, in English the verb ‘to climb’ encodes both path and manner
whereas the translation ‘to ascend’ only encodes path. In the context proposed in this example
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(and other instances of the dataset) bidbun only encodes the ‘going up’ and so only the
directional path semantics of ‘to ascend’ since going to the high country requires no strategic
change of action (perhaps more fatigue) or tools in the manner of motion (as would be the
case with climbing an obstacle like a tree or a wall for example).
10.18
Barrarn-no

manekke birri-mey

karrkad

gorge-3POSSD

VE:DEM

high.country

3a-takePP

birri-bidbom
3a-go.upPP

‘they took that gorge, they climbed (went) up’
CC01-003-BWALKCOMMS4_S6_S7, 00:33.4, Louis Nabulanj
Example 10.19 was taken from a commentary on a bushwalk carried out by the ladies looking
for yam during the Milerrelerre 2017 culture camp. It illustrates the combination of the
geomorphic kaddum with the verb kadjung, reflecting the fact that the bushwalk commented
upon, was mostly guided by a river. Here, again as in other examples examined above the
verb of motion encodes path.
10.19
manih

kaddum ngarri-kabo-kadjung

VE:DEM upstream 1a-river-follow

‘there we followed the river upstream’
CC01-004-BWALKCOMMS5_S12_S13_S14, 01:38.1, Deborah Nabarlambarl Ngalngarridj
A further final verb found in combination with geomorphic constructions is dokme. The verb
in example 10.20 was translated in English in different ways as ‘to lead off’ or ‘to be in front’
or ‘to go ahead’ (Evans, 2003: 346). In this context the verb has assumed the meaning ‘to go
ahead’, which in other words also means ‘to keep walking in the same direction’ – upstream,
with a focus on the lack of change of the shape. For this reason the verb is assumed to convey
path.
10.20
Nani

wanjh ngarri-dokme kaddum

MA:DEM

then

1a-go.ahead

upstream

‘here then we go upstream’
CC01-004-BWALKCOMMS5_S12_S13_S14, 02:03.2, Deborah Nabarlambarl Ngalngarridj
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As with the other spatial texts, it is important here to notice that the semantic variety of
motion constructions correlates with a genre where space, and even more so navigation, is at
the centre of interest. Specifically, it can be noticed that the semantic variety of motion types
is more noticeable in combination with cardinal than geomorphic constructions. This
difference can again be interpreted as an indicator of abstractness of the cardinal system over
the geomorphic for texts for which spatial content is central, thus supporting H5.
Also, to notice that the semantics of cardinal terms does not constrain that of the
motion verbs that combine with them, in the way that a geomorphic like, for example,
kaddum ‘upstream’ is compatible with bidbun ‘to ascend’ but not kolung ‘to go down’.

10.3.2 Allocentric + toponyms

Surprisingly, place names althought still quite used in semi-naturalistic texts, are seldom
found in combination with allocentric constructions. It is proposed here that this phenomenon
is more related to the fact that toponyms are mostly used to specify orientation mostly in the
absence of a surrounding environment of reference. Supporting this interpretation, in the
dataset the only three instances where such combinations occurred in semi-naturalistic texts
were during free recalls (already examined in chapter 8, §8.3.2) and in two commentaries
(examined here) one with a cardinal construction and one with a geomorphic. Yet, a content
analysis of the above-noted commentary texts shows that the environment to which these
combinations were referring was not the one displayed on the screen but the one in the mind
of the speaker given that both the physical environment of reference and the events recounted
were absent.
Example 10.22 was taken from a commentary on one of the 2017 intergenerational
bushwalks. Although part of a commentary, the example above was actually the only instance
of a free recall occurred during that commentary. This is in fact a memory summoning up the
happenings after the events in the video. It was also the only instance where the speaker
commenting was also part of the walk displayed, which was allowed in this instance, against
standard practice for this project, so to put the other two speakers at their ease during the task.
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Given that the events and locations discussed in this example have no direct contextualization
in the video or map displayed, it is possible that the use of the toponym here was to further
specify the direction and orientation verbalized (as already discussed for other memory-based
task settings).
10.22
Manih

ngarri-wam karrikad

VE:PROX.SER

12a-goPP

west

manu
VE:DEM

Marnemarneyi ngalengarre
place.name

that.place

‘we went there west at that place Marnemarneyi (west of Kamarrkawarn crossing)’
CC01-003-BWALKCOMMS4_S12_13_14, 00:05.3, Deborah Ngalngarridj Nabarlambarl
This example 10.23 is the only other instance singled out from a commentary of the Djarbbin
bushwalk where the speaker combined a cardinal construction karrikad ‘west’, repeated
twice, with a toponym Manmoyi. Here it seems that the speaker was trying to further specify
that the area where the displayed bushwalk happened was the same country as where she was
sitting (in an office in Manmoyi), by using a combination of cardinal and toponym. Judging
from the way the same speaker gestured in relation to orientation, in other commentary
instances when she was looking at the map and showing traces of uncertainty, it is possible
she was not actually using the map on screen, probably because she was not accustomed to
doing this and because of the novelty of the task. Instead, she may have been trying to retrieve
the map in her mind, since she knew that walking place, she knew Manmoyi, and like other
Bininj Kunwok speakers, she is accomplished at orienting in space. Therefore, it is likely that
the example was more memory-based and the toponym would have been then used to specify
the cardinal.
10.23
yiman kayime korenj karrikad
for example

there

west

manu
VE:DEM

kondanj23 Manmoyi karrikad
here

place.name

west

‘for example there is west, this here in Manmoyi is west’
CC01-001-BWALKCOMMS1_S8, 01:20.3, Joylene Cameron Ngalwamud

23

The locative demonstrative kondanj ‘here’ is a Kuninjku dialectal variation, from the Kunwinjku form kondah previously

found in the current manuscript. The meaning of the two forms is the same (Evans, 2003: p. 129).
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Toponyms in these texts were seldom used in combination with allocentric constructions.
This finding was already explained in chapters 8 and 9 by a counter effect specific for the
genre – the ecological contextualization (through gestures or deixis) of the allocentric
constructions, provided through direct, in situ, and indirect, map and video, exposure to the
environments referred to, would work as a communicative substitute for toponyms in
specifying the spatial referent in the discourse.

10.3.3 Allocentric + landscape constructions

The only combination of an allocentric and a landscape construction appearing in seminaturalistic text types involved a cardinal construction and a landscape description during a
commentary.
The geographical construction ku-kodjdubbe in 10.24 if taken out of context means in Bininj
Kunwok ‘headwaters’ and so it refers to the source of a watercourse (Bninj Kunwok
dictionary, Garde et al., in progress). In this example it was translated by one of the
informants as ‘the end of the airstrip’ in combination with the landmark airport. This was
combined with the cardinal construction koyek to specify the orientation. The landscape
construction in this combination was not just a descriptive device. It was assumed to possess
an orientation function, which would justify its use in combination with an orientation
expression. This in fact is a geographical nominal-adjectival compound incorporating the
form kodj- literally ‘head’ and dubbe ‘blocked’, which also indicates an area difficult to pass
thus entailing an ‘end’ to the foot-walk. This form is prefixed by the locational ku- used, in
this context (and differently from what already seen in §10.1.3 for non-spatial texts), to
further specify where the walk was leading and conveying direction of motion rather than
fixed location.
10.24
koyek kabirri-re... airport ku-kodjdubbe
east

3a-go…

airport

LOC-end

‘they are going east... at the end of the airstrip’
CC01-002-BWALKCOMMS2_S12_S13_S14, 00:20.8, Amelia Gumurdul Ngalbulanj
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Examples of landscape descriptions found in semi-naturalistic text types are: ka-warddeyakmen ‘a flat area following immediately after the end of a chain of rocks (usually on both
sides of a path)’, karrbarda ka-dedj-di ‘a specific smaller area where long yam’s roots grow’,
wanjdjad-dulubu-rr-en ‘an area recognizable by the confluence of secondary river streams’,
none of these were found to combine with allocentric constructions (also see chapter 3,
specifically §3.3.1 for examples of landscape descriptions in Bininj Kunwok).

10.4 Discussion
Two main results emerge from the qualitative analysis of this chapter. Both are affected by
text type. One was related to the lack of combinations with landscape constructions as
opposed to combinations with toponyms and the other more specifically relates to the degree
of specialization of both motion, and their semantic variety, and toponyms in their
combinations with allocentric constructions.
Regarding landscape constructions, it was found that allocentric constructions did not
seem to combine with landscape descriptions, except for one case found in semi-naturalistic
texts. This came as a slight surprise since landscape constructions or eco-zone descriptions are
a rich part of the Bininj Kunwok spatial lexicon. A possible explanation is that the verbal
function of landscape descriptions is not to indicate directions or to define an orientation, but
rather to describe the features of an environment in its nuances.
Amongst the other salient spatial constructions considered in this analysis it was found
instead that it was toponym constructions, which tended to combine with allocentric
expressions, especially geomorphic ones (as observed in chapters 8 and 9). This finding was
limited to spatial naturalistic text types, especially those collected in a memory-based task
setting. As discussed earlier, this effect indicates the high degree of spatial focus of texts
produced in absence of the spatial referent mentioned in discourse, enlisting the aid of
toponyms for further specification in the absence of immediate contextual cues. This outcome
further corroborates H5 in that the genre difference guides the way allocentric constructions
can be used in combination with other spatial constructions. This depends on the degree of
spatial content of the text, which would probably allow for a richer spatial grammar in the
vocabulary used.
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Regarding the degree of specialization and semantic variation of motion combined
with allocentric constructions two main patterns were found. The first relates to the lower
specialization of motion in non-spatial types of texts, also reflected in the fact that the verb
used did not encode path or manner but was mostly the generic re ‘go’. This was explained by
the fact that these text types do not focus on spatial content and therefore do not require a
particular type of specialization in terms of semantics of motion and combination with
orientation as compared to, for example, semi-naturalistic texts focussed on navigation. The
second pattern was more salient in spatial naturalistic and semi-naturalistic texts. Here,
cardinal constructions combine with a higher semantic variety of verbs of motion than
geomorphic constructions, which are restricted to a smaller and more specialized group of
verbs not used with cardinals, namely bidbun, kadjung, yurrhke, and dokme.
For non-spatial types of texts a very low semantic variety of motion verbs, meaning a
small number of semantically different motion verbs, was detected in combination with both
cardinal and geomorphic constructions. This outcome seems to further support H5 in a finegrained way, in that the degree of semantic specialization of the combining spatial
constructions (especially toponym constructions as noted above) as well as the variety of
semantic types (mostly motion constructions) provides information about the degree of
semantic (and conceptual) abstractness versus specialization with regard to the two types of
allocentric construction used in Bininj Kunwok. The fact that cardinal constructions combine
with a higher semantic variety of motion verbs, but not significantly with toponyms, is
indicative of the abstractness and concomitantly greater conceptual versatility of this
allocentric construction, enabling it to commingle with other expressions of various domains
in discourse. Conversely, the fact that geomorphic terms combine only with a more restricted
number of motion constructions, and very frequently with toponyms especially in memorybased type of texts, indicates a greater semantic specialization of the geomorphic
constructions.
Overall, this analysis has served to examine how spatial language (specifically
allocentric constructions) can combine, in language use, when observed together in reference
to the context of particular text types or task settings and how these combinations can help to
further understand their semantics and underlying conceptual base. The outcome expands on
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and complements previous cross-linguistic literature focussing on the semantics of spatial
grammar (Levinson and Wilkins, 2006), by proposing, in addition to what already discussed
in chapter 8 (§8.4) in relation to a cross-genre contextual analysis, also the need to include an
examination of the semantic combinations between spatial constructions, absent from
previous literature.
Finally the results are also relevant to go beyond spatial cognitive and linguistic
assumptions (Levinson, 2003; Palmer, 2015) regarding the possibility of creating semantic
typological classifications of entire languages based on semantic categories of orientation.
One of the ways cross-linguistic literature in fact (Levinson, 2003; Levinson and Wilkins,
2006) has classified whole language systems is by their dominant frames of reference, for
example some languages have been ‘typologized’ by their extended use of the
allocentric/absolute frame of reference. Allocentric/absolute systems were considered
‘abstract notions’ (Levinson, 2003) meaning not anchored to any particular ‘natural’ entity
(Levinson, 2003: 90) and based on “fixed bearings that are abstracted from varied additional
sources” (Levinson, 2003: 90). Such semantic categories and their necessary features emerged
from comparative analyses of language structures per se.
More recent theories have started to debate the necessary condition of ‘abstractness’
and ‘fixdness’ of allocentric systems, by proposing that an analysis of the surrounding
environment, as mediated by socio-cultural factors, can also shape the way orientation is
considered (Palmer, 2015; Plamer et al., 2017), thus proposing typological categories based
on these parameters instead.
These studies using more controlled settings have also concluded that more than one
allocentric strategy is at play in the same language. Yet, none of the two views above has
provided a strategy of language analysis applied to a dynamic context of use to better
understand possibilities of variation in the semantics of orientation. Therefore, the position
assumed in this dissertation goes beyond the above-noted studies (Levinson, 2003; Levinson
& Wilkins, 2006; Palmer, 2015; Palmer et al., 2017) in that it problematizes the possibility to
typologically classify entire languages based on their orientation systems (at least the
allocentric/absolute) given their changing semantics. The outcome here was based on an
analysis contextualized to the varying textual genre. It shows that the two allocentric systems,
namely the cardinal and the geomorphic, although both maintaining an allocentric/absolute
role (in the sense of being based on something external to the body) do show semantic
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differences, mostly related to a variation of abstractness, depending on genre type and
contextual factors (task setting).
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CHAPTER 11
11 Cross-textual distribution of spatial combinations
Chapter 10 was a qualitative examination of how cardinal and geomorphic constructions may
combine in Bininj Kunwok with other spatially salient constructions such as toponyms,
motion and landscape constructions. This chapter instead tests whether the qualitative
observations identified in chapter 10 hold up to statistical scrutiny, by examining the
distribution of use of spatial combinations across the three types of texts considered to test H5
according to which spatial combinations may reveal a degree of lexical (and conceptual)
abstractness of the cardinal compared to the geomorphic constructions, which may also
depend on genre differences. The first section explains how the variables specific to this
particular analysis chapter, were coded (§11.1). Section 11.2 is an overview of the distribution
of all the spatial constructions used across the three types of text, providing a general
overview of their cross-textual distribution before their combinations are analysed. Section
11.3 highlights the distribution of the allocentric-motion combinations. The section first
ananlyzes the combinations of allocentric constructions with a semantically diverse range of
motion verbs across the texts considered (§11.3.1). It then tests the significance of the
distribution of allocentric combinations particularly with path motion types (see §11.3.2). The
third section focuses on the distribution of combinations between allocentric and toponym
types (§11.4). The chapter then shows the distribution of combinations between allocentric
and landscape descriptions (§11.5). Finally, the analysis section ends with a discussion in
light of previous literature (§11.6).

11.1 Coding for the cross-textual analysis of spatial combinations
The variables in this chapter are complementary to the ones already identified in chapter 9
(§9.1). Described here are only the additional variables specific for the quantitative analysis
goals of this chapter. The procedure for coding is similar to what seen in chapter 9 for the
cross-textual quantitative analysis of allocentric constructions, therefore this will not be
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repeated here (for a full list of all the variables coded for this study see Table 26, Appendix
C).
Motion semantic variety (integer, 1-84)
This variable represents the entire semantic inventory of motion verbs present in the dataset.
This variable was used mostly in cross-textual analysis. Some examples are verbs such as re
meaning ‘to go’ but also yimowong ‘to keep going in the same direction’ bidbun ‘going to an
area of a higher elevation’. It also includes the variety of path, manner, both or neither.
Motion path and manner (character, manner/path/both)
This variable represents a more fine-grained semantic variety of motion verb types. It includes
three possible values: path, manner or both, a distinction already made in previous spatial
semantics literature (Talmy, 2000; 2005). The variable ‘path’ encodes only direction for
example ngarri-kolung ‘we go down/descend’ or ngarri-m-re ‘we are coming’. ‘Manner’,
encodes only the mode of motion or how motion is performed for example ngarri-rlobmen
‘we run’. Finally, the variable ‘neither’ categorizes those verbs encoding a semantics that is
neither ‘path’ nor ‘manner’ for example the verb ‘to go’ (no instances of ‘both’ types were
found in Bininj Kunwok).
Combinations (character, mot_card/mot_geom/place_card/place_geom)
After content analysis, this variable distinguishes across all the semantic combinations found
between allocentric and spatial constructions considered in this chapter. The values assumed
by the variable are: ‘mot_card’ – combinations motion+cardinal, ‘mot_geom’ – combinations
motion+geomorphic;

‘place_card’ – combinations place+cardinal and ‘place_geom’ –

cobinations place+geomorphic.

11.2 Overall cross-textual distribution of spatial constructions
A count of the total number of spatial constructions across the three types of texts considered
was calculated (see Table 11).
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Table 11: frequency count of total spatial constructions across the three text types
Total
Type

spatial

of text

cardinal

geomorphic

landscape

toponyms

motion

language

19

6

16

52

255

348

8

27

6

94

190

325

92

42

15

116

1073

1338

Nonspatial
Spatial
naturalistic
spatial
seminatural

The above table only accounts for the spatial constructions taken individually (so not in combination)

It appears that spatial semi-naturalistic types of texts contain a significantly higher number of
spatial constructions with respect to the other two (especially the non-spatial).
An additional count was carried out to avoid an effect of text length. This was
calculated relative to the overall amount of words for each text (see Figure 52).

Figure 52: the bar chart represents the distribution, relative to the overall amount of words for
each text, of all the spatial constructions across the three texts considered.
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A Chi-square analysis was applied to the data between type of text and total frequency of use
of spatial constructions (collapsed) and the results are significant (χ2 = 67.24, df = 2, p <
.001). From the noted analysis and the graph above (Figure 52) it is possible to deduce that
the significance of the analysis is driven by the higher amount of overall spatial constructions
found in semi-naturalistic types of texts as opposed to the significantly lower number of
spatial constructions in spatial naturalistic texts, instead of non-spatial as it may be expected.
The result supports H4 but at the same time expands on it by showing that genre difference
affects not only the distribution of allocentric constructions but also of other spatial
constructions (individually examined) in Bininj Kunwok.
Given the information in Table 11 it is clear that the significance of these results is
being driven by motion verbs. The interpretation was that motion is commonly used in Bininj
Kunwok discourse not necessarily for spatial reference. Yet, what was previously identified
as a significant varying semantic factor across texts was the semantic variety of motion
constructions combining with allocentric constructions: a lower variety revealed a more
specific semantics for spatial texts; a higher variety reflected a more generic function for nonspatial content (see chapter 10, particularly §10.1.1, §10.2.1 and §10.3.1). Therefore this
chapter tests the hypothesis (H5) that it is combinations among particular spatial relations,
rather than individual constructions extracted from their narrative context, that reflects a
certain degree of specialization versus abstractness of the allocentric constructions used and
that certain types of combinations are more likely to depend on the spatial content of the text
type.
In light of the absolute and relative distributions illustrated in Table 11 and Figure 52
and relative analysis, we now pass to a more specific examination of spatial constructions
combinations. Section 11.3 shows the distribution of the semantically diverse range of motion
verbs combining with allocentric constructions. Sections 11.4 and 11.5 instead stemming
from the qualitative analysis conducted in chapter 10 examines more closely the distribution
of combinations between more specific spatial content for example geomorphic constructions
and toponyms or landscape constructions.
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11.3 Cross-textual distribution of allocentric + motion combinations
One finding emerging from the qualitative analysis of the previous chapter (chapter 10 was
that motion constructions that combine with cardinal constructions tend to be more
semantically varied and emerge especially in spatial than in non-spatial texts, and that all the
motion verbs/constructions used in combination with allocentric constructions convey path.
This result was tested quantitatively by looking at the distribution of combinations between
both allocentric constructions and the semantically diverse range of combining motion
constructions.
11.3.1 Cross-textual distribution of allocentric + motion semantic types combinations

Table 12 below illustrates the distribution of cardinal and geomorphic constructions
combining with a semantically varied range of motion constructions across the three text
types.
Table 12: absolute frequency of allocentric constructions combining with a semantically
diverse range of all motion types across texts

Cross-textual frequency of motion semantic types
Combining

allocentric non-spatial

spatial naturalistic

Spatial semi-naturalistic

constructions
cardinal

1

3

18

geomorphic

2

3

5

The table (Table 12) shows that in semi-naturalistic, compared to the other two types of texts,
cardinal constructions can combine with the highest and most semantically diverse range of
motion verbs. Spatial naturalistic texts instead show a similar (low) frequency of
combinations between a semantically diverse range of motion verbs and cardinal and/or
geomorphic constructions. To avoid the risk that these results were driven by text length
another count was conducted relative to the overall amount of semantic motion types for each
text (see Figure 53).
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Figure 53: the graph represents the count, relative to the overall amount of motion semantic
types combining with cardinal and geomorphic constructions across the three types of texts.

An initial Chi-square test was conducted on the absolute counts and no statistical
significance was detected when considering both combinations (χ2 = 3.7, df = 2, p = 0.15,
Fisher’s Exact Test p = 0.15) across the three types of texts.
However when repeating the test by only considering combinations with the cardinal
constructions the results are different and this time significant (χ2 = 23.5, df = 2, p < .001).
This suggests that it is the higher semantic variety of motion combinations with the cardinal
that is affected by the type of text, and in particular its spatial content. In fact these
combinations are found more frequently in semi-naturalistic texts. Conversely, non-spatial
texts present the least diverse semantic range in combination with cardinal constructions. In
spatial naturalistic texts instead there is a tendency to use a similar range of motion verbs with
each allocentric construction type, though a bigger sample may be needed to make this
interpretation solid.
This result confirms, quantitatively, two main findings from the preceding chapter:
(a) spatial texts, as compared to non-spatial texts, present a more diverse semantic
range of motion verbs in combination with allocentric constructions;
(b) looking across text types, cardinal constructions are used significantly more
flexibly (in terms of the semantics of what they combine with) than the geomorphic
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constructions. This offers the possibility to observe the differing degrees of semantic
abstractness between cardinal and geomorphic constructions.
Both findings support H5 in that textual genre affects the distribution of spatial
language and its combinations and that the cardinal system is a more versatile and abstract,
and therefore a more productive type of allocentric construction with respect to the
geomorphic.

11.3.2 Cross-textual distribution of allocentric + path and manner types combinations

A further finding in the qualitative analysis of chapter 10 was that the semantically diverse
range of motion constructions classified into two already particularly significant notions in
spatial semantics (Talmy, 2000; 2005): path and manner (verbs that were neither, such as re
were left out of this count). Focussing solely on the distinction path/manner, one pattern
found in this analysis is that all motion constructions analyzed in combination with allocentric
constructions conveyed path except two. The only two manner verbs were found in seminaturalistic texts. One was bolk-na, which literally means ‘to look at the surroundings’ but
examining the way it was translated by the informants and how it was used in navigation
contexts it was assumed to encompass a movement component in the sense of ‘to go and look
around’ or also ‘to go and explore’, therefore it is entails movement but in a searching
manner. The other manner verb detected was re a little bit ‘to go for a short distance’, which
is a blend of English and Bininj Kunwok and, again from a content analysis of use in context,
it expresses a manner of walking dictated by a specific distance (differently from the simple
and more generic re). In order to test this, the below analysis calculated the frequency of use
of path and manner motion types combining with allocentric constructions (collapsed in this
analysis) across the three types of texts (see Table 13).
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Table 13: count of overall path/manner of motion types combining with allocentric
constructions (collapsed) for each text.

Overall cross-textual count of motion path/manner types
Type of motion combining non-spatial

spatial naturalistic Spatial semi-naturalistic

with allocentric
Path

1

4

14

Manner

0

0

2

The table above shows that path motion constructions when compared to manner, are most
frequently used across the three text types; however, the low semantically diverse range of
motion terms in non-spatial types of texts (as in Table 12 and Figure 53 above) makes it
difficult to get a good approximation of the results. To exclude the possibility that these
results were driven by text length, the overall frequency of path and manner types of motion
constructions combining with allocentric was calculated relative to the overall amount of path
and manner types of verbs of motion for each text (Figure 54)

Figure 54: count, relative to the overall amount of motion path and manner types, of those
types only combining with allocentric constructions across the three types of texts.

Figure 54 shows the overwhelming preference for using path rather than manner types in
combination with allocentric constructions, in all three texts. A Chi-square test was conducted
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on the overall amount of path (only) across the three genres and statistical significance was
detected (χ2 = 14.632, df = 2, p < .001) across the three types of texts.
Also, judging from the graph in Figure 54 there appears to be a tendency towards a
higher frequency of the path category the more spatially focussed the content of the text is and
the presence of manner verbs only in semi-naturalistic texts.
To give a clearer idea of the frequencies, the table below (Table 14) shows the
semantic variety of path types combining with both cardinal and allocentric constructions and
their frequency of use for each text type.
Table 14: the different semantic variety of path and manner motion constructions combining
with each allocentric system cross-textually.
Allocentric

Motion

constructions

verb/constructio

Meaning

Non -

Spatial

Spatial

spatial

naturalistic

semi-

n
CARDINAL

naturalistic

barlungme

to divert

1

bakke

to break/

1

to

change

to

direction
bebme

to return

2

borledmen

to turn around

2

bidbun

to go up

2

bolk-nan*

To

go

look

1

around/explore
dolkkan

to get up, start

1

durndeng

to come back

7

kadjung

to follow

1

kuk-barlungme

to curve around in

1

a u-turn
kuk-durndeng

to return (going
around

5

an

obstacle)
kuk-m-durndeng

to

come

back
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(going around an
obstacle)
m-dokme

to lead off back

1

(to the origo)
m-re

to come back

1

wakwakbun

to go around and

1

around
yimowon

to keep/

6

to continue going
(one direction)
GEO-

bidbun

to go up

MORPHIC

kadjung

to follow

re a little bit*

to go for a short

1

1

1

1

2
1

distance
yurrhke

to

pass

(a

1

0

landmark)
In bold those verbs that combine with both cardinal and geomorphic constructions.
The ‘*’ indicates the only two manner verbs

The outcome emerging from the analyses in this section, which consider the distribution of
spatial combinations, shows a more fine-grained picture when compared to the previous
results (§11.2) only considering the distribution of spatial constructions singled out from
different types of texts.
The combinations indicate a degree of specialization of the geomorphic constructions
as opposed to the semantic versatility of the cardinal and a dependence on the spatial content
of the text type. In this sense the outcome supports H5.

11.4 Cross-textual distribution of allocentric + toponyms combinations
Previous qualitative content analyses, in chapters 8 and 10, showed that spatial naturalistic
texts are notably characterized by combinations between geomorphic constructions and
toponyms, which were not particularly noteworthy in the other two types of texts. To test this
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finding quantitatively the frequency of combinations between allocentric (cardinal and
geomorphic) and toponym constructions was calculated (see Table 15).
Table 15: absolute frequency of cardinal and geomorphic combining with toponym
constructions.

Cross-textual frequency of toponym combinations
Combining

non-spatial

spatial naturalistic

Spatial semi-naturalistic

allocentric
constructions
Cardinal

1

1

3

geomorphic

2

13

2

A follow-up calculation was conducted that was relative to the overall amount of spatial
construction combinations considered in this analysis for each text (Figure 55).

Figure 55: frequency of combinations between toponym and allocentric constructions relative
to the total amount of spatial combinations considered for the three types of texts considered.

A Chi-square analysis revealed that the frequency of allocentric-toponyms combinations
varied significantly with type of text (χ2 = 6.08, df = 2, p < .05). Also the graph above
suggests that the spatial naturalistic, compared to the other two types of texts, presented a
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higher frequency of combinations between toponyms and geomorphic constructions. Crosstextually it is evident that naturalistic spatial texts presented the highest frequency
combinations between toponyms and geomorphic constructions. The chart also indicates that
it is in spatial naturalistic texts that we find the highest difference between cardinal and
geomorphic in combination with toponyms.
This gives quantitative confirmation to our earlier proposal in spatial naturalistic types
of text, mostly based on memory recounts/stories of places, movement, and events, the use of
allocentric constructions (especially when specialized ones) may require further linguistic
specification so as to contextualize the spatial entities for the audience. As far as the intertextual results are concerned, the geomorphic system, although still absolute (as per the
definition in Levinson, 2003), is still ‘local’ or specialized to the environment in which it is
used when compared to the cardinal, which is more ‘global’. Finally, it is important to notice
that non-spatial texts show a tendency to have similar cardinal+toponym combinations than
spatial semi-naturalistic.
These results together can be interpreted as a further indicator of the degree of
abstractness of the cardinals, suggesting they are more versatile and flexible and, unlike
geomorphic constructions, do not need to be combined with toponyms for further
specialization.

11.5 Cross-textual

distribution

of

allocentric

+

landscape

constructions

combinations
Given that only one combination was found between allocentric constructions and landscape
descriptions, specifically in semi-naturalistic text types, a statistical analysis was not
applicable in this case. The beginning of the present chapter (§11.2) has shown a flexible
distribution of landscape constructions across the three types of narratives considered, also
non-spatially focussed. The absence of combinations with allocentric constructions revealed
here may be an indicator that landscape constructions are important in Bininj Kunwok
discourse but not necessarily to discourse for which space is an issue, and in particular spatial
orientation and navigation.
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11.6 Discussion
The analysis proposed in this chapter tests the qualitative tendencies already discussed in
chapter 10 in support for H5, namely that the degree of abstractness/specialization of the two
types of allocentric construction is reflected in frequency of patterned combinations with
other spatial terms, and that it depends on text type (Table 16). The cross-textual analyses
described in this chapter show statistically significant results on two main levels: the
distribution of the spatial constructions (toponym, motion, landscape and allocentric
constructions) considered individually first and then the distribution of geomorphic and
cardinal examined in combination with the other spatial constructions.
The distribution of the spatial constructions attains statistical significance when examining the
data in two ways: 1. Collapsing all the spatial constructions together cross-textually; 2.
Redistributing all the spatial constructions based on their combinations with allocentric
constructions across the three types of texts.
Regarding the first analysis, it was aimed at considering the distribution of all the
spatial constructions across the three types of texts to test first which texts presented the most
significant amount of which spatial constructions. Analyzing the distribution of all the spatial
constructions collapsed across the three types of texts it emerged that these were significantly
higher in semi-naturalistic texts presented with respect to the other two text types.
Surprisingly, in relation to naturalistic texts, when all the spatial constructions were
pooled, there seemed to be a tendency to use more spatial constructions in non-spatial than in
spatial naturalistic texts. This effect was assumed to be driven by particular construction
types. The constructions were also considered separately as cardinal, geomorphic, motion,
toponym and landscape for each type of text. This fine-grained re-distribution showed more
clearly that the spatial constructions leading the tendencies in non-spatial texts are first of all
motion then cardinal and landscape constructions, showing that these particular constructions
may have been leading this tendency. Yet, the qualitative analysis in chapters 8 showed that
in non-spatial texts just a few motion semantic types are used and combined with allocentrics
(mostly re ‘to go’), and that cardinal constructions often referred to a more generic spatial
referent. We proposed earlier that the semantic function of landscape constructions is less to
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guide orientation than to describe the landscape. Combining the two results it was possible to
deduce that cardinals and movement (e.g., re) used with a generic referent as well as
landscape descriptions can be quite common in Bininj Kunwok naturalistic discourse and
therefore need not be necessarily focussed on spatial matters.
The reason why these constructions may be more versatile in Bininj Kunwok
discourse than toponyms and geomorphic terms might be that the latter, in comparison, are
more specialized ways to refer to places and directions. A toponym in fact is a spatial
identifier with its own geographic specificity and culturally meaningful significance;
geomorphic constructions verbally express an allocentric orientation system that differently
from the cardinal, which is global, has remained local and so relative to the topography
surrounding the speaker who is using them.
The result supports H4 in showing that text genre has an effect on the distribution of
allocentric constructions, but at the same time it expands on what expected by showing the
also the combinatory flexibility of orientation constructions is affected by the type of text in
which it is produced.
The second analysis involved a slightly different examination of how allocentric
constructions combine with other spatial constructions (such as motion or toponyms) across
texts, or better how they appear in the same language unit concurring to refer to a common
spatial referent in a text, and so not seen in isolation. This analysis more specifically tested
the degree of abstractness and specialization of allocentric constructions. Summarizing the
findings:
i) the lack of combinations between allocentric and landscape constructions.
ii) the diverse range of motion types combining with cardinal constructions, in seminaturalistic spatial texts, but a very small set with geomorphic constructions.
iii) the restriction to motion path types in combination with allocentric constructions,
in growing proportions as one moves from non-spatial to spatial to spatial navigationfocussed texts.
iv) the statistically significant amount of combinations between geomorphic and
toponym constructions across text types with the highest number in spatial naturalistic texts.
The results in this second analysis were partly already observed in chapters 8 and 9
but the distributions were confined to the type of allocentric constructions considered
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individually. The analysis in this chapter is more fine-grained in that it focussed mostly on the
combination between the two constructions and other salient spatial language.
The fact that geomorphic-toponym combinations most exclusively appeared in spatial
naturalistic texts was interpreted as the interaction of two main factors: the task setting,
mostly memory-based and the spatial content of this type of text. It is here assumed that if a
text was produced as a memory recall where the speakers did not have the possibility to
contextualize their spatial referents using their surrounds, they would do so by using some
other spatially unique linguistic indicators (presumably known to them and to the audience),
in this case toponyms. Toponyms in Bininj Kunwok can be considered as one of the most
specialized verbal indicators people use to be specific about space (Garde, 2014). In this
sense, when used in combination with another less versatile and more specialized verbal
strategy to express orientation such as geomorphic constructions, the discourse assumes very
specific spatial focus. The same result was not found for cardinals.
A significant amount of cardinals was instead found to combine with a higher
semantic variety of motion verbs, especially in semi-naturalistic types of texts. The result was
interpreted as a sign of higher semantic flexibility of the cardinal constructions. The same
result was not found for geomorphic, which tended to combine with the lowest semantic
range of motion constructions across the three text types.
Taken together these distributions are consistent with H5, in that cardinal
constructions, by virtue of their flexible and more versatile semantic combinatory capacity in
naturalistic and semi-naturalistic discourse, can also be considered more conceptually
abstract. Geomorphic constructions instead may be considered conceptually more specialized
to the immediate environment in which they are used and less abstract than cardinal
constructions. This interpretation reflects their more limited combinatory capacity with
motion semantic types and more frequent combinations with toponyms (another type of
spatial identifier) mostly in spatial texts.
The results add quantitative corroboration to the qualitaitive outcome already
discussed in chapter 10 (§10.4) thus problematizing the possibility of assigning whole
languages to some semantic orientation categories. Recapitulating, this discussion
problematizes two views. One view is based on assumed stable and universal features of
spatial frames of reference (Levinson, 2003; Levinson and Wilkins, 2006), created as a result
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of sole examination of language structures and grammar. Another, more recent theory, upon
review of some of the features of the above-noted allocentric/absolute orientation
categorization in particular its ‘abstractness’ and ‘fixdness’ based on some operational
differences (binary versus ternary relations, see more in chapter 2, §2.5 in regard) has
attempted to typologize languages based on features of the physical environment/topography,
as mediated by socio-cultural values (Palmer, 2015; Palmer et al., 2017). Yet, in both cases,
without a more dynamic contextual semantic analysis of language use it is still difficult to
understand semantic variation (of space in this case) and therefore which categories can be
considered more stable or ‘universal’ therefore general enough to be able to ‘contain’ whole
language systems. Therefore, the outcome of this chapter together with the qualitative
analysis of chapter 10 go beyond the former (Levinson, 2003; Levinson and Wilkins, 2006) as
well as the latter (Palmer, 2015; Palmer et al., 2017) views – in that a more in-depth
contextualized frequency analysis of spatial semantics can show significant semantic variation
in the use of allocentric/absolute systems as a factor of textual genre and contextual factors.
Table 16: a summary of the quantitative results emerging from the textual and cross-textual
analysis of spatial constructions combinations in Bininj Kunwok.
Variable observed

Influential factor

Quantitative results
2

Overall cross-textual

Type of text:

χ = 67.24, df = 2, p < 0.001

distribution of all spatial

naturalistic spatial

constructions

naturalistic non-spatial
semi-naturalistic spatialg,c,m,t,l
χ2 = 23.5, df = 2, p < 0.001

Cross-textual distribution of

Type of text:

allocentric + motion

naturalistic spatial

semantic types

naturalistic non-spatial
semi-naturalistic spatialc+m
χ2 = 14.63, df = 2, p < 0.001

Cross-textual distribution of

Type of text:

allocentric + path type

naturalistic spatial

combinations

naturalistic non-spatial
semi-naturalistic spatiala+m/p
χ2 = 6.083, df = 2, p < 0.05

Cross-textual distribution of

Type of text:

allocentric – toponyms

naturalistic spatial
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combinations

naturalistic non-spatialg+t

p = 0.01

semi-naturalistic spatial
The letters near each factor (second column) indicate significant frequency. The meaning of the letters
are the following: g = geomorphic, c = cardinal, m = motion, m/p = motion path, t = toponym, l =
landscape for each spatial construction type. These are represented separated by a comma when
individually considered, e.g. g,m = significant distribution of geomorphic and motion or joined by a
‘+’ when in combination, e.g. g+m = significant amount of geomorphic and motion combinations.
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CHAPTER 12
12 General discussion
12.1 Recapitulation of the research aims through Questions and Hypotheses
The main aim of this research project, as defined throughout this thesis, was to answer the
following general questions:
How do Bininj Kunwok people from Western Arnhem Land navigate in the bush?
Why do they navigate that way?
How do they verbalize their orientation systems?
Stemming from these broad questions were a number of specific lines of enquiry:
Q1a: Which systems and strategies of navigation do Bininj Kunwok people usually use
during spatial navigation?
Q1b: How do they verbalize them and which contextual factors (e.g., geographical, sociocultural) significantly influence their verbalization?
Q2: is it possible to use Bininj Kunwok contextualized data to expand on and to
contribute to existing cognitive representations of spatial navigation by including a
communicative parameter?
In relation to these questions, seven hypotheses were proposed:
H1) When navigating, Bininj Kunwok speakers are expected to use conversational
implicatures in conversation. This means that they would favour a proximate strategy of
direct observation with unfamiliar interlocutors, and an ultimate strategy, which will be
connected to the topography of the land, with familiar interlocutors and fellow travellers.
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H2) Given the task setting, Bininj Kunwok lexical choice in verbalizing orientation will be
affected by the availability of environmental cues.
H3) Given the task setting, Bininj Kunwok language performance will demonstrate an
extensive use of the allocentric system across scales.
H4) The use of cardinal and geomorphic constructions taken individually will be affected by
the type of text in which these constructions are embedded.
H5) The abstractness or specialization of allocentric constructions, in particular between
cardinal and geomorphic, will be reflected in the type and frequency of combinations with
toponyms and motion constructions, which will depend on textual differences.
H6) Having two orientation systems at their disposal, Bininj Kunwok people will favour the
geomorphic when closest to salient geographic features (e.g., rivers), and the cardinal when
significantly further away from them.
H7) Since directions belong to the same ‘spatial’ realm of toponyms, it is expected that Bininj
Kunwok adopt the same linguistic strategy to chaining and temporal order of directions and of
place names during recall. It is also hypothesized that this strategy constitutes a memorybased practice to mentally generate a sense of direction and path integration, two essential
elements for the creation of cognitive maps.
To test these hypotheses, a novel method of contextualized data collection was designed as
outlined in chapter 4. The present chapter first reviews the innovative aspects of the
methodological approach developed and applied here, and what it can help reveal, as
compared to previous methods (§12.2). It then evaluates the hypotheses posed in the thesis,
one at a time, drawing on the various types of evidence assembled through the thesis in
empirical sections A and B, and it discusses these results in relation to previous investigations
(§12.3). The general outcomes of the project, taken together, will then be used to highlight the
previsions needed for general working models of cognition and communication in the realm
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of navigation (§12.4). Finally, recommendations for future research stemming from potential
limitations of the present study will be proposed (§12.5).

12.2 An innovative method of contextualized data documentation
At the beginning of this thesis, it was mentioned that the current methodological approaches
used to capture data related to spatial language/cognition and navigation could be classified
into two broad categories – naturalistic (more anthropological) and controlled (more
experimental). The first (Lewis, 1976; Haviland 1993; 1998; Widlok, 1996; 1998; Hoffmann,
2011; 2015; McKenzie & Garde, 2006; Garde, 2014) includes ethnographic descriptions, free
storytelling, movies or naturalistic unstructured interviews capturing a number of variables in
a variety of natural settings (Warddeken bushwalk movie, 2000; Russell-Smith, Whitehead &
Cooke, 2009). The second is more related to psycholinguistic studies of spatial orientation
and uses more experimental tasks happening in more controlled and more ‘static’ testing
environments (not involving movement or changing settings) in order to control the observed
variables more systematically. Examples include describing spatial object dispositions in
pictures (Levinson et al., 1992; Bohnemeyer et al., 2004) or in large-scale environments
(Bohnemeyer et al., 2012); route direction-giving collaboration games (Pederson & Senft,
1996) or non-linguistic object assembling on a table-top (Levinson & Schmitt, 1993;
Marghetis, McComsey & Cooperrider, 2014).
Naturalistic data collection is useful because it is more holistic and representative of
regular behaviour. However, unlike experimental methods, it does not allow the researcher to
systematically isolate cause and effect in behaviour. Conversely, the disadvantage of
experimental methods is the high demand for control over the environment, which in the
current study was the focus of investigation. Thus, for this project, a semi-naturalistic method
was developed that allows for naturalistic collection while giving some control over
variations in environmental setting. At the same time, the layering of data collection across
original in situ talk, free recalls soon after the walk, and commentaries where a walk was
displayed presenting GoPro view and a GPS track together, allow us to examine three
independent verbalizations of the same route and the same environment.
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The most innovative aspect of the semi-naturalistic approach lay in the use of GoPro
action cameras worn by the speakers and GPS devices used during walks, and their
subsequent synchronization and editing into movies. The synchronization had a twofold aim:
to create small-scale visual stimuli to further elicit language in relation to navigation
(commentaries) and to produce and make fully accessible to the whole community a number
of audio-visual cultural resources related to the recording of familiar places and Bininj
manbolh. In this way, the method ensured partial naturalistic data collection because it was
taken from the perspective of the people observed, in the field, capturing changes of settings
and interlocutors.
The synchronization of GPS tracks and video recordings provided the possibility of
creating a more controlled environment of data collection, for example in the commentaries,
compared to in situ walks. In terms of data analysis, keeping control over all the variables
emerging in in situ navigation was not easy, and sometimes even impossible, to obtain.
However, the fact that data was contextualized on many levels to the geographical and sociocultural physical surrounds was a way to disambiguate interpretation of the data and to
separate effects.

12.3 Evaluation of hypotheses and discussion of results
H1) Spatial expertise and common ground – Proximate and ultimate strategies of orientation
When navigating, Bininj Kunwok speakers are expected to use conversational implicatures in
conversation. This means that they would favour a proximate strategy of direct observation
with unfamiliar interlocutors and an ultimate strategy, which will be connected to the
topography of the land, with familiar interlocutors and fellow travellers.
In the contextualized analysis of chapters 5 and 6 it was found that Bininj Kunwok
strategies of navigation (both conceptual and communicated) can be influenced by the degree
of spatial shared knowledge or common ground amongst fellow navigators. Particularly,
when the interlocutor or fellow navigator was assumed to be unfamiliar (meaning not an
expert and with very little knowledge of the area and the track), the more expert speaker
would use a proximate strategy of orientation, which means s/he would point to landmarks or
directions continuously available to the immediate judgment of the eye. Conversely, when the
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interlocutor was as familiar with the area as the speaker, the orientation strategy adopted
would shift to ultimate, where the direction referred to was the final destination from a known
and not immediately visible environmental cue, and most likely learned through past exposure
to that land and travel through it.
The result qualitatively emerged by visualizing the position and direction of the
speakers at the time at which a direction was given and the spatial referent of the direction
communicated. The observation was also tested quantitatively by considering the frequency
of use of proximate and ultimate strategies, verified as above, with familiar and unfamiliar
interlocutors, and was found to be significant. This finding provided evidence supporting H1,
according to which Bininj Kunwok speakers would favour a proximate strategy with
interlocutors judged to be unfamiliar with the terrain, and an ultimate one with interlocutors
judged to be familiar with it. The outcome answers question 1 (a,b) and supports what was
originally proposed by Haugen (1957) for Icelandic, namely that the semantics of orientation
terms may “not […] be equated with the totality of situations in which the words can be used,
but with the diacritic features of those situations which the words trigger” (Haugen, 1957:
459). In other words the outcome supports the more general underlying suggestion that
meaning cannot be judged or abstracted away from the “social situations” in which it is used.
In this sense, these results show how proximate and ultimate strategies of orientation
can be used during navigation depending on which interpersonal and therefore sociopragmatic situations may lead to their use. In answer to question 2, the finding also suggested
that the use of one or the other strategy actually requires a different calculation for orientation.
While the proximate is more immediate and ‘easier’ to gauge because it is based on
immediately visible cues (hence its use with an unfamiliar audience), the ultimate is more
‘complex’ in that it largely involves memory and a different calculation of direction not
starting from the body but from another assumed-to-be-known cue in the land.
This makes the socio-pragmatic parameter an important and missing key to expand on
current cognitive models of spatial navigation, for example the one discussed in Spiers and
Barry (2015), because it is shown that social interaction can run deeper into experiences of
land travel and navigation since one needs to know what information to store for future
communicative contingencies (chapter 7). The results here grafted an audience design
communicative working model onto an unaltered cognitive model of navigation. The
proposed revision showed the importance of considering a group of people moving through
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space rather than a single subject, therefore allowing a navigator/speaker to have multiple
ongoing cognitive representations, as well as different communicative strategies available to
interact with the interlocutor(s). The revision introduced a communicative level underlining
the importance of conversational implicatures based on metarepresentations of the degree of
assumed shared spatial knowledge in a group of travellers, in addition to predictions already
based on observations of a single individual walking through space.
We were able to observe this outcome, which positively answers the question 2 first
posed in this dissertation, only by undertaking the systematic and contextualized examination
of language documented in this thesis, and triangulating it with geographical mapping
methods. Hence the significance of this data and its most innovative contribution to scientific
theory related to spatial language and cognitive sciences.
H2) Tast setting – environmental cues and allocentric lexical choice
Given the task setting, Bininj Kunwok lexical choice in verbalizing orientation will be
affected by the availability of environmental cues.
The analysis of chapters 5 and 6 further considered features of the task setting,
particularly the scale of the space and the availability of natural cues in the task setting. These
were also found to be a determining contextual factor for the choice of orientation lexicon in
Bininj Kunwok.
The result relates to lexical choice in verbalizing orientation. Qualitative analysis
revealed cases in which, given the same walks and directions appreciated through the same
perspective and environment, the choice of allocentric construction could change depending
on whether the task was walking through that environment (in situ task) or commenting on it
in front of a screen with two perspectives, a route-view and a survey-view (commentary task).
More specifically, it was found that people spontaneously referred to the same direction using
cardinal constructions (away from rivers) during in situ talks or using geomorphic
constructions during commentaries. This result was only detected in a few cases and therefore
not suitable for statistical analysis. However, its spatial specificity makes it a significant
outcome worth exploring for future research. In this case, too, the scale of the task setting was
interpreted as a main factor in constructional choice. It is in fact possible that the multiple
perspectives that this type of task offered, in terms of the small-scale representation of the
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environments, allowed a wider view of the area, including those salient landmarks that were
not visible to the actual navigators during an in situ walk. Therefore, given the choice
between two orientation systems and probably less training with two-dimensional maps, it is
possible that people, wittingly or not, used the most context-specialized and familiar system
to avoid making mistakes when commenting on a familiar route and land. Also, in both scales
the allocentric system was used. The outcome answered Q1b by supporting H2, showing that
a different availability of environmental cues on screen and during in situ may have affected
the language performance of a particular allocentric construction used by Bininj Kunwok
speakers.
This outcome has a bearing on previous debates concerning the influence of task
features (Abarbanell, Montana and Li, 2011) versus culture (Haun et al., 2011) on the
linguistic choice of the orientation system, or FoR, used by speakers. This outcome shows
equally important semantic differences between two types of allocentric systems, namely the
cardinal and the geomorphic, rather than between two types of frames of reference, namely
the allocentric and the egocentric, which was the underlying assumption in the above-noted
investigations. The outcome also goes beyond the above debate by showing that both cultural
conventions and aspects of the task setting may be responsible for lexical choices related to
orientation. The effect of culture was reflected in the choice of a dominant allocentric
construction in both in situ (large scale) and commentary (small scale). The effect of task was
visible in the different types of allocentric construction, cardinal or geomorphic, used
depending on the environmental cues available to the speaker.
H3) Task setting – allocentric orientation & language performance
Given the task setting, Bininj Kunwok language performance will demonstrate an extensive
use of the allocentric system across scales.
Differences in task setting that emerged in chapters 5 and 6 were also important to
understand and interpret language performance when verbalizing orientation.
Expert navigators, familiar with the land, who commented on the direction of a walk
displayed on screen appeared to show verbal uncertainties mostly when the cardinal direction
they were facing during a commentary was not aligned with the direction of a walk displayed.
This result was detected by qualitatively identifying precise linguistic indicators reflecting
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uncertainty, such as self-corrections, false starts, or clear semantic discrepancies between the
direction verbalized and the direction of the walk in relation to the direction faced by the
speakers during the commentary. Statistical scrutiny of the semantic discrepancies and a
semantic analysis of the allocentric constructions themselves showed that, in cases of body
misalignment, the direction verbalized referred to the global surrounds of the speaker rather
than the actual direction walked relative to a particular orientation of the map displayed on
screen or the intrinsic features of the screen itself (north on top), thus supporting the
hypothesis of a cross-scale extensive use of the allocentric system in Bininj Kunwok. The
interpretation assigned to this finding was that this was the result of a misalignment effect and
that an awareness of the small-scale environment in the video may have interacted with an
extensive use of absolute orientation of expert navigators (grown up in the bush) who would
have been accustomed to orientate based on their global surrounds rather than relatively to a
computer screen, thus causing the uncertainties and semantic discrepancies we found. Given
the above, this result answered Q1b and supported H3, in that it showed, given a task setting,
a cross-scale extensive use of the allocentric system in Bininj Kunwok.
The interpretation of a misalignment effect in Bininj Kunwok language performance
connected to orientation verbalization during navigation commentaries also re-opens the
question about whether body misalignment (Sholl, 2006), more than sensorimotor cues (Burte
and Hegarty, 2014), affects orientation performance when judging environments at small
scales, given that, in the navigation commentary stimuli created for this project, both the
videos and the dynamic tracks on the maps may have contributed to creating a visual
integration for the sense of motion, which normally would be missing in a small-scale
stimulus like a photograph. The misalignment effect may affect people who make widespread
use of allocentric/absolute systems or spatial frames of reference, more than of egocentric
systems that would be more expected to be used in this case, since they would pay attention to
their global surrounds and whatever aligns with them, more so than they would focus on the
relative or local perspective of a small-scale aid.
While showing widespread use of the allocentric system in Bininj Kunwok across
tasks, this dissertation also reinforces previous suggestions in the literature of a tendency for
speakers of other Northern Australian Indigenous languages, like Guugu Yimithirr or Kuuk
Thaayorre or Kayardild (Gaby, unpublished, Haviland, 1993; 1998; Evans, 1995), to use
absolute frames of reference also in relation to small scales (a computer screen in this case).
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Finally, the current results, in addition to what already discussed under H2, go beyond
the debate related to the effects of culture (Haun et al., 2011) versus task setting (Abarbanell
et al., 2011) on orientation performance. This outcome in fact proposes that it is the potential
combination and interference of both factors, namely culture and task features, to cause the
effects observed here in language performance. Therefore, the widespread use of the
allocentric system as a product of Bininj Kunwok relation with their land as modulated by
socio-cultural conventions developed in that particular physical environment can be affected
by features of the task setting with which people may not have been accustomed to operate,
thus triggering the orientation uncertainties demonstrated here.
H4) Text genre – semantic differences between allocentric constructions
The use of cardinal and geomorphic constructions will be affected by the type of text in which
these constructions are embedded.
The results, mostly deriving from the analyses in chapters 8 and 9, reveal apparent
similarities between naturalistic and semi-naturalistic types of texts. One finding is the large
number of cardinal expressions used in both non-spatial naturalistic and semi-naturalistic
types of texts, whereas the highest incidence of geomorphic use appears in spatial naturalistic
and semi-naturalistic texts.
Qualitative scrutiny of the data shows clear semantic distinctions between the texts
collected with traditional naturalistic methods and the texts collected using the
methodological approach proposed for this project.
First, the semantics of cardinal constructions presents a more specific spatial referent in
semi-naturalistic texts, whereas more generic spatial referents get used in non-spatial
naturalistic texts.
Second, the semantics of geomorphic constructions appears to be contextualized with
respect to the surrounding ecological setting in semi-naturalistic spatial texts, sometimes
highlighted by the presence of deixis and/or gestures. This is likely to be a consequence of the
fact that geomorphic constructions had a more direct physical spatial referent in seminaturalistic texts, something that was missing in naturalistic spatial texts, where they were
frequently accompanied by place names instead.
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Third, a more fine-grained analysis shows that the task setting in which the texts were
elicited may have been driving this result, since ecologically contextualized geomorphic
constructions were mostly found during in situ or commentary task settings, whereas
toponymically contextualized geomorphic constructions were found to appear more often in
memory recalls.
Taken together, these findings help answering Q1b supporting H4 in that the type of
text, and particularly the spatial content of a text as well as the task setting, can be considered
to be contextual factors affecting the way allocentric constructions are verbalized in
discourse. The results show that cardinal constructions with a generic spatial referent are quite
flexible and widespread in Bininj Kunwok naturalistic discourse, even when not necessarily
focussed on space, whereas specific types of cardinal are more common in spatial texts that
have been semi-naturalistically collected and thus have the more focussed aim of capturing
more specific orientation information. In those cases where data collection was naturalistic,
Bininj Kunwok participants favoured the use of geomorphic constructions for content related
to space.
This outcome expands on previous cross-linguistic investigations on the semantics of
spatial orientation in grammar (Levinson and Wilkins, 2006) by showing significant semantic
distinctions, not addressed before, especially in the use of different types of allocentric
systems. Such distinctions only emerged through an analysis of language that is
contextualized to the type of text or the narrative context in which spatial language occurred.
They went unnoticed in the abovementioned semantic examinations of spatial grammar,
where the grammatical examples reported in that literature were the result of experimental
analyses contextualized to very specific ‘table-top’ conditions. The limited-to-the-scope
naturalistic contextualization and communicative purpose in these designs may have made it
difficult to see the semantic nuances in orientation found in the present research, which is
fundamental for an in-depth understanding of spatial language and cognition, particularly
orientation.
H5) Text genre and context – abstractness of allocentric systems in spatial combinations
The abstractness or specialization of allocentric constructions, in particular between cardinal
and geomorphic will be reflected in the type and frequency of combinations with toponyms
and motion constructions, which will depend on textual differences.
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The qualitative results reported in this dissertation, as the product of more naturalistic
interviews (in chapter 3, §3.3.4.2), showed that the cardinal system in Bininj Kunwok,
although calibrated over environmental cues for big distances (e.g., the sun, termite mounds
etc.), is grammatically less transparent and more abstract, and therefore contextually more
versatile and ‘global’, than the geomorphic, which is therefore considered a more ‘local’
orientation system. The environmentally grounded origin of the cardinal terminology seems
also to be supported by the semantic etymological correspondences found between the
cardinal and the geomorphic terminology in Gunwinjguan languages (Whitehead, 1990), as
observed for example in the relation between east and south with upstream or uphill. This
means that the current lack of transparency in the semantics of the cardinal terminology in
Bininj Kunwok can be based on a process of abstraction from the environment, which means
it can be considered an innovation when compared to geomorphic terms. This fits previous
cross-linguistic comparative lexical examinations regarding the linguistic provenance of
cardinal directions (Brown, 1983), which argue that cardinal terminology can be considered
the product of language change and lexical innovation stemming from other semantic areas
that in this dissertation have been identified as geomorphic or environmentally grounded.
These areas include the topography of the land (up and down distinctions from a natural
slope), salient landmarks (rivers and hills), atmospheric conditions (major winds), and
celestial bodies (the sun and the stars). The results thus preliminarily answer Q1b and satisfy
H5 in showing a more ad hoc use of the geomorphic as opposed to a more versatility of the
cardinal system, which can be considered as a measure of abstractness.
Moving on to the results emerging from the qualitative and quantitative textual analysis
of chapters 10 and 11, we found, amongst other results, that semi-naturalistic texts contained
the highest amount of spatial constructions, namely cardinal, geomorphic, motion and
toponyms. In naturalistic discourse, on the other hand, it was found that non-spatial
naturalistic texts contain more spatial constructions compared to spatial naturalistic texts. At
first sight, this result may appear to be at odds with current assumptions and results found in
this thesis, but a more fine-grained analysis has shown it to be driven mostly by motion and
cardinal constructions. A closer qualitative and quantitative scrutiny, taking togerher the
results of chapters 8, 9, 10 and 11 showed that the frequency of motion constructions and
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cardinals with a more generic semantics (non-specific spatial referent) was leading the
distribution in non-spatial as compared to spatial texts. This was interpreted as a sign that the
way motion and generic cardinals are used may be more part of Bininj Kunwok ordinary talk
not necessarily connected to particular spatial orientation topics.
More specifically in chapters 8 and 9, a further finding showed that the spatial referent
of a cardinal was more generic in non-spatial texts compared to spatial texts, and that the
semantics of a geomorphic was more specialized and used to refer to particular environments
presented alone or sometimes accompanied by deixis in semi-naturalistic texts and with
toponyms in naturalistic texts.
Overall, this outcome was interpreted as a reflection of the versatility, and therefore
abstractness, of the cardinal as opposed to the geomorphic type of constructions, which is also
dependent on the type of text in which these are used.
Important outcomes were revealed in the second textual analysis of chapters 10 and 11
related to combinations between spatial expressions. Firstly, it was found that, in all three
types of text, allocentric constructions in Bininj Kunwok tended to combine mostly with path
motion constructions (more than manner), which was not surprising in light of the directional
meaning of allocentric constructions. Secondly, cardinal constructions, as compared to
geomorphic constructions, combine with a much wider variety of motion verbs in seminaturalistic texts, with this combination being very low in non-spatial texts. This was
interpreted as another example of the semantic flexibility of cardinals and therefore their more
abstract semantics compared to the geomorphic constructions. At the same time, compared
with cardinals, geomorphic constructions combine more frequently with toponyms in spatial
naturalistic texts, evidence of a relatively high level of genre specificity in their use. Finally,
although both qualitative and a quantitative analyses have shown a presence of landscape
constructions across types of texts, no combinations with allocentric expressions were found.
The widespread presence of landscape descriptions also in non-spatial texts considered
together with the absence of such combinations supports the interpretation that landscape
constructions are important elements in Bininj Kunwok discourse but their normal function
may not be to orientate or to give directions in discourse related to navigation, rather to
achieve descriptive or social aims, for example describing a space in its topographical
nuances to show knowledge (or expertise even) of an environment.
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Together, these results answer Q1b by supporting H5 regarding the abstractness of the
cardinal and the specialization of the geomorphic constructions reflected in the way these can
combine with other spatial constructions, which also depends on differences across text types.
Summarizing all of the above results: semantic differences, unnoticed before, were
identified between allocentric/absolute systems, which depend on text genre and contextual
factors. Such differences reflect a degree of abstractness of cardinal over other
environmentally grounded constructions considered more ad hoc and specialized to the
context of use, for example the geomorphic. Specifically, based on qualitative interviews
conducted in this project and as a result of semantic etymological correspondences between
the cardinal and other environmentally grounded systems in Gunwinjguan languages
(Whitehead, 1990), the cardinal system in Bininj Kunwok was interpreted to be calibrated
around natural cues (like the sun or termite castles). Given the clear lexical differences
between the two constructions, this means that over time, the cardinal may have significantly
innovated to become lexically more abstract and so less transparent. This was not the case for
the geomorphic. The semantic and lexical abstractness of the cardinal is reflected in the
variety of text types in which allocentric constructions are used and in the type and frequency
of combinations they maintain with other spatial constructions (and their semantics)
concurring to refer to a particular spatial referent. Taken together these results show that a
more dynamically contextualized analysis of language can offer evidence of semantic
evolution (in etymology) and variation (in language use) between allocentric systems, thus
problematizing the possibility to typologize entire language structures on presumed general
categories of orientation semantics (for example allocentric/absolute) based on a more
unilateral and perhaps specialized analytical approach on aspects of their grammar (Levinson,
2003; Levinson and Wilkins, 2006) or of their respective surrounding environment, even
when mediated by socio-cultural factors (Palmer, 2015; Palmer et al., 2017).
H6) Landmark proximity & allocentric choice
Having two orientation systems at their disposal, Bininj Kunwok people will favour the
geomorphic closest to salient geographic features (e.g., rivers), and the cardinal when
significantly further away from them.
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Another finding that emerged from the analysis of chapters 5 and 6 was that Bininj
Kunwok people favour the use of the geomorphic system (e.g., upstream/downstream) when
closer to salient geographic features and the cardinal when significantly further away during
in situ navigation. When speakers were at a distance of 100 or less meters from a salient
geographic feature they preferred the use of the geomorphic system related to that feature. In
all other cases the cardinal was used instead. Both a qualitative and quantitative analysis
revealed that the two main allocentric systems in Bininj Kunwok are used differently in
relation to the physical environment. The geomorphic is favoured near salient landmarks
(such as rivers) and the cardinal is more versatile and used in a wider amount of contexts.
This result contributes to answer Q1 (a,b) and to verify H6 in that the use of one or the
other allocentric system in Bininj Kunwok depends on the geographical setting in which the
speaker is embedded and that Bininj Kunwok people only use the allocentric (and never an
egocentric) system of orientation in relation to navigation. These results expand on existing
literature in different ways.
One way is by expanding on Bininj Kunwok existing spatial documentation (Evans,
2003: 590-1; Garde, 2014) by showing an extensive use of the allocentric/absolute orientation
system and the absence of any egocentric system in discourse during travel and navigation.
Also, the result offers more contextual clarity on etymological discussions regarding
semantic connections between cardinals and other more environmentally grounded
expressions of orientation in Gunwinjguan languages (Whitehead, 1990), showing some
geographical ways in which the two systems may differ.
Another way is by supporting recent ‘topographic’ and ‘socio-topographic’ proposals
in that the topographical surrounds can modulate the cognitive processes and the choice of the
language used in relation to space and orientation (Palmer, 2015; Palmer et al., 2017).
H7) Cognitive maps and spatial recall
Since directions belong to the same ‘spatial’ realm of toponyms, it is expected that Bininj
Kunwok adopt the same linguistic strategy to chaining and temporal order of directions and of
place names during recall. It is also hypothesized that this strategy constitutes a memorybased practice to mentally generate a sense of direction and path integration, two essential
elements for the creation of cognitive maps.
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A further qualitative finding that emerged in chapters 5 and 6 and that was further
elaborated in chapter 7 (§7.3) relates to how allocentric constructions were verbalized during
free recalls. It had been hypothesized that Bininj Kunwok free recalls of directions would
exhibit the same speech strategy already found to be used to recall places – the ‘tail-head’
linking strategy (Hercus, Hodges & Simpson, 2002; Garde, 2014). This was not supported in
any straightforward way by linguistic data: in fact, while it applied to strings of toponyms
(A,B; B,C; C,D etc.), this mnemonic structure did not actually involve clauses in the sense of
constructions containing verbs. Instead, when verbal clauses were involved, these were
chained together in the correct order, but joined by the temporal operator wanjh ‘then’
instead.
Yet, what was found to be similar between the way places and directions were recalled
in Bininj Kunwok was the logic behind the recall structure. The strategy in fact is composed
of two main features: i) chaining – linking the spatial entities and ii) temporal ordering –
resembling the procedural linear nature of movement along Bininj manbolh ‘Aboriginal
walking routes’. In H7 it had also been hypothesized that such recall structure would reflect
the two main conceptual parameters that form a cognitive map of an environment – sense of
direction and path integration. This was supported.
The way directions can be ‘chained’ in memory recalls, using the wanjh operator for
directions and the ‘tail-head’ for places, still expresses an intention to ‘link’ directional
movement in space. It was therefore interpreted, as in the case of place names, as a way to
create a sense of direction for an overall understanding of the topographic structure of the
land.
The way all the directions walked were recalled in a very precise order, using wanjh
but also the very temporal succession of directions in recall, as was the case for toponyms,
conceptually represents the procedural linear movement along a walked track, which can be
considered a form of path integration, to create a ‘sense of time’ of where one was (or was
going) and where one is (or is/going) to be next. Such an interpretation was aided by reading
the content of the free recalls against a geomapped visualization of the tracks recalled. The
finding was read in terms of the two main parameters in the spatial cognitive literature
(Tolman, 1948; Kozlowski & Bryant, 1977; Epstein, 2017), which is assumed to be essential
for the creation of cognitive maps – sense of direction and path integration (or dead
reckoning).
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12.4 Theoretical implications stemming from the methodological apparatus
The results emerging from this study generate a number of theoretical and methodological
implications related to communication, and to spatial cognition, in particular as they relate to
navigation.
In regard to the method of documentation, the methodological apparatus employed in
this project expands on previous types of data collection by introducing more naturalistic
context by tying the recording to rich ecological and other contextual information, both about
the immediate context and the more distal goal of navigation. It sits between naturalistic
forms of data collection to capture spontaneous behaviours in their natural environment of
occurrence, on the one hand, and more experimental elicitation task settings that separate and
contextualize variables for the purposes of understanding and predicting human behaviour
and language, on the other. Both aspects are needed in a study of spatial navigation and
language. The naturalistic is in fact necessary given the changing settings, but at the same
time the need to ensure enough control over setting variation is fundamental to capture
systematic patterns of behaviour. Indeed, the approach proposed here is still at its early stages,
also due to the lack of a stand-alone and self-contained technology able to support it.
However, the fact that some of the findings that emerged especially in chapters 5 and
6 would have been undiscoverable otherwise and the significance of this method for the
creation of ‘cultural resources’ related to walking on country accessible to the community,
further confirms the importance and application of the method.
The methodology proposed helps document the context of language use on many
levels.
One such level is the socio-pragmatic; it led to the modelling of an audience design
representation of cognitive processes of spatial navigation that includes a communicative
parameter, by allowing us to monitor speaker assessments of addressee expertise, and by
varying the interlocutor between those with local familiarity and navigational expertise and
those without.
Another is the level of the task setting. The method in fact also permutes across
multiple verbal representations responding to different types of spatial context (in situ,
memory recall, on-screen GoPro linked to GPS track), allowing us to observe different
formulations at play in response to the same ‘objective’ navigated path.
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Finally, there is the geographical level. It offered the possibility to contextualize
spatial data to the environment referred to.
For the above reasons, the application of this methodology presents an important
methodological implication especially on cross-cultural typological semantic explorations of
space (Levinson, 2003; Levinson and Wilkins, 2006) and to language documentation more
generally, by supporting a different type of contextualized study of language and behavioural
data. This contextualization is likely to be useful as the field expands its investigation of how
languages talk about space and orientation into more ecological settings and how these,
modulated by socio-cultural factors, relate to cognition (Palmer et al., 2017).
This type of contextualized data collection, made possible through the synchronization
of action cameras and GPS, also enabled us to propose a working cognitive model expanding
on the one designed by Spiers and Barry (2015). It helped in particular to expand the notion
of spatial navigation from the idea of ‘solipsistic’ movement of one individual from a start
location to a goal destination, to the concept of a socio-pragmatic event, building in audiencedesign principles and therefore depending on the degree of shared spatial knowledge between
fellow travellers, involving the complexity of multiple cognitive representations, and
communicative strategies at once. In this sense, the type of contextualized data documentation
and analysis conducted on Bininj Kunwok may be useful to stimulate reflection to improve
current understanding and predictions of human navigation by extending them crossculturally.
Finally, the methodology may expand on or be of use to already existing contextualized
studies of spatial language and discourse in relation to navigation (Denis, 1997; et al., 1999;
Allen, 1997; 2000; Klippel et al., 2005; Klippel, Tenbrink, Montello, 2012; Tenbrink,
Bergmann, Koniezcny, 2011; Egorova, Tenbrink, Purves, 2015) in that it provides a nonWestern culture and perspective, Bininj Kunwok, and socio-pragmatic components previously
absent or simply suggested but never empirically and systematically observed.

12.5 Future directions
It is important to stress that this project has only addressed the Bininj Kunwok spatial
orientation system revealed mostly from an analysis of how allocentric constructions are used
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in context. It would be beneficial for future research to investigate more thoroughly other
aspects and variables of the Bininj Kunwok spatial system, for example if (and how) the
topographical configuration of the landscape expressed through language constructions can
actually be used in navigation by manipulating the conditions of data collection, for example
by looking at routes passing through a wider variety of eco-zones in Arnhem Land. A similar
methodological apparatus could also be applied to the study of other Western and nonWestern cultures and languages to trace appropriate comparisons with Bininj Kunwok.
Additionally, a new methodology also implies redesigning the methods used in this
study so they can be deployed more efficiently. The lack of software for analysis that could
read together geographic and linguistic data meant that considerable time and ingenuity was
needed to manually read the two together for a suitable interpretation of the data. Current
investigations exist (Burenhult, 2017), developing the programming base behind extra tools
for ELAN that also include geographical data, where language is transcribed not only in
relation to some temporal but also spatial coordinates in a more automatic way. It would be
advisable for future investigations adopting a method of data collection similar to the one
proposed in this project, to pair up with those emerging procedures of data analysis for a
perhaps more efficient and less time-demanding approach. In addition, future research should
consider combining the current contextualised approach with psycholinguistic methodological
approaches of the kind conducted by Levinson and collegeagues (Levinson & Wilkins, 2006
inter alia). Comparing the results of the two approaches will likely add deeper insights into
the field of spatial language and cognition.
The qualitative nature of some of the findings, for example those relating to the
creation of cognitive maps in Bininj Kunwok through the use of an oral strategy of spatial
recall, is still at a conjectural stage. The findings from the current project are consistent with
some of the suggestions made in previous literature, but the issue of the creation of cognitive
maps is still an open question in the field since it is difficult to test. Nonetheless, the current
project contributes to expand on and take previous suggestions regarding mental maps in
Bininj Kunwok (Garde, 2014) and Australian languages more generally (Hercus, Hodges &
Simpson, 2009) to the next level by proposing connections to some of the cognitive literature
related to cognitive maps in space and navigation (Tolman, 1948; Epstein, 2017).
It may therefore be worth creating more systematic and experimental ways to collect
geographically contextualized language data to clarify this issue of the cognitive maps. This
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could be done, for example, by designing more targeted semi-naturalistic walks, of the kind
created in this project, conducted on a set of different types of spaces such as indoor as well
as outdoor or town versus city as well as different types of rural environments, for instance
coastal as opposed to inland and also examining the type of relation that the participants in
these studies maintain with those lands, for example if they were born and raised in those
environments as opposed to being temporary visitors, the latter a factor that could also be
controlled as a measure of spatial expertise. These studies should be conducted on a wider
sample of people, perhaps applied to different cultures and language families. The elicited
language and behavioural data collected during the walks can then be compared to previous
recounts of those same places to be verified against the topographical configuration of those
environments depicted in accurate cartographic representations of those same lands.
An additional point of attention is that the proposed analysis, to comply with the
specific intentions of the project, strictly classifies and codes spatial expressions focusing on
spatial semantic categories, levels of expertise or familiarity and construction types. No
further classifications of Bininj Kunwok discourse were made that distinguish different
between communicative functions of spatial expressions (e.g., ‘orientational’, ‘mythical’,
‘educational’). Doing so would have almost certainly required a bigger data set and a
significantly greater amount of time. As such, this level of categorization can be considered as
a future avenue of research and/or as a potential follow up to this (or a similar) project.
Finally, it is important to add that language is used between people, in real and often
cognitively challenging spatial contexts, for example to talk about space in situ, to recall
environments from memory, to discuss space and orientation indirectly (displayed on maps,
computer screens etc.), to achieve situated and variable goals. Therefore, to understand how it
works we need the sort of controlled but naturalistic approaches that this project has been
striving to develop
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CONCLUSION
Conclusion
This dissertation investigated questions related to the navigation systems and strategies of
orientation adopted by Bininj Kunwok people from Western Arnhem Land. Using a novel
array of methods, I elicited descriptions of navigation and orientation from native speakers of
Bininj Kunwok, and also analysed the use of spatial language in other more traditional texts.
In this brief concluding chapter, I consider the broader implications of the results.
A major finding was that Bininj Kunwok people do not use the egocentric system
(gauged around the body) during spatial navigation. Rather, they mostly use two main types
of allocentric systems of orientation: the cardinal (north/south/east and west) and the
geomorphic (up/downstream, high/low country). An ethnographic analysis suggested that the
cardinal system in Bininj Kunwok has environmental origins, meaning it is not based on
Western(-European) compass-based standards, thus confirming historical sources suggesting
a semantic correspondence between the cardinal and other more environmentally grounded
directional systems. However, a contextual analysis of the use of cardinal constructions,
observed in a variety of geographical, socio-pragmatic contexts and also textual genres,
suggested that they may be represented more abstractly than geomorphic constructions, where
usage is more ad hoc. This supports more recent theories that the semantics of allocentric
systems may evolve and vary depending on both the surrounding environment and sociocultural conventions (Palmer, 2015; Palmer et al., 2017); but at the same time, it makes it
problematic to focus on dominant strategies in order to ‘typologize’ entire languages into
semantic categories of orientation, which are not fixed, as already attempted in previous
cross-linguistic investigations (Levinson, 2003; Levinson and Wilkins, 2006). To achieve this
typological target, more geographically and dynamically contextualized investigations of
(spatial) language are recommended.
The thesis has also proposed a way to expand on current models of spatial navigation
(Spiers and Barry, 2015) by arguing for the importance of studying the communicative
dimension of navigation. Bininj Kunwok people adopt two main orientation strategies during
navigation – the proximate, based on the immediate judgment of the eye, and the ultimate,
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based on traditions of land travel. The use of these strategies is partly determined by the
speaker’s understanding of the interlocutor’s familiarity with the environment. Navigation, as
it was studied in this thesis, requires the navigator to adhere to principles regarding audience
design (Clark and Murphy, 1982; Bell, 1984; Enfield and Stivers, 2007; Sidnell and Stivers,
2013; Gann and Barr, 2014), involving the choice of particular language use to provide
addressee’s engagement and accessibility to shared knowledge (Evans, Bergqvist and San
Roque, 2017 a, b). The aim was to build upon and expand on models that have until now
treated navigation as an individual process only.
It was also found that task parameters significantly influenced the use of spatial
language, reflected in lexical choice and language performance. Specifically, participants
used different allocentric systems (never egocentric) to refer to orientation across task
settings, and particularly scales, namely in situ (large scale) and commentary (small scale).
Furthermore, when asked to comment on walks shown on a computer screen, participants
verbalized orientation with less uncertainty when they were facing the same direction of the
walk than if they were not spatially aligned. Semantic analysis showed that speakers were
using the global coordinates in the external world rather than the relative space of a computer
screen to orientate. This result offers some evidence of a pervasive use of the allocentric
system by a non-Western culture with a long-standing tradition of foot-walk and bush skills.
Overall, the results of this thesis contribute an important data point to debates regarding
human spatial navigation and its link to language. Throughout the species’ history, humans
have proven themselves to be expert navigators, migrating to different parts of the planet.
However, humans have developed a diverse set of cognitive tools to deal with navigation
influenced by the challenging environments they inhabit as well as the socio-cultural
surroundings shaped around those environments. As shown in this thesis, the signatures of
these tools may be revealed through language. The results of this thesis speak to the
importance of studying the linguistic and navigation practices of diverse cultures, since only
once these have been adequately documented and explained will we have a more complete
understanding of the myriad of ways in which humans conceptualize space and talk about it,
and most importantly a clearer understanding of the ways in which they may relate to their
land.
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Appendix A: Cross-linguistic classifications of FoR
Table 17: crosslinguistic evidence for egocentric orientation
Orientation/directionality system

Language; country

example

References

English and Dutch, Europe

Left, right, back, front

(Pederson,

Egocentric orientation
1998;

It takes the human body as the anchoring point

Levinson,

to guide orientation and direction. For example

Staden, Bowermann and

left/right or their projective correspondents to

Verhelst, 2006; Levinson

the left/to the right or in front of/at the back of
above/below (although the latter could also be

2003;

Van

and Wilkins, 2006)
Japanese, Japan

left, right, back, front

(Pederson, 1998; Kita,

labelled intrinsic from the literature so far) for

2006; Levinson, 2003;

both big (e.g., geographical space- a County)

Levinson and Wilkins,

and small-scale (e.g., the surface of a table)

2006)

spaces

Table 18: cross-linguistic evidence: only the cardinal FoR
Orientation/directionality system

Language; country

example

Only the allocentric cardinal system

Guugu Yimithirr, Australia

westward,

References
north/south-

east/west
Cardinals

include

north/south/east/west or

the

cardinals

constructions

from

(Haviland, 1993; 1998;
2000; Levinson, 1997;
Hoffman, 2016)

Warlpiri, Australia

those (e.g., to the north side, distant north and so
forth).

south, north/northern side,

(Laughren,

distant north, east, west,

Hoffman, 2017)

1978;

distant west
Kuuk Thaaiorre, Australia

N/S/E/W

(Gaby, 2006; Boroditsky
and Gaby, 2010; for a
general overview see:
Hoffman, 2016)

Kayardild, Australia

N/S/E/W

(Evans, 1995)

Karrwa

N/S/E/W

(Furby, 1976)

Warrwa, Australia

N/S/E/W

(McGregor, 2006; for a
general overview see:
Hoffman, 2016)
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Table 19: cross-linguistic evidence: more than one environmentally grounded FoR combined
with the cardinal
Orientation/directionality system

Language; country

example

References

Cardinal system and a few environmentally

Kokota, Solomon Islands

Landward/seaword/paralle

Palmer (2002)

ground allocentric systems

l to coast combined with
north/south
Marshallese,

Central

Micronesia

land-ward/sea-ward

(Senft,

upwind/downwind

2007; Palmer, 2015)

1997;

Palmer,

combined with north/south
Iaai, New Caledonia

lagoon/oceanward aixs

(Ozanne-Riviere, 1997)

combined with north/south
17 Vanuatu languages

north-west/south-east

(for

a

more

single axis combined with

overview

a

specific languages please

topographical

(shape

of

the

axis
island)

of

specific
all

the

see François, 2015)

inland-seaward
Gurindji, Australia

east-Down,

west,

south,

upstream and downstream

(Meakins,
Meakins,

2011;
Jones

and

Algy, 2015; for a general
overview see: Hoffman,
2016; 2017)
Dalabon, Australia

N/S/E/W

combined

with

upstream and downstream

(Ponsonnet, 2013 cf. in
Hoffmann, 2016; 2017;
Evans,

Merlan,

Tukumba, 2004)
Ngandi. Australia

N/S/E/W

combined

with

upriver and downriver
Tseltal

(Heath, 1978, Hoffmann,
2016; 2017)

Up/down (hill or stream

(Brown and Levinson,

depending

on

the

1992;

topography)

and

the

O’Meara

cardinal axes

Brown,
and

2006;
Pérez

Bàez, 2011; Polian and
Bohnemeyer, 2011).

Table 20: cross-linguistic evidence: use of only 1 main environmentally grounded and no
(attested) cardinal FoR
Orientation/directionality system

Language; country

example

References

Only one environmentally ground allocentric

Jaminjung, Australia

Upstream and downstream

(Schultze-Berndt, 2006;

system and no (attested) cardinal

Hoffmann, 2011; 2016;
2017)

Geocentric systems are based on non body-

Jahai, Malaysia

centred cues anchored on Earth.

Upriver, downriver, waterfeet, water-head, water-left
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They include non ‘celestial’ systems: mostly

Embaloh, Borneo

Upstream/downstream

(Adelaar, 1997)

based on prominent landmarks or anchored

combined with

around the topography of the land, for example

away/towards/across river

elevation (slope).

Yupno, PNG

Uphill, downhill

Kwaio, Salomon Islands

Uphill, downhill

ǂAkhoe Hai||om, Namibia

Where

(Wassmann, 1993; 1994;
Núñez et al., 2012)

the

(Keesing, 1997)

N/S/E/W

is

combined

with

(and

probably

based

on)

(Widlok,

1996;

1997;

2008)

vegetation patches, rivers
and the topography of the
land

Table 21: cross-linguistic evidence of a combination of different environmentally grounded
and no cardinal FoR
Orientation/directionality system

Language; country

example

one main allocentric environmentally ground

Aralle-Tabulahan, Sulawesi

upriver/downriver

system and no cardinal system.

References

combined

(McKenzie, 1997)
with

uphill/downhill
Samo, PNG

upriver/downriver
combined

(Shaw and shaw, 1973;
with

Palmer, 2015)

uphill/downhill and across
Dyirbal, Australia

upriver/downriver
combined

(Dixon, 1972; Palmer,
with

2015)

uphill/downhill
Florutz, Germany (dialect)

upriver/downriver
combined

(Rowley, 1980 cf. in
with

Palmer, 2015)

uphill/downhill

Table 22: cross-linguistic evidence of intralinguistic flexibility between egocentric and
allocentric FoR
Orientation/directionality system
Intralinguistic combination of egocentric and a
variety

of

allocentric

systems

Language; country

example

Tzeltal, Mexico

Uphill/downhill combined

(Brown and Levinson,

with

1992;

(both

geocentric/morphic and cardinal).

References
right/left

or

up/downstream

Brown,

2006;

Polian and Bonhemeyer,
2011;

O’Meara

Pérez

Bàez,

Abarbanell,

and
2011;

Montana

and Li, 2011)
Tamil, India

N/S/E/W
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left and right
Yucatec, Mexico

Juchitán Zapotec, Mexico

N/S/E/W

combined

with

(Le Guen, 2006; 2011;

left and right and back and

Bohnemeyer and Stolz,

front

2006)

Left and right combined

(Marghetis, McComsey

with

and Cooperrider, 2014)

allocentric

(not

defined which allocentric
though)
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Appendix B: Bininj Kunwok texts
Table 23: List of all the naturalistic non-spatially themed texts as part of the Bininj Kunwok
dataset analyzed in this project
Task setting

Text name

Short description and provenance

in situ

CC01-2016NARR : FIREBURNING

Audiovisual recording collected by the
community and collected by researcher
during fieldwork 2016

in situ

CC01-2016NARR : TREES

Audiovisual recording collected by the
community and collected by researcher
during fieldwork 2016

in situ

CC01-2016NARR : OLDLADIESSONG

Audiovisual recording collected by the
community and collected by researcher
during fieldwork 2016

in situ

CC01-2016NARR : FISHTRAPS

Audiovisual recording collected by the
community and collected by researcher
during fieldwork 2016

in situ

CC01-2016NARR : PANDANUSTRING

Audiovisual recording collected by the
community and collected by researcher
during fieldwork 2016

in situ

CC01-2016NARR : KINGAKUNJ

Audiovisual recording collected by the
community and collected by researcher
during fieldwork 2016

in situ

CC01-2016NARR : HUNTGOANNA

Audiovisual recording collected by the
community and collected by researcher
during fieldwork 2016

in situ

CC01-2016NARR : DALUKMANME

Audiovisual recording collected by the
community and collected by researcher
during fieldwork 2016

in situ

CC01-2016NARR : DILLYBAGSROOTS

Audiovisual recording collected by the
community and collected by researcher
during fieldwork 2016

in situ

CC01-2016NARR : MANMEBININJ

Audiovisual recording collected by the
community and collected by researcher
during fieldwork 2016

in situ

CC01-2016NARR

:
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community and collected by researcher
during fieldwork 2016

in situ

CC01-2016NARR : NGANKANCULT

Audiovisual recording collected by the
community and collected by researcher
during fieldwork 2016

memory

Clandestine_affair

Story about secret affair

memory

Isiah_screen_printing

Short story talking about the screen
printing technique

memory

Yingarna

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Wurrakkak

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Ngalkunburriyaymi

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Ngaliyod

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Ngalyod2

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Ngalyod3

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Ngalyod Kuluban

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Luma Luma

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Luma Luma2

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Luma Luma 3

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Mongerrk

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Mongerrk and Luma Luma

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Karnalaku

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Ngaldjordboh

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Belerrk

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
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Spirit texts collection
memory

Djidjnguk

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Mimih

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Mimih2

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Kudji Murrnginj

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Biyuk Biyuk Kumuken

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Crocodile Stories

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Djabbo dja Dird

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Lorrkon

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Midjdjarn

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Midjdjarn2

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Baladj Djang

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

memory

Nimbuwa

Dreamtime story from the Kunwinjku
Spirit texts collection

Table 24: list of all the naturalistic spatially themed texts as part of the Bininj Kunwok dataset
analysed in this project
Task setting

Text name

Short description and provenance

in situ

Terrah_G_Rockshelter

Talk on rock art shelters and their locations
from Bininj Kunwok corpus

in situ

CC01-2016NARR-ROCKART

Audiovisual

recording

collected

by

the

community and collected by researcher during
fieldwork 2016
in situ

CC01-2016NARR-NGANKANCULT

Audiovisual

recording

collected

by

the

community and collected by researcher during
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fieldwork 2016
in situ

CC01-2016NAV-BWALKCULTRES

Audiovisual

recording

collected

by

the

community and collected by researcher during
fieldwork 2016
memory

Bokmarnde_NLC

Talk on Bokmarnde clan and locations from
Bininj Kunwok corpus

memory

Blackfeller_Road

Talk on Bininj manbolh from Bininj Kunwok
corpus

memory

Early_Days_AL

Story about past times and places in Arnhem
Land from Bininj Kunwok corpus

Table 25: list of all the semi-naturalistic spatially themed texts as part of the Bininj Kunwok
dataset analysed in this project
Task setting

Text name

Short description and provenance

in situ

001-BWALKGOPROS1

Walk conducted to the north-west of Manmoyi
towards Djarbbin

in situ

002-BWALKGOPROS2

Walk conducted to the north of Manmoyi on
the track towards Manmawobidbom

in situ

003-BWALKGOPROS3

Walk conducted as part of intergenerational
bushwalk 2017 around the Arnhem Land
Plateau from Yindgarrermaneng to Duwikwik

in situ

003-BWALKGOPROS4

Walk conducted as part of intergenerational
walk 2017 around the Arnhem Land Plateau
towards Milerrelerre

in situ

004-BWALKGOPROS5

Walk conducted as part of the culture camp
2017 near Milerrelerre looking for yam

in situ

005-BWALKGOPROS1

Walk conducted to the south-west of Manmoyi
through Top-camp

memory

001-BWALKFREERECS1

Free recall of 001-BWALKGOPROS1

memory

002-BWALKFREERECS2

Free recall of 002-BWALKGOPROS2

memory

003-BWALKFREERECS3

Free recall of 003-BWALKGOPROS3

memory

003-BWALKFREERECS4

Free recall of 003-BWALKGOPROS4
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memory

004-BWALKFREERECS5

Free recall of 004-BWALKGOPROS5

memory

005-BWALKFREERECS1

Free recall of 005-BWALKGOPROS1

Memory

2016NAVINTW-

An interview conducted in 2016 with two

BERRIELIZABETH

expert navigators/speakers. A short story about
the practice of walking on country in the past.

commentary

001-BWALKCOMMS1_S6_S7

All the commentaries for

001-BWALKCOMMS1_S8

001-BWALKGOPROS1

001-BWALKCOMMS1_S9
001-BWALKCOMMS1_S10
001-BWALKCOMMS1_S11
001-BWALKCOMMS1_S12_13_14
commentary

002-BWALKCOMMS2_S6_S7

All the commentaries for

002- BWALKCOMMS2_S8

002-BWALKGOPROS2

002- BWALKCOMMS2_S9
002- BWALKCOMMS2_S10
002- BWALKCOMMS2_S11
002BWALKCOMMS2_S12_13_14
commentary

003-BWALKCOMMS3_S6_S7

All the commentaries for

003- BWALKCOMMS3_S8

003-BWALKGOPROS3

003- BWALKCOMMS3_S9
003- BWALKCOMMS3_S10
003- BWALKCOMMS3_S11
003BWALKCOMMS3_S12_13_14
commentary

003-BWALKCOMMS3_S6_S7

All the commentaries for

003- BWALKCOMMS3_S8

003-BWALKGOPROS4

003- BWALKCOMMS3_S9
003- BWALKCOMMS3_S10
003- BWALKCOMMS3_S11
003BWALKCOMMS3_S12_13_14
commentary

004-BWALKCOMMS5_S6_S7

All the commentaries for

004- BWALKCOMMS5_S8

004-BWALKGOPROS5

004- BWALKCOMMS5_S9
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004- BWALKCOMMS5_S10
004- BWALKCOMMS5_S11
004BWALKCOMMS5_S12_13_14
commentary

005-BWALKCOMMS1_S6_S7

All the commentaries for

005- BWALKCOMMS1_S8

005-BWALKGOPROS1

005- BWALKCOMMS1_S9
005- BWALKCOMMS1_S10
005- BWALKCOMMS1_S11
005BWALKCOMMS1_S12_13_14
commentary

2016NAV-BWALKCOMMS1

The first semi-naturalistic text collected in
2016. The speaker commented on
CC01-2016NAV-BWALKCULTRES
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Appendix C: Coded variables
Table 26: list of the variables in the corpus explained.
Corpus

Description and levels

file

The name of the media file containing the text

text

The task setting

In-situ
commentary
Free recall

begin

The time a language/semantic unit begins to be produced by a speaker

end

The time a language/semantic unit ends

duration

The duration of a language/semantic unit

transcr

The transcription in Bininj Kunwok (different dialectal varieties not coded)

transl

The translation in English of the language/semantic unit

elan

The corresponding ELAN line of the language/semantic unit

sp

The unique speaker ID

situation

The type of talk situation in which a commentary

1 person

happens

2 people
3 people

gend

The gender of the speaker

M (male)
F (female)

age

The age of the speaker

sp_fam

The familiarity of the speaker with

Y (yes)

the land or track walked/commented

N (no)

The familiarity of the interlocutor

Y (yes)

with

N (no)

interl_fam

the

land

or

track

walked/commented
dist_riv

The distance from the rivers

< 100 meters = near
> 100 meters = far

elev

Altitude or elevation

heading

GPS compass heading direction in degrees 0-360

facing

Compass direction of facing only

north

during commentary

south
east
west
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map_arrow

Compass direction of the dynamic arrow with respect to the environment
surrounding the speaker during a commentary (and not the environment in
the video)

motion

The motion verbs used during the elicitations

motion_pathMann

Distinguishes if the verb is of type ‘path’, ‘manner’ or ‘both’

Motion_semanticTypes

Distinguishes each motion semantic type with an integer : 1-84
(e.g., re/wam/rayinj = 1; ngurlken/ngurlkeni/ngurlkeng = 2 and so on)

cardinal

The cardinal constructions used (e.g., kakbi, ya-kakbi ‘north’)

type_cardinal

Distinguishes between the two different types of cardinal semantics
identified: ‘general’ and ‘specific’.

geomorphic

The geomorphic constructions used (e.g., kaddum ‘upstream’)

type_geomorph

Distinguishes between two different types of geomorphic identified: ‘eco’
(eco-contextualized) and ‘toponym’ (toponym-contextualized).

topo_constr

The toponym constructions used (e.g., Kamarrkawarn, Manmawobidbom
etc)

landscape_constr

The landscape constructions used (e.g., ku-kodjdubbe, kun-warddehwardde)

geomorph_card

A regrouping of the allocentric system only considering geomorphic and
cardinals

Combinations

They distinguish all the possible combinations found between allocentric and
the other spatial constructions considered: ‘mot_card’ (motion+cardinal),
‘mot_geom’

(motion+geomorphic),

‘place_card’

(place+cardinal),

‘place_geom’ (place+geomorphic).
haugen_orient

Semantic
strategies

orientation
discussed

in

Proximate – immediate judgment of the eye
Ultimate – direction to the final destination

Haugen (1957)

Uncertainties

Orientation
occurred

Type_text

uncertainties
during

the

NOTUNC (not uncertain)

commentaries

NOTREL (not relevant)

Distinguishes the type of

Non_space (non spatial naturalistic)

text of the ones considered

Space_nat (spatial naturalistic)

in the dataset for this study

Spatial_constructions

UNC (uncertain)

Space_seminat (spatial semi-naturalistic)

Distinguishes between the five types of spatial constructions considered :
‘cardinal’, ‘geomorphic’, ‘motion’, ‘landscape’, ‘toponym’
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Appendix D: Commentary task script
Table 27: the script read aloud by the researcher in Bininj Kunwok, for the navigation
commentaries task.
Script for Navigation commentaries
Bininj Kunwok (this is orally recited)
Initial instructions for data elicitation (prior to recording)

English (these are only translations - not orally recited)
Initial

instructions

for

data

elicitation

(prior

to

recording)

Werrk ngaye djawan ngudda bu kamak bim-mang

First, I will ask you if it’s ok that I record you audio and

Ngudda yi-yime kamak, wanjh nga-djawan questions yiman

video. If you say yes, then I will ask you some questions for

kayime:

example:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Nangale (Ngalngale) yi-ngey-yo?
Njale country ngudda ke?
Njale kunkurlah ngudda ke?
Njale kunwok yi-wokdi?

1.
2.
3.
4.

What’s your name?
What’s your country of origin?
What’s your skin name?
What language do you speak?

Wanjh kaluk, bukkan short videos wok-yak, baleh yi-na

After, I will show you some silent short movies, where you

binbininj dja daldaluk kabirri-wam bushwalking ku-bolk-

will see some men and women who went bushwalking, on

buyika, ku-denge kabirri-wam

foot, in different places.

Kamak?

If that ok?

Mah, kamak

Alright then

Commentary questions and instructions for data elicitation

Commentary

(whilst recording)

elicitation (whilst recording)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

kamak bim-mang?
Nangale (Ngalngale) yi-ngey-yo?
Njale country ngudda ke?
Njale kunkurlah ngudda ke?
Njale kunwok yi-wokdi

Mah, bolkki bukkan short videos korroko morlewam

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

questions

and

instructions

for

data

is it alright if I video record you?
Mah. What’s your name?
What’s your country of origin?
What’s your skin name?
What language do you speak?

Alright, now I will show you some short videos I talked to
you about before

Video number 1.

Kondah Canberra, kore University campus. Boken daldaluk

Here is in Canberra, at the University campus, two balanda

bene-kukbele, bedda bene-wam dja manme bene-mey, bene-

ladies went to get/to buy some food

bayahmeng
Video number 2.

Kondah darnki Manmoyi. Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang, Adeline

Here is near Manmoyi. Elizabeth Ngalkamarrang, Adeline

Ngalngaridj wurdurd dorrengh, bushwalking ngarri-wam ba

Ngalngaridj, the children and I went bushwalking to show

ngarrben-bolk-bukkang

the area to the children
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Video number 3.

Kondah darnki Manmoyi. Berribob Kamarrang, Elizabeth

Here is near Manmoyi, Berribob Kamarrang, Elizabeth

Ngalkamarrang, ngaye dja wurdurd, bushwalking ngarri-wam

Ngalkamarrang, the children and I went bushwalking to

ba ngarrben-bolk-bukkang

show the area to the children

Video number 4.

Kondah Warddeken bushwalk, July 2017. Terrah Kamarrang,

Here is during the Warddeken bushwalk, July 2017. Terrah

ngaye dja birri-buyika, ngarri-m-dolkkang Yingarremarneng dja

Kamarrang, the others and I we started at Yingarremarneng

Duwikwik ngarri-wam

and we went to Duwikwik

Video number 5.

Kondah Warddeken bushwalk, July 2017. Stuart Kamarrang,

Here is during the Warddeken bushwalk, July 2017. Stuart

ngaye dja birri-buyika Yibba-beh ngarri-m-dolkkang dja

Kamarrang, the others and I started at Yibba and went to

Milerrelerre ngarri-wam

Milerrelerre

Video number 6.

Kondah

Milerrelerre

Ngalkamarrang,

culture

Elizabeth

camp,

July

2017.

Ngalkamarrang,

Sarah

Deborah

Here is at the Milerrelerre culture camp, July 2017. Sarah
Ngalkamarrang,

Elizabeth

Ngalkamarrang,

Deborah

Ngalngarridj dja birri-buyika daldaluk dja wurdurd warridj,

Ngalngarridj, the other ladies with the children and I, we

ngarri-wam bushwalking ba kayawal dja man-yawok ngarri-

went bushwalking and we looked for long and cheeky yam

yawam
Video number 7.

Kondah darnki Manmoyi. Sarah Ngalkamarrang, Elizabeth

Here is near Manmoyi. Sarah Ngalkamarrang, Elizabeth

Ngalkamarrang, ngaye dja wurdurd, bushwalking ngarri-wam

Ngalkamarrang, the children and I, we went bushwalking to

ba ngarrben-bolk-bukkang wurdurd

show the area to the children
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